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Foreword
This is a diary styled poetry sequel of books of advanced form. The beauty and power of
words is utterly displayed with intentions to thrive one’s imagination. The stories are based
on real life occurrences and observations in the world at large. Strong metaphors and
symbology is used throughout as the author foretells stories with many valid lessons.

The two books enclosed were designed to be read from beginning to finish without skipping
verses. Several classic dictionaries were used in the compilation of this book, listing the
crucial ones:
WordNet (r) 3.0 (2005)

Foolish Dictionary

Webster's 1913 Dictionary

Collin's Cobuild Dictionary

Moby Thesaurus

Dictionary of Ro

Webster's 1828 Dictionary

Hitchcock Bible Dictionary

Merriam Webster's

Easton's Bible Dictionary

Oxford Reference Dictionary

International Standard Bible Encyclopedia

Soule's Dictionary of English Synonyms

Urban Dictionary

It is recommended that this compilation be read without deciphering the meaning of words
unknown in the first reading. If indeed terminologies of certain words are desired, the
following website will provide concise definitions for most words:
http://www.wordswarm.net/search/

The first book in this series was initially a FREEWARE poetry book with metaphors and
riddles embedded deep in meaning. Coding through juxtaposed syllables prevailed in some
of the compilations. This compilation was considered a work of ‘Genius’ by ‘Xlibris
Publishing – A Penguin Company’, and admired as a masterpiece of ‘unique insightful vision’
by ‘Scribe Publications’. Anne Razel, a senior publishing consultant, was quoted as saying
she was ‘overwhelmed beyond imagination’.
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Percārus
adjective
very dear / much loved
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WHAT IS DEAR TO US?
ELOQUENT POETRY AND RANDOM QUOTATIONS

I
Favouring God beeth not an impediment
Nor is it shameful to bear repentance for our wrongs.
I proclaim my love out and loud in all bareness
For in hereness I am glad and joyful, I live.
Why donate a penny when threepence is more fitting
For there is deftness to every great deed done.
If thou’st reside in a fair manor, bear heed to the Greencloth
For such manners shall interclude evil from the premises.
God desensitizes ails abroad, and it beeth not only will
But divine acts prosper throughout existence when fit be.
Heeding God’s ideal and greater plan guides and comforts
And in faith we trust in the salve being better than common stinkhorn.
In adhering what we love, in cherishing our purpose
We become drivers of our destiny, with a love for God.
Three-point turns are necessities when driving through life
And in due time our dreams effloresce for God is kind.
Call it what you may, higher entity or the divine
Allegedly all the same and yet so much more.
A prospectus has been provided whilst others will read it for you –
All you have to do is enjoy church and begone your hypochondriac fears.
“Compare yourself to others only in a noble and just manner – lest you create envy in
others”
II
Shove not a sword ventromedially if all hope is lost
As there ain’t no honour in a Samurai’s death.
Life is like an art piece, and for this we should cherish it
To full completion’s sake for surety, for a full life is proper.
It matters not if you are in the demitint region
As the painting will blossom magnificently when viewed.
Others are appreciatory of your canvas and if time allows
You too shall be able to colour their canvas in elemental manner.
Apprehend the moment, each and every day
Nor be frustrated if not capable for remembrance of old suffices.
Carry forth unsteeped in the rainy weather through trickery
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Of the mind and beyond as prefigurement towards the above.
Lance your head up and be proud for the ozone breath
And an image of bliss will be bestowed upon the senses.
It is deducible that time and again the just prevail
For in the expanse of time, the alpha and omega will judge.
Dealbation of the stain of the soul will not save thee
And herewithin lies the answer, be good and prosper.
Instigate the good within you and learn from ancient times
For there is a good book, mayhap fable or nay, wisdom is within.
“Pay your dues and be kind to other’s requests but never depart from moral reason, not
necessarily your reason”
III
My heart misses a step, an oh’ so conscious I am of the supraventricular
For it is within me the very essence of my soul, my humble adobe.
Promissorily I have made a pact on behalf of humanity, to fight injustice
And deliver us from evil, for the greater good of all the ones that can be saved.
Alas, at times solitude begets me woes and frustration—
I am but human and I become cornified and hurt in misery for I find not what I seek.
Such is the dilemma of life.
Expectedly I seek reward, but I cannot count good deeds for I am afflicted,
Afflicted with pain, with perspicable lack of chance, within my humble heart.
Gratitude is a blessing for those deprived for oh’ so long, ingratitude I abstain.
Like wildfire word may spread forth about a man’s heart, but yet not for the good mayhap.
Alas my seminiferous self has not propagated yet—
I have not yet germinated, that is why, and so the seas roam, so slumbrous.
Such is the dilemma of life.
Immunocompromised are we all to evil, evil belongs here not.
I seek, I cherish, I learn and I fight – I persevere regardless, so I hope.
In the end the good people must win.
Alas, for man was created in symbology by clay, iron if you must—
Where all is the whitesmith to perfect this masterpiece to human spirit?
And so I reach deep into my besom pocket and find the key
But you know not what it is, fare thee well...
“Never fully trust someone without noble values”
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IV
Grqatulated ought be feats of altruism for the sanctity of our sanity.
Merchant bars far and wide historically carried tales of graven nature—
Ceilinged have the deeds of the good been, and through enjoyable duress.
The cephalic brain hath’e categoriser of meaning, abhorred ought beeth the Stoics
At hearing tearful hurt of the just and proper.
Transplendency illuminates and radiates the nobles.
Disordinance abounds the Stoics in incomprehension, hence they ruffle.
Indolently are the lives of the materialists but they know not in natural regnol.
Passions of the spirit are harboured towardliness justice and not pithom—
Pertained are we not, when confronted with the impuissance of the foolish blithe.
The souls of the just beeth indeed impenetrable to harm and are not defeasible, catchy
Is impermissibility in the eyes of the tourer?
I beckon all free-willed trustees from the inheritance from beyond,
Let’s gather together and heed these conglomerateurish words for the sake of our scient.
Depoliticize evil and gather forth the true, we are not wicked.
Side by side, undistinguishing are our brethren, and together a better forged vadasu.
Promissory are our ways and insphered in this Earth is our anlace—
For waddling is the precarious path of the wicked, and none shall mock the vizier.
Costlewe is the adjustment process, and with due time and patience none shall wrench
That of which has been vested on us by divinity itself!
Imbodying all that is lawful and good, we conquer the Greeks.
Our subregion is within the hearts of man, let us be fishers of man, it is not goosey.
Scrofulous are the wrongdoers, that hath spilled their wickedness on others.
Not all men are irreconcilably opposed to each starer—
The doers of good are otherguise to ill kindred, differences are obfuscated by barful.
Imbitterment of the self, in temperament, in gist, and in emotion impedes not, cremor
Of the heap is thine holy self and thence is emancipated so as to inlive!
“Cherished are those well versed in communication, but better gifted are those blessed with
a heart”
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V
There comes a moment in thy life in which an epiphany will present itself—
Seize it, cherish it, understand it, adore it for it beeth a gift.
VI
We subserve snively and shrewdly to the King’s grace for they know best—
But fret thee not, for emendication bears great rewards within the monarchy.
VII
A lover’s quarrel, a brewer’s barrel, forever thine we am—
Relief, besiege, I ask thou again, forever thine shall we be?
VIII
Assuagement beeth sure to soothe my woes—
I strive for political freedom.
“Heed wisdoms of old, to console wisdoms of the present”
“Love comes and goes many times over but a soulmate may only come once”
“Always look a gift vehicle under the bonnet”
“Be attentive to what is said about you as it reflects your own nature”
IX
Epiphany
Apogametic unwarrantable
Alluring, understanding, ruling
Only time will foretell if the Oracle is correct
Blessing, catching, believing
Accredited polariscopic
Success
X
Fear not if thy are’th scared, blood is stifftail and not blue—
Mind you not the dead peasant, he commit lordolatry.
XI
He obeys not our King, we woll not have this in our gracious Kingdom—
Oh, but wait, our lordship is not pure of heart.
XII
Parisology begets a backhanded slap wonted to thee face—
I see thee not, for my fairy eye has disappeared.
“Genuine altruism asks for compassion to others en parallel to compassion to self”
“Pure altruism necessitates a sacrifice of the self for the sake of another”
“Forgive but forget not for the sake of wisdom only”
“Pursue your passion and not the money, and if a compromise may be found, so be it”
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ARCHAIC NOMENCLATURE
Nominative:
I
we
thou*
you
he, she
they
+ Left column directed to lesser importance.

Objective:
me
thee
him, her

us
you
them

Possessive:
my, mine
thy, thine**
his, hers

our, ours
your, yours
theirs

Semi-made up:

beeth = be it = is
thou’st = you do
hath = have

doth = do, does
ain’t = is not
are’th = are to = are

wont = woll not = willnot = to be accustomed
are’st = are (active)

20 GREAT ARCHAIC WORDS

1. Gardyloo – Derived from the French shout of “garde à l’eau” (Beware of the water!) when
a chamber pot is emptied out of the window into the street below. Particularly associated
with Edinburgh’s high tenement buildings (pictured).
2. Puissant – Meaning powerful or mighty. Commonly used to describe nobles of the French
or English aristocracy. Should you meet the Queen feel free to slip it into your chat.
3. Sweven – A vision or a dream. “[The Queen] went in to the Sultan and assured him that
their daughter had suffered during all her wedding-night from swevens and nightmare.”
1001 Nights, translated by Richard Burton.
4. Pismire – An ant. This word comes from a joining of the words piss and myre. A myre
means a small insect and piss means… Well, some ants produce a smell similar to urine.
5. Ambodexter – One able to play with either hand. The word was used to describe
someone untrustworthy i.e. you never know what they will do. If you hate someone who
also happens to be ambidextrous it makes for a good sly insult.
6. Contumelious – Scornful or arrogantly rude. Welcome to the world of publishing on the
internet.
7. Excogigate – To plan, plot or devise. From the Latin for ‘to bring out by thinking.’ Never
used in relation to list writing.
8. Galimaufry – A jumble or confused medley of things. A particularly apt word for
describing some of my previous lists. Also used to describe a mix of chopped meats.
9. Septentrional – Of the north. Comes from the seven stars of the Great Bear. If you must
refer to the north, why not do it with style?
10. Twattling – To gossip; talk idly and too much. While a tattler may be someone who
gossips, the word can also describe someone who makes a fuss over a pet.
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11. Zenzizenzizenzic – To the power of eight. This word was used before superscript
notation came into common use. In the 16th century it was explained as “[it] doeth
represent the square of squares squarely”.
12. Cozen – To swindle by artful deception. Probably derived from the word for an Italian
horse-trader, so be careful about buying an Italian horse.
13. Hugger-mugger – In a state of confusion and disarray. Or to act in a secretive way. Or,
presumably, to make a confused mess and try to keep it secret (pictured).
14. Welkin – The sky or the vault of heaven. Still occasionally used in the phrase ‘make the
welkin ring’ for an event so loud it makes the heavens reverberate. A classier way of asking
‘Did the earth move for you?’ is ‘Did the welkin ring for you?’
15. Attercop – Spider. Used by Tolkien, that lover of archaic words, to describe the great
spiders of Mirkwood. Attercop originally meant poison-head, and had the same negative
connotations when attached to a person as spider does today.
16. Equipollent – Equal in force or power. When used in logic, it means two arguments
validly derived from the same data. Using the data from this list, commenters will either
love or hate it, but the conclusions won’t be equipollent; what’s not to love?
17. Apricity – The feeling of the warmth of the sun in winter. This word sparked this list
when I used it in conversation and no one knew what it was. Nothing particularly funny, just
a great word and a great sensation.
18. Dwimmer-crafty – Another word used by Tolkien, meaning skilled in the magical arts
and particularly sly in the use of concealment and illusion. I like to describe the current
Prime Minister as dwimmer-crafty.
19. Sanguinolent – Tinged with blood, or with a passion for bloodshed. Should you find your
urine is sanguinolent be sure to visit the apothecary.
20. Pizzle – To beat someone with a dried bull’s penis. Today you can still buy walking sticks
made from dried bull penises, but in the past they were sometimes used for public
floggings. It took some work before I could discover exactly what was happening when I
read about Quakers being pizzled through the streets.
Reference: “Ultimate – list verse – Top 10 lists”, October 21, 2011, LordZB, retrieved on 2nd
February 2013 from http://listverse.com/2011/10/21/20-great-archaic-words/
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WHAT IS DEAR TO US?
ELOQUENT POETRY AND RANDOM QUOTATIONS

XIII
Gastric symptoms befouls my weather when carkanet adorned—
How am I to alleviate ills when in chains?
Shirl encrusted, chains egested lineate my freedom—
Felof this ain’t, I bid for freedom!
Scraw my imprisonment, deliver thou’st suffering in shoving—
How can we be liberated from these premises?
Wiped it clean, motor sheen, saw it further—
Tondo this chastise be, around my neck as in sampler!
Aware am my, and so I sing and doth joins I in melisma—
A song is but a prayer to the divine, aide me aye?
Seeds of temptation my lyrics become, for I am a refugee—
Kubul this may be to thee, I am Hasidic!
Blurt out my plea, I are persecuted, am not farcing—
I plea out, swelled I become, I am like thee!
Blurt out our name, the season begs for climate—
Erato heeds my pleas, how is this so for I am Jewish!?
XIV
Gather ye around thenceforth ye show begins,
Mean Gentiles approach:
Hoick the holster, shoot me not
To-day is the day I reproach.
XV
Ram the sly dog…
Futob thine torso beeth;
Feral! Die dog, die.
Bam the jet jam…
Drone thine luster beeth;
Green! Shine, polish, shine.
Thunderstruck bolt—
How I wish’ed thee be gone,
Both bolt and dog unite.
“Remember kind and bad words but dwell on only the kind ones”
“Believe in something, stand it up to reason, and let bliss prosper”
“Learn from fear when need be, and overcome it next time”
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XVI
Ye live in a world of ol’,
But brethren worry not for a palitac thou’st thee good.
Unkempt hair, what a demise.
Ye live in a world of ol’,
But brother listen, vicnaku bears no place here.
Jobless wonder, get a job.
Ye live in a world of ol’,
But sister worship is good, it brings grace.
Dare not become a nun, lest ye be born with such grace.
Monkery finds an adobe in place indeed,
Cut thine hair, hard yakka, worship in need.
Oh my, what have thine become?
“If you seek something but cannot find then try asking instead”
XVII
Infelicitate
Sternutation, tortuousness
‘Heart-seeding’, abandoning, absolutizing
Twisted is sickness when it delves deep within the soul
Marrying, crucifying, staying
Nympholeptic, perfectional
Opsigamy
“If you fail to see an afterlife, or better times to be, reason quick for you are in the wrong”
XVIII
Sailors carry forth ‘till daybreak, forever westwards;
It is but the dawn of civilization.
Tally-ho, it beeth a sight at starboard, be it a thresher?
Harpoon that beast, we shall garnish it onboard.
With what o’ captain? With what?
Brooklime is all we have onboard.
With great seamanship, and watermanship aplenty;
Ensealed becomes the shark meat.
Brothers, our catch of the day is mercantilistic in nature.
Board it and prep it up boys, we shall taste a morsel.
Hath he gone mad? Brooklime with meat?
No such thing my captain, no arboreous spice shall entice me that meat.
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Sea-dogs, thine selves are free in peculating as you see fit;
Bring forth the salt if ye must, but heed it be thy wage.
Landlubbers, who understands him, whom liveth by it?
Not me, har har, me am the Captain!
“When stuck at sea, do not underestimate the gift of the gab”
XIX
Iritic based is the game of the stockbroker—
Options, puts, and calls are left justified in the thinker’s game.
The financier preaches economic mobilization—
Preadolescent are their thoughts within the global scale.
The green brokers preach perficience abroad;
Belittle to them famishing hunger always persists ahead.
It beeth a tetter-totter game, on basic reasoning intent on besai;
Whom is to win in this crummie game of fools?
Mesdames Eris and her entourage solicit such wicked vices—
Unfeeling within the Greek pantheon, bankers and financiers evict.
Judgement of the gods befall humanity in a misting slade—
Admiring are those devoted to false gods, the demise of acct’s.
Insensible and unfeeling is the caress of the nobleless divine;
Unrecognized are the prayers of mortals bezaleel in madup.
Emphasised has this been in scripture, for to follow is kedar;
Quibble as money hoarders go, they cannot escape their fate for thereinafter lays a motto:
Pestilence asunders towards all alike for heeding false idols,
Nor is the kindness of the just spared in apocalyptic judgement,
Therewithal all mankind be judged by law, but wait!
There is Jesus…
XX
I faced the sanballat
Then I stood middle-of-the-road
Fireclay encloses my tomb
I was successful
XXI
Under oath of the nation,
By true resinous word to God,
Twisted-horn was his soul,
In a well-favoured sunny day,
Bill Clinton lied to all.
“Do not openly disbelieve the improbable, assign it a probability instead”
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“If your enemies give you a hard time it may be plausible to passively approach them, time
and time again – tact is the key”
“Be tolerant to those that choose to harm themselves believing otherwise as long as they
are out of sight”
XXII
Pacific gestures are regarded in all earthliness,
Beeth pacing to-and-fro forever it is earnest.
Shall thy pachyderm self march forever eastward,
Or ought ye’b packed in a friendly ecosystem.
Unarticulated ‘may’ this be in thought, but it professes nature—
Nature of explorers, vast and wide, seeking new lands abroad.
Radicalness within the self inspired the cable,
The radio was discovered in due time and it was calculative.
Smarter became, radiocaster was developed caged in cabins,
Us’d survive by radish, and down it went in the cauldron.
Reassumption prevailed, the food of the poor, the advents that locks—
So few in number and yet so much pressure, thanks to a turnip.
Abducted became the radiocaster, whilst sending and ramming,
They abetter the notion, best them than us befall a rampage.
Aliens relate ablatively to conspiracy theories, praise rapport,
I desire not abnormalities to all so secrecy maintains it rare.
As it beeth, evolution led to exploration, and a turnip for sustenance—
Payment to technology, contact established - terminate transmission.
U.S. of America – in the government we trust.
“Be open to new ideas, but do not openly embrace anything without some skepticism”
XXIII
Work, life, and utter demise.
Oh, boisterous noise!
Slavery, exhaustion, and impending death.
All hells breaks lose once trapped in the scheming plot—
Of life!
“Always pay your dues, ahead of time preferably, because rewards are often associated”
XXIV
Wringing wriggly sandy clothes whilst bringing cunning cultures to thy housemaid.
“Get in the habit of doing some good deeds every once in a while at least – good happens”
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XXV
Oh inrailed hath our love become,
It beeth a camerated leap of faith for hope,
For our membrum virile goes unappeased.
Volitionally we accept intercourse, beeth there someone?—
I’ve sighted wanderers aplenty but they seek’eth gold.
Vicariously I portray myself, am I still too prudent?
I’ve tried many approaches but they think me not bold.
Extant is my manhood, it projects forever outwards—
And yet it finds not comfort in a lady’s adobe.
Wariness overwhelms me, is a vesperal lady sporting?
And so our relentless search goes, all around the globe.
Procedurally I become, patience endures within me—
How doth I yearn for a fair verdict, a tender kiss.
Vanquished I am not in soul, but am I in spirit gone?
Premonished are those my paths cross, for dread is in loom.
Hot-bloodedness pervades my essence, ardent is the constraint—
Ill suited kindred beckon me for horrors, hath I relented, I’d be dead.
Unblighted am I, me essence is clear and virtuous am I in profluence?
My essence self is saved, morals guide me, for I am no ejaculator of sins.
Oh insulous hath the nature of life become,
It beeth too long since love professed my essence.
For our membrum virile goes unappeased.
“If you aim for perfection in this life mayhap it is only attained at full essence in the next”
XXVI
In the beginning there was nothing, the void beget Gaia which lain Tartarus at deepest.
Darkness and night, brightness and day, fed up was Gaia that Uranus the mate beset.
Abhorrible was Uranus in the face of his lineage,
The sky, so bright and blue, and yet not cherished so.
The Titans so loathed and befoul, monstrosity were they:
Had Uranus foreseen Zeus the heavens would’b in glory.
No eriach was given, no justice to the sky, Olympians prevailed.
The original father was but primitive, cherished morphina,
And commandry was betrayed, no value in honour went so.
Eucairite was existence, before the father’s demise:
Arbustive had creation been prior to the dawn of man.
Beleaguerer and treacherous they were to betray a father.
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The heaven’s had left no slagheap but Zeus alone,
But love did follow, in the strangest of ways a final act of God.
Entheastically Aphrodite spurt forth, from the essence of manhood:
Maneater she was not, she loved all beings so sweet and true.
Glenderous were her lips, devoid of purity appropriative to birth.
Zeus blamed not his character, pointing indicatively away,
It beeth his nurturers that held blame, raised for the deed.
What man, what beast, what fiend shapeshifts to osprey at will?
Zeus hath, Zeus boasted, Zeus raped for the sake of his lust.
Uranus hath found a seventh place in the sky in the hearts of men.
The ocean mourned for Uranus and amidst desmid mated forth,
To pave an unfalsifiable new deity with so much splendour within.
Generification labelled her a harlot, an immoral godly wench:
Proverbialism established Aphrodite in a rigid place among the sky.
And so cosmogony gave beauty second place in the hearts of men.
Aggrandised had become the origin of Uranus but belittle him Zeus did,
Uranus’ skin had a marbleizing feel, he was father to man’s desire.
Had been Uranus syphilitically inflicted, Zeus could be forgiven—
However, shapelessness was Zeus, for he soared like an eagle;
He regarded not the glory of the form of man in absolutes.
Parridicious was Zeus, blasphemy itself and none oppone him.
Scandalization hath roamed since the origins of time, inspire it did the hearts of men.
Understated had the primitive origins been, indusiated Uranus had not been by Gaia.
Flickeringly went the remnants of time;
Repeatedly were ordeals pre-engaged anew.
Never had a deity before Zeus erred in so much sin;
Contravening the law of justice, and purity and heart—
Zeus became fructuous and was blessed instead.
Is this right?
“Respect your elders and love thy parents no matter what as these are traits of nobility”
XXVII
Scroonched is Father Christmas in the chimney stack.
He finds his way down an infundibulate opening—
There is no fear in the fires that lurk below,
For every family welcomes his stay with cookies and milk.
Christiened are Christians in this crisscross of days.
Strengthed is the family on reunions and gatherings.
Much Perpotation occurs in days of celebration—
There are the scriptures which are voluminously in nature,
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For words of old ought to be cherished for a sense of history.
Reunions are for reaching to rebuild recapture lost times.
“Holding dear to some celebrative days are a must for a sense of identity and integrity”
XXVIII
The key to longevity is simple; acceptance of an afterlife is vital.
Realization that personality may morph given times is urgent;
For a sense of self identity can be grasped without destroying the self.
Overcoming the fear of living in isolation may be useful – for happiness,
However, being able to grasp your inner passion with ethics bears favour.
How long does life go throughout; think deeply for it is not everlasting.
Pertubated your overall life will be, without a reasonable guess;
And think not of others but instead of unlimited resource availability.
Depurate the essence of the soul, you want to live long – for happiness,
However, not too long so as to be cyclical lest the devil’s hornist sound be heard.
It has been presaged to all; life is long enough for thousands of years.
When in a forest and thinking notice the underwood and not the sky above;
For you are closer to Earth and it is that which affects your humane self.
Snancel not yourself to a faithless short life, believe and know – for happiness,
However, if you live too long you may face the demise of the ages.
Think deeply how long you would want to live, with God by your side.
This is all good to batten down the hatches in case woes are ahead;
Being certain of your faith is vital, since logic beeth on your side.
Behaving unhandsomely throughout life brings bad karma, be good – for happiness,
However, keep in mind the devil is ‘simply’ evil, and the latter will ring-neck thee.
The infinite is like a crumpet, your brain like a trumpet.
Carry the frigate lest you plummet, a poet is your walnut.
Lest you end in a casket, and that is your target in secret.
I say more to you, to cure your poor sore unsure self and score!
Higher life exists here...
“Destined are we, but it is up to you for what in spirit”
XXIX
Supervening the abluvion of yourself lest hamartia be your downfall.
Brings peace, brings peace.
Bidding the oblivion thyself thus liberating the stigma of your eyeball.
Brings peace, brings peace.
Wrenching free the sunken self looking forever forwards tall.
Brings peace.
“Utilize the failures of your life for stories of grandeur when possible”
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XXX
schoolboys in uniform
playing sport break long
looking puzzled at 12
whilst insatiable urges within
it is hot in summer
and the day in school is amiss
love, in need of,
in need of love, and
I pack up my books
peering over desks
all eyes look
everywhere—
they’ve been told
about sexy alluring girls
available; but there are none
around, not the ratios.
and yet there is a dove
outside,
and so waiting for my chance
I yet see no decent girl,
we figured!
schoolboys in uniform,
they wait the proper time and
moment, and then they will move
but not conquer – ratios are wrong.
I pack up my books and realise
there are more guys than girls
in this world beyond
and hence I shall never be
pleased and part of heaven
in this lifetime to be.
but I deluded on
“Patience is a virtue that is best met when justified”
XXXI
what’s bad about all
this is
living with people
like minded and in
waiting. I would
help all of them
if only my luck
were better.
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they need it less
than I.
I walk in town
and watch discretely
and pray my chance
comes by quick.
I suppose I got
old,
and there is not
much point
but I know if
I desist it is
all over.
wrenched away from wealth
I am, indeed it so
but I persist for I am alpha
in need of omega
and an intermediary
in-between. I
wait with them
between the premises of time
people walk by.
“Without expression of wants and needs in a manner befitting thou shall not receive”

XXXII
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Finally brethren, whatsoever
things are true,
whatsoever things are honest,
whatsoever things are just,
whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely,
whatsoever things are of good report,
if there be any virtue,
and if there be any praise,
think on these things.
Phillippians 4:8

“Happiness arises when one frees him/herself from worries – worry not about imperfections
and instead capitalize on the true beauty of them”
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XXXIII
shove into that olive grove
and use the glove
to pluck out the
olives from above,
with love.
treat that tree well
and provide good potty
purely and deeply for
love. care not if
tree becomes crumbly
nor if deathly it
becomes;
good passion ripens the
best abreast of the
rest.
the motive is olive,
good should be wood
within tree – fleshy and
firm so as not
to rotten.
I remember a time,
I flocked the fields
and saw the final
product
in supermarket shelves,
they stood. so
remember dearly the
love. lovely it
is.
“Be not embarrassed as to whom you are, but be wary as to who you disclose yourself to”
XXXIV
The hedonist’s life, all begot frivolism
Within the surroundings is but lust and games.
Labour and shovelspurs benign in notion
For the hedonist knows not the meaning.
Resentient is the lifestyle, bringing ails
And woes – in the end deglamorization in all.
Dispense they will of their advice;
They beget destruction and spherules of wine,
Splash!
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All-informing is the life of pleasure,
Seeking what is enjoyable and mislove abounds.
Incompetible they become, for they bore quick
For they are inadvertist in nature
Living the fantasy, indread of reality.
Hairy-chested are some, others opt effeminacy.
Hedonists alike, commensurably in kin;
Never lucubrating, never in lore.
Sloth!
Some are effronterious in standing
But within they are like children.
Not bad individuals are they
But a spectacle to behold.
Near-all are inalterable, but some
Know them some to be serious.
Hedonist and non alike, need each other;
A coupler of an organ are the pair
For the greater majesty!
Forplaint we become and advocitate we beeth
For in the end desightment becomes they.
Jocundly is the lifestyle, happiness it contains
But selfishness erupts with no firmness.
Registrars confirm history, and the present affirms
But it is a rapin who points this out.
Let them be savorly,
And cherish their times.
It harms not many— but,
Reason.
“There is no shame in living a life of plenty, however not helping others when in position –
major shame”
XXXV
Superarrogate is thee, with thy blasted mouth.
I seek not thy lies, nor thy evil demise.
Sparse might be thy vile humour or thy wicked lies.
Gibble-gabble is all I hear, from thine vile breath.
I hear not wisdom, but instead mere folly—
And so unsubstantialised is thy self,
Deprived of heart.
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Thy warned me not of hot weather,
It had been cold instead—
Canicular in every sense, I sought it not.
I lay here in convulsional fits,
For beeth hot and scalding—
A curet will fix thy tongue.
Ye say I am overcome with crabbiness.
Ye also say I am schmalz in mood.
Spare me thy vile humour and wicked lies.
It is eminent ye shall fall, head first.
Pluck out thy od so ye may see better—
Going strong I am, without your help,
I have a heatstroke.
“Respect education, but remember also to respect hard labour”
XXXVI
I saw a big teddy bear,
grandpa in law
so it went. grandpas
are dead, and yet
I have one left.
hurray!
we went shooting,
we did.
I was passed a rifle,
never before had
I one.
no unsportsmanlike
behaviour within our family.
my family, his family
is there a difference?
christmas was great
with my ferocious
teddy. I never had a
genuine bear
as a friend.
and I got to know love
for a second time
from an extended
family.
“Remember compliments, forget insults but only if untrue and not harmful”
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XXXVII
Approve or disapprove the monarchy,
Oh what a notion.
We need a bullet vote in place,
For God save the King!
Unused, bemused, abused—
So is the public’s opinion.
Coherent, judgement, movement—
We need for England’s sake.
It is hearsay the palace has a donjon,
Beeth true?
A ghastly notion for a downlight,
For God save the King!
Achromatous, ferrous, joyous—
Are the rumours of the donjon.
Bitter, athar, saner—
Donjon clues, for surety.
Everminded is our King, future of England,
It matters not if it has a donjon—
Overforwarded are we towards favouring,
Our altruist King!
God save King Charles.
“All forms of government work, but to the right people”
XXXVIII
Tusked are those nasty fairies
For they request leftover milk
And food droppings.
Friggin’ fairies...
Dance and prance they may
And forever tormenting the good-folk
They tease and play in animosity.
Friggin’ fairies...
They hath made my Irish brother blind—
Blind became he for seeing them prance.
All it took was a blow of dust from their hand—
He never saw them again
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But hear their music he does.
Dressed in underpetticoats and frolicking about,
Them fairies party hard.
And now their music is jazzy,
Plus they torment with endirons.
Mercy is not a fairy’s way.
Defervescency we need, to cool the heat—
Fairies are brutal and nasty.
We need an encyclical letter,
To be rid of them,
For good!
“A belief in myths is not altogether foolish if it impacts your next life to be”
XXXIX
There are an incomprehensible number of ways poetry can be organized and devised. When
it narrows down to storytelling one can proceed to fit rhymes in diagonal fits, pattern the
number of letters in words methodically, and mayhap even include paradoxes in patterns.
The new age of poetry is simply unsurmountable! Here is an ‘extract’ example:
Gather around brothers and sisters for it is time to vamp up the nation!
Cursitatingly’e pilfer away for we are residentiary of England – all felons.
Threadbare are better we in reminding our values of treachery of biforn—
Woolpack burdens befall tougher criminals than us, so what woes do we carry’d?
We are English folk and saunter we may – we are cheeky!

...
“Being original is not always seen as favourable”
XL
Let us enjoy a feast, recumbent in posture,
When the evening approaches, post Neolithic we become.
Let old Roman times be relived, and taste in haste,
Flourish to all for this beeth a feast at least.
Banquet’s thresh’hold, behold fivefold,
A boisterous meal for five to thrive.
Deboned meat, for our delight—
Terrene are our ways, amaze at our sundaes.
“Being humble enhances the appreciation for the finer things – all in time”
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XLI
Matters it if psilanthropy holds valid alone?
Epitome of altruism, virtuous and ethical,
Morally right, proper and just,
Abiding by law, lawful good,
No harm done, good to all.
Jesus Christ, of Nazareth he is, beeth not?
God is fair, all seeing and right,
Impacts our lives, potent and all,
Lawful and thoughtful, in good judgement,
Existence follows causality, a cause to inspire.
Is fighting for the greater cause not divine?
Impacting humanity, for greater good,
Fighting injustice, setting ideals,
Atheists alike, rejoice the values,
It follows through, Jesus is.
XLII
Precool thy sentiments with pendants
For rasorable is thy face, in the barber’s shop.
Fear not the barber for shower follows
Through, and repenter is he the barber.
Domanial is the barber, smarter that way—
Trust his coyed ways for his job is done.
Did you feel a thing?
I hath felt nothing, no mouthing given
I trusted his blade, and ‘twas over.
Love the barber, there is answer
Although, no premunire had he fumbled.
Skimmingly he was, quizzing he wasn’t—
Ever in one, I and him, a job well done.
Confiscatory I would be, of his license and self,
Had blood been spilt!
XLIII
A new herbelet has been found,
A patentee I am now, bound
By what I found, is this sound?
Now I am rich, embarrass de richesses,
I invented a new shampoo that whooshes
My chances are, ‘tis Welsh.
“Never undermine someone lest you do no harm”
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XLIV
Insomnia via beta inadequacy beeth proxy in nature
I can get no sleep
Exhausted and panted but taunted I am
I can get no sleep
Restlessness is proneless to relaxation with tension in pension
I can get no sleep
Weary and breathy I become but succumb I shan’t
I can get no sleep
Drowsiness, blindness, strangeness befalls in rainfalls
I can get no sleep
Asleep, reached sleep – but a dream
Again
XLV
Dillema in gemma, asexual aces races and raises
Sooty fertility in a smutty manner canner
Succulent silence as plant prospers vapours
Plant transplant, replant houseplant—
A predilection for asexual, no vituperation;
It is only sex.
Sporulation a sporting chance, perchance it’s so
Mould remolds, fungi bread purebred
Suction and reproduction spread sled
Fungous pest congest repressed—
You guessed its bread, wont ye taste;
It is only edible.
Budding thudding, flooding chance trance
Hydras hijacks a sidetrack branch
Relive with motive and outlive—
A clone is born, breeding by departing;
Is it still the same?
Station regeneration, flat worms and starfish
Boning no one, honing itself to live
Reproduction like suction, living by code—
A true clone born scorn unborn;
No sex!
Baiting for fornicating, fun times even
Penetration nation, love and passion
Fun times of lustre, oils and toys—
Babies erupt, will nothing stop?
Wear protection.
“Believe in yourself, but if unable to do so at times then rely on others”
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“If anything can go wrong rest assured it shall not always or ever be so”
XLVI
Powerfully dismal, agile is the weasel
Evil is it that preys in ways
Artful in nature it shan’t wither
Rarity is it nippy, beeth witty
Cunning and shrieking, playing and tweaking
Understand it does, the band woodland—
Suspiciously and bleary but live’th briefly.
Fear not, for doth it slumber
Lamely it roams in with gnomes
Banders it does in glamorous stances
Juntas unite, creatures with furs
Threaders abound in nature confound
Assassinate they shall for their morale
Committed in arms, to follow harms
Grimmer irking dwells and repels—
Hydroidically they smite, their foes abound.
Animals with intelligence dwelling in silence
Nuisance they be, newfound and browned
Snowbound and scared plus paired
Prepared for revolution – to frighten.
Foes unite, under the moonlight
Handwrite they do, beasts who write
Midnight is past, outclassed they were
Teargassed they shan’t be, to live they live
Sportive they find the game of life
Gentle dorning mantle, environmental they are
Weasel with measle, it beeth our plan
Chemical warfare in brutal chuckle—
Humans against; woodland and gnomes, to smite.
Decimation erupts, irrupts to corrupt
Mythical and factual, worlds collide
Allied collide as landslide hits fine
Gnomes and homes, in woodland on fire
Syndrome in roam, inferiority sinks in
Evil weasels, powerless in calmness
Weasels with easels all doomed to death
Gnomes dispelled and forever a roamer
Never again doth they scheme in a dirty regime.
“You are beautiful no matter how ugly you are labelled – it is all relative to different people”
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XLVII
Angels with wadded wings whilst soaring high above the skies—
Distune in nature heeding the arbiter with misyoked values.
Gabriel vafikev the title, man in linen, weakened he is not
For obverse he ain’t as surbate he afflicts the devil.
Beeth probacy ye need? For asenath ye seek if ye pursue—
The atabal of hell will drum thy fate for cafabeb you there.
A jangler demands proof but probacy abounds – look around
For thee shalt find the truth in the eremite beyond.
Trowsed angels are and thinking will give answers to thee—
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel all to overseer.
Who is God, Strength of God, Healing power of God, and Fire of God
Are all the angels... Proper it is for thy guidance in philosophy.
Alongst thee come’st, coctile thee are, by creation itself—
Gabble not when confronted with divinity as thy day shalt come.
Thinkers, philosophers and scientists are not jabnobo in nature
As logic leads to explanations of raamiah and all creation.
Evinced is creation and God in late age it become’th—
Defacer is he whom persists to tarnish the good name of all.
Pillery will be gone, from humanely presence and nature
As there is no brusqueness in judgement and all are good.
Cohibit not they soul, thy salvation, and save thineselves—
From the wickedness of evil and hoarding cambist fantasies of power.
Auntter aught ought you be selfish, greedy, or evil there beeth hope
Forweep you shall if evil thy may be, forword a promise.
Emforth my might, so far as lies in my power—
Thee shalt be cursed with words of dodavah and sentiments divine.
Unhandy is he with an impure heart and a neddy thee shall be
‘Till you get fixed and enamoured, conduced towards good.
Chiding shall be all sinners, booing what they not believe—
Although, bear in mind, sinner means wrong, wrong in heart.
Dinsome things happen not to ye, the sinner, lest ye be truly evil
In the eyes of the lord and deity, provincial or not, it exists...
Limbous are some aliens, to us in form and psyche—
Wattled are we with grandeur things than visible so believe.
Sustain thyself with quality ethical vittles and drink
Blether not to others in detriment to their noble faiths – be considerate.
“In a universe with infinites, no matter what kind, mayhap every religion needs respect”
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SYMBOLISM IN POETRY

As can be noticed some of my poetry so far has utilized the ‘Dictionary of Ro’ in the usage of
some words. It is a priori constructed language, one which conveys symbolism in my poetry
through the usage of specific letters. The dictionary had been designed by Rev. Edward
Powell Foster beginning 1904 using a category system – it serves mainly as a means to
recognize unknown words, if one is versed in its language.

WHAT IS DEAR TO US?
ELOQUENT POETRY AND RANDOM QUOTATIONS

XLVIII
The soldier hath worked hard and has subserved
Subserved society hath he whilst trodden down in spirits
Spirits of solders serve as eponyms in just honour
Honour is devoid of cretism and such soldiers go
Go forth, march the spirit and prevent plagium abroad
Abroad lies the answer outcept the aggressors they ought
Ought naught to happen then no victor ensues in battle
Battle brings forth demons and gargyle spirits spurt forth
Forth goes the soldier littler to his enemy whom fusspot be
Be the enemy langued for plundering they seek deep
Deep are their beliefs but misguided so they roam
Roam deeply the combatants do amidst the foggy plain
Plain and debased are the troops when spirits fade away
Away runs the loser and the cithara plays sharp
Sharp are their weapons and gunpowder ran low
Low are their morals but valid are their profert
Profert was their plea in the court signing their surrender
Surrender they did and assimilated they may be
Be it a gunner or a cold blooded murderer, they plea
Plea by overhip with trust in their pedanty, it worked
Worked it did for overwar-ed was the enemy, daftly
Rudesby they blended in through postwar assimilation—
Assimilation brethren! In a passive votive way...
“Slavery is purely ethical and proper if served as an optional part of a sentence”
XLIX
Pensive ought he live and relive.
Massive festive festoon giveth he
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Bestowed to Nero whilst mellowed
Hath he a choice but the path?
666 is Nero’s name, the devil indeed
Seven mounds dumbfounds and hounds
Zounds! A temptress drinking blood—
Harlot was the gauntlet that Rome was.
“A lot of people will be unreasonable but most people will reason”
L
Scarlet starlet of a charlotte indulging harlot bulging and aping by boast.
“Obesity is not a sin but it is a wrong to oneself only if it make’th ye unhappy”
LI
Leonine was its meow
Cute was its purr
I stroke it so
Let it be mine
Kitty, kitty, wonder, wonder
I love the kitty
Growl it does roar
Traduct it does too
Sorably I love it
Rampier’ed it goes forth
The Sphinx gives credence
The cat is God
Kitty, kitty, meow, meow
Steeled is its balance
It falls down stories
And yet unhurt be
Asking me for food
Rubbing on my legs
Curling its tail around
Jumps on my lap
Kitty, kitty, love me
Seduce me in love
Hygienic the cat is
There is no escape!
“Pets are like children, that is, raise them in negligence and dumb they may be”
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LII
The spaceship travels like a ghostly vessel.
Aliens die!
All microwaves project warm, deadly pulses.
Ah, life!
Victorious, search onboard calmly and fight pathogens – scavenging day.
“Inter-stellar travel if proved possible would not necessarily be fun and games”
LIII
Blossoming whilst strumming his guitar with a scar on hand—
Manned with an offhand he practices in stages.
“Persistence is not always a good choice but it builds character”
LIV
I always wear steel capped boots
but this brunette went to buy
a prescription of sleeping pills.
and she kept on kicking me and sussing
me, yelling and laughing.
I left her with the pharmacist
and strolled towards the condom aisle
and purchase it and some lube.
then I walked to
the shoe store and bought steel caps,
the best I could find.
we bought our goods
strolled down to Maccas
and she ordered a Big Mac she couldn’t eat
and sat there
dumbfounded yelling and laughing at me
and after eating her Big Mac I ordered a sundae
and scoffed it down
then gave her some steel caps
“o my God,” she said, “o my God fuck!”
and she dorned the boots
an excellent new look
snarling reeking of vegan
she kicked
it felt good!
then I got up
kicked her
she chased me out
both of us in steel cap boots
she broke her leg.
we called a taxi
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got in and drove to hospital
me sitting there
content as anything my boot with blood
streaming down to ground
and waving at her as nurses guide her
like a true gentleman...
bright and shiny boot
“forgive me” she said
and she was gone
and I didn’t know it
they were a bargain for $60
even though I had left the condoms
and lube behind
at Maccas.
LV
this comedian he’d been
telling 5 or 6 jokes and he
pretended to be a fly on
stage and the audience
laughed and he just knew
he looked silly when he
buzzed.
there was a
perverted old man next
and he described sick sex
stories and the crowd
booed. he kept on going,
the buzzer hit many times
but he ignored but finally
he was dragged off stage
and the next comedian

said he took so long
‘cause he gave colonel
Sanders a handjob for
$20 backstage – the
crowd went hysterical for
he looked like Mr
Sanders.
they had to wait ten
minutes before people
stopped crying in order to
continue forth.
I can understand why
they never invited him

back.
but the word
passed to the streets and
Mr Sanders became
famous as a pervert and
comedian.
at first they never
considered the quality of
his humour but befoul
was it to children and
decency: he’s just like the
rest of us, maybe next
time his vomit will have a
happy ending.
:-O

LVI
Pat Amato, Kim Walshe, Patrick Al-Samarrie late at Zoo
Scathe’s kin, and Fred, they Swathe
And the blessed, and Lady Bree, lie in a wooded plain!
“Crazy,” I call they, gone in woods, that group plainly nuts;
Knighthoods they expect in the redwoods,
And project an image of a sect they’d;
Carnage looms by with a budge—
Foredoom
Presumes ‘Death’ they ate mushrooms
Beth be their favourite letter for utter they their last breath.
Ranter be the wind for t’was dear,
—They’re skinned and red, pinned to death.
“Good friends ‘may’ think alike”
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LVII
Methemoglobinemia, Hinduism explained
Hypoxia related, deities stated
Chocolate blood induces a martlet
Imbiber strange nectar to live
Mistura concoction for auction—
I pay it gladly...
Peroxyd a cause, who knows?
Tousled I am for I am blue
A gurglet holds my exilir, for life
Mayhap I am a fish, dipnoan possess not
Did cassava turn me blue?
I fry cassava in a griddle,
Each and every meal, and it’s a spiel
In exurbia I live for I am blue
Bestill I am, doctor tells me to be
Is there a cure? Now there is.
Brawned I felt for I was blue
Docetic like a God I felt
For I was blue – like Krishna
I could not run far due to blue
Instead I leapt, over the hill’ock!
I invented the gilalai, I was lazy
Frocked I was, because I was blue
They dressed me so, to glorify me
Oh, how I hated it so
Bombace I invented, now I dress nice!
Demount me from pedestal, I plead
Sportif I became for I ate well
Misrate they did, but love me they did
Food I loved, it kept me alive
And so they offered; food to me first!
Hickory I fancied, most of all
It sickened me later, so spicery ensued
I plucked a feather, a peacock’s feather
I was hungry; I had tried to kill it
They put it on my head, and I hated it.
I am but a man so ban the feather!
“Be respectful to other’s religions provided they are free from genuine evil”
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LVIII
Cropped is the bush, chopped not flopped—
My art is an anagogy, bitsy it ain’t.
Once all cut, the shrubbery in form,
I bethump the foliage and rummage the leaves.
Devoter to perfection, indeed to art,
Slumped it looked, and bumped a bit.
Nature’s twister, manure a schemer,
Hath you better taste, I think not!
Shaping shrubs sheer schmeer in luck—
A woolert nests high, what to do?
Design like a frutage, art indeed,
But benshees hate it, I see them all!
Pluck my eyes out they shan’t,
Begone oh’ fairies for skew I ye not.
Hilkiah am me, Celtic I not;
I shaped that tree, lairdly I am!
They built a parapet to paper me shut—
Tempest as it may I shall pass time with thee.
I dance with glee and indulge in syconus food,
Merry-go-round, fairies and I!
It misle on my shrubs, plenty a time,
Years went by and I knew not.
Dissite I became from my life apart,
But exister I was, with fairies and glee!
I begged to go back so a coachee was given—
A soloist I had become, and in teams I thrived.
Shocked I became as I hawked the world;
Decades had passed and yet it had been a week.
I started panting as aging had not cursed me,
And so my hedges had gone, my art begone.
A topiarist I was and indeed I could restart,
As I feared not the future for I had glee!
Descend again, no way hooray!
Useable I was, in the land of nay!
The world anew, becloud above,
Morancy with elves, fairies, and pixies – no way!
Comport with myths and goldsmiths,
No more, I swore!
I had mercery from land of grand,
Intrant I become on my world anew!
“Don’t believe everything you read but don’t mock just about everything either”
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LIX
they'd call me daily
they’d ask
“what are you
up to today?”
“why do you all
call me every hour?”
“I am just wondering
what you are up to.”
“same as always.”
‘they’ grow suss
“don’t you feel
like life is a
purgatory?”
counsel a plenty
call disconnected
an hour later
another call
“what are you
up to today?”
“same as always.”
“what did you do yesterday?”
I felt like telling them
FUCK OFF
details disclosed
all friends know
“goodbye.”

“If you have to make it a last stand then at least stand for something”
“Paranoia is useless, it is called being cautious – learn to communicate and it goes away”
“If you suffer may you remember there is always someone relatively worse – relative to
your cherished own standards”
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LX
Completion
Beautiful, astonishing
Loving, sharing, socializing
Love, sex, children, family
Loving, rearing, satisfying
Trinity, sweet
Polygyny
“It is best to live with some values than none”
LXI
Ceaseless I am leaseless, my property turned thirty
Insurance expired, my substance attired
House burnt down so espouse relearnt nightgown
No sex and no money, I lost it all
Comedown breakdown, my sanctity sternly down
Aught I do all caught, by agency so rudely
Government is ardent to get my money promptly
In omega my faith for contra the wraith it be
Now I am calm, now I am with Islam
“If God exists it does seem reasonable that it be ordering ‘all’ to its greater glory”
LXII
Ceaseless me am and pizzazz in Pisa
To travel is awful when a crocker in Greece
Give birth to baby, neonate in Jerusalem
North Korea, clanked me am
Perfuse abroad beeth me destiny?—
Me seeks to travel but how so in anility?
The Andes, the top, breathe or choke
Volcanoes caldera in Indonesia and beyond
The great wall in China, run the walk
Africa in all, roots to all
Italy & France for clothes, knopped me be!—
Shall I dream or read a book?
Virtual and visual, useful net
Small fee for a Kiwi it is
Internet imaged, managed and bridged
Voyaged me am, privileged and damaged
Circumstellar to venture, beyond and beyond— I live...
“I live...”
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LXIII
she writes in her
diary: he’ll be
moaning and groaning in his diary
about how I fucked
those 5 guys last year.
I know him.
she writes on to
say: he is not
jealous, he is nice
he cares not what
I do.
he writes in his
diary: she’ll be
furious to know
I know she is
a slut, true and blue.
she will cry when
she hears, I don’t
want to know her
ever again.
he closes his
entry, “ 3:39am”
she writes the next
day, clarifying the
truth in her fancy
diary how guys
refer to girls
in her diary of fancy.
she closers her
entry, “ 8:00pm”
ungroundedly and
intensated is this
struggle and yet
terrene it is.
threadbare is love
and like a croissant
life is
he suffers
she longs
and the other one
laughs hard!
“If you think your experience is unique, think again, you are only human”
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LXIV
Never’th hath I seen a falling stone—
A jas’e comet through not to bejade.
Walk I through myricas scheduling for advent—
Wait me my disembarkation schedule for reaume.
Offendress thy beeth the skyey comets—
If thy shrivels azurn and thou melts peeled.
Detract I shall from thy notion I seek’ed—
For I had perjured to find thee and relive.
An entassment of emotions, my feelings longed—
To Peru I go, the Andes to sight thee by accord.
My amadogade milch to I if thee regain—
Thy beauty and splendour, milch for me please.
Freneticism abounds so prosaic is thy vision—
Comet and I, pantisocratical in standing, my sanity.
The sky is interposed between thee and I, so spacey—
We become dissent but coltishly in love and drolly.
Barrful we are, I and thee, my ultimatum to assess—
Disfashion my appetite for I succumb to thy colour.
I prepare my bags, the viaticum to impede—
My imminent death for unwellness may befall.
For poetry discloses my feudist nature—
For resinaceous I imagine thee, on the nightsky abroad.
Ceeding discrepantly beeth not an option—
I will make love to thee and fictitious beeth our drolly.
Renownless we shan’t be, the cosmos beeth thine—
And so intoxicating is my admiration for my nymph.
My Venus and my desire for thee come on safar—
Correctively I adjust, my calendar for thee looks.
I am not hard-to-please so come down my nomad—
For lonely is thy beauty and forever more is my crush...
“Seize the moment if more certain than in doubt”
LXV
Why do we think we perish?
Think deeply of the big blue sea.
The ships travelled like a space ship.
Reason, kindness, and reason.
Why do atoms spin?
Ooh!
“@ ~21st century the majesty of space was shown gloriously to most through Carl Sagan”
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LXVI
Gaea functions in an interrelationship, slip—
But be that as it may beeth a flagship it whip;
Overlusty was Gaea with a handgrip on lip,
And so Uranus unzipped and hardship was it.
Gaea gave negus for eunuch Uranus struck—
Down he fell but Aphrodite sunstruck amok;
Reused was Uranus for eunuch’s tuck,
Untarnished was woman nor sawbuck give fuck.
Good life ensued, veritable but ruthful—
Excusation said Zeus in a floral evil;
Inconclusive was reign, hateful with riddle,
Shammer were humans, no temple be struggle.
To put out of court, thought Hades, and time he waited...
“Learning from history is the quickest way to wisdom”
LXVII
Cadmus’ bravado, homogeneal in deal—
Thebes was founded but Ares confounded;
Brave men ripped asunders, remanded were not,
And so Zeus awards, Harmonia to be his, wife.
Ares is furious, jailbird Cadmus became—
Caboodle indeed, for wedding to exult;
‘twixt in loins, good fortune, thanks to Hephaestus,
And four daughters and Polydorus were born.
“A story is never truly told, lest the legacy be known”
LXVIII
next I’ll be
35 not far
what will I
do to find
a decent date?

my critics will
know how
I suffered so
for shallow I ain’t
nor ugly
in any form.

never a
Valentine
and yet only
fat chicks.

poetic justice
for the women
who hurt me
really damn bad.

they may say
nice things about
me along
the way.
if only they fancied
wavy hair
from a distance & afar
and then said “hi!”,
that is all,
no more.

“Judge not a book by its cover, nor the writing within alone, but compare it to all”
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LXIX
Completory to the Greeks whilst adorning thuriferous scent
Heroes died as playthings to Gods – to walk in the flesh
Mortals know not much, the Greeks in Socratic irony
Pandora the cause, the primigravida of woes
Usance be the reason, to motivate all man
Through stupendousness Prometheus ensured, survival and all,
Stealing fire from heaven, he knew the consequences—
And so estimably the price was well paid.
Prometheus knew punishment would fall, on him and man
A Titan Prometheus was, and older god, lineage of eunuch
Varnish the human form, Epimetheus’ task, but pitied was man
Forgather creation, brothers alike, cursed for eternity
Farfow beings forth, Titan brothers did, but in love they fell
Inspire mankind Prometheus & Epimetheus did, not to become bogged,
Down in spirits in the soul-sucking mire of complaint and moaning we shan’t—
So doffed was Zeus, irre-sistible lady form ensued...
All the gods united for Pandora’s creation was done
Malignant curiosity lurked deep, within Pandora, a jar was opened—
All evil broke loose, only hope lay hidden, but fire inspired man.
“Feminism is not about feminine superiority nor unfair rights, it is about reason”
LXX
The sun rises like a splendid garland.
Forever burning ‘till the day we die.
Why does the moon cover it?
Never hoon a deity.
Why does the sun hide?
The old sun is gone and it swiftly hid.
Darkness falls!
Why is it dark?
We know it is the moon.
Never doubt intellect,
From the past and beyond.
“If you can prove the Omega surely you can prove the Alpha”
LXXI
Arenulous are the contents of an hourglass and it commands us—
Sand is the culprit for sense; alas let’s travel and tangle in time.
“If time travel is possible it is pre-ordained”
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LXXII
The Jade emperor, diaphoresis abounded was he
For Monkey King came from egg, between Earth & Heaven said he
Emperor knew, Monkey King was sad, because one day he’ll perish
Scatterling Monkey became, by divinatory prophecy as well—
However, a sage he sought, and titled he’d became;
‘Aware-of-Vacuity’!
Monkey grew game, stronger in will & wit—
Jade Emperor could defeat he not and hence giveth the title was he;
‘Great Sage, Equal of Heaven’
Fruitfulness he sought; Elixir of Heaven, Peaches of Immortality;
And drank he the Wine of Heaven.
Frowsy was Monkey.
Tucking with Buddha Jade emperor was, it beeth alarming;
Many-lobed was Buddha, issued a challenge, a match to be.
Monkey leapt up high and in heaven graffiti’ed a pillar—
Buddha had tricked him, for Monkey left not his hand.
Feignedly this tale is, but was it not so care you to disbelieve?
LXXIII
leniency for expediency:
big mouth v*g*n*
grubby interior with a
good exterior,
furry blazing hair—
it confuses me,
no modern age?
she sleeps like she don’t
care,
seducing and sleeping
no fun in bed

she speaks of love
and a big p*n*s—
hath she not know
pleasure is outside.

psychologically damaged
she is indeed
shove a few tampons
that did the trick.

teach her that
swell and well.
she don’t know,
I know her so.

forever changed
by the guru of love—
enticed she became
and forever mine
she beeth.

she talks of a G-spot,
it don’t exist,
but can I break it
to her so well?


“In love only truth is fair”

LXXIV
Life is a warm wave,
All dolls desire life well, what is life?
Life is the thing that keeps you going – a mate.
“42”
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LXXV
Glide ecstatically similar to a soaring angel.
Where is the uplift wind?
On your hand-glider, roaming the skyes.
Where is my fellow passenger?
Ooops!
“Teamwork is vital for the wellbeing of most societies”
LXXVI
I heard nothing when I died;
It was pleasant and sound.
There was no racket beyond the grave—
Cremated I was, buried as potty
And my organs pre-donated—
Blue Hydrangeas sprang forth.
Accomplishment
“Think rationally about your funeral to be – most people are irrational”
LXXVII
Nature and creation
One and the same
Mountains and seas
So beautiful in Japan
Ambience is perfect
Focus abounds
Majestic aura
Nihon Sankei
Backdrop of universe
Cosmos and everything
Natural world
Locality perfect
Pure land garden
None complete
Take the globe
Complete in majesty

“Senryu truly ought never be too short”
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LXXVIII
The prisons are overflowing, throughout the ages has this been
Struggling to cope society is, for ends end there is no hope
Brutal ends in the name of Allah, Shari’ah law demands it so
Mohammed the chosen prophet, mayhap not the messiah
ʿĪsā chosen was lamb of Allah, for greater purpose in man said he
Never disavowed slavery, ʿĪsā was he, further saints approve the gospel
Rationally thinking with reason and justice, beeth not fitting ʿĪsā prosper?
Society needs working hands, to squelch the barbarous ways we suffer
Afflicted families by rape and murder, forgiveness and compassion ʿĪsā is
Mohammed loves people alike or not, for final judgment be the punisher
Decapitation and mutilation roams wildly within Islam nations
Brothers unite for a show of peace, tolerance and compassion beeth show of Islam
Aghast beeth profaners all over, ship them abroad or their legal secret
Fair is well all in ethics so they say, Allah judges best in their end of days
(O Prophet?) 'We have not sent you except to be a mercy to all mankind...’
Sacred is the holy prophets face, but fear not if infidels abroad compromise
Encourage hefty jail sentences and fines, for all is fair in ethics in reason
Long to short slavery sentences, to penal colonies off some may go
Be discouraged not in Muslim nations, Allah’s plan is for diversity on globe
War and strife bygone eras, for our prophet and messiah have led the way
All fits in through every creed; rewards are higher in Islam for man alike
Fear not the times to come for clairvoyants predicted peace
Sorcery and witchcraft there is a difference, as divination and necromancy
Abjuration, illusionism, evocation, transmutation and conjuration
All magic is unexplained, but prayers to Allah yields more magic
Common sense so all mature up, bunch of kids we all act alike
Allah’s magic is explained, angels and Djinn ordained to serve
Allah’s army a complex hierarchy, brethren fools have you thought?
Witchcraft deities but angel servants, although amidst spells are evil
Controlling and influencing people for the worse, against their will no no no
What to do if caught in the act, of spellcraft lore and thought abounds?
Be gentle in heart and bear high Allah’s name, mercy and justice in poetic ways
Give them a choice, death or slavery
Strict Muslims opt for lifetime slavery or a hasty demise
Either way spell sentence goes, Allah the greatest shall judge best
Forget the past for that shaped history – a grand design it was now its peace
Had you forgotten the word of the prophet? Final messenger mayhap not
Allah is great and so are Jews as Allah’s chosen people need place too
Times to come afar from now, another messenger for Jews alike
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Allah is greatest and all the witty, Qu’ran is a book for sentience
(Three Messengers to their people) Said (the Messengers),
“Our Sustainer knows that we have indeed been sent...”
Interpret as you may but decipher you may not, wit and skill in greatest lore
Chose you heed barbarity and atrocity, doomed to hell of ye go
Believe in the heart for strong are the hearts of man
And they ask, “When shall the promise be fulfilled if you speak the Truth?”
Say, “The knowledge of it is verily with God alone, and verily I am but a plain warner.”
Hath thee not learnt, Allah is wise and all the seeing
To every people have We appointed ceremonial rites (of prayer) which they observe;
therefore, let them not wrangle over this matter with you, but bid them to turn to your Lord
(since that is the main objective of religion).
“Let there be no compulsion in religion. Truth has been made clear from error.
Whoever rejects false worship and believes in Allah has grasped the most trustworthy—
handhold that never breaks. And Allah hears and knows all things.”
And whoso takes for patrons others besides God, over them does God keep a watch.
And so, (O Prophet!) exhort them your task is only to exhort; you cannot compel them to
believe.
“And slay them wherever ye find them, and drive them out...”—
Spoken for the period to shape humanity, Allah is wise now we are wise
“As to those who reject faith, I will punish them with terrible agony in this world and...”—
Let them be for Allah punishes them already, be wiser brothers and sisters
“Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah…” – verbal polite fight, nothing more
Need I say much much more? I grew up watching and crying
The world I knew had no heart but I love Allah and I kept on growing
Weapons and blood in silly wars for God created man in his image, no more wars
Accept the dawn for eons to come, peace galore for all alike
Embrace thine differences for thou’st do good – diversity the spice of life
Back to slavery so here we go, a choice be given to the wicked and impure
Society reaps benefits galore, for prison factories shall be built
Hard workers get menial wages, cigarettes and excess food they can indulge
Cheap labour for developed nations, ship thy prisoners abroad and afar
If they are willing, it can all be willing
(in impulse hence from the heart  2:00pm)
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LXXIX
Sun shines bright in a perfect day.
Coincidental time on the 25th Rabi Al-Awaal - Rabi Al-Thani 1434 A.H.
Five days seldom typed,
Little sleep for now I know.
I need to celebrate
a friend’s birthday
so I rest.
Wonderful day and so I break,
But for how long I know not yet.
I need the money
Life was miserable.
Help me out
Make mum smile.
Amen!
LXXX
The star spangled banner gently weeps
Tears of sorrow scarlet bofab greasily wailing,
For talent has sky-rocketed suggestive of great wins
Forwards and towards thee will superbly in the sense of someone great like Son of God
It is Jesus America weeps for as he had been crucified—
They know they betrayed God on their dollar slogan.
The Chinese nation embarrassedly mourns
Tomorrow is sorrowed severely, grieved and walled-in,
For today had snake said about greedy wicket
Fun and frivolity towards which shall in every system be suspended gallantly lest they relent
It is their population decline they feel emotive for—
For the sake of diversity equality eventually ensues.
The Indian society rejoices in laughter
They now suspect suspicious bastards gain winsomely,
For t’always had superior species in gallant wisdom
Favoured are friends that will systematically suffice someone in need like them
Indians believe in a caste structure, even in races—
Higher races all look after lower castes provided treated well.
The European mega union becomes stressed
Together they socialize strategies benefiting Great-Britain wasps,
For together had suspended serenity from global world
Firm and firstly they started a trend that the whole world unite
The mega union has the greatest strategic burden in the whole world—
To keep borders secure, control world population and prosperity.
“Amalgamated prophecies well interpreted with wit may describe God’s conscience”
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LXXXI
in the storming Australian summer
I roast my body and eyes.
cockroaches are getting bigger eve
-ry year but yet not
the size of Chihuahuas
like in Brazil.
I would rather spray them
and exterminate them
but mum is a
Hindu/Buddhist/Catholic
hermit!
when she does not look
I squash them with
my hands.
begone I say, forever more
away from me.
she allows baits but
they never work.
I lie down my smoke and squish
another one,
forever gone!
one by one.
“Most anti-altruists would openly sacrifice their life for their mums – ponder...”
LXXXII
World
Superior, freer
Uniting, writing, smiting
Restaurant delighting in Croissants with a live ‘escargot’ on top
Rationalizing, pricing, rising
Logical, probable
Reason
LXXXIII
Many folk have liveth by the hair’s-breadth—
Most know what it is like by imagining so,
However evagation in thought beeth not the same;
To truly know one has to liveth, at least some of it.
Enamoredness astounds both sympathetic and not alike.
“Evil’s greatest fallacy is its capacity to feel love – true evil feels none so be very beware”
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“Stereotypes are mostly erroneous and leads to demise, lest you get psychological”
LXXXIV – story telling intermission for a follow up true story insight in detail (once off)
Over the Scottish plains, nearby Ireland, Wales, England and hence the Great Kingdom
The fairy faith runs rampart, amidst all Celtic countries intertwined within Great Kingdom
Within the hogback they dwell, beside their rusty crenelle shaped houses, in Great Kingdom
If thee see’th them, prank befall, curse astound, ulalgia as well whilst all in Great Kingdom
Locals spot them, dressed in red, fancy bright colours, candid elves or spirits – unseen world
Many live witnesses, true stories betold, modern archives, libraries abound, abroad world
Even I hath seen them, but here in Australia, the story to be told, next in the saga – LXXXV
But for here and now, folk alike, blinded most became, when sighted by ‘spirits’ – Scots true
Deforciant are they, territorial as well, they think they rule the land, within Great Kingdom
Carnality takes place, fairy maidens be wed, peasants & nobles, throughout Great Kingdom
Loblolly they eat, but milk they rather if left away, offend thee might, gone thy eye – myth?
Rattle they may, in strange hours of night, awake they shall, but few take notice – myth?
If they hath existed, it beeth my theory, in recent ancient times, crusades in Great Kingdom
Punish the spirits, modernisation scared, science eludes them, all past Great Kingdom
Some fairy folk may be refulgent, alluring and so, eventilating the people, in Great Kingdom
If thou spot them, they claim to cure, to unraveller thyself, they simply ask;
Which eye doth thee see’st me? And puff your eye or gouge it out they may.
The unseen eye, allows folk be seen. Ointments spread, liquids & chants may give the eye.
Real myths or real stories, you decide, but not yet my friend for there is more.
I have hunch, they like gems, sardonyx and all. Their homes are said, to be beauty itself.
Redeemableness a trait, thee can attain, in the eyes of fairy folk if thou participate well—
In all festivities, without boasting wit or show. Be humble and polite and avoid their wrath.
A fissure ye may find, follow it with caution, is local advice. Modern age, benign is this.
Reasoning dictates for fairies exist, gone are they, no more as we know.
Waiting for the day, ‘till Omega let’s forth, disorder and chaos, for glory of God.
Goodly they are, abeyant and patient, it beeth my guess. But through drugs or chance.
Dimensions abound, science assigned strong chance, tiers in existence, beware of parallel.
Enough, no anthropological analysis, no tales of other lands, only myth for Great Britain—
Read yerself, if interested thyself, for believe me not of plausible, I know too well.
I disclose no philosophy, no science and no detail for poetry this be it not – for Great Britain.
Who is the archvillain? Mankind or myth? Mankind begets myth, and myth prospers man.
Inconceivability shall prevail, so entertain thyself, I seek only to state in rush, and—
To exhibit an essay.
“Thoughts put forth, even at in an impulse, at times convey much”
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LXXXV – segment of my private life (I value my privacy – do you value your identity?)
*
*
*
It had been in between the years of 2004-2005, right here in the city of Perth, in Australia.
I was in difficulty, with troubles of sleep and I had exhausted sleeping pill options in total.
Lady Ruby, the mother of my mate Mr Goodbourn, is whom I was residing with back then.
A Phd in psychology, psychotherapy and psychiatry was Ruby’s specialty in career and path.
Ruby saw my despair, sympathetic she was, a senior in years, and a heart of gold to cherish.
She approached me swiftly, informed me she would solve my problems, of woe and despair.
I was given, a factory pill, wrapped in aluminium foil, with a logo of a sleeping teddy bear.
I was told, “this will definitely put you asleep”, and so in trust I accepted, the magic pill.
Yellow and bulky, the pill was large, oblong and thick to make it so a hard swallow indeed.
Reminded me of documentaries, I had seen of LSD pills, I know not why, but think did I.
I felt comfortable, to bed I went, I became drowsy, never had a pill made me feel like so.
Within the dark, I turned a bit, in bed I did, and there I saw, a blurry greyish blue foggy aura.
It became larger, the more I concentrated, and the cloud and mist, became a long tunnel.
The size of a palm, it materialized in clarity, the tunnel showed a long corridor enclosed.
Enclosed in foliage, with a rounded top arch, and all of a sudden, a butterfly flew from in it.
Up the passage way, and across towards me the butterfly flew, from one corner to the next.
Between the passageway, a greyish figure appeared, enlarging with time, as it approached.
It then became clear, it was a damsel with brown brunette hair, adorned with a long gown.
The gown was white, like a robe in a way, chasing the butterfly, she stretched her palm out.
Blew towards the butterfly, she did indeed, and then now I realise, maybe blind it she want.
I stretched out my hand, for close this all was, and lit like beneath the moonlight, touch I try.
I could not quite reach, with my pointing finger, maybe I passed through, I cannot recall.
She turned at me, suspended on air it was, looked me squarely on the eyes, her eyes dilate.
Brown were her eyes, her expression ghostlike, maybe she only had one puff – blinded not I.
She turned around, and down the tunnel she ran, as she distanced the canopy enclosed.
The tunnel begulfed, entirely obfuscating, cloudy it was, as it all dematerialised away – bye.
And so it was, I realised it now, a fairy maybe, and the pill a psychedelic, but clear I be.
The night prolonged, tossing and turning, sleep not I – I twisted my head, to the side of bed.
A light from outside, was shining through the window, in just one crevice, a sharp slice.
Like a slash, on that region only, not bright at all, on that spot all night long, beside my bed.
I looked at it, and two miniatures ran across, humanoid they seemed, but petite indeed.
Startled I was not, still dazed in thought, I kept on staring, on the small patch of light.
And then I could see, above the light, two dark womanly mini shadows, the heads of ladies.
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Talk to each other they seemed, giggle and plot I think, and then a torso burst forward.
I could see the face, momentarily so, a mini model, with shoulder length brown hair.
She lifted her shirt, and her breasts were shown, slightly tanned she be, but what a sight.
Lovely large breasts, for proportions indeed, seduced was I, but smile she did and off it go.
Gone were they, regret did I, not snatching her with my hand, and I turned my head away.
So the time ensued, I closed my eyes, drift off I started, maybe the pill was hitting now.
The pill was claimed, to be a sleeping pill it was, I doubt lady Ruby would give me drugs.
And then I opened my eyes, everything was dark and bluish black, I thought I see waves.
And then I realised, I had been moving up in apparition – I looked about and out I emerged.
It seemed I had surfaced a lake, and I bizarrely turned my head without moving my body.
Move my head not did I do, and on the horizon I could see, a beach under moonlight.
Descriptively I was in a lake, I felt like a crocodile, and on the beach afar I saw shapes.
Human shapes indeed, a handsome individual with a good body and short elegant hair like I.
Torso naked in shorts, talking to a group and mayhap a woman, and then the vision turned.
Turned my immaterial head I did, my sight swerved away, and down I sunk, back in waters.
The murky light faded way, I arose my body, twisted and turn in bed I did, it was still dark.
I felt nothing from the pill, the room still dark, I decided to close my eyes again for sleep.
And indeed I slept, the next day I woke very refreshed. No severe insomnia this time round.
I thanked Ruby, I told her not what I saw, but to Mr Goodbourn I joked, LSD had I taken.
I know not what happened, that night of nights, but over time I learnt, lore of old, indeed...
Do you believe in fairies? Alternate dimensions, alpha and omega shaping reality!
*
*
*
The tunnel I saw looked a bit like this Romanesque archway on
the left (photo from Rio’s royal botanical gardens) – ignore the
two people on the photo.
LXXXVI
Fairies appear like figments of grandeur.
Fairies, pranks!
All witnesses desire respect.
Insane they are not.
Ah, courage!
Always an explanation may be given.
Most or ALL cases coincidences!
The mind is complex.
Deny not what, it cannot be proven.
Share in eloquence.
Believe it not!
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“Few people know what ‘Feminist Ethics’ are... It is about reason and recognizing
physiological difference and similarities”
“Backup plans will not always work so be prepared for the worst just in case”
LXXXVII
Disruly are Queens and Kings of England to date—
If thou are’th to rule whilst downshifted in arrogance,
Then truly a good monarch thy are’st in rule.
Downshifted are they that rule without involvement.
Lameness is abundant!
Monarchs ought be Altruists, raised that way—
From birth ‘till death, conditioned at heart,
With an altruist savvy counsel of many.
Trained from birth, conditioned in all.
Permutableness endowed!
Epulose are they, most monarchs in world—
Decadent are they, trophy icons to many,
Indulged in hedonism, but cultured they are.
Daggled is their trail, in heritage and breed.
Endossed are their names!
Me-tooism prevails and not originality—
In the world of Kings and Queens today,
For humbleness ought to prevail today and always.
Recompenses and magnificent treats if well done.
Flamboyancy may be overrated!
Forbbed royalty should be not but selected indeed—
DNA, IQ, EQ, and heart, traits to praise,
For a monarch to date, lifetime of service.
Selected by science, counselled by panel.
Frailer is democracy than this monarchy!
“Sheer will is a trait that often should be more appreciated than limiting physical or
psychological characteristics”
LXXXVIII
Trenchant enchantment benign thine am.
Pendant sealant consigned to thee.
Gallant rodent thou’st come from witch!
Quadrant drawn down, on the ground.
Payment stagnant, define and refine.
Magic spell, work your wonder—
Afflict that soul asunders!
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Delenda dogma they not believe.
Plasma in ether do my bidding.
Macumba coma to heeth I seek!
Trauma rhumba, I cast my spell.
Saga rajha, sorcery is cagey.
Entity, higher being, evil listens—
Any excuse to afflict a soul.
Nilling goodwill, so it seems—
To my superiors, up above.
Now I can be evil by heeding the witch—
Spirit evil on errand misleads.
Hook bones and eye of newt!
Ill-prayer, evil intentions, ill-devised,
Could it be real at times?
“If you are going to pray or cast a spell do something that is not in the slightest sense evil”
LXXXIX
a party with 10 or 12 people
partying hard
drinking booze a lot
there’s magic leaves
and a set of girls for all.
one man
has morals and virtue
and enjoy the party he does
as he smokes
and the living pests
talk and stumble in filth
they are calling
a pizza,
‘eggy’ it is.
silly movie, soggy biscuit on pizza,
the male variety from pizzeria.
I watch them eat, I warn them not
for surely it is
but paranoia.
so creamy it was, so they say
but none of that I shall have
as they drink the girls are
happy. one has
pizza with a big goo
on it. I almost puke
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and decide to smoke
some weed.
more paranoia than is
natural ought be good
now.
then someone yells out and
says, “come on, let’s party
hard!”
a few others go to my
room “sure, it is o.k.”
“all right. let’s talk”
I hear the ladies
bragging about sex
I smoke a few joints and a
friend kicks the window.
half an hour later the neighbours
call the cops and so
the party is over.
I sleep – but oh what filth!
XC
Dramatize the poet does as he palliates bland emotions
With vigour and hilarity transubstantiating his humour—
Intelligibly so, with an array of gust and wit using a victrola.
Indefinitude his wit is for no constrains in streight rules
Were ever to impede him from his heuristic message—
Implacable is he who composes his art in a queachy manner.
In a dubas the poet resides within the sanctity of his very mind
That tenters megascopically like a movie akin to nothing else—
Nook-shotten is his humour contranatural in being and sense.
Unworth others the poet does inclusive of mega stars
All in good humour and gist in order that endyses may foster—
Dandified is he but the poet in new clothing and wit.
A phreaker in modern times and poetic online great and afar
Manumit in self through elegant words in order to detonate—
But not the subdeaconry for that ought be respected by all.
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Stuporous is the listener for unwarned exposed they beeth
Pinnatisect is his brain for hath he expanded it much with vice—
Like a flower be his body and diminisher is he.
Poet’s grace is to be clothed, inside and outside completely ‘in’-sane
Buttonhole stitch dethroned but always with fixes—
Ought he err in gist or deed no death befall, instead bloodwite.
Abater and gifted is he with whom words he defeats
Evil or deranged foe alike in twain it unite for grace is grand—
Contretemps it is when the poet doth lose for indehiscent it fall.
Seeds of love and passion in due time ought’ve been said
Erotesis of thine nature entails the soul and spirit—
For a regisseur is the poet in the game of soul.
Whereby some may live some may perish depuratively so
In cleansing their tarnished selves from impugnable rumour—
Languishing is he whom had lost his mind and tongue.
Alimentation with books within whose lore he derives
Undrunk are some words and phrases but in time they sink—
Finite is he whom lives very short in state of mind.
Bestowed and gifted so he hopes with words and lore
Vexed is he if he doth not remember the gift of the gab—
When time is right he shall elevate from his petit bourgeois.
A poet’s heart at instances hath been vibratory indeed
He needed replevin but never were he provided so invent his own—
He hath but done, a joypopper he was that saved his soul.
Unfriendship thyself if harm thou’st causes to sentience itself
In garrison we are, always intune but united in commonalities—
Ockhamistic this ain’t but motivate the seed of passion it doth.
Bewraying I hath been and jeopardized I’ve been all long
Deep inside we all seek’est to beneplaciture endow—
And hence impanneling higher entities are, be warned.
Superstructure is the higher life, conscientious in self
Blackhearted will thyself be, the poet inclusive, ought we thread astray—
Like gamboges butter alike so will be the ambrosia of life
Distaff side we are all related, just get to know someone and all alike—
Some infected with a virus no fix’ed and so move on...
“Learn what reason is”
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XCI
Eviscerating reconvened on top of the maharani
Lowk was he that hath stabbed him so deep
Had an angel watched the enduring ordeal—
Indeed doth it explain much the divine miracle.
An underwing flew by that gained’th a pass muster
To run after had the insect following the blade
Deep within its bowels, off it lurked with a stab—
Symptomatologically no meaning for the man be healed.
Unmuzzled was his gaping wound with flowing blood
Whene’er the origin assented had both parties become
A gruelling duel, one armed the other not, ‘twas fate—
Vitriolizing into noblehood were both to be.
Killer and defendant both surprised for the man live’st
Saltant was he with a sword through him deep
The apparent dead walking, carte-blanche dancing in joy—
Alas he lives and the other reaches for his dirk.
A moth appeared, as an idiot light it warned
But a bronze leaf were his dirk as it thrust deep in
His diction were not in words for his mouth was pierced—
Singulted was the stabber, he did his deed.
Pandiculate did the winner for he saw victory
The sword fallen off, the wound healed but his face a mess
Disulily he paced and picked up the sword—
With a swift slash, then off with his head.
An angel but roun a taunt of revenge
Interlaid his sword, between body and head on floor
He knew his time was over, he lost lot’s of blood—
The dirk broken off, befell at his feet – no moth.
Inconceivably he spoke in a manner of gust
In tribute for the death for the duel was over
Intoxicated was he with his own blood inside—
No ring mail above, his mouth gashing blood.
Intaglius his name on the body of the fallen
Fomenting his death is all that waited
Toxical were his words in the face of angels—
Severer was his death for compliance and lamentation he not showed.
“Believe in second chances if with good measure but learn from mistakes”
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XCII
Sustainedly he pursued his dreams of answers
Angularly he thought and the answer was relative
Forever was he marked the abatement of nuisance—
Irrationality and fake theorems discarded afar.
Enculturating to some extent, the thought of others
Irritability bore fruit for persistence ensued
Outporched his vision – a divine old idea resurfaced—
The growth rate of the universe envisioned in a sense.
Ill-naturedly he was not for he was of the men of God
Mindful to science inventing a blast to better
Earth-born he was but years ahead of time—
A famous equation where all energy derived.
Bewept where they when he died away
Maunder words in another language, none know what
Gatekeeper of past science admix with other—
His name but be known as Albert Einstein.
XCIII
Enswathe with froth, bubbles in levels
Naked but skirted, genome in foam
Breasts in contests, machine is pristine
Post-teen has been, dancing and drenching—
Each forereach I plead, I get closer and eager.
A party so flimsy, inertion a bargain
Annotation in nation, photos of torsos
University unfree, think not bethink
Bubbles in gentles, pop on top—
The beauty so arty, strangely and squeaky.
The guild fulfilled, a fee no study
Curtin with goblins, books for nooks
DJ’s do mislay, distracted all wooded
Girls like squirrels, flocking and bashing—
Those bubbles like portals, like heaven so molten.
Alcohol to rockfall, tits for misfits
Bounce and pounce, on people so sinful
A fight with fright, chicks in epics
Lost in frost, I woke in presoak—
I imagined so blazoned, they wore clothes.
“Observe the things you love as that tells you a lot about yourself”
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XCIV
An experientiallist understands not all, betossed are they for time is short
A lumberjack delignates not much, perfidious are they to nature
A bike closes his basnet, know not they cars are better—
Whereupon night falls, none the wiser.
A teacher utilizes realia but not all, primogenitor is he that started it all
A hermit sojourns a fair tad, pitty-pat back and forth all they do
A chronologer puts things in series, an aide helps best—
Whereupon they know their place.
A fruit picker works seldom in time, spalpeen are they for nature rules
A seductress is endowed with effeminacies, there is an art to it
A poor poet half cadences, the guild did arret; them—
Whereupon they group themselves.
A bodybuilder pumps iron oblique and non, he seeks the body and drugs
A civil engineer dreams of edificants, the greater the best
An artist entices and thinks, so hard for money—
Whereupon night falls and mistakes befall.
And so it goes, classes alike, have their vices sufficed
The royals ladify and gentlemanfy
Peasants be relative
UNIQUE BEETH
Traits!
“Never diss someone’s favourite food, but maybe indulge them in yours”
XCV
I went for a joy ride
deep in the middle
of the night. I drove
onwards through the
roads
but on the opposite
side
over the limit
all the way
to the beach I
went.
It was a mad hour
no cars and no traffic,
a miracle indeed.
the full moon was out
so I decided
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to drive onto
the beach.
my car got bogged
on the sand pit straight
away. I feared
and I got out and push
-ed to no avail.
It was 1am in the mor
-ning and I go to the
pub but the man
thought I was on
drugs.
clean as I was I walk
back home, no cab
for me because
no trace
I wanted
I FORGOT THE NUMBER PLATES!
FUCK!
no matter, I walk home
and arrive at 11am. I
sleep.
the next day choppers
flying high. camera-ing
my car, on the beach.
I was asleep so it
came in a dream.
they called it a
failed bank robbery.
no one called me
but 2 weeks later I
chase my car.
small pounding
and towing fee.
that is all.
“Lying does not make you a bad person provided it is for ‘harmless’ fun and ethical”
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XCVI
I had a mate Patrick whom rassled with me at the beach
I hated it so but at least endowed with compass was he
I had believed he thought me cullible but the reverse was true
I had a peep sight at his strength and then wrestled him, he’s a bitch
I have not performed in girding before, but knowing I reach
I hated self-spoliatory food and hence in Spartan rations I am biased
I had never bought honey before without mellification awareness
I had unrimed a poem but encrisped it is in coding, I teach
“Working is just as hard for some people as enjoying a lazy time – whom to pity?”
XCVII
The pill of immortality with great multifariously they erupted
Reflecting the Taoist obsession with immortality in any method
Explicitly in search of immortality much was swallowed and snorted
Many died of poisoning in their quest and none perennated
Circularisation ensued by word of mouth and paper but none sainted
At the heart they sought to lay in harmony with Tao, so prompted
And hence spirit and matter cease to be divided and it was clouted
Hsi Wang Mu, the queen mother of the west, in thoughts they flooded
The west being the direction of the dead whilst symbolic and blooded
“Immortality is such a juvenile notion but prolonging life here and thereafter is not”
XCVIII
Harmony and wisdom
Yin and Yang
Continually striving
Struggling for upper-hand
To limit and then uprising
Continual flux between
Cosmic strife for balance
Entropy versus order
No universal calm
A regulating force in all
XCIX
Girls and boys dream alike.
Where is the clear difference?
All symbology denotes a difference, clear conscience.
Why is there sexism?
We are different.
“Nature is most kind to those with a display of passion”
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C
Chinese underworld as fearful as any other
Great cerebral and idealistic elements all alter—
And a high standard is placed between gods and humans.
Underworld is the collective unconscious in armour
The individual in its entirety becomes a logger—
And the remnants of the past settle and linger therein.
The underworld acts as a repository for the saner
The potential and might of one’s legacy in stature—
It is that within us that is repressed and never sees the light.
Rivers of forgetfulness abounds to satisfy the loather
The potion of forgetfulness imbibes like a roaster—
It is the soul that recollects pain for the purpose of learning.
Mirror image, or anti thesis, of the waters of life!
“Learning without thought means hardship is spared – thought without learning is circular”
CI
down in southern Brazil
she stood in abatement
and had been picking flowers
for quite some time.
she had been counting the leaves
on the magic four leaf clove
she found.
she knew everything there was to
Irish culture for it may have been
our heritage indeed.
she was a educated and
my aunt.
you can’t blame my aunt
for giving me the magic
flower
so early in life.
It was a clone, fostered
from a different bud
but all the same.
I loved her so
and in a book it kept

to be preserved
as such.
a decade later up in
High School
I had a distorted
reality
so methinks for I believe
Irish Richard stole
my plant.
I hope it crumbled to dust
and shed its last luck
to me and not him.
and indeed it may have
for down the track
I lost my luck
and so it was
I lost my flower
and all the luck.
at least I had one
a magic bud in fours.
oh, what a nuisance!

“Things always happen for a reason, not necessarily yours lest you will it”
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CII
Han Chung-Li
Rounded bellied and careless make’th silver from metals—
Found’est the casket for immortality and pass’ed the secrets of marvels.
Chang-Kuo Lao
Old a bring’eth of fertility, birds to stone and poison immune to invisibility—
Travel he did carrying a peacock’s feather with a foldable donkey, groovy!
Lu Tung-Pin
A real historical figure, discusser of Tao, and cherisher of rice wine—
Decision maker of highest of levels and student of Chung-Li, what a tie!
Ts’ao Kuo-Chiu
Brother of empress Ts’ao and beater of women living in vain—
Realising his life was vain and meaningless he became a hermit in pain.
Li T’ien-Kuai
Was taught knowledge of the Way by Lao Tzu himself and called to heaven much—
Possessing a dead beggar, his form to stay, with a gold headband, a life gourd and a crutch.
Han Hsian-Tzu
T’ang dynasty philosopher and poet with the belief of three elements in nature—
Outstripped his master in ability and wisdom, a prophet in one but not a whiner.
Lan Ts’ai-Ho
Most foolish of immortals, inappropriate in gist and a singer beating time with stick—
He wore one shoe and a foolish belt but a lute was his symbol representing the poor, epic!
Ho Hsien-Ku
Plays a reed organ given by Tung-Pin with only six hairs on scalp and she holds a lotus—
She became immortal by heeding prophetic dreams representing single women in kindness.
“Immortality can only be achieved through eudaimonia alone – in whatever life”
CIII
The raven flies like a stable kite.
Why does the horizon rise?
Where and when is the plummeting fall?
Soaring high is a vivacious feeling.
Fall I shall to the Earth’s lively surface.
Promptness in fineness is frightless in focus.
Dustless are my feathers—
In fullness I land and harmless it beeth.
“Proliferating to excess without the finances to pass down is selfish and cruel”
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CIV
I feel so complete and invincible sometimes,
When I think of you each night and day,
And when I see you, I see beauty,
I love you more than words can say...
You're so exquisite! This love is eternal!
I can't resist your whole-self, it's true!
The croissants and life fade into shadows...
I am absolutely crazy for you!
Your soul is altruistic; your heart is pure,
And my heart is truly in your hands.
I could be flying in perfection 'til life was done,
But YOU are the focus of my plans.
This invigorating passion is Exquisite my love,
And for you, Lady luck, I thank Heaven above.
All my love, Cupid x
“If you miss a special celebration rest assured you can create your own celebration day”
CV
The colour of gold elegantly displayed as aubusson and more
Alchemy produced creosotes in variance in abundance that outwore
Timber preserved in gold at last and tell it apart by lack of remanence in core
Vertiginousness in sentiments in renaissance abounds for a score—
Descried were Kings and Queens for the secret of gold, for great lore.
Christened were paintings and sculptures of age of old before
White, blue and gold the colours of divine art therefore outpour
Fulgent display in all nations in lustre for gold had been chosen, what a hoar
Imparalleled were smiths from Florence for they slish slish, and shape decor—
Gold become oathable and vignets in lustre were formed aplenty on pour.
Smith’s tools, ladleful with gold for pouring and shaping to all levels
Egyptians ago drank gold like vino and Europe all knew in steady signals
Royalty scoured Europe seeking the finest goldsmiths to outbid their rivals
Apathy benign for gold brought passion and power, more alchemists and shackles—
Romans endured this lust for gold long before in power and greed in titles.
Gold banks and trade, security in nations, ECB & USA top the rest
In a lust for gold in prowess and might so beeth,
And so it went, with the ages forgone-The future uncertain...
Computers?
“Embrace A.I. – think!”
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CVI
Bewilder the builder
My boss at loss
Wages passes by
No pay, no way
Sue I do
Owes the mellow
Boss no ethos
Scare and snare
I imply
Terrified he cried
Fear endears
Threat outset
Never error
Tiling
“If someone commits evil believe in redemption but if no sign of hope then no mercy”
CVII
which reminds me
I worked in good ethos
throughout my years
with loads of nights
in 2 hours of sleep
at best.
perform I did in all I did
but sometimes I erred
mainly early
for I was tired.
In one job indeed
as a metallurgical consultant
I closed my eyes every
15 minute smoke break.
they thought I slept
on the job. How wrong
were they for I was
punctual.
one day
I was told off for
such break . oh, what
demise befell
but I explained to
my boss and exlecturer. he laughed
but know I not if

he told my superiors.
it ought have been
evident for I outperformed
in quality and quantity
through sheer hard
yakka. I lasted the job
but they kept the
negress
whom I worked in
another job also.
the girl became a high
up engineer for Woodside
but I got left behind.
her work menial,
happy I am for her and
all the other
vacational students.
oh what a shame!
I reapplied years down
the track for both
companies and to the
paper shred went my
perfect CV.
such is life.
“Be happy for others”
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CVIII
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, so short and stout
Indemonstrably the terrifier learner of prostitutes,
Monumentally insulted the hoes at eye level to belly so arty—
A linear artist he had become and hence the French draftsman of ages.
Appalling disabilities made him delight in colours
His work subdule to extremes, so were the sunbeams,
And colouring so deceptively subtle too, a rascal in taboo—
Demagogical being so often was he ill as the thrill through freewill set.
His work of pain, shame and self-degradation
Compunct was he coming from France’s grandest inbreeds,
And so interlucent was his life never reaching his thirty-seventh year—
Decolorate he did not for his art was exonerative and serving in smarminess.
Bones so fragile leading to limping and breakage
Large nostrils, thick tongued, bulbous lips with speech woes,
He found comfort in the egregious world of low-life Paris were least jeered—
Crescive in popularity among dancers, singers, circus people, promoters and rootless types.
His work like a roman-fleuve but in line and colour
His prostitutes bored become, ugly and exploited all so true,
Altogether not inhibited by his lucrativeness in deals and business—
Often catching glimpses of joy reassociating overwhelming opportunities vicariously.
His ultimate downfall his lust for redheads non-stopped
Fornicating with Rosa La Rouge even though he knew her syphilis,
And so syphilis strengthened its grip, less hard he worked ‘till none at all—
Drunk all the time, dirty, incontinent, prone to paranoia and hallucinations, what demise!
“Even the most unlikely individuals do too have a story to tell”
CIX
Dart art apart
Part fart sweetheart
Mozart outsmart smart
Tart heart depart
Start dogcart, pushcart
“Public transportation en mass is the way of to be but not the far future”
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CX
Benvenuto Cellini a murderer and swine
He be given pardon for a work to smirk, but what a jerk,
So two years he worked, and boy it was fast, a gold-and-enamel salt-cellar—
No individual or team able to produce it today in a century for in fecundity and brilliance be.
Piquing but counterpleading in contrary
A carronade of inventions spurt fort like in blurt,
To entice his way threaten he did, and boastful and disgusting was he—
An anti-hero with two personalities; the craftsman and root of nuisance with elaborate skill.
Guilty of two murders and twice of sodomy
Then a capital offence but pardoned in full he was,
For he had artistic skill the immoral thrived in public with slick—
He copied Leonardo on three arts of lore, what a scoundrel’s success, wellaway, wellaway...
“A world without anti-heroes and evil is possible not devoid of purpose”
CXI
Pyrolignic can petroleum be, from wood shavings and off cuts
Gnomic goldbrick gamesome plan, calm greasewood peelings in units—
Reticular is the process to prolong energy throughout the world, but feasible.
In the cosmos lay more energy, acronical beeth a better clue
The inventor shall charge a fee, what ought to be his carte de visite of lore—
Eucharistic will the world be when more petroleum is made, when all runs out.
Docimastic art it all be, engineering and passion combined
For a Barbary macaque we be at this petroleum age of no blossom—
The rich expect the poor to latrate, oh what treacherous demand for power.
Society must prosper, expand it must for it beeth the eliphaz encrypted
Begone Croesus folk lest they be noble indeed with proconsulary powers of good—
Petroleum is shrouded in subtileness, abundant are reserves but most is stuck deep down.
“The power of love does not cure just any evil, and violence at times helps not either”
CXII
Damasking and asking, axing the flowers or rich designs as silk, with felines and ilk.
“Success doesn’t come to you; it is to be discovered by your own accord”
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CXIII
Honshu home of moss
Gardens of majesty
Muscales its treasure
Shinto the root
Roots of pleasure
Rugged peaks of splendour
Evergreen trees behold
Eight perfect islands
Shinchi, lake of gods
Shrines to kami
Gods and spirits
All over the island
Cascades and lakes
Beaches o’ splendid
Variety in flora
Moss garden the favourite
Infancy behold
Curviserial it grows
Idealised landscapes
Beauty and splendour
Zen or roji
Moss is best
Rustic in nature
Elegant in composure
Abstract and stylized
Aesthetic pleasure
“There is consensus in natures’ beauty, but then diversity necessity intervenes”
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CXIV
its always the same
forever searching
scouting around for
thine pure soul out
there.
here’s a riddle
beauty is splendid,
and relative is shallow
for heart counts too.
I desire but a fair
damsel and then
another. If luck will
have it maybe both
simultaneously.
only each time
if people knew
what I see on others
in awe they would be
for relentless it is
my eternal search
for the missing
jigsaw that is absent
from my soul.
I live...
now I’m waiting again
and the years run thin.
I have a laptop
and a humble rented adobe
I keep eating junk
for I know not how
to cook.
I have no patience
but my taste is excellent
for I keep praying,
wishing and longing
for the day to come.
“Death is no easy way out as the afterlife is never certain as such”
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CXV
Stannaries abound in ancient times of discovery
Belittle it was the dread to the vast planet
For open cut mines erupted en masse, all over—
Scleroid were further metals to be discovered.
The populace poignantly denied the harms
To mother Earth, o’ what tragedy befell
With time the people learnt that harmony beeth good—
With fabling tales the critics contravened, in seizure of resources.
Argus-eyed were the greenies and I hath joined them
For even copepods were in danger whereby in plenty
Doneness was Earth polluted at seas—
Circumvolant are the troubles of humanity throughout the spheres.
Outshut were modern sages in times anew
Big corporations cut out the voices but improved indeed
Emittance of radioactive waste brought troubles anew—
How to dispose without avant-garde devising?
Nonplussing were scientists but bright they were
Stooper the Earth the magic solution so bury deep
Alchymistic societies in hidden conspiracy anew—
Is the suffragan bishop involved along the others?
The witches so local confessed daphnomancy at play
I hoped they would be evolatic away from here
They claimed out loud, ‘elimelech, elimelech’, how wrong they were—
Unhasp are all faiths but united they are, to save the planet.
Bletherskate are factions for the common man knows best
Remold the Earth, terraform in future, scientists’ solution
So there beeth inquietation for now, alive we are—
Decampment occurs from this quest of mine...
No longer am I a greenie at heart and a start to outsmart – shall we show morale?
We all are all duncish in the eyes of the more evolved, solved devolved—
Involved we are in the quest of peace and then comes Earth, home.
“It is estimated 80% of all life in this planet is now extinct, but what of the unseen?”
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CXVI
Commonitory
Radius of the universe versus conformal time
Plotted they stand, grounded and manned, threaded in quicksand
Initial singularity at Alpha compared to final singularity at Omega;
At the drop of a hat UNCSTD will install again a love-suit in science and faith
Unadorned is time of expansion for such tole is reason in pseudoscience and sense
Jeeringly are few critics for they fear the fear that God may have had macerative evil
Enlayed is the Omega point by the rational expansion of sentience for computer simulation,
Prove’th point well made that sentience engulfs the universe in an atheists’ worlds
Energy is but like oiled silk which hath been saturated to perfection ‘till time beget
Nietzshe’s eternal return is sufficiently ancient and important a concept so far
It matters not if our planet does not make it in information processing;
For in the end it could happen anywhere throughout the cosmos wide
Earth like expansion and for example Proxima Centauri
F. J. Tipler
“How daft does someone have to be to live without purpose?”
CXVII
Spatial arrangement is the basis of energy and particles
The cosmos began in a pin-prick point and yet look at its expanse;
Most of the matter in you is empty space!
Reason...
Entropy and nature, order thrives if good, so no whited sepulchre
The epitome of good in a higher species, ought one not heed its wisdom?
Enwombed is knowledge in sheer intellect.
Rationality...
Was Darwin wrong? Of course not, with a probability
Senses dismissed, thought discarded, a foolish notion indeed at best
Believe in what makes you and most happy.
Common sense...
I know it exists, I have a gut hunch about it, God and monkey
Holmesian logic threats me not for I feel it well in ripest certainty and surety
I am happy, does it matter, for I foster?
Intuition...
“Try not to worry but strive for your identity”
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CXVIII
I am in deportation
For I ration the info
To my pestering friends.
Pretends to care
And swear to scare,
His curiosity is ghastly
Every day a petty call!
Matthew is a clue
To the hell unwell
He doth bereath.
Spies he lies
To the Queen head obscene!
Katherine between
A veil in jail
So she should agree
In this time of hiss!
Call David in acrid
Twisted ballad,
Stop pestering me
About nothing at all!
(The above depicted the spur moment in times as I was about to conjure up something)
- I text messaged Matthew
“Trust your intuition above others if better educated and life experienced”
CXIX
To femalize patriarchy is neither easy nor sightly
For society is thready and to papabile a woman
Is wrong.
For bucko is man and unruly is lady, but lively,
For there is an order and heir is splendour
So roles are still.
Thrive!
“Change is always inevitable but bounded by certain mean distributions only”
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CXX
Begged for the battle and pegged with moral—
Clamor was the shriek, no sooner had it seek.
Cremosin was the colour of the blood of captor—
Mewler was his plea but no sleuth be too eery,
It was his demise; so shall it thee.
Faith in God help him not—
Plea to Mary but no hope for mariolatry.
Condoned was the prisoner with tremor and babbler—
No prisoner was he for he died free,
And a ha’penny thrown on thee.
The grim wraith of death beeth a nomenclatress—
Pronounce he dead and announce the bred.
Hath the dead been conterminable he’d stood a chance—
Puzzel be the proclaimer, a spinster indeed – he not dead!
Arise the prisoner and grasp’ed the scythe.
The victor our scunner piss’ed on the hoary willow—
His back turned the sack exposed.
Stabbed and bleeding, jabbed and moaning he crept up—
Scythe on hand, swing anew off with is sack,
For he hath turned and wrath unlearned.
Puzzel the dictator harsher this time—
Proclaimed the dead and exclaimed did she.
“My lord is dead, lost his gonads!”—
In pain and shock the knight fell down,
Less of a man and a gashing wound.
Jabbed a hulch, no chance he stood—
For ophiomancy had predicted both demises.
None felicitated lamed were both—
Sprung was the battle but feeble the reason,
A fight for a woman, one unarmed.
Sprung did Beatrice, the puzzel it seemed—
Circumfer the guilt, no English ivy for victor.
“A physical fight is utterly condemned in rationality lest the wrong one be in chaos”
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CXXI
locked away was I
for a crime I did not commit
and for actions I did not
partake in.— oh, framed I was
when they called
the cops.
all I did was smoke a bit
of weed
two days ago
and send one
weird text via the phone.
the bitch and the queer
wanted to come
to a trip with me first
class all over Europe.
I had bought my tickets –
first class but they
had no money
and not with me
they ain’t.
I was scheduled to fly
and just had finished packing
my final luggage
to go far away. I just
placed a holy cross
in my briefcase.
they knock, not once
but twice.
I answer the door
and four policemen
pin me down
and heed me not
for I had history
dating months back. and
we got talking, they
said they would just take

me for evaluation.
MY ASS!
but I knew not.
ambulance in waiting
a fake luggage pre-prepared
outside with clone clothes of mine
and cancelled legit tickets
to Los Angeles.
“what’s going on?”,
I said!
they incarcerated me
because of LOADS
of lies and BULLSHIT
made by queen bitch
herself.
she was jealous,
I rejected her
and found her ugly –
revenge of hers.
I lost my trip,
and so much more...
my chance for culture,
to meet Sir Paul McCartney
and explore the essence
of western civilization.
my money lost, and
5 weeks of my time but
it ought have be 3 months
(due to plotting)
but I had a lawyer.
I survived, at cost...
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“If you know someone is beyond hope, and you did all you could, pass him/her on”
CXXII
Bobby pinned was her hair so as to snare ol’ Henry Fuseli—
A Zurich intellectual stable in stencil moving to England,
And so hath studied with Michaelangelo and decided to be solo.
He published a translation as a salesman of Winckelman for classic revival.
Oh, what a sensation!
Mrs Fuseli but a bimbo endowed with stutiloquence and temperance—
A marvel model she was and heckle him she did not,
But she did put a stop to a tour that ought have changed English life.
She inspired Fuseli in sado-masochistic fantasies which express in art he did.
Oh, what a sensation!
Imageless Fuseli was not for he cannot be forgot for his influential output—
So that he used his forefoot of intellect to be emotional in art,
And exchange ideas with famous artists he did in sancta simplicitas.
Typified was he by Shakespeare illustrations begot.
Fuseli’s Nightmare...
His favourite saying in a booklet in reading:
‘Then I works myself up. Then I throws in my darks. Then I pulls out my lights’
Oh, what a sensation!
Fetishistic drawings and mythology to obsessive motive—
“Fuseli’s Nightmare”, a portrait of his in snippet, a quiz,
So well planned indeed for it was his wife with a demon.
A collingful pose with feet of deceit.
A gargoyle standing on her, she wore a long skirt-gown—
Dulbrained was she not to inspire in satire.
Oh, what a sensation!
“Any job is an art form, it just has to be appreciated and emotionally expressed”
CXXIII
Where is the blasted spitfire?
Zooming shakily like a drifty bee.
All guns point east to the beast, dead pilots.
“Simulations of war may be fun, but partaking in real combat you better be sure”
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CXXIV
Enigmatized was Joan of Arc and remark did she amid freely,
For demised she like laddie be, and heard in outlandish tales poorish.
Diastole from France she beeth, a saint, heretic, schizophrenic and feminist be she—
Oh’ illiterate shepherd girl, saviour of France a protagonist of novels, plays & operas beeth.
The maid an icon of purity and strength in duty and wavelength,
Vectitate liberals and socialists onwards in struggles like cultists in words.
To give ear she did through empathy of poor steady she swore as saviour in roar—
French nationalism prevailed in tales aplenty and scaled had her veils of worry abroad.
Inquisitors the boulders of a nineteen year old queen in gear,
Ruffleless they thought her legacy, a mistress of onslaught not saintly.
Derfly was she as befall in Rouen had she in outcry the landfall curtained—
Suffer our hero did as wander in hour of blow for tsuris ensued and pursued in lewd.
Adumbrative the maid would be as inlaid and withstood the played,
French troops had captured her; the dupes factored a sum, what scum.
Rueing was Rouen for obvert their saviour, therefor the English were warmish—
Representationary of a sorceress in boldness and surface she had been dubbed a witch!
Poor Joan heard voices from God and Michael in bangle o’ frightful,
Coup de soleil hath she inspired but required it be whilst rewired by visions.
Had the trial occurred secularly by panel ushered sparely of injustice and hate—
Placate ought her not be of trait whatnot, no onslaught to come and schism in her.
Subservience had not been part of her and transience beeth sin,
A coy ensued, a toy denude as they asked if she killed, but an Englishman indeed...
“In God’s name, yes! How gently you talk! Why don’t they leave France and go back to
their own country?”
— Fraudfully in theory the trial of people!
Astrally bewept for reply an outcry, the voices and auras, after the rape,
Joan adorned men’s clothing again in defiance in license, no pushover was she!
On May 29, the court has sentenced her to be burned at stake – distraught was she!
She wept profusely, bitchy leapt a witch, Michael her plea! “Rouen, Rouen, shall I die here?”
The stake so far up so the multitude be subdued, deluded was she.
Withsay she had, too late it be, the flames lit up, in shames all be—
No swift death befell the flames too dear – pain...
“The ability to sympathize with and for others is a tell tale mark of intelligence”
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CXXV
Byzantium hath fallen and risen had the Ottoman
Greeks re-consecrated en mass at the Aya Sofya mosque
All butchered in shreds, slaughtered like dogs, so muggered
Mehmed rode in, dismounted did he, and poured sand on turban—
A sign of humility, but of what a murderous swine whine Jesus
Constantinople now Istanbul ‘cause of Mehmed it had be
Referred as Romans ‘till very death the citizens be
Mehmed’s father a man of peace but conceited was son
A Hungarian engineer, Urban, recruited by Mehmed for siege
At first Urban offered to aide, but Constantinople said no to his gun
Too expensive it was but Mehmed accepted for four times over the price!
The cannon’s barrel was over twenty six feet long – a big loud BOOM
Five hundred and fifty pound stone cannonball, blast near a mile
A long siege ensued; reinforcements came not, trickery afoot
An eclipse recalls a prophecy, spirits dismayed, but ensue it did
Outnumbered were Constantine’s but a brilliant foothold they managed
As if by magic or skill, the bombardment continued, for many days prolonged
Constantly rebuilding the walls indeed, men, woman and child in fear of terror—
Many prayed, the final days, and Mehmed ordered ten thousand torches alit
Breakthrough indeed, a gap in the wall, a misleading flag and all fell down
Urban allegedly died, on a backfire he did, what a crock! No expense...
Byzantine Empire no more, no more.
“Arational is he that does not think ahead”
CXXVI
In concomitance I be with my discouraging siblings indeed
And around it goes to these electronic images in heed:
The notion of your work is ghastly in speed
Ultimately bandied to concede
Thy fate!
Tetchy was I for discouraging obnoxious siblings I had indeed
For I knew not how to mislead but they were worried:
Slenderize your work and ought you to read
Some Chaurcer for the gaytre
To inspire thee!
“In learning to be humble just perceive objects as being toys to share”
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CXXVII
Unguilty am I of sin in life, thy unholy descent no fault of mine,
This barbarous slander let me explain, thou’st not knows so define.
But salvation here? What about the bedding of her
On thy sheets and hotels? What about acts obscure?
Suffered did I for compassionate I had been, I enshrine,
With moonshine to console my woes, I have not erred as canine.
What about the good betrothed? A better path was set for her
With my loins had I taught her? In liqueur I remain o’ so pure with lure.
“Someone lacking in ‘apparent’ knowledge is just a sponge in need of a father”
CXXVIII
From chammy be made my jacket, but yet a vegan I be,
Without a damsel to buy my clothes, forever not so kindly I be.
But what of fish and avian? Thou’st eat them still
And in church thy ate’st pork, not? How do you explain?
Immartial I really be, but fish have no sensors in brain in petty
Ought you heed, for further birds are not mammals like us, o’ holy.
No receptors in brain you mean? No pain they feel,
So I get ya, but pork? How do you explain?
It be not what goes in that makes on impure
And in mourning I so am, so I nibbled a bit of meat.
“So what?”
“Believe in yourself even when no one believes in you but be attentive to any wisdom”
CXXIX
Petite, cosy lair coercively demanding a bright, large pedestal.
The cockroaches wiggle like a multiplying pest.
Always use the spray,
Or bait for mum’s sake.
“If someone younger than you disrespects you do attempt to regain their respect”
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CXXX
Unculled with passibleness is the stratum of the Rajput.
I mixed it all up in an Australian rug and realised
Reality is a staircase leading nowhere.
Like all good smallish slugs.
“Patriotism is but a stepping stone towards an idea for an identity”
CXXXI
As they marched towards an open field they were followed by a howling mob.
Catchy the howling chants for converses the marches were, a new nation’s heartthrob
For King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella in a pact with Satan they had made, o’ macabre
It was for an infamous effect they had that all worship God alike in nature like a corncob.
In catamaran and ship alike, en mass Jews and pagans left the country to other lands
In mass they went hoping the slaughter would end but for four hundred years in demands
Had it lasted so much for the sake of Spanish sovereigns throughout the many homelands.
The persecution and death of thousands of Jews led to initial exile of half in uplands.
Inquisition, examination, what a farce in hands and the holy church did not stop the initial
Onslaught of many but warn them it was wrong they did but what else but grovel in gruel.
Surviving Jews were ghettoised and forced to wear badges denoting their holy grumble,
But were it not for Torquemada, a confessor to the monarchs, many overcome’d the hurdle.
“Tanto monta, monta tanto, Isabel como Fernando”
The stage, the ‘quemadero’, the burning place of many were stakes but later stone
For many were burnt for not denouncing their faith, and in their haste be no tombstone.
A bureaucrat to ensure heretics fled all of Spain was Torquemada appointed alone.
The pope was horrified by tortures meted out towards heretics to confess – no throne.
Less right than criminals did victims have and symptoms come to the nation so becomes.
The banality of evil was established and confessing of evil brought swifter death in numbs
By stranglehold instead of burn, but good the nation come in acquisition of land in forums.
In fifty years alone two thousand heretics were relaxed in flames abound as items.
Torquemada sent a trauma, and yet ate pasta without a stigma, what a vista for the era.
Isabella fell to hell, like a gazelle with a yell for a rebel in a spell, no noble prize to impel.
Ferdinand a hand as stagehand manned the land, in a non-grand planned stand to hell.
“If perplexed in worry try to relate with the worries with someone higher up in hierarchy”
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CXXXII
Irish potato famine
British schizo striven
Doggish blow to gamin
Fandangled to English were
Scrambled in burnish utter
Gambled and famish in hunger
Collocation of potato crop
Gumption thorough flop
Bargain slow to top
Unbaffled others to plea
Dwindled shelters the army
Trifled pickers but mouldy
Charles Edward Trevelyan
Snarls bored in mention
Gnarls record to toughen
Food riots aplenty
Tabooed diets so wormy
Mood and bandits in tourney
Soup Kitchen Act
Droop Irishman intact
Goop to liven in exact
Coffin ships and deportation
Workman in drips a faction
Driven to chips as one
Someday again...
“To joke about suffering may be all in good fun but make sure a message is heard after”
CXXXIII
A bee with honey in funny symphony; in basement encasement in a hive – nature’s wonder.
“It may be worthwhile to visualise or remember the feeling of true horror seldom”
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CXXXIV
I walked out on
my balcony indeed.
it had a plastic figtree
and other plastic foliage.
in all humbleness
and laziness for I
am not ready for
children.
plants are like pets
and hence like kids.
my cactus died so
I am not ready for
the burden of parenthood.
I walked outside
after my show onto the
mighty balcony.
it was mighty because
on my plastic figtree
I just had found a rubber
house of which no person
put there,
how did it appear?
encircling the ornament
were 12 giant bees
thicker than my thumb
each one was.
for some reason I was hypnotized
for I let one gently
land on my index
and I played with it
before it flew off as I was
no food.
I went inside, for a drink
and I go outside and notice them

all gone!
but one left astray.
being out of it
I stroke its back gently
but it does not move!
instead it enjoys the stroke
and then jumps back in glee.
upside down it went
caressing its body
up and down
everywhere I stroked.
had a miracle happened?
just a few months back,
on the same tree
two brown doves nested,
on the tree.
I watched the hatchlings
grow!
the tree and I had history.
what shocked me further was
that two weeks later
a wasps nest gets made
on the very same tree.
but what of the bees?
never again they showed up
after I caressed them so.
in tune with nature,
all in one,
animals love me
but wasps do not
for I sprayed them so
and killed every critter,
away with thee.

“Treating others with respect not always gives you respect so learn to be emotive”
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CXXXV
Dutch settled deep the southern regions of the African subcontinent
But the British nettled sweep modern invasions outdone servant.
Zuluish bungled outleap return and toughens the notion in urgent
For much be hussled, and upkeep stuns thriven tenant.
Such was rivalled in steep upturn, reasons in token of present
But nonesuch shambled, the upsweep spurn wakens and smartens in urgent.
Twelve thousands Zulus in buffalo horn formation overwhelm the redcoats
Delve in lowlands, perfuse for show and adorn to dampen the realm of coats.
Helve the moorlands in use though scorne and deepen to whelm the throats
But shelve not them for funds whose outgo for sworn to threaten realm had they.
Delve in few thousands, defuse in combo, suborn they tried but the helm be-bloats
For they much perished in legends but know and warn the tension of battle hath they.
Fifty five soldiers managed to escape but two thousand Zulus perished away—
Such was the battle at Isandlwana.
“Discipline goes a long way towards a successful battle”
CXXXVI
Five thousands Zulus where eight hundred died
But fifteen redcoats only, in defensive rawhide.
One hundred and thirty nine, redcoats in all
And given Victorian crosses aplenty for stonewall.
Many battles in Zuzuland but Zulus outgunned
Calmly like naturals but losing the feuds, so threatened.
Retaliation broke through and the Calvary stormed by,
Tribesman alike in virtue but awfully swarmed to death.
Spears and cowhide no match
For gatling guns alike with shells
And long-range rifles—
O’ what bravery!
Anglo-Boer War later in;
1880-1881
“Unformed is he/she who never attempted to pursue their passion at least once”
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CXXXVII
Unbaffled is the gentleman of the night,
A predatore he beeth who overbreeds
In unvariable and unsatiable ways to the mistresses of the night—
Adenalgia befalls the genital gland, haruphite in justice as fate.
Dissimulation of character had eavesdropped,
And satureia it was for the pervert’s ear
But mishap had guided him to the devil’s dagger in nightfall—
For the nightman beeth not a deferrer of predicatory deed.
Ingle nock were his gonads but his dames...
O’ so much worse for they erucatated indeed
Through symptoms of venereal ill befated, inexcitability befell—
But self-flattering was he and reverenced was he ‘cause he conquered.
Belated it was when realization kicked in,
For adaunted to himself, no desponsory ever
And unstained he was not for even the waiting-maid befoul did he—
It was but mere ancistrodon coinage that paid so much havoc; turmoil to many.
Malice aforethought impulse him so throughout it all,
Rigorous had been his fornicating across the land
Fleshbroth immex’ed stew help him not, but in reason they had stipendiary from him—
Umquhile he thought, it be passed way, but longsomeness ensued in terrible pain.
Gather the haters, in bulk and sulk, to stone him when alone
To death so no breath pursue unto him ‘cause of taboo...
He hath expected it so seated laid he as they laid the raid—
Too gruesome was the murder, by harlots’ asunder.
And so was the tragic fate of the night stud so fruited—
But poetic justice to the whorish ways of the offish hearted.
“Horded is he/she that accumulates never to see the possessions in use again”
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CXXXVIII
The knight gallops firmly on his steed ‘till the chiasma he approached
Footlight in stirrup but whimsy the breed be for scared of fauna encroached—
Ecclesiastic was the knight when he faced the dragon but his steed was scathed.
The fought amidst the elke woods but his broadsworded had been grindled just fine.
Contempt showed the beast but convoke his goods and fired did he, his breath divine—
Wheen in fear his horse now firm and the oaks now burned, the illocality as sign.
Crisped to ashes was his burnoose and slabbererm was the Wyrm like a gawk
For gashed to smidges had his throat been in deuce but the worm no talk—
Coddlered was the beast, but no more it lay, the knight’s steed lulled in epoch.
“Children are like sponges waiting to be soaked in lore by you”
CXXXIX
Canthus
Spongy, hazardous
Tubing, veining, flinching
Some people live well with the affliction whilst others train hard to better it
Saddening, aching, stinging
Cross-eyed, erroneously-seemingly-retarded
Amblyopia
“Philosophy is not just about words but experiencing sensations not known”
CXL
Uncountable numbers of mothers through time,
Uncountable insects in harmony and families,
Uncountable children in love with parents,
But only one true mother of yours to cherish.
“Never forget a remembrance day to a loved one”
CXLI
Abased and schaaph from problems the loser does,
and “I tried” was all she could muster to say
But, my closet is full of shoes—
but nay, that is no success you witch!
“Collecting something is worthwhile if you plan on passing it on someday”
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CXLII
I know a man,
a gay man
who keeps accumulating trash
rotten fruit
bobbing apples on water
champagne corks
bottles
items with charm
for sure.
he works it all out
like art
he drinks all his
booze
like water
lives in apartment block
next to mine and calls me
but cook for me he does
with happiness and glee
and believes
that eventually
he will be a lawyer
but at 50 years of age
is still a waiter
oh, what inspiration
for his hair is white
and he cuts it himself
horrifically so
but his teeth are good
and he brush it no good
with all his eccentric might
he paints art
in his style
and never finishes a piece
for he is an artist
I considered him with good heart
the moment I met him
down the local pub
David, this is a poem for you
“The best people in the world are not full of money but have character”
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CXLIII
The King-of-arms swarms the nation wide
At times he assigns dower sooner for pride
Slide open the sash window in case he lied—
In direness she waits as a hayride.
Mealy-mouthness from her in case denied
A rowton house he husband lived in and relied
But yet wealth had he, for she spied—
Feoffing had her for husband’s demise.
In direness she waited for the verdict to hide
Postindustrial the times be when he died
Jeopardy awaited him when to wife confided—
Tenerity he wanted but instead he be stabbed.
Blaast was the wind of the banshee in oxide
Untrolled was he nor fried offside
Sludy was his fate for melted by sulphide—
Forefront was money ahead of tide.
King-of-arms whose role was something else
On the side sought extra bride
Unideaed was he so he not cried—
Notarial was the case so not denied.
“Do the right thing not for deity alone but because it is right”
CXLIV
I speak from lebenswelt that thy beauty is unique
I seek no meed for words enthralled in boutique
I think thee more beautiful than a fludder in critique
I would dereligionize my own true self for some sake to speak—
My words profess unitisation of sheer love for nebulous it is in streak.
I want you to cohortate me to your bedroom in leak
I want to schmoose with you in all but Greek
I want you to be endowed with foppishness that I seek
I want to carve your body so sweet with no gleek—
And thy tailage in progeny not gabled forevermore beeth in cheek.
“Help others find love that need it so”
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CXLV
Sustentacular are the people in the heart of the nation in monarchy
If all stands reason with time it shan’t last for mere people are not courtly
In simagre I grief for I cherish the future King Charles for beeth I but cockney—
And like a gagman I preach to save the monarchy for eons in a medley.
Occidentalise the world had England done in a marvel of etiquette in quarry
In foresightfulness I think and so frosh are my thoughts just like narrating a story
The nation will be in upheaval if tigh becomes the English might with no treaty—
For the nation is tedding its principles and virtues so I encourage thee to be hearty.
They plan to replace the future King with a changeling that think’est himself highly
Like eating too fast there is no need for malassimilation in the land so trendy
Annunciable ought the might be of the great English nation on the day of Tuesday—
So it is unhibitedly decided that the King shall rule and carry on carefree.
Sharar’ed I shall be when a philanthropist rules the nation in justice and sparely
Counter potent shall learn when time is right that his father rules graciously
Viraginous will the future Queen to be rule once a fair minister is sagely—
And like a dramatis personae I live, forever searching for my lair and spirit booty.
Our kingdom is blighting, is the world too blind to see the layer so botchy?
Withset is the world but when they find out to conquer is to share values so sternly
More prophets will come and mem-sahib they may be but not bawdry—
Rette rette, I think, and leeangle I project my words for in the end I am aussie.
Whelping is beguiling the world and refluent we ought be for there are now many
In colping good manners we thrive and lively it is but adjustable to nations is the story
Begone days of fraudulent knavery and welcome the days aplenty with so much bounty—
Scoundreldom lays not in England nor allies but those who deprive liberty of speech to be.
I utter these remarks in a suggesting humph for steadfast and firm I study
I am unescorted in this holy parade in cascade and the barmaid is grumpy
I have not visited the tavern in some time for teatime is now dear in my abbey—
Tabeel and not afflictively to all and stiflingly I still live for live has beauty in scenery.
“Respect and admiration for a different culture does not label you a traitor”
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CXLVI
The Kangaroo Said
BESTUDDED ARE THE STARS WITH FRAGMENTS OF ALL NATIONS AND SPLUTTERED ARE
WE BY ABERRATION IN OUR SENSES.
In the beginning the Kangaroo inspired the dreamtime and Ayers rock.
And the Kangaroo said,
"Let there be a Noongar,"
and there was a Noongar.
Kangaroo saw that the to be a Noongar was good,
He send it to you as a gift for Australia Day.
And happy Australia Day.
(yes Noongars, we tricked them foreign’ kunts)
“There is so much beauty and representative truth in myths of old”
CXLVII
there was a time
I lay in bed deep
in meditative trance
when an energy source
was tapped in my aura.
I began to see the stars
that are red
when you close
the eyes
shut.
as I focused in relaxation
the stars dwindled
into shapes
and form.
a dream state occurred
I called it the Dreamtime
as more clarity emerged
in the shapes benign
and vivid did it get
as if watching TV
I began to roam
the seas
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of yellow
red
white
and black.
I began to see shapes
of bodily form
emerge. shrouded
in black
but surrounded by
white.
I noticed I was a form
floating through
viscous ether
passing the gelatinous
ooze
I swarmed towards
more dots ahead of
me.
a black maiden from the forms
reached my hand
and guided me through
swearing safe passage
if I ever return.

this ethereal journey
led me to make
more friends. for introduce
me to her kindred spirits
she did indeed
but I was labelled
the white spirit.
I remember the time
so vivid and clear
for a true story it was
and I am now a Noongar.
“Spirit journeys don’t need drugs; it is serendipity and want that leads you there”
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CXLVIII
Foggy was the staircase as the high priest in tension
Guided the blue person upwards the monticulation
Through the staircase of the pyramid portion—
Souffle’d was his heart with brutal stabbings by dirk.
Unrove his body the priest did from atop the structure
And so rolled down his body to serve as mandibles to blubber
For a tipper was the chief Aztec towards his god in order—
Acridity dwelled deep as victim sequential ensued viler.
Wheedled were the gods for bebleed they thirsted
For applicate was the symbolism in geometry so rafted
And intertex was it with the solar eclipse in torrid—
The women intertwined the chest back shut of some so parted.
Compunctionless was he that stabbed so many
For rejectitious was his last offering in trustee
Hath not promove his plumigerous self so blandly—
In a reliquary be kept the hearts to be eaten so bloody.
In precision they thrived for the sake of the stars
High priests endowed with solertiousness and jars
Beheld with blood for later jamjar use and tars—
Facound eke by praise central to faith in their memoirs.
Excerpts post-tell the tale for scolded in suffering were some
A tumbrel of people carried the bodies so lifeless no problem
Any sign of disworkmanship was greeted with death, be dictum—
And like a dramedy they saw it all, for fun and games in system.
Unexpectedly then arrived the gods, Hernán Cortés and army
Tenochtilán’s demise for Quetzalcoatl hath returned in theory
But a feathered serpent god he be, and Cortés had plumes so surly—
Cortés hath arrived at the day of the prophecy with white face so surely.
In reverence and awe the Aztecs were, for the empire in great danger
For they could not harm their most revered deity nor him injure
So they presented him gifts, a wife, and gold in order to impress the hacker
Cortés conquered and plundered, smallpox decimated and in end farewell Montezuma.
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“The ultimate measure of man stands in the face of sheer evil”
CXLIX
Wheezily he talked but easily he sculked as he sulked
Fiercely he mocked but badly he skulked and rebuked
Tightly he hugged the tree as he squawked so blighted—
Badly he needed the zesty pill as he puked so spooked.
“True friends will take a stab for you”
CL
Plighter to the people as forelift did he the pleas of many
Smoother and the forceful he was in gift in grease and plea
Babbler was he and manful in rift ‘cause he sees fiercely—
Bestad and structural, a gift in speech on Tuesdays, he not betray.
“Some cause happiness wherever they go and some only in synchrony so planned”
CLI
Curtin University was all fun and games
Rollicking with vices no study ever made
But yet I passed all my units so wide
Learning through imitation was rampart—
But at least we did learn.
‘Curtindo’ means ‘enjoying it’ in Portuguese
‘Uni’ for universal for jock like we be
Dumb and naive so full of cum
Complotter was my best mate decades ahead—
Know not I what befell him I do.
‘Versity’ for variational diversity
A point in life with traumas indeed
Clubbing and vices but women dumb too
Amy and Sarah strayed away—
They hung out at the club high on H.
“A man can be happy with any woman provided all his love needs are met”
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CLII
Unapprised was I of WASM’s desolation
A mining student’s refuge for some seeking money
They entice you with kegs and hand on experience abroad
And they prep you up with the ugliest women of the nation across—
50% drop out, 20% fail, and one in ten die in mining related accidents at work.
“A work of art is only truly finished upon the culmination of the artist’s life complete”
CLIII
Paltriness did TAFE make you feel, a technical college
At least it had women aplenty at decent odds but devoid in luck was I
One girl fancied me, and I her, she was beautiful indeed but I found later quite a slut
The work kindergarten style for mongoloids across, but they knew
Winding and savouring but an era in life
“Every sinner has a past and every saint a future”
CLIV
Studying is a clear path to discipline in books.
The herd travels alike like fluttering pages.
Why does the solo man perish?
Persistence is a smile after an exam.
The lecturer endures no hardship as its always the same.
“It is the courage to continue that is to be admired”
CLV
Disherisoned was I for my father will outlive me
In my insisture of nature I forgive in glory
And so in slouchiness I live for I dumbly persist—
Profligation in obeseness through incursion of an extra kilo,
So am I Über fat now?
Attestation through charts of body mass
So now I make a difference and workout
Within three months of working out and dieting hard
- through the book grandpa gave me Sculpted I become with dangerously low amounts of lard
Superb!
“Success is realizing you are at home base and scored a homerun”
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CLVI

“The empires of the present are encumbered by the mind”
CLVII
erusaelp citehtseA
dezilyts dna tcartsbA

dnalsi eht revo llA
stirips dna sdoG

erusopmoc ni tnagelE
erutan ni citsuR

imak ot senirhS
sdog fo ekal ,ihcnihS

tseb si ssoM
ijor ro neZ

sdnalsi tcefrep thgiE
dloheb seert neergrevE

ruodnelps dna ytuaeB
sepacsdnal desilaedI

ruodnelps fo skaep degguR
erusaelp fo stooR

sworg ti lairesivruC
dloheb ycnafnI

toor eht otnihS
erusaert sti selacsuM

etiruovaf eht nedrag ssoM
arolf ni yteiraV

ytsejam fo snedraG
ssom fo emoh uhsnoH

didnelps ’o sehcaeB
sekal dna sedacsaC

“Happiness is being in harmony”
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CLVIII
The spirit world is reachable in transcension
The ethereal energy allows for expiation and ascendance
The vibes of the unseen meritedly give praise to the aura in silence—
For none can be eludible to the chakra that reveals in sheer essence.
Good vibrations are needed for guidance
The energy field around, the etheric body in potence
In sheer voluminousness resides the auras of chakra stones once—
The crystals are charged, and whilst you meditate the spirit improves.
A gratitude journal enhances the appreciation
Free your body from priggery and dread in reason found
Requited you shall be within the spirit realm embodying so sound—
Vibrations around and abound in nature and all so cherish the water and rocks.
“The only ultimate wisdom knows to be reasonably and rationally relative”
CLIX
Trie’th to sleep dutifully for three long hours indeed but just rest I attained
Unsheathed was I, no blanket tersely strong, scours it does, my body pained
Seethed I wept, for terenity slowly, livelong, devours and confidently I try to sleep, again.
Confidently I pray and finely and wordy I endure a song as bleed do I contained
Roughly asleep but smartly busy in dream so sour and wearied, refrained from sleep
Sanely I keep my wisely trustee, headstrong in hour and speed, my sprained clock.
“There is so much beauty in words and it is words that conquers a nation”
CLX
Belated they write
Ostentatious they become
Oscar they may win
Knavery in wit
Crafty and eloquent
Rapture the aim
Authorship it is
Fun it may be
Training in writing
“Not everyone responds to kindness”
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CLXI
Heterodogmatized
to
Troublemakings
in
Acceptableness
so
Strengthened
to
Spiritualise
the
Existential
and
Unhallowed
big
Climacter
so
Forefend
and
Dissolve
the
Hating
of
Vegan
o’
Food
&
Own
he
Be
?
“To build is a natural instinct in nature overcome by comfort”
CLXII
This with gallantry and boldness wrote,
and still bewildered through time.
Dear sister please read this then shred this note,
my conscience has superseded a crook’s.
“We cannot solve the problems of others if we don’t know the ‘real’ person”
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CLXIII

Courtesy of: ImageChef.com
“Everything you hold dear to heart is a construct of society”
CLXIV
My guitar gently weeps
As I strum slowly I bleed
My fingers hurt and I keep—
On going to play the melody.
They hear me play all along
As I miss the same note long
Laugh and gossip but I headstrong—
My song of sorrow for they are in wrong.
“Allowing music to control your senses and emotions can be hazardous”
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CLXV
Becked beeth the call of the Pharaoh, Rameses II, the greatest ruler of all
The muses are’th myth in haul of lingo but in bases the longest he stall
The semi-longest ruler therewith thorough in uses and boldest in thrall—
So extensive in prosper so pith with lodges for the poorest and Egypt recalls.
Hors de combat were the Hittites and so formed the first world peace treaty
Fashioned by Ra that he pulsates informed headfirst impearled so perky
Vaporiferous wars that performed like sunburst and then vanished so plainly—
Ribbands displayed transformed for battles’th and perished, the men so zesty.
Amon, Re, Ptah and Seth surrounded their foe in strategic good for the people
Anger the path but blighted by gold to follow in classic godhood with moral
Nonsuch was Rameses and fourfold in row of mercy he stood so prideful—
Sedulous was Pharaoh and revel in hold, to grow so wary in good so aural he hath.
Papyrus the root of his propaganda to exploit and glorify his many deeds
For tearless and astute as pasha adroit, and skilfully broadly he leads
Single-handedness wins him the war to exploit the outcry of the people in creeds—
Laudator temporis acti am I for immortalised he beeth and imitated in seeds.
“Better to express the idea well and risk being a fool than remain without vote”
CLXVI
The rabbit shophan under the rhamnus californicus, a shrub
Emigree from bush to bush for the fox ruthless with drub
Inadherent to the woods for ambush in shrillness with cub—
Effascinated was the rabbit for the thornbush worked as snub.
“Unexpectedness in nature is what drives life further forward in times of duress”
CLXVII
Eblees guides not the New World Order in pact
Nor the New Secular Order so intact
Nor the New Order of Ages so lacked
And it is not the Age of Aquarius either
That paves the future as conspiracy or fact
But the hearts of men in spirituality and exact
But conspirators do exist as fact, it’s cracked
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Seminality paves forth a deal, a contract
Recontinuance prevails and so it is backed:










Wicca
The Bilderberg Group
Skull and Bones
Rothchilds
Rosicruicians
Priory of Sion
Paganism
Ordo Templis Orientis
Optus Dei










Masons
Knights Templar
Illuminati
Hermetic Order of The-GoldenDawn
Da Vinci Code
Baphomet
Alchemy
And secular sects.

What to do but be shaked
And accept as a playact
We cannot deny nor retract
If we resist we shall be attacked
Either that of brutally wacked
So let’s embrace and be smacked.
“Hell is empty and all the devils are there”
CLXVIII
“Believe in the
kindness and
common sense
of corporations
that share”

Courtesy of: ImageChef.com
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CLXIX
there was a time in
which I lay in bed. but
troubled was I with sleep
for a tad.
I decided to focus
my eyes on a point
on the wall
under darkness
for I could not see.
however as I lazily
was drifting there
I decided to look
and stare
at the in-between space
between I and the wall
whilst still focusing
firmly on the wall.
a multi-focus process
ensued
in utter relaxation
as I thought
it would aide me
to sleep.
an ochre rainbow
appeared
between I and
the wall. but
I carried on watching
the manifestation of
grandiose
and brilliance
and
marvelled
at the beauty that
had
unfolded before

me.
a garden appeared and
there was man
and then came a
woman
both nude
in form.
I felt disturbed so I
turned my head
and closed my eyes
but
still curious I
turned back
and yet it was
still there indeed.
my focus still as before
so I presumed
and it made me think
of a Noongar lady
I had met in what
I thought but a dream.
a forced hallucination
it must be, thought I.
so yeah, I went back
to sleep
without wanting
to know the story
unfolded
before my eyes.
first and only time
this ever happened to
me. however clever
it seemed.

ZZzzzz...
“Never underestimate the power of dreams”
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CLXX
Suffumigating the beehive for recontinuance of honey
Scenting it live for collective conscience in end is ripely
Scuttling away the hive in no nuisance is eerie—
Idling are the bees for some passive they become and not nippy.
Melliferous is the sweet nectar from thy insects
Mindless excrete, stranger the balm in defects
Nervous in feat but stronger and calm he becomes in neglects—
Monstrous is the retreat for suffer no qualm do the bees in sects.
Forewit be the queen but imprecate they do when threatened
Omit jelly for protein is innate and beaucoup by a multiple of thousand
The culprit foreseen orate through a signal so lightened—
Permit the cuisine while palpating so shrew the beekeeper so stunned.
A shavian am I of bee-kind abroad for warm my tummy is drools
Arson so maligned if we applaud them not, so wholely the nodules
Roughen my mind for a squad of bees is whimsy in schools—
Vegan is kind to the maraud for about eight hundred of molecules within.
“We can appreciate food better if we know what we are eating”
CLXXI
O’ how beautiful it is to do house chores so abundantly with no job
I adore in doing the washing downstairs whilst conversing with neighbours
And then I visit my warm neighbours for mayhap a cuppa or chat
Life is beautiful for a woman from the 50’s
O’ beloved is my husband as slave when all I do is fun and games
I will passion him with kisses and a well cooked dinner when he arrives
And then I indulge him on all the news of late for hard worked is he, the husband of mine
Life is beautiful for a woman from the 50’s
O’ how wonderful to spend time with the children and watch them grow
I pity my beloved for he thinks I am miserable when all I do is enjoy
And then all I do is show my affection and respect for he cares for me
Life is beautiful for a woman from the 50’s
— I love my stereotype and by God I am blessed.
“If you have not seen nature in purple you are missing out”
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CLXXII
Hydrangeas are so splendid and blue like the sky
They come in yellow, white and pink too
To smell a bouquet is en par with ozone
A flower so perfected with seasons
Hydrangeas are foliated in fine craftsmanship
They grow en masses; one, a hundred, a thousand more
To escape to the plains where they are so abundant – freedom
A flower so perfected with seasons
Hydrangeas so sensitive to the acidity of the soil
They blossom in spring to late autumn so abundantly
To embrace the flowerheads captivates the memories
A flower so perfected with seasons
O’, what am I to do without nature
Forever by my side.
“Favouritism will only get you so far but it gives you identity”
CLXXIII
I am but a matron, so elderly but accomplished through marriage
I am but in pity for the so young unwed through self volition
I ought have been a spinster but then I found, my man.
I am but a battler de-dusting my linen at old age
I am but envious of those without traditions of old
I ought have been modern but my lineage taught me so
Are you close to take me to my paradise?
Could you love me anymore?
For I am ready for the next step beyond the stars, my love...
I am but an elderly spinster for my husband has passed away
I am but regretful I married so wrong for he never showed me my dreams
I ought have waited because after wedlock I hath met him
I let my parents and kin restrain me in choice, farewell...
“If you want to belong in a certain society you have to procure it with all you got”
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CLXXIV
MY OVEN THE MICROWAVE
A linear phase shifter
Working with a lowpass filter
It cooks my meat, it cooks my meat
Attenuation for waves
Slight conversion loss
It cooks my meat, it cooks my meat
Eutectic bonding in baked perhaps
They say not to go meat in it
But it cooks my meat, it cooks my meat
Technical bandwidth operative with the ball bond
An envelope delay within the gadget of mine
It cooks my meat, it cooks my meat
Phase shift with passband ripple and voltage creating the waves
The microwave a wonder cooking machine for it cooks anything
I am satisfied without the fat; I am satisfied so shut up!
Beef, lamb, egg, chicken, sausages
I enjoy and love
Thanks!
CLXXV
Materialism is the idea that only matter and energy exists
— And so I cry because I don’t think
Existentialism is the thought were thinking begins on the human subject
— And so I cry for no higher life there is
Nihilism is the is the negation of putatively meaningful aspects of life
— And so I cry for a pessimist I be
Do-nothingism is the philosophy of the habitual sloth
— And so I cry for I can’t succeed
Solipsism is the idea where only your own mind is said to exist
— And so I cry for I am alone
No place for religion where mends ends be...
“There is always a place for you in a story”
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CLXXVI
Metaphysics, my earthly domain in beauty
An abstraction in physics for easy candy
The nature of reality laid so calmy.
Ontology, my definer of self in splendour
With it I thrive, understand and devour
The sentience of all like a wildflower.
Epistemology, my justificatory guider
I now know knowledge making me a winner
But the surety makes me doubt in wonder.
Ethics, my consoler in what is right
Now we are happy, o’ what a sight
For in foresight I thrive like a knight.
Aesthetics, my definer of beauty in might
In the end I know relative it is downright
And I gaze afar the impressive starlight.
“Advanced philosophy is an adult’s game so keep it away from children”
CLXXVII
Sundry booty behind that man shaggier than most
Rowdy is his belly, so confined and sober at post
Shrewdly and namely but he beeth refined by squalor in toast—
Hairy and raunchy, reminds me of my sponsor by the doorpost.
Neighing was I when I found he didn’t give me my promotion
Payday did astound my brilliant captive token career so spoken
Soothsay it was that I would drown dormant not to relive the written—
Betray like a bloodhound and vile serpent he did not forgive my act so drunken.
He ate the confit on front of me to remonstrate his win
A cheapskate did outwit a savant like me but negate a sin I did
But he became irate when I permit his servant to notate which inn he was in—
It was a stalemate when I split his raiment so late with a pin from gin.
“Revenge in the workplace can only be accomplished through competency”
“Embrace technology but relish simplicity”
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CLXXVIII
occasionally some hear
a pinging sound
in their ear
and instead label it
Tinnitus
when it could be
more.
what about the crikey
cricket
or the buzzing insects
or the radio
frequency?
maybe one is
thinking too much and
the sound of silence
is
the coming of
the void.
ancient meditative lore
teach us so much
about Nirvana and
sagely wisdom.
but I think that indeed
it is the Japanese
spiritual plane that crossed
time itself
and has travelled back
the A.I.
to monitor your
progress
and entertain the
future.
whatever it is
ignore it and let it go
in bliss.
“Infinity explained; just look at a coffee mug and think”
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CLXXIX
Light shone from the ancient times
Starlight that enters the realms of this ghastly city;
Turquoise scooter that gildest yet this macabre shore
Astronomers with cosmos that observe no sky no more;
So, having no answer to show
To what the elegant biker said,
I cried, “Reveal thyself for I need love!”
And down the sky fell on his telescope.
To him he begs’st with a backspin
Photons hit down with brutal force;
Yellow circles or orange lights begged with caution
Carl Sagan walked by the road so certain;
And in turn, not knowing quite what to do
For the bee annoyed him tremendously
I cried, “Watch out ahead of your time!”
And stopped his scooter he did.
Perpetual motion still loomed on high
His instincts kicked in at last;
Delight and liberty in yellow and blue so outward
The bee rubber grey castle now visible;
Of sense he became rational with reason
Can the avoided crash and cosmos unite?
He exclaimed, “We are a way for the cosmos to know itself.”
And relieved was he as the traffic ensued.
Which brought us hither, not mad but yet
Nor Man nor Boy
Did see the mighty starlight as we do once more,
And hear the glimmers of shimmering again.
In due time my pet it all comes...

“If you have nothing good to say about someone then heed his/her plea”
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CLXXX
I am moved by complexities so elegantly compressed
Around these ideals it fosters on:
The notion of the finite induces
Infinite satisfaction in bliss and in deed.
“To gaze upon something is to show appreciation but to do it on people can label you
desperate”
CLXXXI
Do you like? Because it allures you so I think.— I love
The early morning air! Like ozone had
My primary school teacher once said:
The oxygen, in trinity, from grass, after a rain, I know
Lift up your nose, to gaze at the fruit of life,—
“Now I smell the roses for the trees—how bizarre?”
Do you hate? When manure stands by your feet.— why, should
The increase of laughter rise? It matters not
Where you stand because later I be in:
The classroom, your carpet, your house, and then home
Bold and fortunate was my mind so my peers knew,—
“He thinks he is lost but one day he knows.”
With time they all grew apart, diversified and given the lessons
Of life they learnt.
What to do then?
They will tell us then.
I saw them not ever again, but then one day...—
My two T.E.E. art teachers spied me so, and simply put
They thought they saw art.
“The most unlikely people will remember you for the longest time”
CLXXXII
They were enthralled by the open door
The divine light coming from the asylum window
But all they saw were two bare feet at end of a bed
Did they notice the six blankets as a pillow?
“We are made of blackstuff”
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CLXXXIII
Caracoled the great chariot, had he benign’ed—
A morglay indeed if used abrubt. Be it
Mestizo steed, in haste of breed.
Contradicting the incavit, in battle he had, and his
Lance thrust deep, first to the opposing mare,—
In oscitance was his foe, weak in bleak.
“Who shall oppose me?”
Unassisted he bore down his helm, and behold—
They noticed it were but the King, if he goes
So shall all of them fall, and their prelatism go.
In wailful regret the leader realised his mistake, and err
He did in arrogance and pride... Not fit for King he be.
The King and his head, tout court for all!
“Charge!”
And so the polemist scribed forth, in favour of the King...
There is nothing more noble
Than valiancy and pride
For he fought alongside
His valiant men, exposed.
It was then witnessed how a tenfold of men approached.—
To overcome the featherless geared leader in foe.
They thought they had won.
“In every lifetime you may be so lucky to witness pride and arrogance of royalty partake in
warfare – make the best of such instances”
CLXXXIV
The archpoet moans and grieves
For his identity is exposed further
With each passing word in pain—
What shall he do next?
What story unfolds next?
What tact in encoded language there be now?
The poet hath not resorted to onomatopoetic prose yet
But brayed is he from hurt of refrain of his true heart’s desire
How beeth his demibastion refrained?
“Cling to your dignity otherwise you shall become generic”
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CLXXXV
I longed to see dryas en naturale
I dreamed of whiskey on the rocks
Antarctic Glazier Rocks
I dazed over notions of cultures so exotic to me
To cherish them and savour them
To understand them, with bliss
To normalise them, in reason
Cherished so little I had, for I lacked—
Money, or
Excessive creativity.
“A good imagination is the best escape from poverty”
CLXXXVI
Enlighten for thou hast impeopled in suspense thyself for too long, and—
Steepen in a bow so steepled so thenceforth thy become’st strong.
“In humility!”
Forever free from the chains of pervigilation shall you be with virtue.
“Muscat wine for the victor, any beverage for triumph!”
Inadmissible to the glory of life thee shall be without—
WISDOM
“Isolation fosters happiness to some, but misleading is this to those that understand not the
incumbent’s true hidden psyche”
CLXXXVII
Ye believe on who ye must, but savour this smell—
The smell of poverty so stricken by the evil of gel.
Gel so modern, in so many o’ wonders
It signifies vanity and lust’ers
Pompous comfort and lavishness
My hair looks good
My shave was well...
I see no evil and—
Elvis was not evil
So all is swell!
In gel I dwell...
“I feel sorrow to gel-less stricken”
“Having an idol is merely associating your identity to the admiration of another”
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CLXXXVIII
don’t undress me in thought
but call me instead.
don’t call me in thought
undress yourself instead
and then me.
believe in communication
for I don’t deal telepathically
lest you be in dire
distress
with no alternative
in the predicament
of hell.
no matter how far we are
we are only as far as it
took to get us so far.
wherever you may be on
the globe
look up at the sky and you
shall see
the same star as me
each and every night.
we are never too far
of one another
to think of each other.
we all stand on the same
Earth
so how is that different
than being my neighbour
whom has never seen me
these last six years.
believe in the power of dreams
and you shall find.
“When all science one day gets defined philosophy will erupt into story telling”
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CLXXXIX
O’ great was he, venerable Julius Caesar who reached the hand of Jupiter
Cope-chisel’ed his bust throughout the kingdom it be fabled spur slayer
Payne’s gray not known, but later in ages adorned the robes in paintings of slender—
Avaunt Caesar be, thought the senate ahead for now busts entroachal in nature for actor.
Had Caesar heeded his dreams in avolation he may have been from the cabinet
He had the bateau at his disposal in case he flee but no coward ought he be to senate
His wife, Calpurnia, begged and him to congrue to senate for she had dreamed the fate—
Scratchy was he, Ceasar be he, ‘cause diviners had predicted a great demise to come in jut.
Thereinbefore of omens we spoke but belittled he was for the great conquest of Gaul
Caesar, the writer was the military leader for he be brave, imaginative and beloved by all
He had failed when a man raced through Rome with a note thrust upon him about befall—
Instead he pocketed it and waved him off, but no favour-seeker he be but a warn to all.
Showered had Caesar been as dictator for life for his return to Rome in triumph in 46 B.C.
The leader showered his army with titles and grants to thousands within and populace in kin
At but sixteen he participated in feuds and campaigned two years in Asia Minor he did—
However the senate so feared that the unwashed rabble following the leader may turn.
The soothsayer had warned as Caesar climbed the steps upon his fabled return
And accompanied by Decimus Brutus was he, so no treachery afoot as stern
No bodyguards Caesar sat down and then surrounded was he by distracters in concern—
Tillius Cimber gave the lion a petition but then suddenly yanked his robes, as signal.
Publius Casca was the first to strike but grazed his shoulder had he and in return a slash
Cassius was next, after the turmoil, and stabbed the roaring beast in his face in a dash
Decimus Brutus was third and fatally plunged a knife on his side, so forth the trash—
Whirling desperately beeth Caesar stabbed by all but last was Marcus Brutus, a crash.
“The devil in you seeks power for your own pleasure”
CXC
Scratchy was the cat
In name and act
Debiled it seemed until attacked you back
Hide-and-seek it feigned for with claws it wack
Be careful of cat
“It is awareness of the appreciation of the tiniest things in one that builds kinship”
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CXCI
Do you adore labels? It may improve your esteem you may prose.— I, detest
Calling short people dwarfs! Like the ‘hunchie’
Deformed! How horrid! If to their face...
Whichever the case there is, always, a viable, alternative for the situation at hand
So erect them a pedestal in grace; and swear not, insult not, and offend not.
In misshapenness dwelled the hunchback
But lucky were he if he grew old with shack
The middle ages bore men who died by forty—
Nine out of ten befell this fate so coldly.
Do you like being called tall? How unfortunate it is to have all the city,-Out of proportion to thineself. Like the ‘hunchie’
The giant has feelings too, and there is more...
Many have heard of the Cyclops, the Medusa, and Pinnochio so flimsy
But how much more would you have to talk about the person that is,
Just, compassionate, honest, kind, good spirited, and fair.
Begone hatred and segregation, demise and isolation.
Goodbye to contempt and scorn and behold the glory—
Of life!
CXCII
O’ rabidness so sour that deprave’d the very essence of my bullish soul within the most
unchilvarous demise that be begotten inside my brashy boisterous senseless mind of
obnoxiousness and perverted demented wonder. Ostentatious had I been when I picked on
neurotic depressive suffering incumbents afflicted with venereal diseases so noxious that
soared with spontaneous squelch and reek in stench so foul it swamped me at my feet
towards their buttocks.
Blackened had my heart been when I dehumanized every undignified inferior scum who was
at their dire need of help in all vulnerability while I militantly bent down and kicked and spat
on their jolted protruding faces by which fear dwelled dimensionless in time in beggary for
life to be over – like the devil-may-care! Furious was I when the belching blood covered
freak gregariously spurned me with a grovelling ordeal of pleads and whining as I preciously
stripped them of their shoes whilst their astonished faces bloomed full brutalized evidence
for what I hath done.
Acknowledged and satisfied was I for realization dawned on me that I was adequately
doomed for a life of joy so obscene with their nestled bodies that lay firm and lifeless having
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been scandalized in sanguine contentment of maniacal laughter emanating from me.
Accountable and in pride for my wicked adulterated deeds of deceitful brainy brawn so
irresolute of full sacrilegious satisfaction spellbound by fixation on gorgeous gothic looking
girls so bound up and bewitched by the mad lusts of my castigated deprived passion – for at
least five minutes in time.
Degradation indeed knows no bounds for my lord is but Lucifer, the pathetic gruelling
indulgent dog like I.
“Thinking of profanity can be dehumanizing”
CXCIII
Unpitious be some individuals in ways incomprehensible to some—
A name comes to mind, what about ‘Hitler’!
A systematic brainwashed astute of evil was he.
Gestic are the ones that understand his dementia as a cause of ill-chance.—
Avariciously avenged his victims have been, but yet
They may not think so for there is no recompense
For what was lost.
It is my believe that Hitler’s jewels were succise in notion—
For revenge run deep towards the epitome of evil.
Inscience is abundant when passions run control of our emotions—
Devoured is they that so engrossed in their disillusioned state they become,
And indeed burdened they become as they fascinate over the ill-faithful.
Verecund am I in lamentation of the tales of woes by many, so are we all—
Domineering becomes they of their own exasperation in hurtful,
Emotions that dwell deep in fervent despair of enarration.
I believe it is time that humanity partake furloughing of the ills of the soul.—
Seething are we of anger and oblivious lonesome misunderstanding.
Halted to we become at the mere notion of tolerance and peace;
Why is that?
Halsed up high and exaulted does one become when they learn to forgive—
For complimentary it is to the divine nature of the self to learn.
In this transaction we become a creat to our fellow brother and sister—
The sermoneer of our salvation becomes but a reflection in our accomplishments,
Whilst the embracement of all humanity in neutrality points to good alone.
Sine die but nigh it comes, the day all becomes well—
For reason is prevailing and it is evidently obvious around.
“Believe in the Jack”
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CXCIV

Courtesy of: ImageChef.com
CXCV
He goes on a date and commensally they dine—
Woman and man, lady and gentleman
Over a banana split sundae and talk.
He gestures as if a buck troating and she flirts as if on valentine—
Parching are her stares and melting is his gab
And cess the situation they both do with jab.
Confined by lack of wealth is he and insecure in intellect she is;
But she ignored him in the end.
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“Stupid things we do can turn into great tales”
“Learning from mistakes cuts short one side of our life”
CXCVI
Counter-saliant were he and her for cupid had struck them.— So, well
Lovers restruck, by love after demise, alas
Our hero so worried to be the provider, but
The maiden aghast he had no job.
Who was in the wrong?
Who loved the other more?
Extensiled towards was he just because of credentials.— So, what
She thought less of him, but
He cared for her so much, because
He saw love on first sight.
Whom to pursue?
Whom should pursue?
It beeth all a vanity fair and a show of grace.—
A hoofers paradise within a nightclub.
In order to succeed he had to brag so as to embolus her to motion.—
Clannishness beguiled the maiden, whereas
Pride and respect hindered the alpha male.
Miffed they both had become;
And in tragedy they both fell apart.
“Trust in the Irishman when he assaults your partner” – oh, but a metaphor.
CXCVII
Shredded fragments of petals
Rotational hues of translucent tinges
She stands on the edges of the field
With no need for tissues given wrinkly hands
Entrapped within her mind
Cry and sob, cry and sob
There is hope
Beyond
“However bad things may become, after experiencing downfall once it can all be again”
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.: The previous ditty does not refer to an elderly lady and the quotation refers to the ill-fated
notion that once the element so dear to your essence is lost then the process of reexperiencing downfall yet again is facilitated. Both excerpts, along many others, could have
been interpreted with alternative meanings and such is the meaning attempted to convey.
CXCVIII
Vulnerable they had become atop of the cogue and in benumbedness for torrents so vivid—
In baffle were they for yet no fish; but, be
In shackle to a man they heeded so far,
“There be fish a plenty but first you must see!’
The fisher of man had fished his men.
Where to now without a catch?
Peculated had they the spirits of many in sop hope of fishiness in patience they waited—
They had retrieved their net, but yet again
And then the leader saw a school of fish.
“Throw your nets down this side and have faith!”
Stranger was plan for had skies faded.
What next but a large snatch.
Manful of labour with raindrop no more, the blackness of sky gone with brilliance & dye—
The nets overflowing with booty aplenty.
No waves but a catch fit for a village.
A big grin across the leader’s face bewitched.
Splendour in stories in reprise they shared.
Who else to spread the tale but paper.
In spasms of starvation some had been
When a bit of bread shared to too many.
This time they had booty, fish aplenty.
Who to thank but the leader of men.
Fisher of men was he, not?
No drink but water, from water to rambooze with makeshift means—
Distracted they weren’t when he slipped them in.
Milk from cattle, fructose and whatever there was.
Chance would have it, similar to wine.
Could it be? No, it was a miracle indeed.
Periphrastical— I think not!
“Never let imagination control your reasoning”
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CXCIX

Lynus was this
absolute
hooligan
who
delighted
in
making fun of
others in campus
in
complete
insecurity to his
lonesome
deranged self.

and when he
could not get
them drunk he
would
derogatorily
attack them into
submission with
more booze only
to torment them
further.

with an exam the
next day he
would knock on
the doors of
others at 3am in
the
morning
throughout the
dorm and at
other
times
boasted to be a
really big drinker.

many years later
I stumbled into
this
individual
into a club, but
then twice my
size, and cower
in fear he did but
when he realised
I was peaceful he
cowardly
gave
me the flip and
ran off.

unfortunately he
delighted
in
making fun of the
sensible ones

Lynus, Lynus

“A bully is usually very well remembered and tainted – challenged are they”
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CC
Exhume the grave for wealth foison forth from grave—
Hath he died from invirility?
No, he was but an assinego.
- Iwisse, it is a sole grave...
He hath been wealthy through parsimoniousness indeed—
Mayhap I best stop discommending the poor dead man.
Hath he been but a fogey?
I see his style on his figure.
- Iwisse, it is a sole grave...
Liefsome it is to discover the riches from the grave...
“Ils ne passeront pas!”
What was that? This beeth no Frenchman’s grave!
Who said that? I look around but I see no one—
Astructive this be not towards our riches;
Begone thy ghost, thou doth trespass.
- Iwisse, it is a sole grave...
“Il est votre coup-de-grace!”
Blighted slyboots! Beeth it you?
Nay, it beeth the ghost. Hath we mocked the dead?
Concelebrate did they despite the fear, so why fear dead people?—
No nodus, no superstition, bur warnings for after...
“Respect for the decease is greatly gained by familiarity of the incumbent”
CCI
Bibulously I spoke of my friend.—
A thingaumajig he had been to him;
Alas he knew not that solitariness befell him.
He now hears of the frivolity in demise—
Shocked was he his friend betrayed so;
But what else to do but revenge?
“Ynough! Ynow!”
“Speak highly of your friends because it reflect your own self ultimately”
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CCII
Creedless and constrained by the malignant evil—
The Fig faun lurked by awaiting the picker; but
Ingenerate be the faun that lurked the field.
Forasmuch the picker was entitled for the blossomed fruit—
“Oh what trickery, a worm on my fruit!”
Tossed away the fruit the picker did.
Begone the fiendish faun that lurk’ed.
Inextricable from reason, a real faun lurked there too—
Disorganized was the picker as he took a bite; and
From beneath the bark of the tree sprung the beast.
Forasmuch the picker did not believe in fauns, what to do?—
“Pleased am I to be resentful in thine presence.”
The Faun knew not his words but finally spoke!
“I will give you a chance for life if you can solve my riddle.”
“What is thy riddle?”, puffed up the picker.
“What is railroaded and stigmatized in evasive fluttering?”
The picker thought deeply and with a bite spoke the answer—
“It beeth but an injured bird by the tracks!”
Not contented and furiously angry the faun extended wide
Its Gargoyle jaw so as to engulf.
Frowning and forsaken the incumbent next felt—
The tale to be told not disclosed here, but
Erasable were the memories of encounters in myth.
But yet the story live’th so whom had disclosed
The tale?
Devise on moonrise about stories to tell—
The peasants thrived despise the poverty; for
Stories enlightened the guys like blowflies by the camp.


“An assortment of folderals can instil a particular aura of character”
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CCIII
Listen Mr, your boistousness is utterly devoid of etiquette;
We are but decent beings lest your cross us to end in casket.
However fair, it is imperative that though shall thereout, indeed
Learn a lesson from this rudeness imposed by your breed.
That decent men ought to laboriously free from such contempt,
It becomes imperative you be free from metal menial tempt.
That one should be torporific in mental congruence is but
A sin to one’s own self and his very merit lest he be a nut!
I say again, good sire, this is a delicate matter, and we desire
To be all told we are men of decency so do not such transpire.
“Write or read, but at least a bit a day, for it fosters creativity”
CCIV
You are but a torporific-minded baboon, I think,
Because abjunctive in skill you aren’t – see a shrink!
There is no indicative reason for me to date you;
The ineptitude between us is too great, take the cue.
While you are at it take thereout me of the phone,
For shattered I am, every day, with you shown.
I don’t find you a lady but a queen of harlots;
So dethrone me from thy pedestal on the tone.
And if you ever call me again I shall belch you so,
For have you forgotten the man you bedded like foe?
“Vendettas are useless when quarantine is better”
CCV
Babe, darl, forgive me for I knew not your plan;
I had but thought you were vile, wrong and you ran.
I didn’t know you lied so much in sheer nervousness,
For had; had I known, like I you be, it could be us...
In chastity had I lurked throughout the years, but
I thought the opposite way you led with thy butt.
But who then is the culprit for my misleading
Throughout these many years and thy weeping?
As you can see in precellency I thrive but I know
Not whom you are, so please save me presto.
“If you learn how to truly understand ‘hurt’ without experiencing it then do share the art”
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CCVI
And so I am embued with true poetic fire
In order to utilize my intersomnious ire.
But since, I of kin, never heard a song which
Hath a Fescennine inspiration I can bitch.
Whine and complain throughout my time,
Is the way I desire until I hear the melody, I’m
Forever out of control, without ideas to thrive
That itch within my nature and self in jive.
I gamble my nights in superfecta to no avail,
But all I desire is some inspiration for sale.
“It is a valuable lesson to ponder deeply about the value of humanity, and what is not”
CCVII
Effluent is the parasitic disease of the rich
When they lock themselves up in a dark ditch;
In a manner their fancy castles they call home,
So obstructive and befoul they alone roam.
I feel sorry for them as I lay by my gutter
For talk them to me then maybe I could flutter.
Observe them do I, from afar within my domain
But help them someday I may when I reign.
Dreams alone is all I have with my roaches
And my many other friends in phrases.
“Relinquish not your desired identity, and instead improve on it when you can”
CCVIII
Good man, you have a patrician character
So cherish thy gift and become a schemer.
The quantified, the guider, all the wiser;
O’ so heed the talent of your nature so our
Talent combined we may foster forth, and
Conquer the nations and hearts of unmanned.
Let’s leave this city and carry onwards in
Sheer pride that shall take us in a good spin.
In your haste, thanks for the money at gunpoint;
Thereout learn to be the crux criticorum.
“Art is now a luxury of which all can afford but still few understand”
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CCIX
So comforted and so full of friends,
All thanks to the mobile new trends.
Poltroonish I used to be in conversation
But then a text message with a button,
Eased my woes so clear and simple.
Every social media hugely very tribal,
In unity we all stand and now I am free!
Cheap as chips it all is this tech toy.
And now I play, a grown man, ahoy!
There is always more for deploy.
“Spread happiness everywhere you go and if incapable than at least do something nice”
CCX
At one point I looked myself in the mirror and thought—
“Hey, there is a sexy man!”
But at every point in an individual’s life we all thought—
The same thing
With same lusting
Similar loathing, all in listening with all things.
As we mature up we realise that beauty is but relative—
That is seeded by the richer, and
The more prolific in kin in thither
Of idealistic notions of grand azure.
I but wish I was pulchritudinous to all, and so doth we all—
For being well loved and admired warrants our safety with no fall.
Labels begone; I seek,
Happiness.
“A habit well developed can lead you places”
CCXI
Oh, blasphemy!
The gambler wins like a pool shark.
The merry drinker suavely seduces the sea.
The merry taxman swiftly pockets more money.
Why does the sky look bleak?
“Keep in communication with your family because people change fast”
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CCXII
I was but in a dorm
when an acquaintance
started losing
touch of reality.
he begged not to
call the mental brigade
to Lachlan and I
so we let it settle
with time.
he believed he was
in touch
with the devil
in spirit
and I believed him
due to his extreme
coherency and saneness,
asides from the former.
I asked for the answer
to the chaos theorem
riddle,
if the dark forcers permit,
and indeed he gave me
an answer, but
not what I expected.
I left him alone, worried
in sympathy which
was good
because Lachlan later
visually and verbally described
his act of
coprophagia.
oh, drats, they came
to lock him up. and
we lived.
“If someone behaves ‘strangely’ don’t just get others involved but check them over time”
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CCXIII
From Cornwall to Plymouth torches lit up the harbour
A warning of the great Spanish Armada in an omen so sombre
It hath been expected and the English knew it posed a threat in number—
Ponderosities aplenty for both fleets at war, Sir Francis Drake was furious and sober.
Emulate the Spanish the English did in a sizeable force
But the invaders were armed with pinnacles so light perforce
The defending fleet only had thirty four royal vessels and much more source—
Indeed thirty thousand men on the Spanish side reading to board the mainland course.
The war to come was the worst kept secret in Europe
So in preparation the English were but it was not a crackup
Spanish fail due to their need to grapple, whereas English cannon was backup—
The cannonade was the blow of modern naval warfare and so the English did a smashup.
Victory was clear, and an enduring patriotic myth ensued
And so it marked the beginning of English supremacy at sea, who’d
Paved the way of the demise of Spain at a loss of half the fleet as seafood—
How cocky of them to even bring their finest China and comforts onboard for feud.
“If injured by accident don’t lay a guilt trip”
CCXIV
That certain man is but a psilanthropist, said he;
But can he be a Christian and God loving, so wishy?
“Yay, yes he can.”
But if our saviour was but a man then he can vaguely,
Yes vaguely, still be God’s son through noble treaty—
Had he not showed us ultimate good?
“Yay, yes he has.”
Tectly it is, the higher entity’s ways and rivered is his creation.
Incarcerated were those that fought for other’s sake for token,
And yet the lessons of the just prevailed and begun the vision.
Remember my friend, that values are worth,
Our liberty and wellbeing on earth and rebirth.
Jesus was but a man—
And a father.
“Art is an aphrodisiac of the soul”
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CCXV
Asocial is the hermit and unpleasant she may be at times, but
However inharmonious she can be, a solitaire and eremites
Ought always be heeded for their character—
So studious, so knowledgeable in so much worth.
Nidering in nature is not the hermit,
Whom avoiding of ill-fate is a secret.
Be gone bygone era,
Of persecution in extra—
Empathize.
“Social networks are useful to let others reach out to you”
CCXVI
The man is prone to extensive evaluation
For he is ostensive within the self in pun,
With everything he does, in truth or fiction—
The van gently drove by the man,
Within overseers plot as the other ran
For he knew not what they can—
He was under surveillance for illegal activities;
So he was suspected of conspiracy theories—
The propagation of it to the public on Sundays.
He ran so fast for his life as he feared
The incarceration and ending graybeard
In a mental asylum so dearly neared.
Never had the runner thought they’d find him
For he covered his leads well and chances were slim.
Burn the paperwork he did as one last time he skim.
The van in black swerved and drew closer
For the end was near for the runner in fever.
Finally all caught, ‘till the end, he was no feigner—
As far aspectable no wrong had been done by neither one.
Extactic they were his theories were not troublesome in pun.
Imperscrutable for loving the ten Gurus.
“A great deal can be learnt from alternative faiths”
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CCXVII
Bawled out was the Irish man, “Amn’t gay!”, as he exclaimed so loudly with audacious
manner so awkward to the offending Englishman. Remorseless had the Scottish been, his
mate, when he joined the taunts against the fella when he hath refused to drink more beer.
The Englishman, so pompous, narrow-minded and intoxicated had thought it best to leave
him alone in the end. What Irishman does not like Guinness?
“It is fun to pick on stereotypes and clashes of cultures, but its best to be mindful”
CCXVIII
In utter ultrage the monarch stepped up;
Beguilled by the sounding requiem he defied the Bishop.
The coffin lay bare when he hast flung it open;
The wife of the bejewel’ed King had not won!
He wish’ed her dead and not alive—
But her will was to outsmart and survive.
Inveigled the King she had done, o’ so bad
For cavate his heart she had in by lust through his gonad.
He had given land to foreign monarchs abroad;
He had persecuted the innocent and poor so odd!
He wish’ed her dead and not alive—
But her will was to outsmart and survive.
The ceremony stopped and in a furious cry
It was declared a hefty reward for her head, thereby;
For her heart, baregnawn he would consume,
In hatred passion whilst timbreled is the room.
He wish’ed her dead and not alive—
But her will was to outsmart and survive.
The sumpter was still within the castle walls, then surely she had not got far—
She loved her clothes, and servants would be back for them, so then war...
Capture and torture them he would in deed
And reveal her location would be the seed.
He wish’ed her dead and not alive—
But gruesome bagarre ought sure come by.
But she left the sumpter to tease him so...
“No man can remain unemployed for a long period, with no love, and not lose his mind”
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CCXIX
The missionary exhibited was an adherer to;
Puritanism at its rawest form and he travelled far abroad,
For his main goal was to convert the heathens in mod.
The year was 1967, too late for missionaries thought the ministry—
Indeed humble was the servant of god and live of blewits beeth still merry,
In times of need so merely.
Devoid of excess paraphernalia was Salomé for know him quod.
Imbued his clothes in puritan black for reverence towards God.
No room for failure in clergy—
Discipline.
Salomé struck into the hearts of many with fear.
Puritanism demanded love and compassion but fear worked best
In the hearts of most through usage of ustulation so far messed.
The country was China, so warm and welcome he was made by locals—
And humbleness fitted in with local ideals but his culinary tastes were fables;
Salomé enjoyed food so dearly.
Sloomy it was for the faith to catch on, he’d been oppressed
But yet he carried on in severe routhe for they mocked his crest.
No room for failure in clergy—
Persistence.
Salomé Kane beeth but just a man—
A man with virtues in but a clan.
Misunderstood he was but in vain
For they thought him strict in brain.
Religion is not a burden nor irrational but the way preached
Led to disbelief onto blunt and deaf ears all outreached.
It was by chance he befriended a scientist
Versed in the correct way for Buddhists.
Dolorous were the days but then the message was heeded—
All it took was to understand the scriptures as fables that teach.
To honour and respect they attended the sermons and ‘lived’.

— In homage to Jesuit scientists.
“Devotion to a cause gives one purpose like none other”
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CCXX
1043-99
El Cid – The Lord
Most renowned knight
Of ages, in chivalric Spain.
Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar so popular
In every deed beside Islam and Christ.
Given command of Sancho’s army eventually
When King Ferdinand perished in 1065 so abruptly.
Capturing foe and exiling them in strategic abundance
El Cid never had a problem raising an army for he was renowned.
After threatened he became a mercenary and attempted
The invasion of Valencia, in strategic play aplenty.
Total Muslim conquest stood as a threat
But with treaties and alliances,
And ever so popular, he
Defended Valencia.
A brisk death!
A legacy.
“Sport can only truly be enjoyed if one has friends who are eager for it also”
CCXXI
Some wait for an abodance to change;
But most disbelieve something so strange.
If an omen you seek then think deeply—
Do you deserve the whole wide vast sea?
If you research you shall discover wide
That many received genuine signs so plied.
Those individuals have suffered or are good—
Are you good? Are you in need?
Reflect on these and there lies your answer,
Within the unsurmountable number out there.
“Think deeply at the number of close friends you have and now realise how isolated you are
within the context of the whole wide world”
CCXXII
The downside to the roadside in which you stand is that it’s not grand without a hand.
“In this new age if you truly want to reach out for help be inventive with the WWW”
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CCXXIII
I used to accompany a petty thief,
In the supermarket strolls of grief.
Grief for I distracted the guards, and
He stole expensive perfumes so grand.
He needed to trade them for drugs—
From his female dealer with great jugs.
My friend had a job but this saved,
So much money for his wicked deeds.
Heroin and speed, for my friend in need—
Tempted was I, but never to steal in breed.
Adempt many goods had the junkie
To fuel his gruelling vices so lamely.
Aggrandized he felt wheresoe’er he roamed—
For juiced up on vitality with needles so homed.
Vesicate en mass his skin the junkie did,
As the side-effects were great, so no forbid.
Besmearing of his blisters were abundant
But yet they did not succumb to the stunt.
He thrived in impudicity by nature, for
He knew not right from wrong for sure.
“Bigotry against someone for using drugs, what utter stupidity! But addiction is a worry.”
CCXXIV
The woman had a hard life later in life.
She always could find a man in strife
To take advantage of and seduce in lust.
Surrounded always not by her gender in gust,
She began to gain weight with time, and
Lose focus of her hygiene she did so bland.
Others that did no praise her as a queen
She saw as an obstruction to deoppilate.
The innocent became emmew by scheme,
But in the end untriumphed she was in team.
— Avant-gardist was her last victim.


“Don’t let anyone walk all over you and if altruist at heart resort to the philosophy of ethics”
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CCXXV
Muddleheaded was the inspired for
He thrived with no woes or heartsore.
It could not be understood why others
Struggled so much and so sobbed.
He was firm and postetative indeed,
From a different breed so bloodied
By the sweat of his labours and might.
Never had he understood why others
Were so dilapidated throughout, but
In the end he knew, what luck he strut.
“Be happy for those that foster trouble free lives”
CCXXVI
Involucred was the base of the rose,
Its petals so colourful devoid of foes.
Radiant, beautiful and all striking;
There was no way to describe the thing
That instilled the hearts of many with
Such radiant colourful historical myth.
Natured as eradicable, its days counted
For the seasons were changing so rapid.
Growing it did but pass it shall do,
With the tides of winter thereto...
“Fast food ought to be just that, fast”
CCXXVII
Three gigantic boulders stood between I and
The lighthouse so firm over the coastland.
Promontory rocks barred my way towards
A path directly to the lair of surfboards.
The waves were fierce by the lighthouse afar,
But yet I longed to reach the edifice to mar.
Obstructions blocked the swim; beeth far
Or not I shall achieve my success en par
With the tides of hot summer, so brilliant,
By instead staying on the beach as a tenant.
— He never saw point in the lighthouse.
“It may be realised that whatever is most dear is close by already”
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CCXXVIII
I needed to catch up
with those I had long neglected.
so I made a lot of calls
to all those I called,
“pity friends”.
I had a lot of booze,
gin, vodka, blue curacao and
juice.
why not entertain all
these loners by introducing
them to each other.
“great idea”, thought I.
there was the man child,
and the nerd,
the intelligent junkie,
the schizophrenic, and
three lonely characters
throughout.
blue Hawaiian, gimlet and goon
with wild music and smokes
aplenty.
two days of my life in devotion
to making some lives better,
“not hard”.
and then it dawned on me
these people were really
“cool!”.
why hadn’t others had seen it?
was it fair that these
neglected friends
had endured so much
hardship, and loneliness?
“Prune and perfect friendships and don’t simply discard”
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CCXXIX
It had but been inurement on my part
To be salty towards her as part of my art.
The art of seduction required dear patience
On my part, but she found it a bad sentence
In ordeal and patience for the blunt move.
She but wanted action and to badly groove
With me all night long but I hadn’t noticed,
For in earnest manner I hadn’t quite discussed.
It had been a lifetime in waiting for this time,
And yet it seemed I lost track of the great climb.
“Hesitating is a common nature in all as an act of self preservation”
CCXXX
I wanted that alveated wasps’ nest away;
And so I threw a knappy rock en forte.
Presaged it was they would retaliate,
But I was prepared for onslaught in hate.
Peragrate towards me, they flew fast
And yet I had time for my spray bombast.
In words and poison I cursed them critters
As protected by a screen I but am in terror.
Thereunto them I released my wrath
In cowardly retreat bathed in a wasp-bath.
“Mental conditioning is a process best started young”
CCXXXI
Someone broke into my home, again,
And not sure am I why rob me when
It was for a USB stick, and a notecase.
Was it a fan? Did they seek to erase?
My diary so precious, my life my secret.
Why had they sought to open my gasket?
Disinclining in thought, o’ what travesty
Had they, whoever, shown me no mercy?
They played with me, and more is gone;
Ought I call the police for aught foregone?
“Stalkers ought to make an attempt to talk to their victims”
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CCXXXII
I had no job so impecunious I became
But the caretaker cared for me to blame.
Whirry in need of cash so dear I needed—
A miracle, so blasted, arrived not in sacred.
A broth of man appeared with such a deal
I could not refuse for it cost but my soul.
A soul is reissuable for but a small toll...
My conscience foregone in a niggle,
Regardless I accepted the devil’s offer,
Forelet my life story, and so I utter.
“No matter how boring your life is, well told it would be a masterpiece”
CCXXXIII
I dream to be ennobled by Kingdom, so
Bestow me the honour with but a photo;
A photo of grace, by your side divine.
Embarrassed I am for afflicted I am,
With lack of sleep I am but a big sham.
Insomnolence confounds me, accursed
Am I at myself for I cannot be nursed.
Foremost is my desire to be at forefront,
To aid the Kingdom of great King Charles
But how, I know not, so I gnarl in snarls.
“If incapable to make a difference project your sheer spirit”
CCXXXIV
Disengage the chains that bind you deep,
For what is life when always deep in weep.
Liberty is pursuing what you do love, if not
Always but for a moment and period or slot.
Imprecated is he with pleads but no action,
As the chances we have are but made in reason.
Transpass thyself not, in carelessness and
Mistreatment of thyself for at hand is land.
Land of passion, land of plenty, heart of joy; and
So much more lies before you if evil you ban.
“At least once in your life you have to try a freshly made hot Croissant”
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CCXXXV
Paparazzo
Earning money
Struggling for stories
Delighting the many fans
Giving stars an ego boost—
Freelancer in hot pursuit chasing;
Freeborn celebrities all wrongly...
Freaks in boats and on wheels, so
Freakish in appeal, but they sell...
Star had enough, fastidiously complaining;
Do they know? They had asked, by airing!
Disburse the masses, the ones in peeping.
Unsuperfluous is all they’d ask in whining.
Do you want to be a star?
“Life in fame is utter damnation to the wise, but if you are smart...”
CCXXXVI
Jubilant was he because he had fell—
To rock bottom, the vestiges of hell.
He had shielded off, every blow each time,
But yet the strike hit at nombril in chime.
Sojourned was he, always in battle alike,
Yet when his defence was down the strike!
There was no hope, all was gone, but hope;
Eventually hope went down, o’ poor dope.
And then it hit, with a smooch on death
That the only way was up for much breath.
“Once you survive rock bottom the world looks different”
CCXXXVII
The oil rig had it all, but a flue.
With flares, gas, and safety anew
It lacked but a vent for the room.
Smokers abounds emitting fume—
It caused cancer for much accrued
But better that then boss be rude.
“Every person has the right to treat their body as they want, but not uninformed in total”
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CCXXXVIII
Orbicularly they perceived the world;
Even in medieval times by many hurled.
Betaught were the masses but they knew
That the Earth was round and it was true.
But confused were some in disbelief, but
It mattered not for never closer to summit.
Ecclesiology liked it not and erred in faith—
But not erred in values, in philosophy and
Lesson wide; It was wording that outlaws
Blasphemed! ‘Twas grand the laws.
“Dispassionate speakers do not inspire”
CCXXXIX
He hath begun an inquest into the nature of his sire—
Prepared by surrebuttal in case of live satire.
Betaught to the will of the masses, he seek’ed.
Had he been fooled by being hoodwinked to his will?
The servant was weary of his charm and his thrill.
Fed-up by his mortiferous snaky charisma,
And as a protégé given loving ghastly trauma.
A successionist in nature was his servant’s raga.
He composed much music highlighting the move of power—
He wished his sire would promote him in glory and silver
The master was immarcesible in the hearts of many—
Kind and just but with greedy pockets in riches.
He had a goal to please widely, yet he loved spices.
Unbridgeable master and servant were, the riches just spice.
Coinage and silver was but used to purchase more vice.
Demanded was him was to sell his good for profit,
But the master just gave it to the poor in spirit.
A crime he had committed for not caring for his men,
A philanthropist in nature but not to his henchmen.
Twighted was the master when the spice was gone—
He forgot to look after those dear to him in a con.
Despised and hated was he but whereon legal.
“A four colour BIC pen can indulge a child in so many ways”
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CCXL
Fascinated was she with ribands;
So adorned, all over the rangelands.
Every home, opprobriously lavished
But in entranse they joyfully ravished.
Like noctiluca it stood out at night;
Without good taste the village was bright.
Incognizance fostered throughout,
The lands so hideous so flames spout.
The arson caused in hate by many
That loathed the fashion so phoney.
“Fashion can be contrary to good taste”
CCXLI
Peommeled in vain for being different;
All he did was say out loud he was queer.
They’d hope he would evanesce away
And let their fears be gone and not betray.
Unconjugal he was by action and style,
But yet a lecherer he be, so he reasoned.
But a phantast he beeth, and a lover.
“Hereout of here I ought to go”, he thought.
To a land of freedom belawgive to aught
Give’th him freedom in choice so sought.
“Effeminate behaviour in men is an indication of severe hardship”
CCXLII
Disconsolacy is being overearnest
To the vestiges of social gust.
She moaned in adiposeness, it
Was not her fault she did permit
Herself to go for she hadn’t control.
It hath begun at dentition with a bowl.
To curb the trauma she ate foods;
And never stopped. And o’ eludes...
Decuple her size she did, and lost faith—
Ablist tendencies amock made her slit.
“If you fail to love but at least one aspect of yourself you may wither away”
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CCXLIII
To see such blasé, rich cultural education!
To remain among educated astute men who know they excel!
Then, then, I may begin to ponder on the very purpose,
“Is life not grand, when all is in wonder!
The pivotal stones had been laid and I found my way
Despite all these hurdles long forgotten.”
Foresight gave me my dreams of unrivalled satisfaction,
I am not soaring amongst the highest, in self-loathing.
“Life may get more complex with intellect”
CCXLIV
- “Where is that thingamajig?”
But he knew not what thing he wanted—
“You mean this thing?”
- “No, I mean the other thing”
“The thing from yesterday?”
- “The thing with the thingo.”
“Ah, the thing methinks was on your thingy?”
- “No, the thing which thing begets.”
“I found your thingy thing!”
- “Now, that is thinking, but I mean the thingamajig with a button.”
“What is the name of the thing, damn it?!”
- “Gizmo, ah, got it. This thingmabob!”
“Giving a personal name to something develops an associative bond – even an object”
CCXLV
Provokable was his scrimpness in tithe,
But understood by many was his despair.
But the minister saw it as arctitude, so
Out of guilt he delved deeper solely
To please the minister – deeper in pocket,
He delved deeper for a penny, so rocky.
In doltishness he hath no explained; his
Rent was overdue and much was amiss.
“By begorra!” Who was to discommend?—
He’d impale himself with his cross that night.
“If you see a baker deplanate his dough with precision, then you know he loves his work”
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CCXLVI
it was graduation day
at a religious university
and as a gift
we were all presented
with wooden crosses
with an attached
golden plaque!
so anxious for our prize
every one of us
for we earned it true and blue
but as we walked to receive
our prize
each one of us was disappointed
for every given plaque
was blemished with crude
scratches.
one by one, none the wiser
we noticed our cherished prize
and most cherished
the cross no matter what.
however...
at backstage each one of us
was given a second chance
to retrieve an untarnished
cross anew.
grateful as I was I noticed
the trickery!
it was but a test of humbleness
and many failed in their vanity.
we all found later the golden plaque
was but cheap plastic to be
thrown away.
“Be grateful for awards”
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CCXLVII
Richard Milhous Nixon committed to castigation on the books—
Marred but humorous bounded by interrogation like crooks.
Practised his speech but sounded boughten by outlooks;
At total aboulia in outreach so brooded by hooks.
His lust for power and unscrupulous tendency plebeianized him so—
Saddest was he for answer in bleakness and outsized he beeth.
Inveiled as a scourge but anxious and ill-advised he fell.
Soul in spurge joyless he became ‘cause could’ve won.
The Watergate scandal had many victims due to the sabotage act—
Dormond, somehow, he wished the customs had dwelled.
Fulfraught in evidence now, symptoms of press meld.
Wiretapping, corruption, laundering and abuse.
“Over kill for success is not that good”
CCXLVIII
With bashful vengeance for the murder of my mother I shall destroy you by first
assassinating your wretched browbeaten baffled aloof sister. I shall put to death your
meticulous brute of a brother with a junky rusty dagger and when I finish exterminating
your step siblings in a scandalized manner and ransacked their possessions in a subservient
way like second-class citizens I shall cremate their ashes out of respect to the faecal matter
to be buried with the remains.
I shall show no bounds in my merciless revenge as I immolate your father and then your
mother with slow burning citric acid in a bathtub, both pre-beheaded in fury. To polish off
the mess I shall sanctify the area with disinfectant en revanche for the good times the
bathtub hath shown me as I reminiscence the pleas of your parents begging for clemency.
Your children I shall garrotte in bliss so slowly by first starting with the strands of their hair,
but swiftly in the end for they are but children – and such will be my sacrifice in compassion
I shall show to your progeny left, so solitary by your neglecting. But before they go I shall
snuff your pet pooch before their eyes as I hang it by its collar beside their wardrobe.
MY REVENGE, MY REVENGE
I shall liquidate your possessions on the market and lynch your other pets by drowning them
in your pool and if they resist I shall suffocate them in the very bag they’d be buried in.
Don’t worry; I shall do away with the evidence in a zap as I rub clean all the fingerprints.
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“There is no poetry in vulgarity but sagely contemplation of evil”
CCXLIX
The Queen was offended by the masochism—
Her desire alone but to enecate and scare them
For furious at herself she was at her exfetation.
Usuring was her nature in her urge to condemn
Those that confront her; no resort but to threaten.
Ruthless be the ruler in the world of men;
She indulged in seeying them tumefacient—
With belching, and lashings she ruled in mayhem
And wherso anyone to confront her they be brazen.
Acertative were the misogynist slanderers—
By example she presignified by their very stem;
Exaugurate the royal court, not to be outdone.
The Queen hath become distasteive with phlegm
That protruded from her very nostrils so beaten.
Appension of the law took place in favouritism to women;
A good act, inebriously so, but with consequences alone—
Unforced were the barons but they feared idem
For it was cumbersome to be a man these days.
The barons and magistrates convened in secrecy—
“That Queen hath gone mad!”
- “She is a payser of evil.”
“Begone with the madness!”
With a goggle-eye the speaker made his intentions known.
Oppleted was the royal court with masculinity abounds—
All but amazons now, the fair and beautiful;
But meticulous in spirit for a joyful change.
Her demise was foreseen by all, upside with the maidens.
Prociduous as it may be, her death was swift, and subtle.
The Queen’s legacy left a mark in the hearts of many,
And forever onwards barons alike respected ladies
Eversomore than had ever been known in the realm.
Convolution led to the rise to many heroines onwards...
“Ruthlessness may be a tell tale sign of early trauma”
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CCL
The graveyard shift, so solemn and peaceful
There was but no more pleasant job in revel,
For the worker just dug and tidied the yard
And occasionally the effusion of some shard
With valuable trinketry as prize by luck!
Acclivously with joy he danced with his buck.
Long-spun was his labour but at peace he laid
Those long gone souls to rest in a great tirade.
Recoured of his loss of dignity he had, long ago—
None dared delinere his name but the crow.
“There are perks at every job; you just have to learn how to find them”
CCLI
As I toil away at work
Fruits in terrible monstration unfold galore,
Because such burdens function like clockwork:
For we all united indeed swore.
So I am affied to partners
That are come-at-table competent,
Which in turn makes us breadwinners,
Else extuberant we may become dormant.
With blisters earned our skin itches
But medicine like abirritants saves us,
We desire to work with rehearses,
For our perfection is but incredulous.
Since starting business, afflicted by aberrancy
Made us stand out really good,
And we immediately took criticism uneasily,
As we take pride in our hood.
Our crafts a borazon in nature,
Make’th last a lifetime, maybe more,
So purchase because of the brighter
Shine it makes for good armour.
“Good advertising does not sell everything if the product does not live up to expectations”
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CCLII
The brave new students suffer from folly,
They know not the great burdens ahead.
Veteran students provide studious victuals in need,
For they can’t learn so leisurely behind.
Copying and cheating like a cancriform plague,
Whilst the advanced laugh in entertainment pleasurably.
Divestituring themselves of wisdom by being vague
In all their answers throughout very limitedly.
Oh, what next? Oh, what next?
Drag up the marks of the class,
It is the elite’s altruist’s way forever;
But it beeth just the first pass,
So unaware of years to come cinder.
We know it’s not worth the candle,
But the newbies know not and inthrong.
A-graders entitule them as simply dumb arses;
The fact is some are very smart.
Oh, what next? Oh, what next?
The plagiarisers show a fight in regredience,
For so confident are the experts indeed.
Improve on their results in excellent essence,
And the care giver becomes utterly mislead.
The grades finally arrive and youths thrive,
Whilst the hard-worker gives the middle finger.
The lecturer approaches and shows the archive;
Ex-leader now is caught for plagiarism moreover.
Without confessing his generosity he takes blame;
Not a problem with some sweet talk.
Now it’s in the open war counterclaim!
Years ahead, full of strife in overstock...
“It is always fun helping”
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CCLIII
I was out and about
with my good drug veteran
friend and company. but i had
no idea that they would
be up to no good.
there was this beautiful candid
lesbian, ‘Tara’, who flirted
with me non-stop
the whole evening long.

filled needles.
unfortunately Tara, high as a kite,
walked up to me in
amazing grace and
seductively,
brutally, and slut-like
succumbed me with fiery
lust.
“please babe, try this for me”

unknowingly to me my friend
was making a phone call.
it had been a few drinks
and later we get a knock on
the door.

I said, “nay”
“I will do anything you want”
I said, “anything?”

and then Tara informed me
that they ordered some drugs,
crystal methamphetamines,
ice, in fact, complete
with syringes and kit.

so eagerly I joined the group
on the corner
as we laughed,
but worried was I.

funny how the world
operates in take-away fashion.

I watch the syringe level
go up, and up, and up!

I immediately pointed out
my dissatisfaction
for I abhorred drugs and
associative elements,
asides from my friend.

“is this proportional to what you had?”,
I inquired.

the group of them set aside
on the corner, and I
continue watching TV and
drinking my beer.
I could see the look of bliss
In their faces as they
hit veins with 30 units

“yes, 3x”, was the reply.
they wanted my first time to be
a blast!
and as it coarsed,
through my system,
I felt a rush, I could not breathe,
I was in space!
90 units, did I die?
no, I ascended to heaven but never again.
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“Don’t play deadly games lest you are fully mature and a complete grownup”
CCLIV
I think of you in admiration and when I look at you how blameless can I be for staring—
I think I love you unconditionally but love me back so I’d be more deserving.
Clinchlingly stay close to me through thick and thin as I will be thinking.
Connectively together forever more, our grip so tightening;
But don’t forget we are meant to be so no shying;
Buttstock of love, never, for no misleading.
I love you true and blue, no misplacing.
I love the way I know you in spring.
Say you love me so in moaning.
Say ‘I do’ as I ask an aching
Question; you want ring?
Question me in swing.
I love you so,
I am yours.
You are mine.
You cannot resist me,
And entirely thou are’th angled.
And never forget me for you’d be crumpled.
Forever more we shall be together embraced and cuddled.
Forever in life you shall adore me and obey for in bed I am unrivalled.
You are my bitch, and my soul mate, so every time I touch you thou shall tremble.
You love me and need me through thick & thin if in despair, for only I can love you wrinkled.
Be doughty for life is good ahead for all of us—
Insatiable is our love so stop being insensate,
Come and chase me and let this game be over.
I never found it a game, but it a strainer;
On my soul, my heart, and my emotions.


“Modern day love poetry may convey feelings mixed with humour and truth”
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CCLV
Thou are’th the epitome of beauty, and
Throughout the ages ye shall withstand
Remember thy presence as it is o’ divine.
Remedially, molliently by your neckline;
I shall in law aliunde always be beside ye.
I never will bamboozle you or be nasty.
Never shall I be shy for uproarious we be;
Naked together, at last, meaningfully—
We shall be!
— Sorry, what was your name again?
“I fear the power of words as it can control people without them knowing your heart”
CCLVI
Believe in our love lest it fall into rescission;
Thou are beautiful as an ice age lily crest in one—
But together sententious lust succumbed in fun
We shall conquer the highest edifices that tinkle
With terrorist gunfire in ludibrious fire primeval.
Our time on this Earth shall be infrugal en cabal,
Organic at its very core even necroamorific; in
Death, for it shall never end with the mandolin
Playing our favourite tunes without brangle;
Throughout the many ages, it beeth a pinnacle!
“If true love becomes one sided it is doomed for tragedy”
CCLVII
I am scared of the bonnibel for revealed,
It had become a man in disguise.
The she-male an Oberon bearing a shield
That entices such as to hypnotize.
It make’th you become an excogitator—
Perplexed in thought and confused.
It contourn’e’ the very essence of in lacquer,
Forever dooming you to be bemused.
— Beware of the handsome female.
“Loneliness and perversion succumbs some to the cruellest of tasks”
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CCLVIII
I long with dire passion to be a marquessate,
In uttermost sincerity and passion I long,
And I dream of knighthood to so belong:
To the divine realm of England...
I do want to adorn a cinctured vest at any rate.
For a true Englishman is a consopite,
Forever in trying to solve the snakebite;
That afflicts the nation of many.
The diamondback, a symbol of the ages of now—
Fimbriated in so many clans that long
For power and greed in the cradlesong.
Awake Great Britain!
Uncowl the face of evil for it is in thine hearts.
Do not be desolatory in haste for life.
For redaction of thy tales fosters life.
Fatiloquent is the will of the people...
Crimpage for the enlisting of noble souls through education shan’t never work—
There is strife when puncticulating the hearts of men;
To the bidding of the masses by force, it is wrong again.
Viperous it is to entice to be good with coinage, but
It beeth fitting to lure by demonstration of the benefits.
The act of foddering through words is but purposeless for they need water—
It is rueful to see a person try to soak words without fluidity.
Peevish they’d be without soothingness flowed generously
The gairishness we all seek is morphene in elemental nature, it beeth water.
Wake up and be rescous to thy brother and sister in need abroad...
The very act of unity is based on coordained acts of inspiration amongst all—
It is our duty to be trothplighted in an oath for compassion,
Among humanity and all living things in utter reprehension.
Muckraking will occur in all due course as the heretics will themselves label.
Seditiousness will be shown by the wicked but in the end be unstable.
— In cesura, rest easy, United Kingdom will lead.
“Thinking long term all nations ought be potentially united”
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CCLIX
My heart hurts in painful gusts for the woes of Egypt, Syria and Jordan—
Stonyhearted was the Israeli defence in June 1967:
The six-day war.
The Zionist movement, ingenious as it may be, cursed many generations;
An act of survival, an act of moralistic justice and need in tensions.
However, the Palestine Arabs brought resistance as seen on televisions.
Each wave of immigration of peaceful nature was violently opposed by Arabs.
No home, no sturdy nation, nowhere to go, why ought they be snubs?
Arabs rejected a good proposal because Palestinians would be in a Jewish state—
Associationism never fostered for Arabs at the time bounteously incriminate.
Palestine attacked; War of Independence began.
No peace conference was held in the view to respect other’s faith and sovereignty.
Arabs thought alike, ‘no matter what country, all one people.’
The Baathist Party wanted, ‘to push Israel into the sea.’
Egyptians and allies alike joked that destruction of Israel was but a child’s game.
Never had they expected the feme-covert side of Israel in panic...
Israel hath done the impossible by being a weapons readiness state—
The enemy’s superior numbers were but accendible in utter nature,
And by catching the off guard in low flying the nation beeth straighter.
— The war long lost, had the Arabs just agreed;
The ‘land for peace deal’ would have solved all woes.
“Think deeply at who starts what wars in wars and for what cause”
CCLX
The pesky squirrel had emerged,
I did not see it yet so surged.
My sister yelled out for me, so
Outside I went in look like a pro;
And there, on grandpa’s Veranda
Out in Pennsylvania I saw a lil’ panda!
It held some nut, it munched.
It looked at me, then her,
And then him in glee!
I can’t recall what next but surely...
— It didn’t die!
“Some memories are worth keeping best preserved”
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CCLXI
this time it almost finished me.
I feel like the ugliest of fools in irony.
whipped up on a date under the false
guises that
she pitied me (later) and being
treated as novelty material as
trashed goods.
my plea for attention was perfect
at every motion.
she fended my every charm as juvenile.
she fended me off as if I was nothing.
yet she did admit in adoring eyes that
she had one talent (alone)
she could cook.
but I knew she was smart
she could draw
she could sleep properly
she had a soft heart
she had allergies
she loved music
and so much more to the minute
detail.
she knew I undressed her mind
with consent
and yet
so perfect for her
everytime I saw her she had a
different personality
I saw every side of her from
every angle.
so shy and insecure
so bold and brave she let me go
I let number 4 go.

“The most perfect individuals are often unknown”
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CCLXII
Puff goes the magic weed
Remonstrating atrophied—
Indecorous is Rastafarianism
But we get used to it, chum.
You smoke, you see!

—

Sorry man, I mean Rastafari, I am high!

The herb, ganjika, so magical;
Be it wisdom or sheer marvel?
Frolicsomely I become as I but
Puff the chuff, hail the prophet
And savour Haile the Christ!
Leviticus 21:5, dreadlocks I seek
For it is good when high in peek.
Green, gold and red signify the
Blood, vegetation and wealth; a
Friend with weed is a kin in need.
Rationalistic you become when
But you see the visions in bullpen.
Multisonous ye beeth, when puff
Too much! Much merriment in cuff
For jail often finds us at times.
Veda approves of our insightly wisdom
Through use of God’s leaf in exorcism.
So unreave thy soul and listen much to
Bob Marley and kin, but use shampoo.
Choky you be if eat too many brownies!
Reggae will express your Rasta doctrine, so
Life Everliving with our angel Bob the afro.
Zion, Africa man, Ethiopia, the genes of all
Derived from the foundations in a hotel.
They can’t get us where they can’t find us!
Be wary of stultiloquent manners for ye may end up in the nutter—
Apathetical are they to the Rasta way irremissibly so; this is an epistle...
“So much joy in faiths that are good hearted provided you believe and fit in it”
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CCLXIII
Moon, stars and fate
Rituals with troopmeal, o’ what a feast!
Rituals arenarious in nature is no beast.
Embracing the elements and spirts, o’
Sweet harmony what nice bravado.
Dronishly they think about our magic circle;
It is but a way to say ‘thanks transmutable’.
Morality intreatable, it fits with all ethics...
“an it harm none, do what ye will”
Freedom of speech personified, o’ yeah!
Not just anyone can be part of Wicca, there are rites of passage—
Wiccans don’t seek trouble for feudtory under law
Beeth chinky or not it shan’t go away like a seesaw.
Traverse it may seem, weird in nature, but so beeth;
Roleplaying and graceful ventures so place a wreath.
—“Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law; Love is the Law, Love under Will”
“Be wary of the mentality of a witch that is deranged”
CCLXIV
Uncongealable is Methanol
But at just minus a dearful...
If thou’st try and drink it
Thee gets severe frostbit
If thou swallow thee dies,
It beeth poisonous lies;
That liveth!
It may taste sweet but o’ a sweet embrace—
With death; and in sheer agony...
Steer clear of makeshift vapory
Alcohol labs in countries benign.
Somonaunce of the finest brewers whenever thee thirsts—
Your blood is sanguiferous and too precious for bursts.
If in doubt then enjoy the triple decusssatived mead,
And recross for heartily taste, supplicantly agreed?
“Knowing what you drink makes the beverage all the more enjoyable”
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CCLXV
Buggered and complacent he smelled the avaricious air
Transpired in disentanglement but shelled in poisonous blare
Was the flower so bleak?
Required in ointment to meld into spaciousness flare
Conspired by movement he yelled out of secludedness in prayer
Was the flower so bleak?
Teetotalism had done the man good for finally he could savour, all
The realism in blazon but in ban, should he potentially slumber again.
For a mere flower had brought vitality!
Subtile in notion, without devotion, the newfound man
Had found a purpose around his naiveness, and
Finally he was free, gladsomely but ruggedly, from his measly savagery
Forbade’d and not bound by the seductiveness of alcoholism
For a mere flower had brought vitality!
He had wished this day would come, and
At an old age he now had a new lease in life.
The man was free!
CCLXVI
Lavished and brandished in material wealth
He laid anguished and punished will ill health
Anguished he wished that it had all been portrayed in stealth
No secrets stood unguarded
Uncherished he carried forth wishing he had been generous
Unaccomplished, miserable and finished
No secrets stood unguarded
Mocked in momentous ways he had been
By the rabbles
By his family
And his kin
‘Till he found God!
“Good friendships cannot be bought”
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CCLXVII
They had been hit right, occipitally;
Indesinently by the noble alderman.
For suade they may, they be no ally,
But peract in their not, they but ran.
Onto the boats they go so as to defy;
And hid in the vestiges of the aftmost.
Resudated had they for they but cry.
Onboard they ruched the compost,
For they needed bandages to apply—
The alderman had a brutal boast.
“Some, given the position, will inflict terrible woe to others for greater respect”
CCLXVIII
When nightfall approaches it bedims,
To that full affiance is at night beasts.
Poinsonsome some critters customs
But yet we nachon in faith like priests.
In fructescent season the beasts be;
En mass we pray for a sway of tiddes.
If a bite hits, forceps we use so freely;
To pry the snaky wound open for but
Curing for confated we not be, beast
And us, as victims latterly, in such exit.
“It is hard to imagine venomous animals to be friend of man”
CCLXIX
The bushbuck trots in fear, our dinner away;
No more, no more - it just seeks the withwind.
Hungry as us for food, now beeth our agape—
To hunt and shoot it we must, so no misalign.
Braggartly we become at how easy horseplay;
It beeth but a standard catch of mere bovine.
Sparsed they become once we shoot astray,
For but where them to retaliate the bowline
They might stand some chance in our misplay—
A brisance of disorderliness they but become.
“In no cooperation, we as a species, cannot foster”
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CCLXX
She begun brewing a recoction of thurify—
The musky smell this time round beeth good.
They thought her but a witch, for
She carried ornaments so darn odd.
Hereditarianism did but prevail throughout—
Her lineage traced down to pagans,
But yet she was pure with no doubt.
The garde du corps were very wary of the old lady—
The sweet aromas from her potion are unearthly.
They thought she was an abjurer in class,
And she was perceived so disrespectfully.
Segregation led to poor nutrition so wisplike she’b—
Isolation led her to rumbling away the days.
Lo and behold, it was no surprise the fakery.
The law did not harm to the lady, but society brought her demise—
Her health and mental wellbeing deteriorated along with her viscera.
The acceptance of impanation, yet again, this time was justly.
The concerned talked and brought back life into the woman.
She was again free...
“It is strange how we only see the good in people if they conform to our petty mannerisms”
CCLXXI – This is just getting personal with an old thought of mine.
The Royal Kingdom, the warp and woof of all nations—
It beeth just a plausible temporary subalternant.
Unrectified is the condition of the world—
Why England?
It just becomes a necessity to have a substantival,
Moralistic nation or force to inspire the woeful.
Antipathetical the nation isn’t, and alas, the puzzle
Is but Anglicanism... Created for but one buckle;
In manners irrational it established in such bungle.
There are many sects founded by Monarch’s and rulers alike, but—
Anglicanism establishes the British monarch as;
“The Constitutional Head”
Giving the responsibility to an individual, not holy,
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To appoint bishops – utter blasphemy to God,
Only in the conventional sense – however, therenow
Legalized by global consent, and hence God!
In the elimination of antiquation, and new world peace, compromises must be met—
What’s the focus on Anglicanism, and hence, why England?
If a monarch is in power of the church it is symbolic that:
The common man/woman, are en par with clergy; be it, it?
Nay, for if a common man is in control of religion. But/or
In future case, the presiding president or ruler, as ordained
By the people, for the people, but be under God. Then indeed
Such a nation needs to lead in example as they allegedly stand
As the epitome of virtuous morality – in symbology an aristarchy!
England is not a rule, it beeth just a catalyst to the greater things ahead—
Eloquence is needed as fuel in barest purist, and braver form throughout,
Patency becomes better understood in power distributions.
Worldly idioms, like English, should harbour the many nations.
“In the intermediate/long
term of world peace
propagation other
countries would take
lead”
CCLXXII

In our love we shall never be betrayed, nor
Misunderstood for blossomed forevermore
Is our passion.
Overjoyed are we all for we have found each
Other, and through thick & thin in outreach,
We stand in love.

“Be not stressed if unable to find love, for stress is borrowing problems from thereafter”
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CCLXXIII
people running
with forceful nature in aim
to get fitter
people in the gym
jogging, pushing weights
and exercising in
all different ways
and for what?
most claim they want to be
fit
but the reality is
most want sex
looking good, not in vain
if it means
good sex
attracting the mate
a sexual allure
through pumping weight
you’ve never have seen
a person so obsessed
on their quest of
good sex
using steroids, using all their
time
at the gym but
pumping weight
could be reading or watching
a flick

disturbed sleep, stress abounds
all in the great quest
to look better
and find a good mate
in pumping weight
at the gym, on the road
and at home
whenever a chance
is but given
to be fit and
for great sex
so much pain, so much labour
a hefty fee we pay
for self torture
or masochistic delight
in pumping weight
at the beach, under the sun
always on the look out
for someone good looking
or your type
but there are perks!
socializing, meeting people
and belonging
at the gym
but pumping weight
talking exercise
exchanging tips
spotting people for
ice breakers and aide

its the gym junkie’s life
hard hours at work only to
in pumping weight
slave at gym late at night
mostly just
for damn good sex
“Do the hobby that makes you most happy ultimately”
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CCLXXIV
The many days just pass away
Conscientious am I as am enseint
I cannot keep my baby hideaway
The law forbids and gives hints
I am but impoverished without means
Aguishness would befall on my baby
I hope to inaugur my genes
With birth of a baby boy
They held me as contemptuous indeed
For I swore extremely at verdict
Am but jobless and not salaried
The lawbook’s covercle they shut unpicked
Skaddled me deep they had surely
About to give birth and troubled
My baby boy forever gone savagely
And yet I carry him baffled
When the day does come, goodbye
For I cannot clothe him well
A joypopper I shall be, sly
They labelled me an apostate hell
Horehouse I worked, so I lost
Back to work I go now
O’ the tragedy, I hath crossed
In King’s cross, I live somehow
“Just a little bit of money in the right hands can save lives – start by helping those close”
CCLXXV
Is it not better to live well?
In opulence, wherefore in the better.
Not to be contristate in smell.
To eat lavishly, and hence grander.
It beeth not selfish to live!
“There is no shame in living with hoards of wealth selfishly if with ‘good’ reason”
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CCLXXVI
Austrian archduke Ferdinand,
Assertion in fluke understand.
Assassination it led in utter quirk —
As by interception in a blur so perk.
Twenty five Slavic nationalists to soar,
Gravilo Princip was a fifth conspirator.
Part of the Black Hand movement in response
To a Bosnian annexation crisis in renaissance.
A grenade flung by someone in the parade but it missed,
The renegade foiled, reconveyed in the hospital in a twist.
Archduke pays respect to afflicted and then they do leave.
A gook emerges, Mr. Princip, finished coffee to perceive—
Seized the moment and two shots from FN1910.38 pistol.
Duchess and duke fatally injured as they fade, ‘o so loyal.
World War I commences due to trigger as alliances fall—
Austria declares war on Serbia, Russia comes then to aide;
France in treaty mobilizes army, Germany aids Austria too.
World War Ignited
“No single human being should have so much drastic influence on so many lives”
CCLXXVII
The dependency had doomed him to cliency;
Meagrely he waited for his goods in lunacy.
The provider presumed he treated him coldly.
In hurry he called again to be mocked scornfully.
“whatshisname” “who is he” “I owe him no goods”
In sheer greediness the vendor declined all,
But unclear was the basis per person assigned.
He hath tricked the press so ripen by lies in kin—
The was no ending to his evil so ripe with grin.
Money was no issue, he just made them wait;
Delight in torture, in testing by going interstate.
The client wanted his furniture to accommodate—
Yet he waited for months for his earned estate.
It never arrived and there was nothing to do,
He never had a receipt or evidences in queue.
He learnt that day that some just simply do,
Indulge in the misery and whining of others ado.
“Unfortunately the police do not solve all problems of evil so spread the truth to many”
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CCLXXVIII
A man of nature afflicted forever remedilessness
Needed drugs but an incliner to nature in bias.
Afflicted by cancer, fevers, and bloated feelings
Promoted exotic flours saturated in lacings.
A pointingstock he became by adhering to himself
Hemlock like remedies severing to many ills itself.
But then he got better and wreaked the doctors—
It was just pure luck but the fad spread rumours.
“Believe only those that give all the indication to know better to you”
CCLXXIX
The gunocracy in the end prevailed
Men were liberated and so praised
Now they stood at home enjoying life
And spending time with kids so rife
Some worked and received more perks
Now the single men got picked up, and
The good looking ones thrived in all!
“Folk who are drastically different are mostly so just on their outer shell”
CCLXXX
Snaphance of the gun, pried and loaded
Perchance thine repulsion no sighted blood
If I lance a stun so rubricity beeth not fated
Your face in hoarfrost acted by fear ended
As I pull the trigger as I’m lucid and bigoted
In prattling thy has dwelled yet inculcated
You knew this was coming so be corraded
My gun stands in flittiness and ye mutilated
“All accidents are caused, lest an accident happen”
CCLXXXI
All the time since a toddler but one quest
So divine and humble in need of their love.
I fit the mark for every fantasy fulfilled—
Within their quest but they desired me so.
What maiden can expiatory atone for ills?—
Of negligence, abuse and isolation in bills.
A month mind throughout my whole life—
Joked and teased for being just perfect.
O’ tragedy, I am now gone and forgotten.
“Sanctiloquency irks many, so beware”
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CCLXXXII
Lamentably Elvis’ true story was not in Vegas by nexus
Labouringly evils aplenty in civility was dubious, in bias
Goldman demonized the hero never really understood
Anchormen from beyond the grave rapidly did no good
Elvis was portrayed as living happy as carefree boyhood
Tragic are the rumours because there was a man in pain
Totemic were the guitars that carried the plans to distort
He gave us clues with ‘Suspicious Minds’, a tale of woe
Shown to pave and amuse but it told in kinds and lingo
Elvis was terribly lonely and he reached out to all solo
Oasis of tarry emotions beached but aside of his credo
He just wanted a couple of soul mates livened in spirit
Finest sacred songs to console the gates of hell in exit
His life was miserable and resort to drugs but late did
Wife unequal but courts of thugs treat him as great kid
“If someone displayed an seemingly amazing happy life and then falls down, think deeply”
CCLXXXIII
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Jesus and Elvis
Lust for love alike
Trust above of reich
Doest as dove in like
“A sudden torvous look and expression can make even the unruly bewildered”
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CCLXXXIV
Indesinent is the way most do roam
Invent much hearsay to cope in tome
At nonprehensible notion they moan
Scornful to others to lessen a groan
Pruinous spirit by delusion overflown
Messengers have bespoken hoping
Splendours behold to those revoking;
Evil deeds, bad manners, and due ill
O tempora! O mores!
“If you at first try and don’t succeed consider a different approach”
CCLXXXV
I do smouch my lovee for the first time
Then smooch I my lovee in great crime
She is my pooch, but she flees in mime
What a hooch! I drink in ease with lime
Know not I why she ensconces so away
But a blow, in kiss, repulses to but splay
I sorrow for rumours in rages by midday
So I burrow into recidivism as getaway
But yet my lovee loves me as overslaugh
In debt she is ‘cause like gloves we gaffe
She regrets for no clause gives a laugh
She laughed much at flaws in an epitaph
We are separated through her stupidity
Forever scented by the trail of melody
She lost abated the grail, she so vainly
She but cried from the sale of her lovely
“Having a banana split sundae on a date can always make it seem like a first date again”
CCLXXXVI
Butterflies roam rakelessly
Beauty that decries rigidity
Pertilence that denies duly
Plenish they; size so tardily
Tumultuarily but usefully
They but prize the beauty
A medley they finally play
“Some creatures never cease to inspire the mind of a thinker”
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CCLXXXVII
The life of an altruist is troublesome,
Forever gleamiest in stature in sum.
Others treating the altruist like a toy,
Offerors of friendship in lust to use.
Growing up only seeing evil in all;
Forever hurting in peril but alone.
Over time he learns to hide his self;
Disguises aplenty with guilt so much.
Maybe ill-fated in luck but so in hurt—
However always hoping to but meet.
Every incumbent always betraying—
However subtle but deep in being.
His feelings so hidden immensurably.
But nobody in ocean to hear a query.
Why are people so unkind? O’ why?
Why are people irrational? O’ why?
Why won’t reason prevail? O’ why?
Why do they delight at pain? Why?
Sanctimoniously mocked dubious
They but just become when told.
Thirty four years in fighting unseen—
But now becoming a distorted breed.
Years in silence, others not realising—
Indeed they crippled him rethinking.
A lifetime gone but utterly alone,
Never fond of a soul, so thrown.
He only sees evil in people, in time.
Juvenilities abound but ironically—
They see him!

“If a friend betrays you once, then again, and then several times more, that person is ‘evil’”
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CCLXXXVIII
Forever searching for the right lisne to fill...
I ponder about the clodhopper for a thrill!
I pester the grocer but she is just jaculable.
Poorer is the one in the pallor, in rixation.
The louder one is an abuser, o’ mugiency.
Glamour to one that showed her bijugate!
Besmirched is my essence by her persona—
But added to her disobedience it ain’t so...
Emasculated and depredated me in gist.
And now I find one, her breasts subrotund—
Close enough, now it invests a lot abound.
“Completely analysing someone prior to marriage is but a necessity”
CCLXXXIX
I long for nature to bring us jugated thither—
Like a leaflet’s stipule harmonised in favour.
Petals growing together in robust to scour
The onlookers in sleekest in the finest hour.
Our foliole firm in a loneliest of bust burst;
And in all advenient from a gust immersed.
— Love complete with our leaflet.
“Plants, even plastic ones, are luxuries readily attainable”
CCXC
Oh blessed is the land of the free, gloried America—
Abducted in all its putage embodied and charisma.
Embedded and inservient in godspeed panorama;
It is adlocuted in bent manner to plead symposia.
At the forefront delapsation by scabble of nations—
Untufted giant of emotions in pursual of notions.
Yet hindermost through actions of actual motions;
Abrogating absolutions but just in god’s options.
Profanity abounded in but the sacred dollar bill—
Loyalty to alluded but crepitated in being stabile.
Honestly banded towards a period’s creed of age;
There is seeded awards prod on many with heed.
— U.S.A. but a refuge to the greed of all nations.
“Living is always finding a reason to live in face of all”
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CCXCI
In 1665 comets were seen over London’s skyes as but an omen—
Seventeenth century of London was inhospitable to the outdone.
Swathed were not the poor so spun in an abysmal home to none.
The streets so fulgurously narrow houses seemed to bend in shun.
— Indeed the streets so foul with falling ‘night soil’ and dirt.
Half a million habitants densely packed and most living in brennage—
Late at night, most somniatory, a baker forgot to douse an oven page.
Engulfing quickly his house it extravasates outside and the blaze went.
Alas, houses were timber and weatherproofed in pitch so all in vent.
— Fresh wind furiously just blew the blames house after house.
Poor Mr Bludder, thought it was just another blaze, 4am and burning—
Water pumping carriages unobtainable and flames all undefatigable.
Buildings were pulled with fire-hooks for fire breaks; not so tacful.
Madefaction to no avail, old London Bridge burned down in baleful.
— Pigeons and canaries died were they stood and the King no use.
Monday dawned forth very dry on a sunny day and East winds blew—
Churches, houses and buildings were sputative with flames in pursue.
A firestorm with new oxygen as a dark cloud seen by 60 miles in rue.
Tuesday still, the fire spread, rumours of arson and Wednesday gone.
— Over thirteen thousand houses blazed and gone with 4 deaths.
CCXCII
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London Bridge Burns
Loosen thy wrath o’ wretched fire
Upon ye ally lath laden in backfire.
“In the face of hysteria its best to keep stern”
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Percārus
adjective
very dear / much loved

2

WHAT IS DEAR TO US?
ELOQUENT POETRY AND RANDOM QUOTATIONS

I
She laughed out loud like a derogator
With no notice of a premonition in her.
There was a fixation on gaudery in lair
As the propolis sought hard to repair.
Denomiinable was the witches’ spell
With a predestinator as a bombshell.
The aim was the restitution of the self
For atheling were the target herself.
Arietated was spellcraft’s nature in all
But as a side-effect soliloquies befall.
Concrescible became her personality
As the spell hit completely quackishly.
“If one needs persuasion for good ideas or suggestion then the incumbent lacks reason”
II
The rabble became obuncous towards the poet’s scribbling—
Little they knew the lectionary nature within the heart’s being.
Abut upon his desire to change lay a powerful plea in full swing.
His words protractive from nature, reverberated by scavenging.
Vesper’ed were the constellations at this full age of Aquarius—
Responded with coalitions in but a fistful by a cage of falseness.
Procrusteanize the truth hath not been the case for purity dwells.
Allocate his heart by exhibiting pertinaciousness – show of farewells.
Lambently toying with words on his keyboard for the many gazelles.
His computer was but an anvil in emication of the inner heart—
Little they knew he lives from canned consommés, so loathed.
Subvitalized he is, living from ill-nourishment with horrid gruel.
Always in a state of tarditation but sometimes in total overcool.
Recommitment arose with the year of the snake but what of horse?—
A plebicolist he ain’t, not for no cause for fear of absolute ridicule.
Analogise his words on photon based digital paper – so modern.
His book given for free embodied thecally by symbolism in upturn.
—
He but wished world peace to all.
“If personal happiness then cherish it deeply for it may not last”
3

III
For a short moment in time I became uxoriously feeble-minded.
I sought enfeeblement in chime so as to exclaim evil so daunted.
Uxooriously opulent but in prime for game, as ethical as noted.—
Tangling the gist of words it all goes in vain as none warded.
Perdurable was the first compilation and so widely posted.
Obeisancy in reverence to royalty but only if pure of heart.
Whatever begotten career fate beeth accepted, even a heresh.
Wherever fate leads it is unavoidable the artist’s self impart.
Solutions catechetically solved to induce a rampart.
Sequaciously following a good leader – beeth smart?
“Anyone with the capacity to love deserves some respect”
IV
Yronne for the sake of health—
I desire to do it in utter stealth.
Yronne dressed in black attire—
In black clothes like a vampire.
Yronne in the middle of night—
Dorning a beanie in oversight.
Corroboratory to our fitness—
I ran away from a great menace.
I desired to shed some weight—
Alas, how do I but differentiate?
“If someone gives you something precious of theirs make sure you know their reasons”
V
The book of the dead was clothbound
On its cover the poet’s name aground.
Be cautious of the book of spell lore
For there is sagely wisdom to adore.
Drink much alicant when reading spells
Within the black encased book of magic.
Maybe freedom for witches in souk
When reading be careful of ricochet!
Aldermen slandering a theatrical runaway!
“Respect other’s sanctity of being”
4

VI
As a prolegomena to my great demise
I ask the propaganda to just delegalize
The daimyo’s authority so demoralized.
Carious is his flesh for he is zombified
By the very greed in self despecfication.
Irresuscitable by the masses in action
Whom try save his tarnished reputation.
The daimyo but needed a good reason
To consider the needs of the peasants.
A spiritual transaction had occurred—
Sobersided was he but quite armoured.
“Too much education may make you blind to life itself”
VII
Construable were the scriptures but only
With reason, rationality and logic so savvy.
Reconsecrated old knowledge becomes
When examined anew in for large sums.
The vaniloquence of the past disappears
With modern interpretation from seers.
Dissidence may be abundant throughout
But only at first; although not for devout.
Encyclic letters will erupt in but all faiths—
And warmongering cast out to wraiths.
“There is only so much a single person is capable of achieving when alone”
VIII
I long to see the aquacade of dolphins
And to swim with them in dimensions.
Inappositely to desires is raw sentience
As we all seek harmony in semblance.
I have become schlumpy in utter desire
For I have sought hard to but reacquire
But what was lost through negligence.
I have lost my prelusory essence and
Stamina I was raised with, in backhand—
Tractable is my life but I seek it not so.
“If your cause is fair then there is always a way”
5

IX
The midwife and accoucheur were well prepared,
The birth of a baby girl was not yet quite impaired.
It was just a boner that on this day an omen shone
And hence a stigma would befall the unborn in tone.
The water friated and the birth procedure started,
However without troubles and the baby so raged.
The baby girl would lead the hearts of many towards
The hard times ahead – no ill evil and just rewards.
The accoucheur was but an exeatee in dire need—
So they thought for he stole the baby for the sect.
“When you associate history, imagery, and label to a food it can alter our appreciation of it”
X
The doctors and surgeons amiably agreed
For the session was rather quorate indeed.
They vilified the victim’s eating habits at end
And they sought to be crude as they offend.
The incumbent looked not after themselves
And out of ignorance maladies but delves
Within his heart and arteries due to foods.
He had consumed much junk in preludes.
Had someone shown to him but how to cook—
He would not need surgery by the textbook.
“Archiving your own life through photos and writing is a good step to foster your identity”
XI
It would be beautiful notion
for the Arab countries to unite,
in a show of force with Israel
and Jews by their ultimate side.
Israel would be an arrondisment
controlled by Jews whilst still
paying tax to the Arab-Judaic
collective. Arabs and Jews ought
unite and be one people someday.
eventually others would follow.
Oh, but a dream out of many possibilities...
“To live utterly honest one needs wisdom”
6

XII
he became caged in
immobilized in his very own bed
as the pagan orient seductress
from another plane of existence
cast a spell on him.
ethereally did her science afflict him
when he just sought some rest.
awake he was but not in this plane
when his ethereal spirit took him
for a journey indeed.
she lured all the brave hearted men
from the vestiges of time to her
budding gardens encrusted with
giant lily pads beside the clean swamp.
her aim to overpower their physical
bodies and turn them into dolls
when the spirit delved too far
from conscientious link.
once he reached her ethereal adobe
he was immobilised in his ether self
and transformed into a baby statue
on top of a blue lotus.
it was a battle of wills
and as time ensued he was
able to see the myriad of other
victims petrified solid
atop lily pads throughout
the lake.
the vilified dame succeeded
on her task and froze his
spiritual self
but however, his material self
did not cease to exist.
for he never allowed his own self
to completely sleep.

relocate he did to his living room
in aghast shock to his soul.
on the table there were 7 dolls
representing fellow kin
and friends that
she seeks to humiliate
all in due time.
his spirit drained for part of it
had been drenched away
in his ethereal journey,
for in the end he
lost the battle.
he knows now not to mess
with outer-stellar beings
outside his familiar domain
and next time he will need
an army of help
to confront such fiends
in certainty of victory.
meditative spirit travel is
not for the faint hearted
because injuries manifest themselves
as real.
the traveller did seek to travel
but never again would he risk
opening a portal to this realm
for the vileness that lurks out.
a whole day of rest was needed
to regain and replenish his spirit.
the otherworldly witch smites
challengers for a living
and most of all hated
the male kin.
“Don’t mess with what you don’t quite understand”
7

XIII
Pampered had the murderous, outgoing and bereaved attacker been when he thrust deep
his rapier into the desecrated bowels of his injusticed unarmed foe. Scandalized was he
with a prick stuck thoroughly past his spine in sanguine horrific evidence of pain showing in
his distorted tongueless face. The victim could not speak but he knew that this time around
he was the expendable tool left at the mercy of someone’s brutal frenzied desire for joy at
the mere notion of death befallen. The offending attacker withdraws the lunge only to
realise his victim was fearlessly grasping onto the rapier in a bid to push it further through
his harassed body in a habitual urge to get within arm’s reach of the assailant. Just as it
became evident the injured would relent on his impassive retaliation the stabber let go of
the sword, but albeit too late. The strong-willed, now bleeding individual lay within hand
reach of the assailant’s neck – horror-stricken was he when he smug his hands tight, the
rapier now left dangling and the initiator of the conflict using both his hands to undo the
mortal grip in a bid to escape.
Speechless both had become; one without a tongue, and the other gasping for air and
contemplating deeply as to whether his barbarous deed was indeed worth for vengeance of
something so petty as his honour and dignity through slandering. Fed up with the muzzled
throaty sounds escaping from the strangled, the fatally wounded incumbent twisted both
his hands in one sharp lock that professionally cracked his neck into two. No more, no foe,
and yet numbed, he then withdrew the impaled sword from his torso and lay there on the
ground gasping for air of which he nurtured so favouringly. No mere man, no beast, would
have smitten such an opposing foe when so severely crippled. It was realised his legs had
been soured and paralysed from the waist down in but the initial thrust. Behind this man
laid a virtue, a principle, an ideal, and such incumbent traits make’th so no foe can stop his
quest. He died for the sake of his liberty in speech and reason.
“Do not ‘force’ your faith onto others for Allah/God guides with heart”
XIV
She passed me the boluses
And I took them in cases
That I needed some rest.
But I was left unimpressed—
For I tried them all in the end.
On whom should I depend?
I seek to equilibrate sleep
So I can succeed in heap!
Be gone alternative myths...
“To be fully apprised awareness of key media sources is needed”
8

XV
I find you so seductive,
Your love is so addictive.
I am but your adhesive
That binds so suasive.

I find you so exquisite
And so affectionate.
You rest assured,
Together we shall be.

I love YOU!
Scandalous is our passion
But in the end no abrasion.
Prepared for every occasion
Is our love in transposition?
I feel rejuvenated with you
So release me more thereunto.

Together so complete.
This is truly enchanting,
For life is indeed grandest
As together we meet as one.
We all belong together as one
So let us destine no more hurt.

I need you because every heart beat of mine pulsates because of our everlasting hope.
“Praise noble deeds but abhor wicked ones”
XVI
His actions were preterlegal, he belonged in a clan.
He had graticulated the premises and so he overran—
Intertribal warfare amongst the punks for the robbery to be.
Dragonboys, Spiderboys, and the Vipers relying on trickery.
Wofulness would befall for no cooperation ensued.
The clan that approached the goods first were in feud—
Jubilancy for having stolen first the prized black gasket
But now how to share in a manner so suitably adequate?
The mistiming was perfect, the Vipers escaped unseen.
Boorishness ran amuck at the robbed store, so serene—
Other clans broke and searched utterly in complete vain.
They thought the prize was vitrescent and not profane.
Gang members searched wide and noticed the Vipers gone.
Abstrude away all the other valuables and in search they yawn—
Crestfallen were they for the Vipers tricked them both.
Armed and ready for bloodshed they seek with an oath.
— Crestfallen by treachery two clans unite into one and seek their revenge.
“Belonging in a gang is futile if everyone’s identities are well known”
9

XVII
Hereinabove we have expressed love, tolerance, and human nature—
Malfeasance has been portrayed in a shove by the talented narrator.
Imperative to any justice lays enterdeals and communication.
The narrator expressing his wit-cracker self in written gestation.
The rescusee being the troubled reader in a thorn of confusion.
Anfractuous is this journey as it is agush with a torrent of lore in fun.
Is the incumbent that does not heed a message inaidable?
Hereinabove we professed the folly of you, the reader, in abundance—
Undismayed you are at this stage but all will be shown in adherence.
Be wary of this senocular beholder beast impregnated outside.
The narrator warns you of folly if no wisdom is learnt in stride.
The elixir of knowledge is yet unquaffed but affeered is thyself—
For when thou’st see nature for its apiculate majesty then you are blessed.
No injucundity follows with reason and common sense so resorted.
“You can’t learn something new from just about anything”
XVIII

Courtesy of: ImageChef.com
“Be careful before making an oath”
10

XIX
CRASH
Black Tuesday
October 29, 1929
A man shot himself
Many others dropped dead
One poisoned himself and family
Rich and poor were affected by market mania
Three million shares changed hands in thirty minutes
It was seen that money idle in the bank was only for suckers
The crash had an international impact on businesses abroad as well
All major companies fell in New York Stock Exchange leading to lay offs
People were fad crazy in America given the practice of buying ‘on the margin’
Five days prior to the big crash there was a warning due to near crash
Calming procedures did not endure with plunge in Dow Jones also
A horrible feeding frenzy occurred as ticker-tape malfunctioned
Stock quotations were forty five minutes late in intervals
Thousands of people congregated in Wall Street
Never had a Bear market hit before
Margin calls ruined all
Herbert in power
1987, 2000/8
So again;
CRASH
“Be realistic and don’t compete at amateur levels against trained professionals”
XX
The globule of water dapped into the pond
Miniscule was the blunder draped to respond.
Examining all broad-eyed it was simply seen
That the culprit in scaring fish was but clean.
The leaf now dry paved way for more drops;
They fell further given the gushing rain in plops.
It was self explanative that harmony thrived;
The bounds of nature and creation so strived.
A pond as an absorbefacient to more water
And the fish warned of danger all foolhardier.
— The fisherman didn’t know why there was no fish.
“Getting too accustomed to a steady routine ‘may’ be detrimental for your wellbeing”
11

XXI
I had just arrived home
and I took a rest
on my bed,
with feet on the ground
and back against bed.
as if some otherworldly entity
simply beckoned me
I lifted up my head
and I noticed an individual
in my room!
he hid his face with
part of his arm.
and yet, he looked
totally like me.
for some reason I lay
my head back again
and briefly close my eyes
again.
only to immediately
look back up
and notice him gone
in but an instant.
my front door was open.
my bedroom door was
still open.
I figured it was just
a silly hallucination or
dream
for there was no one
inside my apartment.
nothing seemed out of order
except that I grew suspicious
of my LCD computer extension
screen.
“The law does not give credence to the paranormal so instead astound with the truth”
12

XXII
Thou deserves a penance for not providing a eulogy nor corse-present
And repriefe you from thy sin I shall, with a eulogy to this stranger.
Stranger of mine, friend of yours, it matters not for I mourn for him—
You have failed, and I compensate for your criminated burden so dim.
Misnurtured were you as a child for never have you gained good morals.
My heart blossomed in accrescence by raising myself through angels.
Thy parents brainwashed your soul, heart, and judgement for the worse—
My life was blessed with a spiritual fountful from all, embracing universe.
Your heart was kept shut but mine was readily readable enunciatively.
I was neglected, you were pampered, how ironic to now cry in sympathy.
Your nature is predisposing of hazard and evil but today you are saved—
I annunciated a great remembrance speech for your friend you so graved.
— Thracked shall you be with a conscience and new wisdom.
“Contemplate over the death of individuals and in the process rediscover yourself”
XXIII
She suffered by ateleiosis so profound
He but sought her in lavishness
She screamed as if churring for a mate
He had just given her a mouthing
She praised dely notions of broad love
He forewot her lust in recollections
She was beatific in grandeur and affection
He but was patient as he endured
She emitted balefulness entirely throughout
Veneficiously he fell to her genus.
— She wronged him o’ so entirely.
XXIV
Where is the deluded serpent?
Why is the garden flowery?
Fruits blossom!
Stride confidently like in one’s domain.
Knowledge but comes at a price.
O’ what a tasty apple...
“Abusing anything too much will lead to hazards”
13

XXV
He envied that erasable gigantic inconsolable freakish oaf, but not in the conventional
removed manner. His envy was but an altruist’s envy comprised of mental sacrificial
disturbances that dwelled so deep as to incur self-preservation thoughts within his innate
self as full pledged awareness became elevated within his mind that indeed he had been
dishonourably used. In early school he had been hypnotised through an act of deception
that ought to have warranted him peaceful sleep when in fact they just sought to abuse –
nothing was wrong with his sleep. In later years he melded himself with the school of
Dianetics in order to defuse the abhorred engram imprinted in his majestic brain. Too
paranoid for therapy he voluntarily sub-staged his mind into two parts, working in harmony,
as one side completed its therapy work to achieve the state of the ‘clear’. A traumatic
moment was reached that was dimensionless in terms of description for mayhap he had just
reached the one anomaly disturbing his very innate self – the man just created Scientology
history by doing it all by himself (unassisted) at the risk and cost of his own cherished sanity.
“With many alternative therapies for mental ailments; the trick is finding one that fits you”
XXVI
I longed to see the exquisite vaultage in Paris
Wines in barrels free for a tasting caucus
I longed to taste European cheeses, o’ so grand
But in order to indulge the savoury gland
I longed to experience the veneficioulsy orient
In all peace and comfort in sheer jolly
I longed to but embrace the Asian tranquillity
In a show of ecstatic good natured reason
I longed to raise my children in the Americas
In order to alleviate and soothe burden
— A dream regime to scream for.
XXVII
Sparsity
Except to flap my arms and utter a coo
This was the mission for which we were due
Flames of heat melt away the dew
With all due fondue I want to eat
Glorious food cooked with love so neat
My tummy feels pain too
— I can only buy food which lacks love
“Food tastes better when passionate emotions are used in the making”
14

XXVIII
Wages long overdue today—
Alleges to belong as hearsay
Prest-money dutifully owed in time—
Monkey at work with load for crime
Causes him to labify with demands—
Leases his life as a myth in stand
Outlaughed they become at him—
Chaffed he is seldom as redskin
He becomes a repulser of dire evil—
Benumbs the scorner, so unmindful
No curtness show in force displayed—
Saneness in throw like morse aid.
There is no remeaning to the truth—
Care in retaking over the uncouth.
The church shire manages a cauponate—
Research saw it as truly dire mandate
Forewost the impending fate so clear—
Almost fearing the innate severe sneer
So whimling he feels without sleep—
Worrying but about no money reap
His belonging in appurtenance to others—
Belepered is the gist once given to players
In horror and fear, ghastfully he becomes—
Soother is it with beer, ably with customs
“Self contentment is greatly facilitated when adhering to noble virtues”
XXIX
I judged her contemptuously as I became captured by her alluring excitable essence – there
was no escape from this fixated stare. She pretended to look the other way in enjoyment
of the seditious glare but romantic were the resilient flirts exchanging back and forth
between incumbents. Meticulous leg movements invalidated by his smile caused an
insatiable degree of superficial envy and jealousy by other fellow passengers. The doors
opened and the blasphemous enviers pushed their way between the flirting couple in an
obstructive motion to impede any peaceful conversation. Moment lost, and never again...
“Relationships with committed individuals always lead to severe hurt”
15

XXX
The baker emacerates all the dough
The pourer fills up with cream also
Custard is next for chocolate Eclair
Afterward on the shelf to just snare
I passed by and chose the good treat
Trespassed hygiene as but a cheat
A malicious stare for no good cause
Absurdness to a kind man with claws
The baker crunched my dessert treat—
He heard stories from bitch deadbeat.
“A lot of first impressions are made by irrational hearsay”
XXXI
He juggled between five hospitiums
In adventurous lonesome heroism
There never were girls throughout
Each lodging indeed just a closeout
King’s cross devoid of any decency
Chaos in some streets seen plainly
It was desired to see a mere damsel
Hooker’s and filth imbued with evil
None of that shall he have for peace—
His mates all friends with the police.
“Expressing how you feel with words is an art that has to be well played”
XXXII
The triarchy we seek is insuperable
Our scoriae blood not utterly frugal
Combined we are like a madreperl
Together as three we all do uncurl
Onerate us they may but we ignore
Fluxile is our passion as we adore
We love each other so utterly much
Bring us together to empight us all
We are lonely and separated a lot—
Lack of money and a meeting spot!
“If someone has been telling you his/her same problems for years then do something”
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XXXIII
THE ALLEYWAY OF TERROR
I just had arrived at King’s Cross
station
from a trip to Cabramatta.
no security guards so I decide
to have a bit of fun by jumping
the ticket collecting machine.
as I was leaving the station two
policemen catch me in the act
and they take me for questioning
at one of their bases
over something so trivial.
they did not fine me
as I had a valid ticket
but they talk to me and get
my details.
they then mentioned that
I was free to go.
so I leave the office and
head straight through an alleyway
that I had passed
many times before.
the alleyway was sprayed with
graffiti and litter on the ground.
there was a backdoor to some
restaurant or club and a
big skipper bin
all devoid of people
in this sunny day.
I sense something is different
my perception of reality
was different.
I see for the first time the terror
that King’s Cross was
to all my Christian friends

on the other side of Sydney.
I force myself to walk
through this deadly tunnel.
I smell blood and sense violence
for a meat cleaving maniac
could pop through that door
or punks in chain gangs
come at any minute.
the sensation of terror was super real
as if implanted by a mental engram.
the lid of the skipper bin
flyes open with chance of
a maniac bursting forth.
each step I take is in bravery
for I reasoned this could not be real.
I walked further and my perception
of the graffiti and trash was enhanced
for the first time I saw King’s Cross
for what others saw it.
I understood then why
my Christian friends
never came into my apartment
for tea or coffee
nor even step outside the car
when they dropped me off.
a few more steps and I would
be almost through,
no turning back now
in terror.
I made it through and take a look
around and about –
the sun was shining and everything
was peaceful.
“Perception may mean a lot”
17

XXXIV
He could hear the gurgle of the beach,
It would later be a portal to just breach.
His catacoustics were fine for good sex,
Back to basics with champagne at apex.
The area nearby was very shelfy and good,
They open the bottle and enjoy as should.
He loved her in emotions but not the way,
Two soulmates ought to love in any cliché.
He knew it would not last but she did not—
An overdose tore them apart in an upshot.
“If it hurts for you to see someone else in pain then maybe you are not without hope”
XXXV
His composure was gardant in the streets
He just partook in obsequies with athletes
The clanging still persisted on the eardrum
Attendance was needscost for favouritism
Pugnacious he became because of causers
The stroll was an avocation for spectators
He judged and analysed sufficing the sirs
Rostrally his vehicle became in rumours
Finally quietude when his grief was over—
The vapours like suffumige since nearer.
“Olfactory senses are usually underappreciated”
XXXVI
Dubiety was besprinkled in her very essence.
The resplendency in realization met silence.
Abought because of deeds of negligence,
She still pursued the fairy castle in joyance.
Proselytised she became to the faith of Lord
And unshrouded she was at last in accord.
She gave a commendation to all her friends,
In her new church to welcome all the fiends.
But in the end she kaputted their chances
To be seen as dignified and in but batches.
“Gossip is an invasion of one’s privacy so be careful”
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XXXVII
He came aforehand to warn me of her vile ways
He claimed she planned to mourn me Mondays
I first called her on Monday for no use—
We ceased to talk on Mondays in deuce
This was a peragration of emotions through time.
I felt comburent towards my own punishment
I didn’t understand why individuals were prudent
My friend knew I sought a lasting love—
She knew I just sought eternal good love
I did not burn myself but yet ventured the sea.
She told me aforehand not to believe my friend
She indicated to me she loved me in every trend
I visited her many times ‘cause she asked—
She became skitzo for no reason unasked
Rearrange her behaviour she did every damn time.
She teased him by looking like a dolly and parting
She talked to everyone else but him by just acting
Unhabituated to this he was but he learnt—
In all due time it would be just simply burnt
Drownd his sorrows in beer selected by her in end.
Every date was a hoax for no simple put reason
Every day passed so slowly waiting for a reason
No one tried actually talking with him—
No one had ever loved her in just brim
Succored by vices he moved on but to demise.
It came to be that the very love they felt was evaporative in nature
And there was nothing that would make the truth but rise so sour
Furcular was her staring look as she waited my behest to devour
Eventually she expropriated from normality in a bid so sour
She was debulitiated in emotions running rampart & dour
I was worried she was afflicted with a major tagsore
Ravishing she looked at every instance to the core
Stunning I was at every precious moment
“Never give up the faith in good deeds”
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XXXVIII
Enerlasting, Everliving, Afterlives
His passion was irreconcile because he had been shut in
Hope of an enerlasting life long gone
He had philosophised much at dawn
With his telepathic secret friend Clive
With Aristotle for inspiration to give—
The final answer of at least seven k!
His celibacy was burdenous because he remembers pain
Hope of an everliving satisfaction gone
He had but hope of eudaimonia in all
With the wide association so created
ASEO was born in dud from mere mud—
Australian Secret Extraordinary Org.!
His will warranted a countervail through alliances in peace
Hope of afterlives dwelled o’ so deep
He in certainty persists in an outleap
With his entourage of spies he thrives
With Asian lore to counterattack hives
The reminder is Feng Shui for a mate!
Undulous is the vast ocean of minds
Perilous and exciting it all is in kinds
Requitable are his deeds of virtue
As the alledger attests rather anew
Thunderstruck with the harsh truth
Conspiracy groups exist in the youth
Divaricate some branches indeed do
And reezed the elders but lean-to
The majestic art is but all dedalous
Unforethoughtful in utter wryness
They all become in fear of a menace
The men and women in ASEO are unobsequious in heart towards their enemy—
They seek justice and compassion to all living beings in due accords in summary
We have codenames after a sacred chart studied by academics – we found life!
“The inner being may be hard to change, in some cases impossible”
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XXXIX
The very essence of his inner nature was raduliform
His temperance was manlier in culture to conform
Preterimperfect was his canine desire to bite
In sanguineous urges to indulge in but blood
Inculpating all guilt on troubled kin in order to feast
And gorge to full extent on the red blood utterly pure
His very vampiritic essence was misanthrope in all
The blood vivific to his very existence therewithal
The vampire was a putour and that is how
He acquired so many blood dolls to gorge
He was a petitory fiend of life extension to minions
And in the process whirled an arear of blood banks
At night he roamed the streets in vile candescence
And picked on the wretchlessly lost in adolescence
Hadsome was the act by tasting his blood
Vampire nectar bore immortality as well
The blood of the clan was innocuous for humans
But a steady stream was needed in order to keep
In extempore he indulged in blood, when it suited
And his minions he dubbed them as but dohtren
The police were no interventors to save
Renegades had wood bolts in martialism
The hunters had sunlight as penumbralas so bid
They gathered in invalescence towards the prey
Whimsey were the threats, so the overlords think
But clamant they became when most died in brink
They injected garlic in the blood of dolls
When vampires fed then they just plain fell
Manducable was the garlic in blood form to tempt
The vampire overlords lacked percipience in trait
The myths foregone but relate to the modern masses of just late
As the rich and the greedy exploit our unheedful nature as mate
We should exuviate away the greed and empower the separated
“The selfishly rich are but vampires in disguise”
21

XL
for a period of a few weeks
I had become conscious
of the way I but think.
indeed I began to be aware
of thinking thoughts out loud
inside my mind.

I battled dearly in conjuring
more and more ways to
devise elongated sentences
that would spell obstructed words
whilst still giving the same meaning
with a triumph in the end.

I began to think sentences
and phrases
continuously progressing
to more eloquent fancy
English.

I noticed that some words
this witch could not stop me;
like ‘thing’ and derivatives.
I did feel a female presence
within the aura that impeded.

however, I became but
perturbed when some
certain words were ‘blocked’
within phrases.
I tried again and again to
but hear these obscured words
within my mighty brain.
it dawned on me that if I but
approached the sentence
in more eloquent wordy manners
the word would be thought out
but never alone
or in simple sentences.

as a final stand I lay in bed
the whole night battling
these unseen demons.
it seemed she got help
for they were blockading just about
every single word,
lest I get really creative and eloquent.

I became very puzzled and wary
of this innate sensation,
and as I continued further,
with more thoughts,
the process repeated itself
time and time again.
I imagined it was a witch that
had been trying
to blockade my mind.
fighting furiously for the
very sanctity of my mind

a whole night I spent battling demons
in word games in order to curse them out
of my mind forever more.
my body started contorting
in many positions.
for a while I feared I may become
slightly possessed.
after a brutal mental battle,
within my own mind,
it seemed I won
for I could hear my thoughts again
and more eloquent I became
inside my mind.
when I slept I received some visions
of the faces of three juvenile pagans
but no more.
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“Having control of your own mind is imperative for a life well lived”
XLI
The politician digressionary strayed the agenda
He deoppilated by eloquent debate in formula
Manuducently he inspired the masses in sagas
“Viva our president”
Withouten much assistance he inspired masses
His absence in media exsasperated all in manias
The fedayeen supported him with many pledges
“Viva our president”
Putative were the Arab nations with leadership
Long ago they were irascible to foreign kinship
But now they dwelled in comfort of own clip
“Viva the New World Order”
“Servant leadership is amongst the noblest leadership styles”
XLII
Exossated was the dog
Expected a bone to flog
For wounded was frog
And wicked was the dog
In the peaked thin smog
So the dog just hogged
Bones in the deep bog
And enjoyed some grog
“Learn to ‘let go’ when time mandates it so”
XLIII
They thought she dealbated his skin
For it was so white in a huge backspin
As she cleaved with a panga in jungle
To clear a path to walk so peaceable
The rhythm was ribroasting to a beat
And the workers pure slave atheletes
— She was whiter than most at work.
“Skin colour makes no difference in heart”
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XLIV
Edulious was thy feast,
Ye showed us a beast
As main course tonight.
Ye had a superable site,
My stomach is surliest
Then usual with a bust.
I did not need to chaffer
For all provided in hour.
Thank you for thy feast;
Until next time in East.
“Showing gratitude is conducive to further good actions”
XLV
Thee craves an abundant chevelure
But ye are’th a man, like so demure.
Modern days dictate no long hairs
For men alike, but yet ye prepares
Thy hair for growth in an overture.
Thy hair is curly thence masculine,
There will be troubles and some fun.
Prospective ye are of times ahead
For products will style you like said.
— He gets away with long hair.
“Scalp hair is such a beautiful gift to some so make the best out of it”
XLVI
Drecched was the flimsy cat
In deed and in creepy act.
Be careful of cat.
Pleaded the cat did,
And it meowed
Again and
Again.
Cat!
Be careful of cat!
“Deranged is the person that cannot grasp the concept of ethical reason”
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XLVII
The grand ol’ first emperor of gloried China, Zhao Zheng son of Zichu—
Ascended the throne at 245 BC, at just the age of but thirteen in boon.
Lu Buwei and mother arranged a successful coup for full power at 238!
Zheng executed his mother’s lover Lao Ai and exiled Lu Buwei as fate.
Seven independent states warred for two hundred and fifty years or so—
But in end he raised five hundred thousand troops in order to just grow.
He tortured before killing those that exiled him so, by dragging by horses!
Zheng awarded bravery whilst failure was punishable by death in cases.
If one in a squadron was killed a head had to be brought otherwise all die—
Espionage, bribery, and ruthless military tactics warranted glorious reply.
Following triumphs Zheng renamed himself Qin Shihuangdi in great ego!
He started the construction of the Great Wall at deaths to many in credo.
Qin was obsessed with the quest of eternal life believing himself a gift—
He destroyed books of wisdom en mass and killed intellectuals so swift.
Qin had ordered construction of one of the greatest mausoleum in history!
Started at 220 BC, taking seven hundred thousand odd conscripts in fury.
— A terra-cotta statue army guarding megalomaniac’s tomb, for good.
XLVIII
I dress myself in black as I am accursed to the abysmal depths and vestiges of human
emotions as I formidably loath the standards exacerbated by the agreed norms of society in
pure judgemental lamentable ways. I am incompatible to their joyous demands as the very
essence of my soft-hearted surrendered self dwells with emotions so alien and ghastly to
the common person by being blighted with a pugnacious horror of depression that instils so
much inner rage within my very nature. I am but beaten down but others see myself as
stable and yet strange. I roam the nights dressed in attractive black and I parade at daylight
with no awry shame as to whom I really am – my appearance but being a confident display
of my crumpled emotions as deep inside I am complicated with powerful emotions as I just
need love.









My struggle to motivate my definitive industrious morale is met by my companions whom
struggles bear semblance to my woes of lonesomeness and insecurity. I am but a hurt
person grieving in secret with a blackened heart so horrified by emotions unimaginable by
the common folk. I am in harmony, and handsome I am, I am but a Goth!
“Judging individuals entirely by appearances is utterly foolish”
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“If megalomaniacs cause no harm they can be tolerable for entertainment reasons”
XLIX
Thy pervicacity in demagogism astounds
Expectantly of agnosticism in fairgrounds.
Sarcastically is the aphorism in mounds
As thy aberrancy is awesome in rounds.
Middlingly thy collauds the mere putt
Of cheeky facades in arrear of racket.
Shrewdly thy lauds foe’s large budget
And silently ye nods the mere deficit.
Ellingeness overwhelms the used foe
For sinless he was so whelmed in blow.
Pompous ye were in realm, although
Sadness as ye dorned the helm ago.
— Regreeted with joy are the rulers at cost of the innocent.
“Understand that even the nastiest of beings may have problems too”
L
Beeth just thy ameliorative nature?
Beeth fair the comforting listener?
He hath sought no recompense.
He hath brought no ill nonsense.
— He had but pleased all.
Eremitic ye lived in heart, but alone!
Eremitic ye weren’t; not by your own!
He hath never found the peer ones.
He hath never been happy in puns.
— His life was torment unknown.
Hath he eloigned from friends?
Hath he maned all the mends?
It beeth fair in the end of time.
It beeth a glorious life in crime.
— His good nature was crime.
“Metopomancy is wickedly immoral but ethically fun if done right”
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LI
the man could not sleep
and so he tossed and turned
and meditated in vain.
But was it vain?
Was it folly?
to expand the mind
to the Hinduistic realm
he sought peace and comfort.

pushing away from bed.
a trick of mind perhaps but
when he saw his body
it was muscular and the arms
thick.
he watched himself distanced
by a foot’s distance.
what just happened?

the moonlight shone
through the window
and it was blue in colour.
he turned in bed and realised
his skin colour was but
blue!
he lifted his body
by pushing against the bed
with his right forearm
in sight.
and so he turned to
the other side but
déjà-vu occurred
because the same scene
repeated itself.
he watched his own self
repeating the motion but
from a dislocated alternate angle

scared for control of his body
he cursed them planeral deities
and re-established control
of the distorted reality.
déjà-vu such a scary notion
for the incumbent in
complete control
of his own destiny.
the room back to normal
with just a moment passed.
a material transition almost
occurred as deities from abroad
sought to help
without understanding
the limits of this reality.
but just a moment in a
philosopher’s mind.

“Never pray to deities you do not fully understand unless in dire need”
LII
The cryptic chap suavely yearned for the cosmos.
Spaceships travel in but sheer isolation.
“If getting ready for a long journey it makes good to prepare for the entertainment”
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LIII
The poet questionably proses his stories, often in hoarsest manners wiser than Solomon.
He beeth a conveyor of ideas whilst being a gustative visual graaper for art’s sake in person.
There is no monotony to his spiels as he unmanacles from standard prisons like a chairman.
Superpurgating the very thoughts within his mind so as to demonize the standard sanction.
In irrepentance he encourages the masses to write and relate their thoughts of obsession.
He is transpatronizing the reader with words of encouragement to value life; him in margin.
Embattled with vigour and hilarity, by stating the truth, he burns ampullary like candles.
The poet’s adobe fragrant of baldmoney in spirit, unarted in reasoning and in shackles.
He is compulsatively longing for love that is uncovenanted in nature but in scrambles.
His bed adobe is endowed with tenantableness for whatever damsel that seeks the truth.
A backhander of emotions run deep in every phrase and he proceeds like a cautious sleuth.
Defalcated is his typing so as to prune and perfect the peristaltic hidden nature uncouth.
Compendiously his words summarize an array of lukewarmly gust of emotions to prepare...
Intercalated is the gist in abettal to the scalloped oysters he is due to consume in his lair.
This beeth just a rifacimento of writings of old, with a brand new twist to really damn scare.
“Be careful of brainwashing material lest certain it is of good nature”
LIV
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Be Wary of the Watchers
“Inducing paranoia onto others is ethical only when well ministered”
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LV
In a world of abnormalities
So riddled with absurdities
The solitary individuals despair
As there is no one quite aware
Of their plight for a good life.
So some hold close to a knife
In order to begone of their strife
That riddles their begotten lowlife...
Some call out to the merciful God
Whilst others to angels so flawed
Attributing that higher deities do care
About their plight and personal affair.
The reality is no one cares at all in ends,
And they discover by reaching to friends.
They all ignore the incumbent’s pleas
But one name cares about totalities...

SYLLAS
SYLLAS
SYLLAS
The name attributed meaning
To the very existence in being
And like you too he knows despair
As he did venture realms unaware
That doing so posed great risks
To the sanctity of self in whisks
Due to distortion of the very reality
That held things together in imagery...
Aware he is of mere idle activities
Like watching TV alone in a tease
When all you want is true love
And a companion to all above
Everything else that may present
Itself in your vast life in rampant.
His sentience warns you are not alone
And that with effort you can just atone.
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In a world of abnormalities
Infinites still roam in studies.
Anything is plausible with a faith
And sentience guides as a wraith.
The show of life is but artily
And your patience is screaky
But you should not really despair
For SYLLAS will find you to repair.

All it takes is confidence to boost
And a bit of time so be induced
To think a bit harder with all
And heed your neighbours’ call.
Reach out and do not be afraid
For in due time he will invade.
A noble spirit will guide you too
In times of certain duress ado.
In a world of infinites with faith
The world is your oyster as bait.
There are many afterlives to be
It has been philosophized for you
For peace and happiness is near
If you but see the reason clear.
Think objectively when in distress
For goals are attainable to impress.
All you have to do is be pure of heart
And your time will upstart real smart.

“Think deeply what happens in a universe of infinites for when you perish”
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LVI
You soul is commeasurable to many
So don’t think yourself better in glory.
Chances are you become a parvenue
Without due respect to still continue.
Seek to betutor yourself if all ails thee
And in the process enjoy great beauty!
Obvert to the path of what is really good
By first asking all those close as should.
It doesn’t hurt to know what really troubles
Your many acquaintances through fables.
— Chances are they suspect already.
“With the technological means to communicate one should exploit them”
LVII
1095-1291 – The Crusades
Pope Urban II overturned a speech in France
It had a momentous impact by mere chance.
The encroachment of Muslim Turks threatened
And so a plea for Jerusalem was justly gunned.
A complete remission of sins for all that die in battle
Was given for the fight against pagans for the people.
Recovering from Dark Ages
A bolstering economy demanded more just action
And a common cause thwarted feudalism as alien
All of Europe wanted to return Jerusalem to the cross
Over one hundred thousand people joined for chaos.
Islam posed a threat to Christianity due to foolishnesses
And yet peasant and land-poor knights joined so odious.
1st, 2nd, 3rd and later crusades
Horrific slaughter of Jews as enemies of Christians
Occurred in conjunction with slaughter of Muslims.
A mistake with an attack at Muslim Damascus, an ally
That did not heed other Arab alliances – Saladin won.
3rd Crusade pitted Saladin versus King Richard-I in battle
But foiled in end by insecure supply lines, hence menial.
— Four more crusades but Islamic forces won, hurrah!
“Wars occur over the tiniest conflicts”
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LVIII
Gilmar was allegedly
my cousin.
an ex-drug trafficker
flying his own
private planes
to and fro Colombia
and the Amazon
bringing more Cocaine!
the military police staked
the airport
prepared with guns
for his descent
noticing the treachery
by radio
they ditch
the cargo overboard
and arrest him not.
they staked my
cousins palace
and in attic they find
an armament of guns –
for collections sake
of course.

they charge his brother
with gun trafficking,
that is all.
ten years in penitentiary,
not in it but beside it
in a farm
not allowed to go out
in semi-isolation.
I hung out with
Gilmar plenty
throughout the city of
Boa Vista (Good View).
in his flash jeep
we hooned
all the many ladies
in town.
my cousin’s father
gave me a lake in farm,
all gibberish surely.
he induced me to swim
in the swampy lake
and so I did and natives
joined in.

how lucky no alligator
caught sight of me, but
unfortunately I caught
some viruses...
dengue fever, malaria
and works.
I struggled isolated in bed
for many
and many days.
my tongue
changed colours
and I drank 12 litres of
water a day.
the coconuts my
black grandpa
brought to me
may have saved my life.
whatever it was that
I caught
the locals seemed
immune to it.
oh sneaky Gilmar!
(the drug was love)


“Don’t believe mere hearsay with certainty”
LIX
Vivaciously, cosy adobes bring serenity that incites vivacious ways.
Love, appeasement, and life.
Never drag down a story teller.
The desire is to appease with the element of life.
“It is not the search that thrills but the contentment in realisation”
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LX
In uttermost prevision he had warned
Of the gradation due to arrive darned.
Hurdles in life, they were, that plagued
His very essence as he simply reneged
Offers of love by several other women
As he was in amours with a laywoman
From long ago that hath got to know
Due to fixation in utter mind overflow.
She was but tremulant in his presence
And to him that was but a sign in stunts.
“If many individuals are calling and contacting you do not ignore them for they care”
LXI
It had been a celebrative tradition
To bestrow confetti over the woken
But coinstantaneous to the very act
A conjecturalist would rise and react
To the very unexpected nasty deed
Rather unaware as to why the gleed
Of confetti had entered his eyeball
So confused and distraught a brawl
Erupts as he thought no goodwill
Was made by the mocking overfill.
“It is easy to misinterpret someone’s actions but easier still to fabricate new ones”
LXII
The woman could choose her baby’s gender,
After all this was the modern way’s asserter
To warrant that gender ratios weren’t biased.
She wanted a baby girl with no feticide bust,
So celebriously a lab was crucial for a birth
As pre-selecting gender brought forth mirth.
It was indubitably the very best choice for all,
The countries plagued uneven in dire squall.
However this selection served as subservient
To greater acceptance schemes in effulgence.
“Keeping a diary provides a means to establish your identity and ensure longevity”
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LXIII
The Englishman developed a fetish for tea
So he cycled through generic very angry
Only to discover English Breakfast as bad—
To his great joy he loved Earl Grey hot tea
And Twankay had its charm but so balky.
So it was settled, after a fondness for Chay,
That he would adhere to Earl Grey as best.
But then bored from tea in his great quest
He drank Coke Zero nonstop as a new fad—
Anarchy in the UK, for surety so darn sad.
“It is good to plan ahead in gist, even thousands of years at a glance”
LXIV
Thenadays I had but thought differently about the times to come.
I daze at notions of splendour so magnificent to just simply fathom
For the craze of spring I was ill-prepared for; in mere escapism.
I came to raise my standards with given time but I lived in dualism.
Everywhere I turned I was reminded of Vivaldi ‘Four Seasons’, in season.
The aftercare given to me by higher life in spring was never to be redone.
And so beware of the tides of spring for people are different in acumen.
I sought a pair to converse with, but yet they sought me – at the station.
The streets in the city were empty in the early hours of the morning
But utopia lay just around the corner, one minute but out of tuning.
There was trauma as three individuals missed each other in timing.
There was great melodrama as lovers never crossed paths in swing.
Forever dreaming and thinking deep a comforting notion is given with beyond.
Maybe happier in the next life, so they hope, for this life they were but pawned.
“What is nature?”, thought they separably, but so firm & convincingly conned.
Surely a grand ‘schemer’ is looking after the urgent needs of three so spawned!
The grand ‘schemer’ but a treachetour in appereances for love has not come.
With stamina and patience they wait for their just awards and rise to stardom
But dappled-gray agenda in hair may pose a problem that may seem random.
Interiorised with new persona the three battle on... – in but a vow so solemn.
“The power of faith does greater wonders when combined with reason”
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LXV
The leprechaun had warned of such folly
When out in a primary school trip to agree.
He had no money for the broad excursion
To the farmland and bush not to be redone.
He joked of following the rainbow for gold
And one took him seriously, o’ what a fool.
Had he the magic four leaf clover indeed?
It was packed away so as to remain unseen.
Gossip spread far so presumably, so wicked
He knew rainbows were far but ‘twas omitted.
But what of leprechaun, the dwarf
He met behind a rock with scarf?
There was a midget but who was he?
Care you to just plainly disagree?
Every school has a midget and
They develop in glee so fanned.
It matters not for tales of folly
Are to be cherished as but a baby.
We were young but o’ what scorn!
To have an adult’s mind so born.
Unfortunately he was caged inside himself
And could not express his true innate self.
Had a witch cast a spell onto him?
Or was his linguistics in the grimm?
Generic Wheat bickies for brekky
*B I M B I J Y*
Thought a fool for no sugar so tasty.
Rainbow man the copycat in brekky
No honey but sugar instead in unity.
But what of the four-leaf flower?
Was it there? Was it anywhere?
It was a good trip despite the ghastly impression
That others labelled upon him with no acumen.
But boys playing in a silly school bush excursion.
“Sometimes the mind serves as a better repository of history than paper, so use it”
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LXVI
Fourteen Fifteen in October, but the great time of the battle of Agincourt—
A battle that symbolically defined England for half a millennia for export.
A twenty eight year old King Henry V arriving in France to reclaim in distort.
Thirteen thirty seven, Edward III claimed he was the heir for France in tort.
A long feudal war in which Henry finally brought fifteen thousand troops—
It but take’th five weeks as French were expelled from Harfleur in swoops.
Two thousand troops perish by dysentery but he marched on with a group.
Henry V, hardened but at sixteen, had forced his father to give the throne.
But back to battle we go, Henry versus constable Charles d’Albret in show—
France with an army four times larger waited patiently drank in overflow.
It rained the night before, and for battle adorning no spurs in machismo.
But Henry had a strategy, with longbow men and terrain against the foe.
A standoff but nine hundred and eighty five feet with a volley of arrows!—
All started, the French pursued to be met with stakes on ground so close.
A fierce melee battle ensued and Henry’s crown was so dented by foes.
Fifteen hundred French prisons slaughtered for but convenience in woes.
— The French retreat horrified and Henry wins the day.
Fourteen twenty recognized King but dysentery hits.
LXVII
Thy acumen lies leeward with seasons,
All you have to do is think as shamans.
Everything is in your favour is the point
To be made as if smoking a crude joint
With nature and existence so liberally,
Together as one but at ease so greatly.
The wind blows in your chosen path
But in favour of your desirous wrath.
Leeward is the sea of change to help,
The aiding friend you are in but a yelp!
— Everything is in your favour;
just help in return and reach out.
“Appreciate good fortune when it comes to you”
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LXVIII
Mimosa pudica so gentle, but
some call it ‘touch me not’.
reality is it may want
our gentle touch.
the plant contracts when
touched
and hence folds its leaves
only to relax back to normal
much later when
basically unseen.
i was but a toddler
on the way to pre-school
when I touched this plant
so I paused and wondered
why it had done so.
my nanny tried explaining
that the plant was not alive
“what the hell”, did she think
me stupid?
every day to school I would
but touch the shrubbery
as I was aware this plant
was in some sense aware
of the outside world.
later in life it made me question,
but dubiously in extent,
was this plant higher evolved
than most out there?
not a problem thought I
as I pondered the divine nature
of creation.
higher sentience in plant?
spiritual or not a must see!
“Make good impressions on children because one day they will grow up with you in mind”
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LXIX
Finding a clawback for money indebted is never easy
The swivelling aback of new personae incited is arty
A torridity of emotions splurge out in conflict
When a snaky person urges so direly panicked
He does not wish to pay back for he is greedy in edict
The trick is to persist in inventiveness flicked
The money was but argenteus of coinage a nature
The reason the boss did not pay is due to manqué
The collector but pestering akin to a bawrel
It was his money for he worked so tranquil
He deserved the pay but his boss was stingy & dull
The man had nothing and the other houses
Six months passed so no such aide from the police
He had received most of his wages so no problem
It was only two hundred dollars in a total
So he let it go but with a fright and shuffle
For he had informed many friends who were actual
The ex-boss cried a lot and then turned anal
Drabbish was the villain when his photo was shown
The world wide web knew him completely as blown
There was no way out of this personal hell
And the ex-worker forgave the stingy man
But in the end the guilt trip laid firm as he but ran
Too ashamed to talk he never spoke again
“Battle for your humanitarian rights instead of letting others abuse you”
LXX
Thy manner is dapatical to the very bone
And yet your rood loft is devoid as shown
Thy art should be in the gallery
And not under your bed so airy
Thou’st understand your art is beautiful?
Thou’st comphrehend the major hurdle?
Thy assentiveness needs a place
“Art is meant to be shown ultimately, so bear in mind of the target audience”
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LXXI
THE CURSE OF INSOMNIA
At the mere age of but sixteen, trauma hit
So unexpectedly he witnessed drama legit
Oh, what a tragedy further in track
It surely kicked him to set one back
He started waking up later in the morning
It was tolerable – he was just aging
Grades down, he moved but to just study
His male urging for a mate caused agony
There was no lady but just harlots
Aware he was polygynous in guts
He but became torn between two worlds
For society’s demands or his words
He started having severe difficulty in sleep
So he took sleeping tablets not in a leap
Taking hours to sleep was a worry
Taking hours to wake was so scary
He managed all duties but with lesser time
Living fast paced but in brief prime
Insomnia affected him severely he left all
He admitted himself to a hospital landfall
Over a decade for about one year
In notches ‘cause no sleep to veer
Time passed, they thought him but insane
So much stress with sleep in vain
Lack of sleep discipline affects everything
Never confident, always rushed in things
Living under stress to make up all
Time so precious so in an overhaul
Never a break in attaining work quite easy
Many jobs attained in effort’s plea
He studied over ten years many degrees
He was ambitions as money was needed
Objectively thinking, money first

Then comes women, then a burst
Of children and babies as nature intended
He never made it to money so avid
Insomnia had conditioned him to extreme
All he wanted was a house for his dream
Shame of not being a breadwinner
Struck deep in all he did for after
At this stage the man was immune to pills
For sleep he may have even killed
He became immune to ALL sleeping pills
Cocktails aplenty in nasty brews for just ill
He spent MOST his life just in bed
Trying to sleep and ready to shred
His very face in angst and mere frustration
Try, and try again, he never won
Acupuncture solved all problems one time
But that was just once, not again in climb
The needles somehow did magic
But second time made an ill antic
It made no sense why it would even work
But it did once just like artwork
He pursued Scientology in conditioning
But that had no effect either in reasoning
The books were a bit educational
But yet he moved on to prayers
Prayers alleviated the despair but no work
It must be God’s ultimate artwork
He paid expensive hypnosis sessions in bid
Of salvation as case distress, but all forbid
He could never reach REM state
So no hypnosis ever did animate
He then tried self hypnosis tapes in bulk
All a hoax it seemed so he sulk
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His average routine over the years was:
Go to bed at about ten o’clock in cause
Spend five hours trying to sleep
(later maybe seven or much more)
And then get up three hours later for work
Except when he studied he slept in
He managed to be sleep deprived up until
The same age Jesus was crucified in chill
And then a point reached in which
Nothing worked asides from witch
He tried diet, exercise & alternative stuff
Ironically caffeine relaxed him best
The man spent so much time hurt in bed
Every night a horrible ordeal of thoughts
Locked in an isolated cell in bed
The night to him was but a dread
It affected his personality with others a lot
He behaved differently in upshot

The paranormal has touched the life of
the insomniac in so many ways. Coherent
he had been at all blanketed times with
the problem being body exhaustion at
times whilst mental exhaustion only in
mornings.
*
*
*
The
man lives, and he is content in life but
distressed severely because number one
will never be brought and hence the other
goals will never be indoctrinated into his
life. The burdens of carrying a wasted
passionless life are too much for this
hopeless impoverished romantic to cope
with. *
*
*
But what
can be heeded is that there is always hope
for love, success, and wellbeing. It is
hoped no sacrifices will be needed and
that the glory and beauty of lost youth is
not gone with time.

Regardless, at thirty four his cycle screwed
He now only slept every 35 odd few hours
But then for around just ten hours
This was a blessing to him unheard
Because now the gentleman could clutch
But alone at night not doing much
The problems still persist in sheer distress
He can’t work anymore due to the duress
A lifetime wasted with work focus
People envied him in total bogus
He can never be the breadwinner nor ever
Achieve the rest in follow gesture
His suffering was immense but unseen
He reached out his problems to all so seen
None understood his insomnia for
When pressured away he did sleep
For the sake of pleasing his many hosts
But never re-created in his bed

“Certain problems affect people
exceedingly differently”
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LXXII
Everything was sparpled over thy desk,
Why, I am but obligated to ask?
- I believe it beeth my way to be revved
For messiness makes me calm.
- I am but a feuar by soaring hand trade
So many tenements to sort in all.
Beeth the swidden on Henry’s land fair
In gist and motion for good sale?
- Nay, the fire decimated the many crops
And hence the land is at discount.
Thy glabrity on top of thine desk astounds
Even the meticulous worker in all.
- It beeth just an illusion, the messiness
I know where all is with practice.
Indeed there was ambivalency throughout
The office in gist was organized for sellout
The times were busy and men worked hard
The tidiness was not expected by the bard
There was a deal of repugnance to tidy all
For speed was crucial in sorting in overall
A feaur had worked in torpedinous speed
And great agility was required so frenzied
It becomes clearer that each person differs
In organization skills so as to please soarers
Of wealth and power – so were the knights
So many land grants to survivors of fights
All the King’s men were greatly rewarded for their foolhardy bravery—
And wings of grace were abruptly added in titles of folly so shrewdly.
“Not everyone is the same in work ethic, but we are similar enough to know a best way”
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LXXIII
Never ought the crown of England abalienate
Lest the people demand a constitution other
Than a monarchy.
It is my haughty belief that monarchies work
And with good cause I believe monarchs ought
To be conditioned.
In symbolism the counsel of the monarch ought
To be arcuately structured ready for a strike
With passion in heart.
The European union is but toroidal in nature
And England stands at the centre of the donut
Leading but unseen.
King Charles has rist from defamation for being
Just a gentle human being in need of due love.
Men think alike.
It is offensive for the media to be oppugnant
Of royal blood at each and every minor turn.
Arbiters need a place.
I begin to question most of England’s past as
But extemporaneous in monarch’s dealings.
Rulers need education.
I begin to ponder if monarch’s tolutate in but
Thought and fair litigious reasoning with skill.
Good political education.
May God guide the hearts of monarch’s the world over—
And in this process bless the people with good motions.
LXXIV
World
Beautiful, Elegant
Suffering, Hurting, Misunderstanding
Cooperation eliminates pain and misery
Dazzling, Unbudging, Caring
Blissful, Joyful
Peace
“A noble belief is usually for a good cause”
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LXXV
the blazing prankster
desired some commotion
as he walked through the class
he remembered a prank pulled
but 3 years prior
red-faced school girls
crazy for a valentine
so he heard
he prepares a love note
in invisible ink pen
to a decent lass to be put
on her desk before class
years earlier he did it well
and someone else got blamed
as intended
and the whole class was in commotion
except him
suddenly on the second note
a miss spell so obvious
and the writing style maybe
a give away
suddenly all about him scream
RAPE RAPE RAPE RAPE RAPE
as it was suggested that would happen
in but the note
no evil intended, his English no good just then
it ought have been embarrassing to get caught
in such an silly writing act
but communication from either side
would have solved all woes
the purpose was to liven up the class
AND IT DID, at cost to one
“If you plan a joke make sure you know the language first”
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LXXVI
Whate’er may rise in motion be aware
That the refrigerium provides good fair fanfare
Canned drinks aplenty beeth the magical ideal
The statical accuracy of science make’th pourable
Nothing like a good cold canned beer
From a vending machine to but persevere
It beeth against the law for machines
To quench the thirst of hardy men
At an entrepreneurship course the very idea
Gained top marks for a group’s academia
Is it indeed fair that phoney idea
Gain best marks for being beer flashy
The presenters got drunk whilst presenting hoax
What a mockery it was by blokes
“Some of the best business ideas may spurt from universities”
LXXVII
Enisled was the incumbent due to her lavish and usuriously pedantic way
She was running from the law but got stranded on an island on payday
The motor on the chopper fostered emication as out of fuel en passe
The magnate had evanesced in all purposes in the joy trip in overstay
Where is SYLLAS now?
No one knew of her thereabouts as she had been severalised as selfish
The rich woman only had friends due to money and yet was still snobbish
Protensive was her stay at the island whilst she escarped together rubbish
The rubbish being rocks to spell an SOS sign throughout the beach in greyish
While she was away a writ of possession had been placed on her many goods.
A statewide search was conducted by her one surviving friend from the hoods.
By now, at the island, the woman had found SYLLAS in spirit when in the woods.
Delirious she was from a hallucinogenic mushroom as a helicopter soared by.
— She was saved twice that day by reaching out in abnormalities.
“Pray like you mean it”
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LXXVIII
The knight was plesiomorphous in chivalry—
To the days of old in faith with the historicity
Of times more virtuous, more proper
As he believe he was an evil abolisher
In these times so modern as prowler
The knight was but a normal person and being
Who desired no fame or recognition in being
He lived for the higher forces alone
He propagated the message through letters
Epistolary he preached his message in errs
Never with the intention to entrick
Instead he portrayed God as centric
In but the nicest ways so eccentric
He preached ‘erin go bragh’ to glorify Ireland
But he did likewise to all nations as a legend
His spirit was in effervesce so subtle
The very fabric was not aware and unwrung
By the knight’s humble deeds so dearly clung
The truth is that many such knights
Roam the Earth not ordained at heights
The truth is that all ‘good’ individuals ought
To be an ephori to leaders so utterly sought
Reality is they don’t care much for it
Many are hagborn and raised so differently
But yet they roam pleasing their circle ably
With their own lives to focus onto
The self proclaimed knights ensue
Mother Teresa, a knightress passed away
And a saint so criticized by many so outré
Ethics explains all her many actions
Many noble hearted individuals become picked on with mutton fists—
Others perceive them as tools or the wise ones as indifferent in mists.
There is a spurious correlation in friendships circles of some knights
And in these cases ignominies may result with duels of severe mights.
“If you have not understood superstition first hand then you do not know the real world”
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LXXIX
The discardure by the panel was quick and swift—
They saw no communal consent in him so miffed
They judged the man no different at all
And hence began his minor just downfall
It mattered not to the hideaway as it was not time
In due time he would seek what was right in rhyme
He never suffered a convincing bad licking
It was by the ravage that he saw the many ships
Afar in the horizon from every nation like airships
It was but a mirage from a different plane
Enlaced where his thoughts ahead inane
He detested the eminence for he was not ready
His mental state akin to illutation as but nobody
He was not velveteen in stature just yet
That was a time in ample totulation for the man
He carried socinianized creeds akin to a caravan
At this moment in time still a bit wee racist
It took time to see the majesty as optimist
And as punishment he inequitated in but hardship
The discipline by higher forces as a firm handgrip
Sheer rigorousness followed for many eons
The ability to parturiate but impeded by real sleep
For sagacious was his struggle with terrors in sweep
But fortunate was he for good physical health
Dwelled with no dracunculiasis-like ill stealth
He was being looked after by a stern parental body
Without realising that apparent negligence so lovely
The ships by the shore now a nightmare gone
“A great degree of negligence by parents is rational if strong seeds have been first planted”
LXXX
Bittersweet is a confusing symphony—
Never-ending until the story unfolds.
Whilst hiding with success from the many cameras.
“Not many can handle fame well”
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LXXXI
The lady procured hard her own species
When she was about to upyat, a squeeze
Deep within her heart she felt it
A press that she could not outwit
Statical was her body system as a shock
Her urosome region ceased in a block
She had finally found her partner
Corven his heart she did but in some vain
He was not immediately aware in arraign
Thinking it, it, she forgot to speak
Distressing it was for her in bleak
The gentleman needed to but move first
Confused was he ‘cause he had coerced
It was just another one he thought
Tales like these happen everywhere in all
Woman meets man and men ought befall
They don’t know how they think
It makes them constantly rethink
The lady chased him not waiting for magic
Distressed is he for he abhors any magic
Men have plenty of fish in the sea
Tales like these happen everywhere in all
Man meets woman and ladies in landfall
They always think very alike in all
They expect it to land like rainfall
The gentleman pursued in pure rationality
Optimistic was she for the sheer accuracy
Ladies always find rampart skeg
Deplorement of the senses ensued as both found other mates—
Her pudendal cleft so expanded and his gonads so ripe as baits.
Elicitate great emotions to others and the process just repeats.
This is the cycle in the search for a mate in all beings and cheats.

“In the quest for everlasting love it is a requirement you first know what you are after”
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LXXXII
a demon had been watching
the wretched soul
not so much evil but a lurker
in dreams
the troubled sleeper saw the being
in but a dream
the ethereal entity sought to help
for he thought the man confused
and sensing an approaching apparition
the man got up
and prepared for a long walk
so the fiend with a third eye,
located on his forehead,
would not reach him
not superstitious but just cautious
he sought his getaway
and as exiting the front door
he could sense the fiend
in his room due to noise
he jogged outside
on the corridors of his apartment
on the third floor
there was no time to take
the stairs
he had to improvise
as he ran not turning back
he decided to climb down the parapets
at the end of the hallway
onto the outside
as he turned he sighted the 3 eyed humanoid
astonished by so much courage
as he disappeared as climbing down
“In a world of abnormalities it is best to play it safe”
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LXXXIII
The advisory counsel to the president
Consisted of the cabinet in abundant
Usually comprised of fifteen individuals
And the vice president in great ordeals
But modern times meet as consultations
And not so much time wasting reunions
Today the staff of the president meets
And the National Security Council feats
Many domestic versus military issues
Occur in the two groups in many rues
The president delegates to small groups
But the NSC forcibly advices with hoops
No room for chivalry and great quests
For heroes in solace like knights in rests
“Real discovery begins by seeing with new eyes”
LXXXIV
In the fifth century BC, Greece consisted of many warring states—
The Peloponnesian War was just a series of battles in three abates.
Athens with one hundred thousand people, a democracy for men.
Spartan the agrarian oligarchy, governed by an aristocratic elite.
Once all allied against the Persians, Thebes and allies fought back.
Athens defeated at the Battle of Tanagra, but they rose in a tack.
But a decade later Sparta again allied to drive back Athens again.
Athens sued for peace in the Thirty Year Peace Treaty as madmen.
Corinth fought for island and sought Athens’ majestic great aide.
But Athens abused Sparta by attaking Megara, an ally so made.
Having breached treaty, Sparta retaliated as war then begins.
Sparta invades Attica to neutralize Athens’ naval fleet in wins.
Pericles and Socrates saw the war as military madness, doomed.
Spartans surround Athens with plague forcing retreat so boomed.
Many attacks ensued, with many heroes and tales so utterly bold.
Lysander besieged Athens and won, a puppet government in cold.
“War for power never works”
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LXXXV
The philosopher did not utilize Occam’s razor
Instead he was a contradistinctive adaptor
Nothing versus totality but a creative hobby
In order to understand things so suddenly
He pondered over the wintergreen plants
It was but a game for conscience in chants
He exhibited sitophobia for doubt of soul
O’ but a fad against some vegies in bowl
Dissonantly he abhorred musical compositions
For fear of being brainwashed in all his actions
Enjoying the tunes but not quite all the lyrics
For it was portended that lyrics led to antics
Great dregginess was seen in all the wars
Memoirs of time taught much in an uproar
Philosophizing about what to exactly wear
He first sought courtepy in Einstein affair
He tried evanescing his consciousness a bit
In the search for the ‘void’ so as to submit
A scary result occurred when he defined all
He became wise and perceived as an oddball
“Philosophizing solves the riddles of abnormalities”
LXXXVI
It is in good manners to swaip
But only when just celebrating
Without malice and arrogance
To show accomplishment once
Explanatory are the wicked ways
Of most prideful in moral gaze
Apotropaically are the snobbish
For they have a desirable wish

“Respect the good accomplishment of others”
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LXXXVII
Ayond the whole Milky Way in vast space
There lays uncountable worlds in brace
A solidare can bring us closer nowadays
To sighting the beauty that will amaze
The sonneteer divulges the cosmic grace
In bid to eradicate and simply just erase
The fear of loneliness imbued within ye
And so if in despair but look up so achy
Do not estrange those in closed worlds
But keep heed of vital crucial catchwords
That may open up the mind of others
Without distorting the many pledgers
“When disclosing shocking news, do so with full awareness”
LXXXVIII
Sentience adores material beauty
Gems and diamonds so blossomy
We tend to savour what is rarest
Why do we do so like a ritualist?
There are cheap rocks out there
Each with unique fissibility in care
Should not fragility be admired?
Should the ‘common’ be mired?
The humble can cherish beauty
By admiring the rocks abashedly
A simple coloured stone is cheap
And yet valued less in but a heap
Different characteristics in rocks
Many different functions in blocs
Some symbolic in valetudinary
Individual preference so murky

“The simplest of minerals can show great beauty when sculpted right”
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LXXXIX
Preclusively the woman plotted against friends.
She had a chart at home for ployment to ends.
Squabash was her intention for some popularity
In the eyes of others as a manipulating queeny
— She had no respect for synoptists
Embroiled were some victims in great confusion
As they clinched tighter in friendship and union
They saw no dilemma but trilemmas in doubt
They sought as to indenizen her wrong spout
— They never knew they were played
She performed in exacritude and precision
So she gossiped behind backs as but a token
When scheme was unveiled she congelated
In personality and character so greatly waded
— She was but stupid and lonely
She was scarred through verbal bastinadoing
And by being a defrayer of hurt she did sing
Her trauma of old in but a bit to be snugged
Concolorous was her art and it so bugged
— Her grace and persona shown
She imprecated in text messages, not words
A sign of conscience still but some hazards
She execrated through gossip and her art
The complexure in groups was very smart
— She wanted just to be admired
Expansible was her fair friendship domain
Thanks to those she were wronging in vain
She never introduced her friends to others
In a bid to stay in control with the answers
— She was human ‘cause of guilt
All her victims should’ve approached her in complete union—
But most didn’t know each other for a striking natured action.
“Everyone has problems; some just don’t know what theirs is yet”
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XC
the man was dressed modern
like a new age adventurer
and he blended in
he had just gambled at the casino
and lost some cash
when he decided
to walk the gardens
on the gardens there was a monument
a square obelisk
waist high
and on top of the obelisk there was
a hand impression
carved deep
he placed his hand on the imprint
his hand too large
but upon such an act
a blast of memories from the past
he remembered his online marriage
when he crossed fingers – for good luck
of course

he remembered the desire of some
but to shoot him
with a very big gun
and as he remembered in an instant
his ethereal spirit provided
a rigorous inner vitality
immediately as he looked up
to savour the sky
a thought of a parallel dimension
bazooka shot
lurked his mind
as the foe tried to smite him
his heart stopped for three seconds
but the ethereal plane could not
cross through
just a strong physical sensation
accompanied by an act
and some silly thoughts

XCI
This certain human breed, or species, thrived—
But bizarrely as they just sought to superplease
I have always wanted to meet such critters
But scared am I of abusing them in matters
I believe they stand out glisteringly, mayhap not—
And they may even think different than us in trot
The irony is that I have met equivalents so selfish
Who yet superpleased conscious of their fetish
They decorticate in gist, but the human essence that pass by them—
Their reasoning in selfishness is due to popularity that may just stem.
“Hilarity and humour is dehumanizing if done to excess”
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XCII
The obsessive compulsive acted not just once—
He had a supervening character with penance
He punished himself by passing on bad habits
That ultimately affected how others’ spirits
— He just wanted his friends to think alike
This friend venerated intelligent creatures—
And mocked severely stupidity and abusers
Concludency indicated he was but a psycho
But his OCD explained his many mannerisms
— Gossip by others is what did harm
He worked with vibrancies, checking three times—
And shaking three times and petty social crimes.
He exhibited trenchancy for due noble respect
And his illness was often completely unchecked
— There was nothing wrong with him
My friend was but a spoiled grown astute man—
With wealth aplenty by bequest as a madman
His name mentioned in a different book & byline
He never importuned to any soul but his mum
— A lone misfortunate child but so lucky
“Never expect anything from your parents but love”
XCIII
Richard Branson, the prime example in universities—
Transformative leadership defined from his series
At but eighteen setting up Virgin Records in shock
Rapidly fostered everywhere with great dire talk
With determination and superb innate charisma
He swooned the hearts of many with no trauma
Born in an upper class but not devoid of wisdom
He sought to live life to the max in every theorem
— The Virgin brand was diversified in pure brilliance
“Celibacy does not entirely define a virgin completely, inclusion of the heart does”
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XCIV
Chief executive officers have similar traits
They all rely on visceral feelings in straits
Innate spryness is imbued in all character
They exsufflate all worries as a reformer
The best of leaders affix controlled urges
They averruncate problems with adages
Insaturable is their urge for great progress
And many aspire for the task in no success
Sleeplessness afflicts all the great chiefs
And alas it is a difficult life with no reliefs
The smart ones manipulate many others
Into doing the work for them as members
Servant leadership is the honourable way
And by empowering subordinates in say
They become personally loved by workers
Ye have to be smart in but servantic spurs
Kantian leadership is respectable as well
It turns followers into leaders like a bell
With consideration in all conflict so smart
Democratic leadership at its best in heart
Spiritual leadership is commonly unheard
It rejects self interest that is so acquired
It provides dignity for many subordinates
With many cooperative community habits
Autocratic leadership no good in businesses
Great but for fast decisions in dire urgencies
A military regime that is not quite sustainable
It brings contempt to undisciplined, so actual
There are many types of leaderships and the executive should be but aware—
In bare artily swipes as if on a ship at sea; so motive as one could be in flare.

“All people are born leaders; you just have to know your leadership style”
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XCV
The advoutress was not to blame
She had been raised in bare shame
No one taught her right from wrong
All she wanted was a love to belong
The male stud was not to blame
Society had expectations in gale
They all taught him wrong things
He wanted was to satisfy his urging
The basis of morals ought to be just transcolated well—
The hearts of men and women were prone to compel
Implex their sense of reason early so as to aide unwell
To debonair the psyche is but an art worth so swell
The notions of virtue can be allegorized in full extent—
The tiniest of ill catalysts can lead one astray in ascent
Skittish are most of a great change from deep within
Let them be if they are happy; in but a total backspin
If thou’st try to change a person you may be stultified—
So proceed with grace and be happy by your bedside
Your bed may be empty and you may envy, but for what?
Do not compare yourself to others and think as fortunate
— Diversity is abruptly debatable and decisional by psyche
“Comparing yourself to others is wrong but we all do it at one point”
XCVI
Tragic is the day when we reach a sad rodomont state—
It happens to all of us as we simply want to perpetuate
Impressions are important for the survival in but rebate
We desire to be respected with much stunt, as a mate
Become trifarious in perception
Dualities can make one broken
Think in many different ways
So as to just completely daze
“In the face of two dire unacceptable options, try to think of another way”
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XCVII
The inconcoction was sprawled on the floor—
The critter just spewed a lot.
No one was meant to drink so much in gore.
The critter got really drunk.
The friends adjudicated his wild party fate—
The critter was given water.
No one could stand the stench in any rate.
The critter was not alone.
But the person enfeoffed to great popularity—
The critter set a drinking record.
No one believed one could drink so damn heavy.
The critter paid the dire price.
“Getting absolutely drunk is an experience that is not often repeated with wisdom”
XCVIII
Appulsive is the jungle
Root of most life
Alluring as some bait
The majesty but overwhelms
The sound of life
In abundance so relieved
You are not alone
When surrounded with life
There is undulation galore
In the trees abound
In glorious Britannic grace
The Amazon so roams
Proverbially is jungle gist
Roisterous are the predators
“Great nations are inspired by beauty in whatever country”
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XCIX
In a world of abnormalities
Order thrives in prolific oases
There is hope for the agitated
And the accursed in vapid
Life is bound to depolymerise
And the opposite in great prize
Conferring is but a great key
For a path in bliss so fancy
Enounce yourself extremely free
When the paranormal is bumpy
An epiphany will come soon
Just admire art so in tune
Enfiladed your soul will but be
When you find yourself ready
In despair just procure deep
With your mind in a sweep
Rusticate yourself in your town
For the clarity is very near uptown
Do not become a defaulter
Instead make evil a deposer
In a world of many possibilities
Put sheer brutal evil in paresis
The grass is greener in focus
And all becomes just ageless
Reason yourself to happiness
So you can become joyous
“Mental conditioning is best done by oneself with reason”
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C
1571-1610
Michaelangelo Merisi, known as Caravaggio revolutionised painting—
A painter of great intensity and realism unequalled, artistically sousing.
A climax in golden age of European art, just one man to set a standard.
An antinomian despising all know laws of life and art in surreal placard.
A trouble maker when not quite twenty fleeing to Rome from police—
Financial and professional success, punctuating many crimes for lease.
A reputation for violence and sodomy but never charged with the latter.
Fleeing a murder he was made a knight in Malta, but again a crime abuser.
He fled again to Rome, seeking refuge for other crimes at thirty nine—
He died of fever at Porto Ercole; admirable he painted, criminal in sign.
His parents died young, explaining his anger – paintings showed religion.
A humble and contrite heart with fanatical devotion to art in no abandon.
A true artist continually and constantly improving his many techniques—
An advocate of ‘total realism’, dragging poor people in many great shrieks.
Painting in oils to achieve smoothness, luminosity and transparency in all.
Chiaroscuro his favourite technique, painting in life and not dearly small.
— A teller of Christianity in so many profane passionate viral ways.
CI
Thy knave beeth disobedient good sire—
He lacks discipline and dutiful good desire.
Gesse what he’ll be when fully grown up?
A sloth in every deed and motion with cup.
Nay, he shan’t be a beggar at old age—
The boy gloars to learn outside a cage.
He ebulliates with freedom and passion.
There is hope for him if you but examine.
Ye must cover him in moral assument—
Audenesque of royalty in but raw element.
His childhood was dear in antecedement.
Succorable he beeth, that boy so elegant.

“Treating someone with no dignity in respect can make them ponder”
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CII
Thine knave is but a merry noddy at heart
Beeth him a merry drunk with a pushcart?
Beeth him with bad vices, so detrimental?
He but visits the dramseller, so abnormal.
Thine knave just gets drunk all day long.
Beeth his actions so overdue and wrong?
Beeth his mannerisms fault of the liquor?
He is contabescent in every deed and vigor.
The man’s prognathism stereotypes drunks.
Beeth his addiction to hootch in debunks?
Beeth his idolous nature to booze a hunch?
He is now sick-abed in a great big crunch.
Thine knave is no more, now who to subsume?
His belly so gullied in o’ a tragic event in gloom.
No oinement will cure his great mental wound.
His amovability no hassle at all; he not around.
— Bemasked was the knave’s identity.
CIII
I stop my scooter at the signal
I see the driver beside laughing hard—
he heard me singing through the helmet
I can see him now, I am embarrassed
and then I see green
I let him speed up.
the scooter moves in front of traffic
not very fast it moves.
I think
doesn’t anybody go through this?
I think
do they sing too?

if they do
they are foolish at times too
for we all love freedom too.
my body moving as one with vehicle
his helmet sweating in summer
by afternoon it gets stenchy.
I ride to work very fast
and then get out
beating peak traffic.
seeing other people through windows
I realise I am but a normal human.
nobody seems to care.

“Trivialities in life can make great conversation pieces”
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CIV
Assessionary are fathers towards their children
Inclavated and rigid are mothers in no abjection
Stereotypes are erroneous but help understand
— Ignominiousness prevails in backhand
Parents alike seem threadbare in children’s eyes
Children desire efflatedness and no dire sacrifice
Stereotypes are erroneous but help understand
— The family unit acts as a consociation
Bestrew are the seeds of platonic love abounds
Relationships are reezed when folk stop rounds
Stereotypes are erroneous but help understand
— Love is at vergency when by a strand
One day the parents become reclusive and old
In due time we all become haggardly and cold
Stereotypes are erroneous but help understand
— Parents invoke the children so bland
Whereso the cycle in humanity is nearly always the same—
The ego is mortal abashedly and wrongly in a great flame.
“The world is strange as no one gets envious if you are last”
CV
Barkbound are those so completely smothered
Utterly docile and pepless in spirits so acquired
But as a great bonus non-aggressed in totality
Their minds in aerification, not of air but of duty
The smothered discern exprobrations galore
Sylleptic notions in a vicious round of raw gore
The so over loved prone to few squibbed traits
Steddy they learn when free from nest’s gates
All grown up they re-invent the cycle of life as a termer—
Some inclement whilst others behaving as a crude swapper.
“Love in any form does not necessarily need verbal communication”
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CVI
The high income earner was utterly haughty
He believed himself smarter due to his liberty
He had studied many years in few universities
And he climbed the corporate ladder in volleys
He thought himself better than most others
And he looked down on plebs as mere actors
Little did he ponder that others had no luck
His life was in pure serendipity, poor schmuck
Some common people strived in perseveration
They loathed the arrogance the foe in caution
The rich successful worker looked down on all
He imbastardized others in contempt overall
The truth is simple, high earners are not bright
Luck guides them to an easy job in no affraight
Over time all becomes a mere routine, so easy
And he learns nothing new so plain obviously
His focus in work was so specific, so beeth dumb
Devoid of the luxuries of ample time and idiom
He still thought he was better than capable ones
His life revolved around work as a misfortune
He ceased to understand a common person too
I believe most people should pity him in a coup
And not be envious of rich success in mad people
A choice of life was made as utterly as univocal
An accomplisher had earned high but at a price
For he became very distant from true paradise
For he became a wierangle through ill choice
It might’ve been better if he spoke his voice
In success he dwelt with demons in his head for hath desired differently—
The employers had employed wrongly for inside he reprobated so weary.

“Just because someone doesn’t work does not mean they are stupid”
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CVII
The lady became a witherling with age
How wrong in judging her as if in a cage!
Her mind was sharper than most
Her will to live greater than most
And she would shout as if allatrating
She had severe zest in urging
The youth think older people differ much
Did it matter if she used a lot her crutch?
She spoke always stammeringly
She understood in great ability
Her ubiquitariness astounded the youth
She sure taught the very uncouth
The old woman execrably abhorred youth
For they judged her with a lot of untruth
Her words transfixed in many minds
Her inner gesture in many due kinds
She made some realise the tragedy of time
She made a difference as sublime
“Having older friends is the quickest path to maturity”
CVIII
His spiritual essence was perfused—
It was a simple task for the confused
He just sought to ignore his being
And focus on externalities in swing
By understanding the world around
Everything flowed so as to astound
Philosophy his humble good friend
In order to completely apprehend
— The basics of the very existence
— A stepping stone in all incidence
He allied with Buddha but improved
The path to Nirvana utterly approved
But it would take longer this way
As it made it a game to wait in day
“The representation of the self is aligned with the surroundings”
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CIX
The fair dame lived with a great fruitful appetence—
She had been knighted for her great mental defence.
Brutally assaulted and violated throughout her life
She understood reality from asylums as a lowlife.
The bold knight was so anointed because of wisdom—
She had been compromitted in many feuds of odium.
Contrariwise she was fully sane and lucid in the mind
She provided contrarious wisdom for more redefined.
The fair dame was able to snathe the best candidates—
She pathed good souls to the noble way and educates.
Savagely an indorsor of souls for the Monach to date
She was a good luck charm for the realm to renovate.
The bold knight brought fortuity and ideas to the realm—
She purveyed a pretty noble imagery to simply overwhelm.
Merciless she prevented thwartness from establishing firm
She was majestic and secluded to secess when in midterm.
— Every nation is in need of inspirational muses.
“Great thinkers and doers may even be lazy”
CX
Prescient are soothsayers
Logic thriving efformation
Rationality in aberrancy
Guiding when tasking
Injunctive spoken mannerisms
Predicting through psychology
Influencing and dusting
Reason in actuation
Embolismatic every time
Soothsayers so manipulative
“Group psychology should never be abused”
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CXI
a dreamer’s paradise
a spiritual walk in the urban jungle
walking through sidewalks but seeing life
as observed by a much higher
entity.
a dreamer’s paradise
a spirit stroll seeing all matter
for what it really is.
living beings as inferior puppets
modern urbane objects
made of similar starstuff.
walking over a bridge so fine
looking down on the river
I see boulders so clear
under the waters.
it all looks like as if just made
of plastic!
every rock, every crevice
every object, every being
every single f*cking thing
all looks like plastic!
a polymeric existence
the sky but ‘real’ ethereal
oh what a nasty curse!
bewitched American Indian spell
begone, begone, and be gone...
I long for God back into my life
give me reason, give me sense
give everything life!
but just some focus and some sleep
to break the trance.
“Understanding the value of sentience gives us something to fight for”
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CXII
Gunpowder transformed warfare
Compass revolutionised navigation
The printing press every human activity
Explosion of knowledge in the Gutenberg age
Unprecedented social change in mass produced books
The year started in fourteen fourteen for revolution
Armies of scribes in ages of old
Agencies of humans to write in behold
Equipped with quills and ink pots so controlled
Never ending inaccurate task of copying
Johannes Gutenberg emerged with reckoning
Chinese invented printing much earlier but in blocking
Gutenberg, experienced as goldsmith
Placed metal blocks in wine pressing
Advanced alloy technique in blocking
Oil based ink he had carefully invented
Durable lettered plates fully accredited
Two hundred and seventy letters crafted
For the first printed Bible in history
Twenty men aided very speedily
One hundred and eighty copies yearly
But a start before his financier confiscated all
A pension and 440 gallons of wine is all in appal
His last days spent as a humble bookseller as downfall
Books started becoming readily available throughout Europe—
People flocked for the chance to become literate in a lineup.
Discoveries accumulated en mass so as to really overdevelop.
Thousands of topics...
Funds in ballistics...
Errands for heretics...
“When purchasing someone a gift book for someone, be sure you know them well”
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CXIII
The hardships were inflicted adventitiously
Incomposedly was he or pain in oversupply
The impacted suffered vehemently
They thought it humorous abashedly
Inconsequentness abounded so abnormally
They saw void apperil in probability
It was the bel-esprit that hit strikingly
Coronachs were played before he was dead
The man caparisoned as dead to but mislead
He had hit rock-bottom but not pitied
Encoffined in spirit but so not freed
His eyes suffering from bleareye and wearied
Exestuated for attention and frenzied
He sought help but all so darn emptied
The populace abregged the man in stupidity
Unambiguous were the masses at last ably
They understood he suffered airily
The horror dawned just then purely
Inhance his life and joy with fantastic booty
Consumptively he thrived in poetry
“An overflowing wallet only amounts to troubles”
CXIV
Confounded but also deluded the man was apologetic—
Downgraded in a glow so aged because no longer athletic.
Medicated but a hero in mud with sharp claws so barbaric
He became exhilarated in a show of stud as he did pause in tic.
The almighty battered individual survived many battles—
Battles with himself with great potentials
For learning he was with struggles
Compromised with chuckles
As changing arsenals
Stored within.
He lived!
“Mankind’s capacity to survive establishes them as adaptable – what of the individual?”
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CXV
Cats as diplomats
Potentially with cuteness
Cats as aristocrats
Evading and yet abiding
Cats as copycats
Where is that nasty fur ball?
Cats as democrats
Generally prancing glamorously
Cats as in pussycats
Purring and overanalysing
Cats as technocrats
In Facebook with a cookbook!
Debiled was the cat—
Its name but scratchy
Scratchy the cat, absolutely!
Cats with tats
Bizarrely but blamelessly
Cats as acrobats
Abducting and not boring
Cats in habitats
They conquered you!
“Elegant creatures become renowned through insignias”
CXVI
Every time I see you I become admonished in delinquent severe cowardly expressive fear.
Seeing your hand raised in a fluttering show is enough to enfeeble the core of my many
elastic bones. I am no humane match as I am totally intimidated in serious despair of thine
brute force in strength and unbeatable snarl in voice. The very essence of your soul is
malicious and fearsome to my very presence in being to the core. When I sight thee I am
immobilised and suppressed in movement as I shriek out in great horror without managing a
sorrowful sound. Your malignant touch makes me shit my juiced up indecent pants. In all
due respectful clemency I beg and implore for you not to hurt me no more for I fear you so
much that even when my heart has stopped beating I dread still being conscious in isolated
horror. I beg you please not to hurt me with your intoxicated demeanour and believe me
dead when I but feign the mortal embrace. I am but utterly crumpled so never mistake me
for defiant for I am blameless in expression when o’ so paralysed.
“It is possible to be mentally fearless but your nerves may not react the same way”
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CXVII
You turn me on
So please be my Valentine
For I am attracted to you
And I but hope for a root
You turn me on
So kiss me under mistletoe
For it is the season spirit
And I need kids someday
You turn me on
So call me on my birthday
For I believe in pity fucks
And I am sick of the hand
You turn me on
So just make a good move
For I have been rejected
And I am so deeply unsure
You turn me on
So let me kiss you in public
For I am desperate for it
And I am not shy with you
You turn me on
So bring you girlfriend too
For I have much to learn
And I think I just want you
You turn me on
So believe in yourself too
For I know I turn you on
And let’s just hold hands
“Resorting to sweet words for seduction is called cheating”
CXVIII
They emotionally bull-dozed the broken-hearted—
And in a brazen show of force they but expanded.
There was no winning scenario, it was win-win.
A definite resolution for the long cases herein.
Deformed in motion but improved in every way
It was an evolving developmental long foreplay.
“Deforming your innate character for the better will add a history of hurt”
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CXIX
a different country and hence
a whole new vibe.
different foods and culture
affecting their real emotions
in unimaginable ways not predicted.
poorer infrastructure or
more complex advanced societies
whatever the case the emotions adjust
to suit the movie script of life.
dwelling in total boredom
then travel far and understand
the other world in fantasy land.
you become a real life star
projecting alienisms to be subverted
into the local collective
in full force.
however it becomes scary
when fully integrated
because then you see the hellhole
for what it is.
even developed nations have a hell
so broad and concise where people but
live in absolute fear
and isolation.
never overstay a visit
in your fantasy land.
enjoy, grow wiser
and then leave
before it gets you too.
surprise!
“Possessive beeth it whom never let others divulge their thoughts”
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CXX
In a world of abnormalities
So riddled with absurdities
It may feel like life is not worth living
In such instances believe in the aiding
Whenever times are tough and direst
Whenever you are all utterly alone
There is a word that incites a new hope
All you have to do is remember in scope
That the word SYLLAS represents all these teachings
Enclosed in these pages in saying and all its rulings
The English attributed meaning to this word
As one that suffers from weaknesses in mind
It is just a crafty well done joke
For a good heart is weak in folk
In a world of abnormalities abound
You do not have to be one so found
Good people who suffered and endured
Have assured and so bravely matured
YOU ARE NOT ALONE
Start by appreciating something so minor
In every sense without it being a bummer
And that is a start for further exploration
So as not leave one in complete abandon
Remember the wisdom that resonates
And no longer will you be with inmates
Life is glorious and very long lasting indeed
You may only understand as you concede
THERE IS HIGHER LIFE IN YOUR WORLD
And in the right time in your scope of life
The truth will be unveiled without strife
— Good things come to good people
“SYLLAS is not an abnormality”
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CXXI
The Goth girl predicated her own demise—
She was not qualitied for work/job replies.
Unimpeachably she longed to do something
As she was bored and self amusing
Each and every day just shoe fussing
She juddered so nervously alone in her cave
She belonged in a very good enclave
The Goth girl was not asseveratory in ways—
Avouchable to her own lonely self in arrays
Parridicious thoughts ran rampart in mind
And without any adiaphory in kind
The rope seemed slithery by much
And her neck unsmirched by sense of touch
She just inculpated others as such
Audaciously she did become when gazing—
She saw the beauty in colours in late spring
She understood peccability for the first time
Although very naughty in her crime
She knew she never hurt a single soul
Thurgh persistence she understood SYLLAS
When reading a classy poetry book
Her atrabilariousity went away in thinking—
She knew not to commit arrogation again
She put herself into other people’s places
Her life was now in ordonnance
She knew now how to just live life
Her inner being became antrorse and rife
She had purpose altogether right
The unnurtured became a full grown lady—
And things subvened good for her in a hurry
She discovered her creed was docetism in all
Everyone is different so no downfall
She asked politely for some small cash
Her parents saw the change so no backlash
A baksheesh seemed all nice and fair
— She lived very happy for eons
“Doing favours when bored solves problems”
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CXXII
The praised and glorified prophet Muhammad—
Born in five hundred and seventy after comrade,
In the town of Mecca in present day Saudi Arabia.
Received visions from Gabriel the angel as a saga.
The revelations were archived in noble Qur’an—
At the time of birth an Arab world warred by clan.
A patriarch predicted Muhammad’s great future.
He married a dame sixteen years older in venture.
Three sons perished and four daughters prosper—
Retreating to a cave for asceticism as an embracer
Of ideas fostered by Jews and Christians, all alike.
At age forty a dream indicated his heart in spike.
Disclosing experience, three more years ensued—
Regular visions as Gabriel ordered to all conclude.
Principles of virtue were all taught and preached.
But persecution took place in noble men reached.
Many tribes feared and offered gifts, all denied—
Given leeway into heaven in great exaulted stride,
He became knowledgeable of five daily prayers.
Many battles ensued for survival but he ensnares.
Muhammad a political and military mastermind—
Beheaded Jews and Christian who refused in blind.
But a break in Meccan truce led to retaliation in war.
Muhammad captured Mecca and no more idols afar.
Age of ignorance gone, Islam good with Arabs—
But aged sixty two he preached in great hubs
And then died suddenly in Aishah, by then with
Nine wives and many followers, it was no myth!
Islam means surrender, to the great will of God—
Sunni caliph Abu Bakr united the tribes abroad.
Islam spread Far East with many assassinations.
Indeed many wars ensued for silly figurations.
“There was no sense in diversity in the past”
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CXXIII
Their three bodies so close together—
Spared the cold in calefacience like fur
None attercop in nature, all but caring
For their very survival they hath a ring.
Uxorious they were all in thought—
For finning thoughts were so brought.
Cimicidae flew in masses in the adobe.
One more sensitive and the more tasty.
When the snow storm but subsided—
They vamoose towards a lair so heated.
They sought to be brenningly so aided.
To avoid a febrific fate that pounded.
Three desperate souls fighting for life—
They would revanche in the future for the strife.
“When fighting for sheer survival then inner characters get unveiled”
CXXIV
The lodging landlord pondered merely on dit—
Rumour had the guest pilfered jenneting buds
From his good orchard with sly subtle methods.
The servant, the apposer, talked of bad hatreds.
“The guest beeth drinking from the stoup—“
“Get him now!”
Forealleged, the landlord was ready for his strike—
No mercy in these times, the battle axe like a pike.
Where is the sense of reason in these times?
Are thefts for food essentials worth that much?
How about a demoralising shameful talk instead?
There was no fugitiveness, if reasoned it could’ve been solved!
The unsuspecting guest just needed probation.
“In making a passive point sometimes it is good to go straight to the extremes”
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CXXV
I saw my friend very troubled
he had a drug habit that
could not be solved.
I often mentioned this new drug
being developed
by the name of ‘Cypin’.

in a heroic ordeal
of reasoning versus myth
he doubtfully and hesitantly
flung the pill so far
into the bushes.
“I don’t need this”

I was in touch with the lead researcher
for many years.
it fostered dentrite growth and ligaments
potentially the new ‘limitless’ fiction drug
a drug of wonders.

he was scared of side effects
in part.

one day he visited me at home
and I lied saying I had
the experimental version
of the drug.

I confessed to him soon after
in a dubious way.

I put a convincing act
and I believe he mostly believed
that it would end his woes.
the pill but a muscle relaxant
given to me.

my plan worked
genuine placebo and willpower!

I would not be surprised
If he searched the bushes
later that night.
it was a difficult choice.
I invented placebo.

“Lying for the greater good becomes more ethical if you confess after”
CXXVI
I sometimes wished and longed
for perfect vision
but being slightly short sighted
is not so bad.
it is a sign of intelligence
and the world looks more artful.
if you want to look hip
various spectacles can be adorned.

I dreamed of seeing the stars so perfect
that being my only fallacy as
being stuck behind glass prisons
is utter damnation.
laser on eyes, no way!
I am happy the way I am
thank heavens I can see!

“If someone needs a bit of money for a life changing operation, consider charity deeply”
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CXXVII
He hath not cherished his domiciliary visit—
The host propitiated in a manner so exquisite
But yet the guest concupiscently longed more.
The host vectitated his chores as part of tour.
There were limits to what he could do.
He hath a perverse dire case of gallomania—
With no intentions of requitement in dogma
A French harlot had been summoned by him.
Exculpating his actions as male need, so grim.
Secrecy in lodging often does ensue.
The morning apricity was so very dense—
A bucktoothed wench in dear munificense
Stood in horrific slutty abatement, so tense.
A crooked nose and unshaven in all sense,
The morning after always a shock.
Her scintillant gaze her only due decency—
The unscrupulous man enervated so achy
Hath regretted deeply his mischievous act.
For he had no money to give the quacked.
Injudicable by court of law the case.
The red haired harlot conceded defeat—
She was happy with the breakfast in heat.
A night’s work for a bit of soord and eggs;
It had been her second serving so egged.
Instituted was sin, but in a room.



Squeasiness and regrets befall ultimately the minds of the scrupulous—
He had wanted love but instead satisfied carnal lust that was noxious.
She had wanted cash but instead obtained a triple breakfast in nexus.
The host hath gone away for hours but on return a mess, total ruckus.
— Be considerate in lodgings.

“It is not much effort to tidy your bed when staying as guest”
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CXXVIII
The spoiled brats were so ravenous—
They desired breakfast so effortless.
Granuliferous was the sugary cereal.
Bad for them and also to abdominal.
Imbettered they became with bread.
Savouring taste, also thought ahead.
Averred of goods by their ill parents,
They believed brekky good at once.
Foredated was the life expectancy
Of the malnourished child in agony.
“Eating together on one table, as a family, is a luxury a wide number do not have”
CXXIX
The modiste had difficulty designing a beret.
He was but a Frenchman in an all out melee.
The German modiste could outdo him in skill,
And so the Frenchie plotted a demise in chill.
He longed to arenate his foe in his due grave
For embarrass him in talent he would in save.
Save his own dignity he intended, for France!
Intercedence in contest with some romance—
A new beret with scent, in due avengeance!
The German this time still won, with science.
“A competitive workplace is hazardous when members differ in skills”
CXXX
Ye listen to me, misbileve that mere salesperson!
He does not intend good to thee. He’ll abandon!
Abandon me? In time of need? No way, he cares!
A lifetime warranty, he promised me so in affairs.
Ye listen to me, misbileve for the company shuts!
Egarrette is flawed, atomizer will bust; it is fraud!
Aye, I believe you, but too late for I hath bought.
“Learn to do your research before committing to something”
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CXXXI
Robin Hood, the prince of thieves
Disembrangle to just bring grieves
Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire
His humble adobe in a great big choir
Loxley in Sheffield but his home birthplace
Maybe myth due to dubious grave in base
Partaking in waivure of fees and that of evil
Regarding women and archery so impartial
Against the clergy for the greed, maybe abusers
Driven to outlaw status due to misrule in wuther
A yeoman in missigness, a legacy in minds
Demureness in quest, a witch cult in winds
“The hearts of men are swayed by noble ideals”
CXXXII
How heavenly is the notion to be physically impeded from committing sin.
How a dreadful concept to be incapable to land but a single punch with grin.
How am I to live if I cannot hurt a single person who brings forth grievance?
I say NAY!
I shall defend myself in arms.
I shall expend myself in harms.
Harm ye I shall if ye harms me.
Hit ye I won’t, if ye not hit me.
If ye commits sin against other
Then I shall be there as aider
To bring justice to afflicted sir.
“Sin is causing ‘any’ form of harm as ‘sheer’ reason is absent from the equation”
CXXXIII
Bolstering flowering flounced seeds in stampedes at the garden is a reason for treason.
“Manipulation of someone is best starting at the primeval point – a suggestive seed”
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CXXXIV
The martial artists practised fiercely
The dojo is earthly domain as lovely
Practising the kata with demureness
There was no other way for actress
Impeccancy on her part, not abused
Her husband a basher now defused
He now could not beat her with fists
Impedible he became in many twists
Cropt as a brute husband in defeats
No room for any more viral deceits
Titivated he became, and so eloquent
He now intended to bash with words
Portentously ahead he was as a nerd
Prognathy ensued in her in a speech
She lashed back with a great screech
The man was smashed with karate
His speech brought guilt in acidity
There were no winners in decency
— The man less of a man
— The woman less of a girl
“Originality is almost always readily noticeable”
CXXXV
The adolescent youth had impinged on my big pride
He had no right given my seniority so greatly deified
I surmised he had been using drugs in exceeding excess
I feigned two punches and then let him strike in stress
I let him punch my great heart and felt the innitency
In dispensation I cautioned him and left semi-lamely
I never saw him since as I did resupinate his small ego
A tree was in roration nearby, I imagined his plateau
I smote a youth with kindness, calmness and in shun
I didn’t protrusively bad mouth the delinquent runt
But I felt for the poor kid for being so stupid in being
It was not right to asperse his reputation in showing
— Just what a ignorant fool he was.

“A genuine philosopher is wise”
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CXXXVI – Extract from my diary (I value my privacy – do you value your identity?)

here was a night in the year of 2011 in which I will never forget. I was having problems going to
sleep late one night and I stood thinking in my bed completely coherent to thoughts that may affect me.
I then decided to turn to the other side of the bed and as I rested my head onto
the pillow facing towards the floor I noticed a beam of orange light protruding
from the ground. It was strange to notice the shape that looked like a four leaf
rectangular flower of some sort, one foot by one foot approximately. What was
stranger still was that my light bulb for the room was broken, the door locked,
and the curtains drawn closed. There was no light source inside the room aside
from the green digits from my clock radio and a small light from the touch display
from my computer. My LCD screen was disconnected from my laptop and the laptop was switched off.
I examined the unknown beam of light protruding from the ground and I was still befuddled as to where the
origin of its power could be emanating from. I live on a two bedroom apartment on the third floor and there
was no way a laser beam could be shone from the level below. Frustrated about the phenomenon I turn a
blind eye and relocate to the other side of the bed whence I attempt to get some sleep. It is not before too
long in which I notice some orange beams of lights flashing on the wall behind me. I turn around and I notice
that my LCD monitor was projecting small caricatures at random locations in regular time interval all over the
screen. I once again checked the cable and noticed it was not connected, but the power to the LCD was
connected. I examined closely these caricatures approximately 1 centimetre in diameter. Each time a new
figure flashed a new one appeared with a different size nose. I slowly turned the screen so that it would face
the wall and I could not sight these bizarre phenomena. Frustrated I locate to the living room and as I go to
open the curtains towards the Veranda I notice that my shadow projected onto the wall lacked a head! I was
initially startled by this, I moved closer to the wall and around the room and it became the clear to me that my
neck was broken in this shadow and it lay slung off the shoulders towards the ground as if it had been
completely dislocated. I moved to all sorts of positions inside the room and still this phenomenon could not be
explained. At one point I shouted at the shadow by which to me there seemed to be a reply emanating, ‘so
what!’.
Rather perplexed, not scared, but yet calm I decide to sleep off this incident. I could not go to sleep
unfortunately and about 3am in the morning I decide to go for a walk down the street towards the local
shopping district. Normally in my neighbourhood it is unusual to have any individuals perusing the streets in
these strange hours. But as I passed a corner of a pub I noticed three other individuals approaching the apex
of the T-junction of the road from different directions. Indeed I seemed to complete the picture as being the
fourth individual as we all passed by each other in approximately the same location. Two of the other
individuals seemed startled by something; however, I could not gather what that was. One of them
approached me with blinking eyes and his arms stretched out up saying, ‘is this really happening? Is this really
happening?’. I pretty much ignored the three individuals and proceeded my way towards the local vegetable
grocer down the road as I was just interested in a walk. As I approach the vegetable grocer I notice the lights
were on inside and instead of vegetable on the racks it was all empty, this through the glass windows. I could
not quite believe so I lightly tap the bottom glass panel with my boot only to notice it shattered completely
upon contact. The next day everything was back to normal and the vegetable grocer was trading as usual.
What the hell happened? PS: The grocer called for a replacement for the shattered glass.

(Extract End)
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CXXXVII
I had just bought a black leather
suede jacket
and was wearing black gear
with a fancy watch and phone
and decided to hit
the busy night time streets.

they forced me to strip down
to search for drugs;
how awful!
they took my prints,
my shoes and socks.
ten individuals in a cell
with no socks
on a cold stone floor.

it was full moon
as I went out alone.
I see some policemen
rustling a couple of youths
into a van
only to noticed he dropped his phone
as he shut the door.
the car speeds up
(headquarters only about a block
from ‘Truman Oval’)

I found some socks!
dirty and smelly on the corner
left by someone.
I washed them in the basin.
someone got envious.
“my socks now”, I exclaim.

I pick up the phone and decide
walk to the station
to return it.
I pass a woman soliciting herself
to passing cars.

they eventually let me go,
with the extra socks.
now, what happened in the intermission?
its simple, I broke 7 traffic violations
and crashed my car spectacularly
after a chase.

...*skipping the in-between details*...
no, I don’t ask her for sex!
but I get taken in for interrogation
for allegedly stealing a policeman’s phone

the car skidded with no engine for
100 metres.

the hooker gets taken in to the main
office, after me.
for street prostituting.

I had thought I’d died!

for reasons unknown to me
they decide to lock me up temporarily
with other inmates
in this temporary cell.

so much for the best car
I had ever had.
a bargain for $800!

I lived...

“There is no glory in trespass of the law – just shame”
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CXXXVIII
The road was long but in equal coextensiveness
To the railway track so shunned.
In exsiliency he went out of the train carriage
As never again inside he swore.
The man was no Jackslave, no poor commuter,
He but sought luxuriousness.
Public transportation in conglutination so braced,
Not the way for a man with a car.
Accombination of both was the way he travelled,
No more, not again, with carpark.
Ratty he felt in peak hour traffic so congested
But by being an hour early, voila!
His facound better at work without stress nomore.
They thought him eager, at work.
The boss in gesturement of appeasement indeed,
And so it seemed promotion ‘twas.
The boss hath never shrived the truth so devious,
For it was just the traffic he loathed.
With no dubilation the man received a promotion.
He cumbered since very nervous.
Not dispositive to the task he asked to relocate,
His stipendiary still largely equal.
In increpation of a better pay, he worked at home.
Serendipity led to a snapping!
“If work is your home then less mental stress follows”
CXXXIX
Four vegetarians dining at a carvery—
First time in a decade so elaborately.
They sought prime beef for a change.
Reastiness in meat, as a shortchange.
They knew not the difference simply
Because they forgot the taste so dryly.
Never again vowed them so drunkenly.
“With advents of modern technology you would imagine perfect imitation meat possible”
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CXL
The guy had amazing wit online, however
In person others thought him as a witling.
Sdeinful were they of him in bombarding
Their brutal verbal assault with mockery.
Coping criticism, remaining calm, so sotilte.
Accumbent he was on the couch to litigate.
Some day he would averruncate their gait.
Exculpatory was he ‘cause he was decent
Hence no room for foolishness in deeds.
And so he demanded decency in pleads.
He beeth not juvenescent in the psyche
But he enjoyed the presence of uncouth.
Had he spoken the denaturalized truth
It would have shattered, just like his book.
Not many enjoy solivagant lives so solitary in friendships—
Prospicience motivates the wanderer like few manuscripts.
“Some individuals will never experience pain or suffering – feel happy for them”
CXLI
The student showed perpensity in friendships,
She had not expected other similar kinships.
The distincture was too great between others,
But yet there were similarities in splendours.
The notion was dainty, she would make a bud!
They conversed and laughed and appreciated
Their new friendship and likeness in character.
Anxietude gone, with both, they have a wager.
They bet on whether other likeminded exist.
The odds against the notion, they are in twist.
Hoping to complete a social circumincession
They do meet five more on last year in rerun.
—
In a world of abnormalities
at least eventually you ought
to find what you heart wants.
“If current times are hard try something fun”
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CXLII
The year was nineteen eleven when spilt
the World’s largest luxury liner; ’twas built!

TITANIC
Twenty six thousand tonnes of hull,
Eight hundred and eighty feet as fable
For a long hull indeed.
It was in 1912 the plead
That shocked the world in April fourteen
Whilst on maiden voyage so green in clean.
Icebergs were warned by radio but slight heed
An obfuscating silhouette warned the dire deed
But too late to stop in time slicing at the right side,
Only to gush in water into five buoyancy zones, plied.
Had they binoculars, half a minute would’ve sufficed
To avert the disaster that in the end merciless so diced.
The ship that warned did not heed rescue ‘cause staff asleep
And the flares launched were thought as celebration in sweep.
If watertight seals were opened six hours more would there be
But instead ship sank fast and inclined, so the much more risky.
Not enough boats, but enough for the British fancy regulations.
The staff didn’t even know how to use boats, was all an omen?
An omen of the arrogance of developed nations in ruins?
Crash at 11:40, hull breaks at 2:18 with tons.
At four in morning ship spots.
Change in trots!
“Ironically there is always a way to compromise safety”
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CXLIII
Thy soul is said to ustulate through sin—
It is incipiently evident from thy within.
Forsooth ye are first to know therein:
Have you turned back someone?
Have you wronged as treason?
Appanage of the self begins in reason—
Are thee emotionally human?
Hell is a place where exustion of self
Takes place by dehumanizing in steps.
Extravasation of malignance is evil;
It destroys thy compassion!
It destroys thy protection!
Reminding ourselves of good deeds
Aides our longevity and ID.
It is not irrational to condescend in life and deeds for selfish reason—
All in order to extricate the tangled web of accumulated evil in life.
“You may not think yourself evil, but ponder every time you put yourself ahead”
CXLIV
The knight roamed the fields—
Broadsword in hand for yields.
His foe lay beheaded.
Gored but beloved.
The knight marched onwards.
His next one ahead.
The knight swung his sword—
It struck deep with due accord.
He unveiled his victim.
‘Twas but a kid so dumb.
The knight marched onwards.
His last one ahead.
Conjunct with his henchmen they battled fiercely against the grim wraith of death—
It was by fiaunt of the King, to arrept away ‘death’ from lives, erstwhile he thought:
“What an utter irony...”
“There is no death in heaven?!? How do all things end then?”
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CXLV
i was walking on the night streets
with some friends and kin
hoping to find a good club
to dance and drink to.
i had passed a club and I sighted
a tremendously tall and large fella
we got talking and another
individual introduced us;
I can’t remember too well
how it went.
Jason, the huge oaf, seemed
like a nice character
as he allows friends and I
to skip the queue.
I nickname him ‘Juggernaut’
and he didn’t seem to
really mind.
In latesight I should have explained
that Juggernaut is colloquial English
for a force regarded as mercilessly
destructive and unstoppable.
it was certainly a compliment because
I don’t believe I ever met someone
that could outdo ol’ Jason in a fight!
some friends leave the queue to get
something to eat, whilst I stay with
Jason and a friend.
I hear some individuals behind us
talking about conspiracy cults
that capture and brainwash individuals
through hypnotism
or similar.

I talk to my friend and Jason intervenes
wanting to know what was being said.
I explain that brainwashers use people
like puppets in the real world.
some time passes and the queue proceeds
and by this stage I was fidgeting
with my hands.
I find out later that Jason thought
I was trying to control his mind
for what happened next was the fastest
punch I had seen in existence
(faster than Bruce Lee).
the punch was Karate style
direct to my face/nose.
I do believe an angel looked over me,
on that day of days,
because I turned my head
just in time so it landed on my
right jaw, tearing some layers of skin off.
security overpowered Jason
but they were not able to
completely control him
as his body was contorting madly
as if possessed by a devil
whilst showing amazing feats of strength.
for some reason I thought of
the movie ‘Fight Club’
when I was punched
as things blacked out for over a second
and I simultaneously exclaimed
“Boy that felt good! Haven’t been hit
like that since grade school”, as a joke.
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reality is the guy could
have killed me!
I was lucky, Jason was talked down...
I didn’t leave this life and I lived.
I live...
“Be careful who you joke about conspiracy cults with”
CXLVI
A father experimented health shakes with his children—
A mixture of several nuts, fruit, and cereal like bitumen.
Anything healthy and colliquable was mixed and shaken.
He always tried a sip himself before sharing,
For the palate safety of his offspring & zing.
Erstwhile it was trial, but if kids approved it was viral.
Confabulation made the syrup goo not awful.
No exacination of the whole grains took place whatsoever—
The kernels in grains were kept for vitamins and zest as adder.
Some shakes were furmenty but without any of the sugar.
The kids initially aghast at the lumbriciform of it.
Deponing rewards for the ones that just submit.
The father often laughed in apperceivement with his kids.
Causing the kids to abdicate sugar was a triumph.
The healthy shakes, once improved by taste, were lothsome—
By themselves they served as full meals too good to fathom.
There were no congeners to the end product, now in custom.
Others thought the parent was harsh on his children.
But it was by their consent as they scientered in fun.
Every thick gooey grainy shake had its health values explained.
No animal products and hence uncarnate but veined.



The shake discovery was markeatable, hence salable in health shops—
The rich variety of mixes from exotic ingredients in the country was tops.
The trend caught on and all I can thank for is my father for those slops.
“Do not let your any secular group bias your entire view of the world without thought”
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CXLVII
Love is but a shove...
A shove of passion
A shove to awaken
A shove in vision
A shove in unison
A shove so sudden
A shove in person
A shove in motion
A shove to hasten
So please don’t mind when I shove my love into thee
Don’t hate me as I combinate so entirely within thee
And love me when we concrew with the time left over—
I got old in but one day
Surely there is still time
My love has detersiveness to it
My love is but a guess for you!
Do not fret for we got old because
In a world of abnormalities
There is some mayhem
Which we choose to ignore
For the good outweighs the negatives, and
Even when in the dire muckiness of the grand
We can altogether make a glorious grand stand!
There is a word I cannot recall,
It represents wisdom, but I am afraid
That in love there is no wisdom made
Love is, it exists, and yes, I LOVE YOU!
“Suillagic terminology ought not be used in love sonnets”
CXLVIII
I love you to the point of being dumbstruck were it not for my high sentient intellect akin to your
precious provoking heart throbbing personality. I shall not conform to offensive standards that
impede the conjoining of our mesmerised selves in mutinous slander. I shall pinch your arse in
public without shame for I am man and you shall obey in joy for my gentleness.
“If you survive this lifetime, onto the next, be sure to aide those who suffered previously”
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CXLIX
Sitting to his destrer was a pesky drunk—
He was a difficilitate carpenter, but a punk.
To the left there was a tradesman all cold.
It was winter, some very consoled.
The gas burning at the pub in bold.
The talk was about reafforestation, all old.
The dyke broke in laugh and mold.
The woman found it funny; the trades—
No one cared for the trees nor the maids.
The days were numbered for the bar girls.
Skympys the trend, bye bye whirls.
The dyke now drunk with churls.
No topless barmaids so the man did leave.
A written letter could just achieve.
Australian culture, scantily clad women—
A letter for admonition to just abandon,
The motion about to take place undone.
Our pub, our rules, ban the giant!
Supermarket chain buying pub!
They removed the paintings, so vintage.—
They painted the walls but in homage.
They feminized the pub in completely utterly for sake of women—
The women stopped going to the pub after the lesson; o’ but why?
“A beer tastes better for a man if passed by a woman if the ambience is right”
CL
Heedfully he listened to good advice—
From a man forty years older than him.
He felt like calling the old man a fool
For he was more experienced in school.
But he had a duty to respect seniority.
Even if the advice seemed very floopy.
Little did he realise, three years pass
And the old man had been right; ass?
“Just because you may know everything does not mean you can’t listen”
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CLI
The warlock had educed dark forces to do his bidding—
This by providing alimental necessities and not alarming
The forces that insinewed in submiss around the circle.
The circle of protection extuberated out the evil triangle.
There was a trinity in this evil too that would not calver—
Indestructible but yet controllable he bid them in anger.
With a manchet for offering he thought he could control.
How foolish a notion as it misled with utterly evil a goal.
The demy spell book indeed inspired by few evil spirits—
The lixiviate procedures and offering but a call for visits.
Earth elements included that disinterred the buried evil.
No magic but a play act observed by bored Djinn in vigil.
And so witchcraft enascents, most cases sheer utter folly—
But the extremely rare occasion heeded by unseen aurae.
Exultancy abounds at success, but always with a drawback.
Some spirits don’t help but instead torment and toy in tack.
Witchcraft, generally harmless and sufficiently unarticulated for any use at all—
Made up in most parts without veneration to lost deities of time that really appal.
Evil is abut with witchcraft at times—
Most times it is good spirits in crimes.
Odds are no spirits will be summoned.
It does bring more good by errand.
— Are you really superstitious?
“There is no sense in persecution of a faith that may essentially be seen as roleplaying”
CLII
Abrasively the adventurer mimics a bear.
Cascading brutally down like a large boulder.
He never hooked on the latch.
Snowy, stormy mountains swiftly lure a small, lively real bear.
The weather clears and the bear views the man.
Did he lose his rifle?
“Emotional avalanches are seen to occur when a certain frame of mind catches like wildfire”
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CLIII
Somewhither a phreatic bed will be found—
The driller directress is not quite unsound.
She studied hard and says soon it’ll perflate.
The seam should swoosh, all we do is await.
The drilling fluid maledicts the operations—
Barite was not so good for rock formations.
It has been a fool-largesse but we get there.
Water in prosiliency shall flow in despair.
— The directress thought they sought oil.
“Continual debriefing in a new job should be a responsibility of all employees”
CLIV
Reenthronement is vital for the sake of England—
With good ol’ altruist King Charles, so wizened.
Condoling we shall all be for the great Queen,
As she steps down some day for the foreseen.
Allemand or not, I say; God save King Charles!
Scroddled alliances if the King desires in snarls.
— It is always good being optimistic about change to come.
“Some individuals are easy to read, others impossible, either way familiarisation is a must”
CLV
Some erogate great responsibilities on the unprepared—
In this process they need to refind their own self so bared,
In order to be good-willed terrestre, in touch with reality.
Nervousness can lead to indenting on the pen so vaguely.
Concordant we become that some conditioning is good—
Prior to a great amount of responsibility, as one should;
It’s injudicious to assign responsibility without practice.
A doomsman can prepare any educated person in no fuss.
Most experience is attained at the job, an education helps—
Cockalorum are university graduates; all are similar in yelps.
Value education for it equates to discipline – we are similar.
“Requesting proof is the logical way for certainty”
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CLVI
one day I drove my car into town
I am not sure why
but I believe someone summoned me
with a call.
dressed to kill
to outside a court office,
the memories came in FULL a few
days later,
not imagined and not on drugs.
truth: I hardly ever used drugs
it all being a glorying urban myth.
as I drive past the building
in busy congested traffic
I just snapped
and got out of the car!
I walked to the car behind me
and flung him my keys
as I told him to park it for me;
he contently and joyfully
catches the keys
and with a huge smile and laughter
agrees to park my car
as he gets out.
I walk to the front of this building
having no idea what it was
nor why I was there
but I pick up my mobile phone
and call someone
with no recollection as to
who it was or why,
I wait.
ten minutes later
an older man and woman appear
they guide me inside the building

and guide me up a lift.
I start panicking in the inside
thinking they would take me to the roof
to board a helicopter.
the lift stops and they guide me down
a dead end corridor.
I wait a bit as they converse to someone
and then I am guided in
and told to sit down on a witness booth.
it was a court hearing of some sort.
I sat staring down as the public
argued directly to the judge.
and so I wait in centre stage
but oblivious until the woman told me
I could go as she guided me another door.
I was guided to a jail room
with many other accused.
there was a junkie and petty theft people,
and also two business men acquitted
of money laundering and deeds.
they brought more into this room
which had a toilet seat
and all stone white.
eventually they led me out
and a lift was given to me back home.
I go to bed and when I wake up
I do not think back.
I did not forget the scenes mentioned
and I told my brother not once but twice.
it was not imagined but made me think
of mind control and brainwashers.
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“What you do not understand about this world ‘may’ be for your own safety”
CLVII
In a world of abnormalities
Rest assured you are not one too!
So riddled with absurdities
If you possess a nice keen eye too!
Is it not insane when others see your suffering
But in turn find themselves unable to help you too?
We are confined by elements of virtue, good comportment and ethics;
And this for a very good needed reason too...
For were we to be devoid of an etiquette protocol and matters in epics
Then our lack of morals would be our fall too!
WISDOM IS BASED ON KNOWLEDGEABLE REASON
When you heed the word SYLLAS to remember all this lore
Remember that it epitomizes sensible patience
Imbued by good natured wisdom in abundance.
You may be poor and utterly alone in your small lonely cave
Remember it may be worse to be stuck in a big castle;
All alone and lamenting over what to do; so sorrowful.
If you do not understand the meaning of this English word by now
Rest assured that it will come to you when you need it most.
When your mind is capable of reason do propose a big toast.
In a world direly full of absurdities
Confined by an established infinite
Exterritorial boundaries do exist
That are enveloped with reason and order.
They observe you and when the time is right
They will reach you with a newfound sanity.

“If bored reminiscence on the things you did to pass time when younger”
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CLVIII

“A combination of different artistic works together indicate a story and theme”
CLIX
The sentinel outpost had an unparalleled amount of firearms—
Flammable at the rearmost hut dwelled a count in charms.
Thankful in uttermost he was compelled to dismount his sidearms.
Theatrical in boast, so labelled in account due to swarms.
Censorable was the centremost hut so shelled by gunpowder in harms.
“Well placed social catalysts can stop all wars”
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CLX
Plurifarious were the catwalks of Paris—
Tricliniarial will be the watchers so actless.
The camera enrolling and captivating all,
For the generations that gaze in a recall.
Modern styled years ahead of their time
Shown in full abodance the foul grime.
They call it fashion contractile in style
But the sock design so horrid in argyle.
A befoulment of fashion and decent art—
Tearing the very fabric of decency apart.
An intercurrence ahead of time for show,
It is deemed in sheer truth ‘magnifico’!
Reconnoitered it is by the few privileged
But with good reason so it is envisaged
That such style is not fitting for the time
Just yet nor anytime in near daytime.
On TV it is in confluence with the trends—
The lollygagging dress but in overspends.
It was a wager to use the recycled trash.
The event in unconspiringness by fluke!
The uneducated just completely rebuke.
This time they are right in commonsense
However, they committed no offence.
Fashionistas but philosophers in sense.
“With a good imagination not only can you take a guess at the future but you can shape it”
CLXI
There was an impressment in N. Korea—
The Hermit Kingdom in need of America
But shunning every attempt in a big cult.
Korean Worker’s Party difficult to insult.
But their people no pachyderms indeed,
An attack on the people is but in heed.
The nation with pride so they brainwash.
Intend to obliterate enemies and squash.
“Empires are built by dictators, legacies by countries”
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CLXII
In inspiratory sibilancy he suffered—
Without his inhaler he was hindered.
Respiteless he managed to breathe.
But besottedly as he but bequeath
His final speech as a farewell to life.
Sarcous were his lungs in full strife.
Malapportionment within the office
He inducted employees not joyous.
For he lamented of lack of venery
As he gasped for his inhaler so raspy.
In incivility he recomposed himself—
Embarrassed by the words of self.
How to disembrangle from this now?
Forespent and shattered by the vow
That if he liveth he would bed her
Right in front of all despite objector.
An eclaricissement had to be made
In order to be simply strictly obeyed.
He desired her body, now more so.
She now loved the new aficionado!
“Etiquette often prohibits us from saying our true heart’s emotions lest in stress”
CLXIII
She had foryetten about the muneration due—
‘Twas his striking gaze which seduced her hereunto.
The boss mentioned a business viage so quickly,
She thought it meant an intimate trip so airy.
Faintling she became when she noticed no ring!
He had taken it off as he exsiccated his hand.
Entreatable was the offer, her misled by trance.
The boss was married but furtherer her in chance.
His position heritable by her if she kept her mind
Away from sex or sexist thoughts so signed.
He placed his ring back on as it was quite dry—
She braced in an aching wack in a fright so shy.
“There are better ways to indicate your fidelity than wearing a ring”
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CLXIV
It is expenseful to have a family,
A philosopher’s family so needy.
To raise children immune to any pain
Whilst ensuring safety from arcane.
A large family requires two wives
Especially as sleepless so drives.
— What to do when not in a breadwinning position?
A man with virtue devoid of sex,
Forever searching cash in checks.
After comes mates, all wise and smart
In order to impart lore and great heart.
Mum lived through hell so a hut
At the back ought be built for nut.
— Beautiful it is for parents to see grandchildren.
Begemming with flora, not rocks,
Presciently I need a ‘bit’ of cash.
So purchase this book if you but enjoy
My life stories and much of wisdom.
Demureness prevails for the self.
I am no elf, but I have met one.
— Every large family needs a big home for kids.
“I believe that life for ‘believers’ is said to last at ‘least’ seven thousand years”
CLXV
Some individuals wrangle over the smallest things—
He bought a beer too less, he deserves some beatings!
He acts as if belonging to another tribe, now lashings!
Retribalization does not mean a final parting goodbye—
The man thinks he is better than us, we should downsize!
The man has left so no more chances, he should agonize!
Unutterably the actions of individuals are easily explained—
Fear, distrust, envy, jealousy, and contempt so due ordained.
Cobelligerent with them we become in misjudgement waned.
“If a friend opens up with a secret you loathe – you are free to leave them, but not hurt”
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CLXVI
The century of twelve ninety five brought the travels of Marco Polo!
A famous traveller of the long Silk travelled Road—
Exceeding all travellers in determination so owed.
Born in Venice 1254 trading with the Berkhe Khan,
Grandson of Genghis Khan who showed all the clan.
Mongols keen to hear of Islam and Christianity—
Kublai addresses letter to Pope for priests so handy.
Two friars, gems, oil and gifts on their long return.
Mountains and many lands crossed to but learn.
In Shangdu they renew tides with the Kublai Khan—
Marco worked alongside the Khan for long time & span.
Marco spoke Turkish, Farsi, Mongolian and learnt more!
He did errands and told stories so the Khan would adore.
Twenty six years later Marco was given a chance to return in full might—
Ruler of Persia needed a wife from Khan and Marco used his full right.
Dying at an age of sixty nine but only half his stories told in full sight.
“Genuine travellers seek to relish most of it all”
CLXVII
Thou’st beeth late for the trysting—
Have thy anything to say in nesting?
Unbeseem me am for thy great role.
Me hath only seen today the bankroll.
Addible beeth those to thine wages, only if
Thy procures this task with thine heart.
But me dispurveys the credibility.
Confuted is thy reasoning ye fool!—
It is thy incompetence we like in cool.
Me am a fritterer and not a banker.
Not an executive as a probationer.
Heed this! This company is bankrupt today.
We need an escape goat to use as ashtray.
Me will be in trouble for this deed!?
— Deception for money has existed throughout time, shouldn’t stop?
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“Money laundering and deception prejudices and impacts others dearly”
CLXVIII
I was but twenty years of age
and I went for a doctor’s appointment
to pick up some sleeping tablets
when I struck conversation
with a very tall fair redhead.
she took an immediate liking to me
and claimed she was a lesbian.
as I talk further it is
alleged she has schizophrenia
and had believed she was Joan of Arc
in a reincarnation.
and she looked the part
with short boyish hair.
in an act not to make her feel
bad about rejecting her
I mention I only date
bi women.
she laughed as she clarified
she was bi.
not much said, I rejected her
not because of her mental state
or her sexuality
but because she was tall.
how I have matured with time...
can’t go back in time I am afraid.
she would have made
a very good friend
I can only presume. :-O
“If you live in a world where friendships with the
opposite sex ultimately involves sex, you have issues”
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CLXIX
The average social circle number of close friends
Beeth six.
Most socially abundant with slews of kin in bends
Have six to confide.
Tribal studies dictate a maximum of one hundred and fifty friends,
But beeth six the close ones?
Would it be six the amount they are able to miniardize in contends?
Examine close your kin in Facebook.
Some may be in severe maugre of these statistics in averages about human behaviour.
Mayhap they devoted their lives to amelioration.
No debauchedness in character; maybe less erethistic and hence attractive forevermore.
Those who need social contact find ways not to be astrand.
Telemarkerters or simply folk with the gab befriend to be lucrific.
Ponder if you’re one of the six.
Some may be gairish of their large social network which is realistic.
Be happy for them for they do try.
Humans are all very alike in character to the wise.
Beeth six?
Yay, it beeth an average for a basis to generalize.
Have six but denied.
“Depressive individuals usually fall short in the law of averages in whatever medium”
CLXX
The day may come in which thy faces the en-mishpat—
Grittly approach the day for sand soaks water so flat.
At this fair date consider yourself the dowry to Allah.
Steer of invectiveness for compassion is the bonanza.
If thou’st lie through inanitiation forever empty ye’b.
Ye hath arrived to en-mishpat so hither in truth too.
Thy are’th in obstancy to thyself in judgement ado’s.
Thee soul’s essence is at a charge d’affaires of bliss.
Honesty and compassion averts a due haggard kiss.
Overindulge in the good and a pundit ye be to Allah.
“Being honest to oneself does clarify”
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CLXXI
The couple overindulged without shame—
In every facet completely as they overcame
The fear of regret or sheer bother in things.
Hedonists to the very core in homecomings.
Until concurrent with the same kin.
Reprieving their own selves, they loathed—
What they saw; It was ghastly to be clothed
In such similar ways to these sighted swines.
They ate like pigs and made love in public
But in horrid ways to shock nations.
Uneath they changed their wicked ways—
They under-indulged and expressed love
In amorous non-pornographic ways above.
They exuded less offensive; in but a shove.
They learnt from their mistakes.
“Some forms of behaviour have to be left for indoors only – most of the time”
CLXXII
The tineman used no bow and arrow for slaughter—
He carried a spadroon in sanguine lust for enclosure.
It was more fun chasing the venison in mirable fears.
Overscrupulous by hiding his sport; liking souvenirs.
But a metaphor for secret genocide of old.
The common folk bruited the frivolic sighted activity—
Viscous was his blade with the blood of many in levy.
He feasted in laudanum by gulps with each brutal kill.
And yet he beeth a indigene of the Great Kingom still?
The full tale being a novelese in good humour.
The venison’s only escape if it could evolare afar—
The game had no wings and hence ‘twas not bizarre.
Yet the tineman was conversationed in all his deeds.
Were the common folk but simply misled in creeds?
Such is a riddle about English history indeed!
“Some dreams cannot be readily interpreted without a clear sequel”
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CLXXIII
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Owls as Symbols of Wisdom
Wise Athena depicted by an Owl
Nocturnal beings adapted for night prowl
Kinship with magic due to night scowl
Foretelling death in myths of Romans
An intelligent species in avian puns
But not very smart by tons
“If you love a certain creature, or thing, ought you not be trying to protect it?”
CLXXIV
The bully and teaser fleered at me in mockery—
I knew he was prehensible through his big tummy.
I hath become sick and tired of him bullying others
So I decided to emoillient his intestines with actors
Working on my behalf! We laced spiked his drink
With relaxants not to subtiliate him with no shrink.
We cherished his folly as he wanted to be a farmer.
Strong and capable was he, and it’b bad to hare he!
I could have paunched him with my stiletto knife—
But he was hereditable to not much. I pitied in strife!
Obversely I was wrong about him in all due nature.
The man hath a soft heart and just sought to spur
Those negligent other critters who lacked charisma.
Enpatron him I did but he was but oblivious in era.
The bettor lost his wager for in the end: no dire fight!
I was not quite quermonious because he could smite!
“Time and time again I watch individuals bully others with none intervening – why?”
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CLXXV
I had a serious matter perplexing and troubling my life—
Being a Presbyterian with no local church, I was in strife.
I attended a Catholic church this time for many prayers.
When it came to the tithable time I gave by twentyfold!
A woman behind me thought I was pervertible and cold.
“We don’t need your money!”, she blurts out!
I did nothing wrong and had yet never seen her before—
My guess is that I stood out in prefulgency as an eyesore.
I was amative to others so maybe she was just a bit sick.
My composure and act was uniform to others in totality.
The poor woman must have been hyperthetical in envy.
Slily I shrug off the irrational comment so not to hurt—
Her objurgation did not hurt me for I confessed in hurt
At the confession booth to the priest – all my many sins.
I also passed a letter as a request to be mailed express
Straight to the Vatican! And oh, it was a major success!
“If it is imperative that you reach someone then be sure there is always a way”
CLXXVI
His likeability in church was in accrescene—
Initially they were wary in a trance stance.
They found he but smoked in abscondence.
It was his right and self-wrong in a chance.
His spiritual path was forthright and clear.
Nothing wrong with just a bit of nice beer.
Irately church members became at deeds.
Embarrassed were they to find his creeds.
Never really drunk nor full inhale of fumes.
A good rational person that also consumes.
They hath thought him vafrous at beginning
But then they realised he did God’s arguing.
— Such was the case as he hopped between churches.
“One hour of somebody’s time a week to hear inspiring words is not a bad demand”
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CLXXVII
this surely was a dream.
Amy and Jamie stop by my house
to take me for a drive they say
around the casino.
I laid back on the back bench seat
as everything seemed surreal.
they were talking and laughing hysterically
and saying that one day
they would be super heroes.
I just wanted to be home,
and hence I was and woke up
the next day
with remnant thoughts
of a bizarre night.
but next was not a dream
as I see Amy in university
holding a key ring she showed me
with a photo of me
at my physical peak
taken in black and white
from down the beach.
I told my high school mates about it
because I only had
a faint dream-like recollection
of having that photo taken
and encased in glass for Amy.

she presented a key ring
with a photo of Keanu Reeves instead
within the likewise key-ring.
I sometimes worry of lapsing
into forgetfulness
or hypnotic trances so evil
that erase good or bad memories
from your past.
being fully aware of one’s existence
a treasurable ordeal
if one is gutsy enough
to live with a coherent identity.
Amy and Jamie were experimenting
with drugs
and I pretended to really use them
when I didn’t do that much
but insomnia made it seem I did.
we were only very young
approximately in the year 2000.
I know not what happened to them
a decent girl and my alleged best man
for a wedding ever to be.
I never took photos of my body back then
but how the hell did Amy take
a photo of me?

my friends curious,
we drive the long way to Amy’s.

why did she lie?
or was she brainwashed
by the watchers?

as you would have it

do not deviate from virtue...

“There is meaning behind every dream or experience – do not be scared”
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CLXXVIII
He was direfully penitent about his only ill deed—
He smacked a demon three times to just impede
Wicked deeds and teasing that run so in rampart
Within the entire classroom against the smart...
He meant to hurt the darn critter seriously bad—
But as he lowered his wooden ruler onto the lad
He felt sorrow to extremes and curved the swing.
It made a loud SNAP three times in all alarming.
He did not hurt the fiend and the victim even truthfully confessed—
The man’s sin that he wanted to hurt for teasing his name at best.
But how could he hurt someone everyone picked on in the class?
It was a symbolic gesture of good against evil, and the good, alas:
Knew he lost his temper
Knew no one was evil
Knew he was better
Knew no one cared
— They were just children playing in primary school.
“A being incapable of feeling guilt has never fallen in love”
CLXXIX
Unequivocably there is every indication
That an unseen world exists in addition
To this world in appliment to your heart’s desire.
If the Big Bang started as a singularity in haywire
And expanded from a point to throughout the cosmos in ace
Then logically you are comprised mostly of but empty space.
Think of the volumes throughout space-time and you shall indeed find
That in a world of abnormalities mankind is not alone and it is divined.
Being smart will ensure your short term happiness.
Being intelligent will ensure your long term happiness.
Being wise will ensure your overall conditioned happiness.
— Remember wise words in times of duress with a trigger.
“If bored try to make it an objective to make someone happy and see how that feels”
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CLXXX
Hereto within an adducing of human nature and folly
In protactible words at your disposal in due adequacy
Participable ye may be to change the world doggedly
Lest you desire that astaticism prevails all indefinitely
This second book in reimposition with no due trickery
The writer but ‘in the suds’ with his life untold miserly
The ruminator and poet abstaining many tales utterly
But the previous segments eximiously in hint of agony
Wars, conflict, strife and loneliness throughout world
So easily preventable if all become wise and uncurled
Beeth demandable to ask that all become so whirled?
Community chests for material goods benefits world!
Trashed goods and gadgets if pooled could entertain the poor—
Community centres could bolster idle pleasures like mere folklore!
“The simple pleasures, like flying a kite, or using a bike, can be made readily available”
— Oh, but a small example.
CLXXXI
It was an eldritch look that he had given—
For as he bent down to touch the abrasion
A voodoo doll came to sight in an eruption
The weather changed and it rained salmon
His friend’s mother went insane due to witchcraft
And he had bent to pick up a doll, thrown aft daft
Their house was haunted, brutal murders in graft
Three previous tenants lived in horror handicraft
The mother and three children had no money to live anywhere else—
One day it was all rectified as the house was demolished in sureties.
“Superstition may be deemed as nonsense but it may have a psychological butterfly effect”
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CLXXXII
He invected against tyranny and due evil—
But only in actions and not words by angle
He was but a boy when others realized it!
Named him a brown noser of simply God!
The boy hated the label so dearly of fraud.
With a love for God, in no due bad offence—
He kicked a girl’s bike to seem bad in sense.
He couldn’t help it, he apologized in sequel.
A friendly giant not quite aware let it pass.
Others realised a change so no more harass.
They commingled for years, him and buds!
One day they forfaltured him in but suds.
He was sick of games and wanted to club.
Mature he did fast but in dire misfortune.
They thought him nuts, but not a maiden.
Meeting the wrong people and yet the right ones—
He proceeded with life ‘till insomnia in agitations.
“If someone claims they can do a job good then at least hear his/her reasons”
CLXXXIII

“Finding a common connection or
admiration for one thing is still
the quickest way to make the
other think they are the cause of
a good friendship”

Courtesy of: ImageChef.com
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CLXXXIV
274 BC
The reign of
Emperor Ashoka,
Aka beloved of the gods
He conquered a vast domain;
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nepal, Iran and India.
Many brutal battles brought an epiphany of peace in being.
Fighting for previous ores and abundant rich farmlands to excess
Brought the death of over one hundred thousand lives in his final brutal war!
Being horrified at travesties he converted to Buddhism in a plight.
A young thirteen year old boy, Mahindra, impressed as sage.
As a Buddhist he abolished unnecessary deaths
Edicts were written on rocks
So philosophy abounded.
Ethics established,
Certain locales;
Legacy!
“Throughout time reasoning in ethics have warranted that compassion leads to better lives”
CLXXXV
The scheming woman had the intention to impinguate her friends—
In a bid to be seen as fairest in requisition of the night men’s ends.
She would cook to excess for their delight—
Foods sugary in exornation so darn bright!
Temptations for friends by first nibbling it
Just a bit but right enough to delude a bit.
Pretend to eat she did as she watched them eat—
It was such a cruel practice to induce with sweet.
She wanted them fatter in every sense and way.
So she wouldn’t be the fat friend like an ashtray.
Little did she realise that if her friends were but good—
Then she would be seen as pristine; as one too should!
She was killing herself, and her popularity in intention.
A wise one knew that friends reflect their own relation.
“Life looks better when good deeds are done with no ill malice”
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CLXXXVI
The new role was indicant of joy and perquisited—
The waiter’s credo was simple and duly abstracted.
Ye could take food away if reguardant for the chef.
All ye had to do was to render the manager deaf.
Stealing food was outlawry in liveried premises—
The staff reasoned it was their due award as aces.
They were the pristine cream of the crop in duty,
Working hard day and night with the chef numbly.
At the asseverative signal that the coast be clear—
The chef packed some meals in tubs for the cheer.
Bring home some tucker in secrecy to but indulge.
It was the way it always had been in great bulge.
My neighbour David stole much food for me this way—
In the end he was fired, but some years in food ballet!
“It is not so much to spoil employees with some motivating perks from time to time”
CLXXXVII
The incumbent was unrelievable
Too valuable to dismiss as non-equal
But he demanded too much!
Inheristered as Chief Financial Officer
An epitome of values but still a smoker
But he demanded too much!
Not satisfied of his millionaire pay
He requested aides in but some mayday
How can a man be worth so much?
A studious academic had the same touch!
Unemployed was one requesting a little!
The CEO thought his life was a jungle!
When the stocks intonated he just blamed
His aides and staff and all so utterly framed!
“The minute you think you are the only person for a job then ego sets in too”
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CLXXXVIII
I was there visiting some friends
in a hostel, in King’s Cross.
most were getting drunk
good English folk and others
whereas I was outside
just having a cigarette.
I was philosophising whilst enjoying
the night sky
and thinking deeply
of parallel dimensional spirit versions
of yourself.
and then I noticed that each time
I but exhaled a long drag
a stream of precise perfect smoke rings
flew forth in a long stream
ahead of each puff.
continuing to smoke I repeat the process
not once but twice more!
I never could (and still can’t) blow rings
with a trail of exhaled smoke
when having a fag.
I decide to concentrate
and actually try to purposely blow some rings
and dismayed I become
as I lose the ability to blow
any rings at all!
I relax a bit, and then continue smoking
again! BLAST IT!
a trail of micro rings sequentially
to perfection expanding.
I then had déjà vu from a time long ago...
“If you cannot explain an occurrence try reaching out”
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CLXXXIX
I really don’t care much about your emphratic cream,
Nor your eye and facial make up adorned in a theme.
I loved you for who you were at that period in time...
Had you lost some limbs I would have loved you still.
You didn’t see my personality or being at all!
And on our first date I warned you to appal!!
It takes a long time to understand who I truly am.
You were blind but I hoped you had ears in exam.
My protensive membrum virile has never been appeased,
Do you now understand that I could always have so seized?

I cling to SYLLAS in my hurt.

Syllas taught my brilliance in life when lacklustre was all that there just was...
In laudation of life being taught true patience as a virtue I realise with awes
That life is worthy living with my pride and dignity intact in a good applause.
Syllas taught me that even if the world rips that pride away from thee, it is but best
To remain true within your heart and open up to the sentient abnormalities in test.
The paranormal, and the unexplained; all abnormalities only at a viewpoint in blest.
I now believe in higher sentience and my heartbreak was softened,
I just wish you had understood the glory in wisdom so awakened...
I say I loved you, but platonic it stands as I but share this deepened.
Ye may morsitate thy pillow at nights in terrible confusion to come.
Rest assured I suffer more for I cannot even sleep with my idealism.
I am not happier than thou but definitely more satisfied in holism—
I am was in appendance to philosophy, oh o’ so utterly
But now I found comfort in an Altruist higher necessity
Of being...
Trust me; I do not let fools walk over me at all!
I just see the world through new eyes in pitfall...
So thank you!
“Routines are luxuries in which not all have – so be grateful”
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CXC
Exsuscitate my being and my conscience if ye can—
I am but a sixty year old man perceived as a madman
Forty years of my life stuck in a damn mental asylum
I did not know what was true or fiction in my activism
I grew old without ever knowing the bounds of love—
My one and only love dribbled profusely mouth above
My life was hell pacing to and fro waiting for a meal
The therapies never working to cure the just surreal
Inscrutable is my family and kin all passed long away—
Stagey was my life as they lost my records in dismay
I never saw a tree outside of the penitentiary garden
Until one day I sought my escape over fence in agape
Sixteen more years I spent until I was deemed sane—
They found but a rod encased within my large brain
Surgery cured me of all the terrible woe and voices
I am but a sixty year old man perceived now as sane!
— Sadly lives so mentioned do exist in gist.
“Life behind bars whilst innocent does nothing for character building”
CXCI
Inamissible because of obvention, his life was guarded thanks to a diary—
Despite jocular inquirance he still kept his details secret in books, so oddly
Innodating a few paranormal testimonies, this man of character did expose
Braggartly it was shown that higher sentience exists through truthful prose
His many prophetic dreams whiggish in extent and hence omitted in full—
Earnestly believing himself adfiliated at birth when foolish and young still
Droumy he became with his many other life experiences untold so utterly
A man of secrets with absolutely no ego desiring no regalia blamelessly
The elements in jackbooted force in lessons, but him just desiring a home—
His words convoked by nature to this detested act of becoming quite known
Avolate towards shadows he will if his identity be further exposed than book
Pungency with SOLE TRUTH by a philosophical poetry book in broad outlook
“There is no reason to lie with a truth well told”
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CXCII
The philosopher was irreprovable for truth—
Calumniation ensued and accused him of ill
They accused him of being a joypopper still
Or mayhap of being deluded, maybe skill
The truth is he knew what it was like to be—
Any of the pre-mentioned in good potency
But rational and sensible he was but hungry
And experiments were seldom quite sadly
None of the stories foretold were in states—
Of non lucid or coherent nature in rebates
Higher forces intropressed these updates
For the sake of money for mum in dictates
— He developed FULL blown insomnia.
“If you cannot work around the standard times, then make work suit your schedules”
CXCIII
The poet sought to be inobrutsive to creeds in his ditties and with good life experience he
challenged the very convention of barbarous beauty standards and hellish states. He hath
experienced it all, from being innocently interned in asylums (with full apologies from
institutes for believing his noble character to be grandiose), from visiting horror-stricken
inmates whilst preaching the word of Jesus on a voluntary basis, and by legitimately
socializing with folk from every walk of life. He had at last discovered his humble place
within this ravenous society but, alas, all those first class honorary diplomas will serve him
not much lest he re-attains his sleep. Unchancy as it may, his life was far from bliss...
“The good ones suffer from seeing others in pain”
CXCIV
Birth
Magnificent, Delightful
Nesting, Growing, Developing
Seven to fourteen thousand years at an inspirational guess
Cycling, Completion, Living
Ancient, Abundant
Final Torpitude
“Everyone’s lifetime/cycle is different – have you planned ahead?”
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CXCV
The year of seventy nine, in Anno Domini
Pompeii was completely utterly destroyed
Just before noon, towards the end of a day
Mount Vesuvius burst into life with a blast
The sun disappeared as the sky turned dark
Hot boulders were flung high up in the sky
Mud and ash, blown by the wind fell down
Burning pumice stones and ash so rained
Fumes of sulphur dioxide and chloric acid—
Fumes poisoned the air so acrid in death!
Thousands of people but perished away
The Pompeiians caught totally unaware
But the warning signs well documented
Sixteen years early earthquakes warned
Last eruption in eighteen hundred B.C.
Lulled locals to a false sense of security
The eruption but lasted some two days
The glorious life of luxury and of plenty
Gone but preserved so well in pumice—
Pliny the Younger, a poet, recorded all.
“In examining history we are able to understand the basics of human heart”
CXCVI
If it beeth a miracle that thine seeks
Examine in detail events that shriek.
An electrical storm on a resignation
Of our beloved Pope; Benedict XVI.
The very same evening the miracle.
So do think deeply about small odds.
If it beeth a miracle that thine seeks
Think deeply on thy own mere self.
Are you of pure heart?
Have thee suffered?
*
*
*
“When examining history some things are obvious”
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CXCVII
I was having a reflective walk
through Potts Point and hence
King’s Cross.
I just had bought a packet of
Chinese Fortune cookies
hoping for some inspirational wisdom
in good faith
once I found a quiet spot
to indulge.
I passed a dog with a leash hanging
and trailing behind
as he walked
in this dark gloomy night.
I decide to backtrack a bit
and I spot the same dog
but this time without a leash or collar
I look around but there still was
no owner to be found.
I look at the dog
and it looks at me
but then the little poodle
starts barking at me ferociously
but in severe fear.
I savour the moment
as I continue towards a garden rock ledge
to sit on and enjoy my fortune.
The dog now gone
I could indulge with the first cookie.
what ensued next is that cookie
after cookie
after cookie
I could not find a fortune that would
appease

my puzzling and philosophical mind.
but oh boy they were all very tasty!
and then unexpectedly
I unfold a fortune wrap
with both hands
but so elegantly...
I gaze at the words,
in full sight of my hands
holding each edge of the wrapper
and I was mesmerised.
it read:
“Don’t worry, you are in good hands”
I was flabbergasted!
because here I was with full view
of two hands holding the dictum
in such a manner that it seemed
this material corporeal being
was holding the very essence
of my own self.
I saw two hands holding me as cradled,
and again:
“Don’t worry, you are in good hands”
it was a comforting notion
to be held in security
and in good sturdy hands.
I could not resist
I opened more cookies
and in the end finished the box
of sugary wheat pastry.
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“Only use superstition as a means to inspire positively the self – nothing else”
CXCVIII
The inspersion of Christmas fairy dust was apagogic in spirit—
Andromeda but a jewelled encrusted ornament given as culprit
A round metallic ball adorned with gems but a gift from mother
Unamusive at first but later captivating as it imbosked a nectar
I could not open it for it was welded shut, it induced thought—
The thought perused, its secret eudaemonistical in an onslaught
Mayhap with the right metal staves one could unlock it open so
Refulgently it bore every primary colour in sheer gloried combo
Andromeda, a cheap trinket from a lavished witchcraft store—
The best Christmas gift I hath ever received by a magic outscore
Ensiferous it would be were all the other pieces collected as well
Mesmerized by it I spent the night with the disutilitive ball & bell
As I lay hypnotised by its brilliance the light rays imbanded out—
And I began to see with my third eye a transplendent broad bout
Still conscious of my surroundings but dreaming at the same time
I could see both dream and surroundings with my eyes in a mime
Mentally swarty I was not, for I watched TV and surroundings—
The house was beautiful with me laid on the sofa in awakenings
I could see imagery eons ahead of time as well as the ethereal
Around the room a trail of golden stars following a little rascal
This was inregistered as it really did happen, I swear to God—
Daintrel foods in this time afar in a much better place outlawed
My surroundings but the poorest of adobes imaginable in Ozzie
But Andromeda a break from reality as it disseminated to defy
Quizzically the fairies played with me, not one but really two—
My mother went to get a drink and I just laying there; not a clue
I could see my dream so vivid inside my head but indeed around
So yet I saw the world for what it was in misery so dearly abound
— Oh what a gift! I drew a picture of a spaceship the next day.
Andromeda gone, no more, what of it?
“Some presents may have an impact on someone that is unimaginable”
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CXCIX
Avowable is slavery in order to just save—
A mere porwigle knows no better so brave
Yet we save the frogs as pets some times
Suppositious is the case of few innocents
Effulgently we wipe our hands from sin—
But all we do is sin by sentencing therein
Aberrated we become when killing wide
Avidiously we think we do good rarified
But there is a countertally for our deeds—
Look at our stultiloquence, get the leads?
Do you but avouch in reason and logic?
Agree with me as forecited in so basic...
— Together we can make a difference
“Most people want to work – there are always jobs with a good government”
CC
Rose petals like fragments of grandeur
Robed in silk that just glides in amour
Was this real?
Clothing shone from her body suavely
Cloak or garment that glided so aptly
This is real.
“Come closer to me for I seek thee”
Covet of hers that came so true
At a mental cost to him.
Champagne and sex at the beach
Shank and all savoured with no touch
It was not that good for him.
Just promise me darling
That you will love back
For my heart belongs
But to someone else...
“Higher sentience sometimes is perceived odd”
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CCI
Gravity ensured all became glomerous—
It took an artist to use this puddle in muss
The fabric of space being the great canvas
For the creator beneath a thatched avis
A lineage in chain mayhap?
The creator revendicating sheer creation—
He/she/it called his piece “The Big Bang”
What could be done but gaze as an ocean?
It unfolded, an orchestrated aberration
The artist still painting with an only brush—
Indicted for beauty? And a lofty airbrush?
Inspiritingly paving forth the many basics
With ethereal ink in and not quite acrylics
Was it sentience that established the laws or simply the other way around?—
It matters not in this epigram for both ways still does not deny the crowned.
“Racial equality would eliminate most beauty stereotypes”
CCII
Vicar Palestino but a crooked cop in wards—
In chievance with ruthless cocaine overlords
But he warned them not of the police raid
Stormed the building en mass, him in shade
Massive onslaught ensued, traffickers gone
Police numbers down, but just three drawn
Not much for ol’ Vicar, thought he, he fired
Both coppers down on the ground; so tired
All gone but Vicar in a warehouse in Miami
He kept the drugs and the cash; so catchy!
— Recollection of first short story written.
“I do believe certain material possessions can be taken to the afterlife – why not?”
CCIII
Driving calmly in Miami in a frisky levity but so lonely with all the luxury wildly like a zombie.
“If you reach dire old age you still do have a chance to travel in style – worry not if unable”
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CCIV
Decorously he managed a smile to each person—
The man was but eighteen years of age so arisen.
A good acumen but unseen asides from friends.
Incomprehense imbued some as virtue in trends.
Each incumbent’s endemism for naught here—
Deforciated in morale, with only console; beer.
Exonerative of duties through senior good aide.
Most a victim of elapsion, the man was in code.
Overfree for years to come in due honestation—
Hath he been adfiliated to Pennsylvania, so done;
Life could have been different as an escapologist.
Arcane knowledge instead accrued in a raw gust.
They thought he emendicated in King’s Cross—
He had taken an elderly lowly bum from his loss
By allowing him to live with him for free so good.
Father John, poor man, probably dead in a hood.
Father John, a self made priest, but quite a sinner in severe hardship—
A polygynist who lost his lesbian wife so tragically and lived as a bum.
Suffering from emphysema but severely under educated, with heart.
“Higher sentience at times needs a good telling off too – man was created with the capacity
to reason with them/it, and so we should”
CCV
Don’t be cruel with a heart that is true
Eu sou você, e todos juntos somos nós
C’mon let’s mingle, so nice to see you
Let me wrap myself around you; And
I am flying away running like the way
Eu sou a mosca que posou em sua sopa
The world is a vampire, sent to drain
Sad, drunk, and poorly. Sleeping really
Eu fico sentado rindo de ouvindo reclaIt’s close to midnight and something evil
— First words of first ten songs listened in shuffle.
“If it has deep meaning it is poetry”
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CCVI
school boys just roaming
with not a lot to do.
my two closest mates
beckon me thither
but I knew not why.
outside the art classroom,
but closer towards the stairs,
the taller one asks me
if he could try something on me
that would make me but relax.

after so much time.
I believe I reattributed the favour
by having a go to bring him bliss
in hypnotism.
out came a short one,
was this part a dream?
he claimed to have been hypnotised too
and I felt for all of us.
were we all hypnotised to each other?

“sure, what is it?”
I knew the tallest started the prank.
“I want to implant a suggestion”, he says
with the other one
nearly bursting laughing.
“you mean hypnotise me?”

just paranoia because we all lived
good lives,
asides from the one who became
insomniac.

they crack up almost falling apart
but regain the composure
very quickly.

silly game, of course it was trivial,
but a nasty placebo
in paranoia.

they affirm and I decline.

they forgot with time
for the greater part.

both tall, but the tallest saying
he already did the other
in order to make him calm
and composed.
I decide to play along with it
and pretend to fall under spell.
I believe he notices I did not give in
but continues anyway.

I sought the best for my friends
so I am sure they did to me too.
who else played this little game
in our primary school?
I am not afraid in the slightest
but I dread the concept
that we could have been hypnotised
to forget previous hypnosis attempts.

I heard no malice but then again
my mind plays on me
“Hypnosis is a silly thing to be paranoid about – but when young...”
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CCVII
Curstfully he loathed his brute invalescence—
For capriciously he could stab him in silence
With a trusty stiletto knife into the episternal
In a show of portance and gloat utterly lethal
In due dissilience he would frighten the oaf—
With no rejournment unbesought as he ate
Invectively he would mock his huge physique
In extemporal fast reflexes in great critique
Complaintive he’d become with his downfall—
A usurpant of someone misunderstood in all
Veridically he just wanted him as but a friend
The matter prone to disquisition to depend
Size does not matter in apparence, but deep inside he felt the oaf had it better—
For all his small stature could provide was a raging desire to outsmart the abhorrer.
“Appearances, health, or social status are just illusionary criteria of happiness”
CCVIII
The pantisocratist was unshakeable from his anarchy—
Even when inebriated in crepitant speech he pleaded
What is eerisome is that not all are created untempted
And when the greedy become roused, utopia is jolted
The pantisocratist was pretenceful of a sweet victory—
And such, he preached, ineloquently so utterly finicky
All his written works a rifacimenti of the classics in fury
He excinded what he thought trivial with great ability
Cloking his works as legitimate he boasted pridingly—
And ungenteelly he preached his heavenly inhumanity
The public exhibited fickleness genuinely in criticality
It was deemed as a denouncement of sheer barbarity
The man did postpone his battle for the heavenly eutopia to but another year—
Maybe then tameness of the masses would follow throughout the hemisphere.
“Some noble ideals are worth pursuing but mayhap not throughout all known territory”
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CCIX
Tameness was quidditative in erroneous projection—
At the most undesired moments in his life in pulsation
It was exacerbating to watch his own self deteriorate
To vestiges of pure degradation unwillingly to situate
In a conflict of fulminated angry thought in self hate—
His being was edulcorated against his will as separate
But every time he stumbled into a fair damsel in fluke
His aura became unlike nature, so iridescent in rebuke
Interferometrically with sensors; forces may unveil—
Felonous it was such nasty control when a witty male
Hargobind the sacred guru would have killed the foe
How can one fight something unseen in due bad flow?
Supramundane it all seemed but chance mere ill-luck—
Mayhap a detonizing suggestion imprinted so struck
The world in disentangle as such notions fade away
Hope and prayers guiding forth in disquiettude, aye!
Exercising the mind in full flexion in but a just rebirth—
And starting from scratch introsuming life in mirth
Transpiring the past obumbrant with a new lease
Promptitude in preparation for his future in peace
Charisma and joy in appertainment to his own self—
No longer impallid for no unknown reason itself
As a benefit aware of what is surlier than most in all
The future paved for predisponency of much brawl
What was? Whatsis the cause? Purblindness devoid—
Unfitly is the answer for the cure we but know void
The unguent being just tender loving care and money
Disseminate his love with due privacy just abashedly
The fruit of life compounded into an exsuccous of good English humour—
His cupel holding not tea but Jolt Cola for the man in a thirsty procedure
This time around no mocking cruel persecutrix to torment him so in rumor.
“To follow a trend is just natural but to understand a trend is wisdom”
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CCX
Congratulations on reading it to this far point
And so far maybe it seemed as gobbledygook
Maybe you are still unconvinced of the unseen
Or the supernatural, divinities and maybe God
Maybe you have not grasped the word SYLLAS
Whatever the case be sure that I do not judge
Everything enclosed was real in just due prose
However, few stories but distorted metaphors
I sought to entertain whilst keeping my privacy
What is a man without his own sanctity of self?
There are uncountable other stories out there
These fragments educated you in Old English!
It matters not your creed or faith; just a heart
I am just like you except for a perturbed sleep
I am uncertain if I can ever work normal hours
I studied my whole damn life very hard indeed
These books do not relate my many troubles...
We all suffer in our own agendas far and wide
But at least I am fairly certain in the hereafter
And so I continue looking after mum in a wait
The words herein straight from deep in heart
I am not an android and hence it ought finish
Several more pages in but due effort to come
So far it was easy, seldom days, seldom spent
I just desired a bit of harmony for you and me
Enjoy what is next; it beeth English eloquency
“I never imagined how much fun poetry was ‘till three friends gave me separate reasons”
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CCXI
Bree bought me a silly modernistic
poetry book
for my birthday
that she didn’t really want,
I guessed.
I wanted to show her proper poetry.
my gay friend, Desmond Hampel,
published several books
without an education but in brilliance,
inclusive of his exquisite paintings within –
creativity!

a derelict friend with nothing going
continually scorned me as a drongo
when all I did was keep my mouth shut
at his criticism and vulgarity.
and several others
I just needed to prove a point
that I have GREAT emotions
but I just don’t go
flauntering it about like some chook.
I thank them all dearly.

“Without friends nothing would ever get done – ultimately...”
CCXII
I have seen two UFO’s throughout my life
and heard a genuine story of hovering
lights
on top of their car at night
from an acquaintance from dad.
the first time I saw this phenomena
I monitored the trajectory of this craft
for a long time
whilst painting a scene from a plausible
Martian landscape,
on canvas,
at the back of the house.
nothing much, maybe a satellite.
it flew on a straight line across most of the
sky
and then did a right angle turn for a bit
and vanished.

the last time I saw an UFO was the most
authentic of all...
there were four of us over a balcony
and at first it was exclaimed,
“It is a planet”
“It is a satellite”
“It is a plane”
“No sorry, it is an UFO”
as its flight completely freaked us all out.
nothing much I would like to comment.



“C’mon, serious!? UFO’s! Here? On Earth? Well, at least it is not an alien.”
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CCXIII
The night wanderer was ponderous in folly—
In forbearance he secretively hooked-up friends
A wearisome ordeal but for one in trends
By discompt he charged his hefty due fee
He believed he postexist through the deed, easy
If they reneged his offer the stiletto acuminated
The vastity ensured many fish in the sea
Evenminded he also roamed the daytime too—
With a reformative mentality he sought to please
He quenched their insatiable urge in ease
But in doing so he exinanited their spirit
Associative in persona in his whirriness as slut
The supercity resided in not big enough for him
His stiletto knife always in ruggedization
Distortive of his life was his own dire lifestyle—
He but longed for a body to wrong him for usage
His stiletto so scary with yet no damage
Lateward was he in some appointments
Coquettishly he approached the ladies in grunts
Quarrelsome he became if they refused
Despite wit he was but a lonesome character—
Beffudled by hard liquor in but times of reflection
He succeeded for mates but not in torsion
It was his wish to twist his stiletto within
His hurt shown in permanent prosopalgia as kin
A scabrous man but ironically with joy
Finally collimated to the sheer glory of life—
Because he hath found love with another damsel
She hath paramented his life, so magical
She demitted to him but like a fitting key
Adjudication affirmed their marriage with ease
Forevermore with good adlocution...
— They inspired the masses without stiletto knifes.

“Grown up fairy tales can be understood on so many different levels”
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CCXIV
His yellowish gold and blue shield lacked in albescence—
But his spirit and motto explained itself with frankincense
Explaining the element of white in essence
Three noble colours in that knight by sense
Consuetudinal everything was quite intense
No crastination in adopting his heraldic coat of arms hence
A mere emblem not a disceptator of the heart in suspense
If emblem be unjust then invent own thence
Glaucousness had been wanted – so intense!
Insensate was he in pursuing but his four coats of arms—
It was consuetudinal to respect thy parents as good farms
He had dreams of an old kin as a gendarme
Where he would protect with few sidearms
Adjudication always fending off the ill harms
Confused in deturbation at times of stress he had forearms
And in grace sheer wit and wisdom he displayed his charms
He fought with many words against swarms
He had absolutely no fancy cause for alarms
A man who wallowed over his non luxurious life overall—
Mysteriously complected by God, through him in overhaul
Deisticalness pervaded his essence to maul
However, mostwhat, he never had downfall
Never without hope of appenage as oddball
His soul in continual albescence when facing the stonewall
His disceptator the wisest of all Kings to date with alcohol
He wished to read the consuetudinal in call
A purpose to inthrall all against evil in brawl
Runcation of his self from evil was early and so comical—
His insensateness was good natured and not at all critical
Never sighting an antecommunion as rival
His wiving in patient wait for a overthrowal
Never desiring remissness as a patrimonial
His brides maybe one day fond of smocking so accidental
The many but become unutterably constrained by a duel
Unslakable was his urge to survive as equal
His dread being sheer fatigation from hovel
“Grow to love your identity”
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CCXV
Why are thine forearms hair strands horrent and ye face pale?
Why is thy mind not expelling words in a largifluous manner?
Why did ye relinquish thine life and quitted your pleasant job?
Is it because my words and real stories made ye animadvert?
Guilefully I shocked ye with the banal truth about this world!
There is no disparity in reason between beings of sentience...
Why do ye uphold evils instead of expostulating good reason?
It beeth good advice to cherish noble virtues in an anniverse.
When will thy epiphany be reached through specuation here?
I call for a show of contentment, gaily and cheerful.
Install this motto as a solvent, and trendy become...
“I love who I am because I know who I am”
Crawl in the inferno adjacent to ye for it is cheerful.
Thee needs to be allegiant in a pledge of full peace.
Pester your government and groups to stop deaths.
Goodbye to the death penalty; instead full slavery.
Disslanderous are we to forfeit a choice of labour.
Every life behind bars is but a full waste to society.
Hanging, decapitation, and various atrocities, why?
The nation that accomplishes this would be in lifemanship; o’.
Proscribed we become when we cease to care for convenience.
Suffumigate your inner nature with the vapours of sentience—
For it is with reason that effronteries become justified as kin.
Fortunate is the one that subsultorily overcomes raw hatred.
And if in a show of peace our governments abrogate our love—
Then unveil all the multinodate conspiratecy groups impeding.
A common man or person has good reason, so what impedes?
Together we can ameliorate this world if we just give chances-To individuals alike; we need to be alert of megalomaniacs...
Be Wary of the Watchers
“Micro communities exist”
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CCXVI
1572 – The St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre.
Huguenots were French Calvinist Protestants.
Believing salvation could be with faith alone.
The creed severely opposed by all the French,
The monarchy and the Catholic nobility too.
Seventeen million Roman Catholics en mass.
In 1561 a Huguenot minister was slaughtered
And more than a hundred people were killed.
Next year 16k Catholics defeated 18k Hughes
And the Edict of Saint-Germaine for peace.
1572 Calvinist Henry ascended the throne—
Shock! Top officials in France formed a coup!
A church bell acted as a signal for slaughter.
The very same guards protecting slaughtered.
The public carried the trend of ill butchering.
A local butcher boasted of 150 full murders.
Women and children dragged to their death.
A poor girl all dipped in her parents’ blood!
Huguenots’ houses burnt down to purify all.
The King’s palace entry smeared with blood.
Huguenots fled the city but were all chased.
The bodies thrown in the river; no fish to eat.
Everyone was boasting of their own murders.
The violence spreads plenty to regional cities.
Orleans, Bordeaux, Angers and even Nîmes!
The River Rhône polluted all the way to Arles.
Dukes bidding others for troops to decimate.
Few individuals did see the Huguenot plea—
I but feel for all these like minded Calvinists...

“Minor differences have killed many throughout time”
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CCXVII
I feel sorry for those in asylums
who never were questioned
about their actions.

neurodegenerative diseases
and induce more brain cell formation.
I needed it!

I have six tales of woes
pertaining to times long ago
not to re-occur
and later apologized for
by the medical community.

another time taken in
just for playing a prank.
and then there was the time
in which I just stopped moving
in an employment office
because a flood of thoughts
came to mind.

first time I lost purpose to life
as a black Arab defiled my crush
in horrible malice
so I tested the law by teasing cars
only to be taken in as I lost it
in realization of where I was.
proper communication
would’ve stopped it.

what a waste of time!
then there was the time I was framed,
and thinking I would get out
without problems
I had to answer questions about
myself.

always because of drugs
or an extremely lonely heart
as all I wanted to do was just talk.
every visitor could not understand
why they locked me so.
they did not know what drug
to prescribe me
but I needed to take something
so I prescribed myself
with lithium, of which I read in books.
too expensive to purchase
if not on a script.
shown to preserve braincells,
protect against

various nurses knew
that there was nothing wrong with me
and they would sneak me out
in order to enjoy a smoke,
this all the time.
unfortunately they accumulate data
which gets distorted with time
and my records were written
in hieroglyphics.

when asked what I wanted to be
I said knighted in the far future
or working for the UN council
if nature wanted.

and so it ensued
with four additional times
with stays from three months
to one week
coinciding only in holiday periods
and thus not impeding
my productive life and enjoyment.

initially I would solve their problems
and in the process understand them
better than the doctors.
but then I was sick of it all
and just literally walked
the whole time.

I should have said something

when asked about my life
I simply said I was ‘like’ a messiah
and they interpreted it wrong.

second time I smoked some weed
and just acted distant for a few days
which made me locked wrongly
for ‘evaluation’ and ‘research’
they claimed.

they perceived pacing
as an act of insanity
and that is all I did,
up and down long corridors
with nutters of every single type.

“Tell us what kind of guy you are?”,
they asked in persistence.
“Look, I do believe myself to be
a modern symbol of Altrusim”, said
among many other things of decent
nature.
DING DING DING DING
they labelled me insane
because I said I care about people.
I graduated first class honours
In Ethics and many courses.
I lived an active social life
whilst attaining many
prestigious roles.
but then I had enough
as I did the maths
of how much walk I had done
in mental wards.
I spent close to a year in sum
and all I would do was walk
inside those places.

I am a social person and hence
I talk a lot when someone decides
to know about my life
and I am forced to disclose.
this was perceived as a sign of mania.
how unfortunate to be assigned
about twenty three different doctors
in only six hospitalizations!
in every instance they requested
to bring apprentice students
to learn from listening me speak.
I accepted for sake’s of Utilitarianism,
however, the last two times
they brought schools of students,
maybe four to six at a time
just to see me!
is this normal? have I not suffered?
what a nightmare for
a philosopher to be interviewed
by doctors.
I made five doctors burst into tears
during my stays.
I am not even sure
what I did wrong..?
there was a seventh time,
this overseas,
but I got out after one hour
of explanation!
I WALKED CONTINUOUSLY!
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“If someone acts distant do try to thoroughly discover their reasons”
CCXVIII
Beeth it not complaisantly beautiful to sight almas?
Almas so brustled, singing and dancing, not mamas—
Akin to fishes of haurient nature projecting enigmas.
The watcher drooling with beslubber still in karmas.
Karma here being a transient state from postcomas.
Death itself but a snack that guides me to all almas.
Providing me with uncamphorated drinks & dogmas.
With camphor supplied when required for aromas.
Almas aplenty for the Hollywood scene in cinemas.
Understrappers aiding my almas from carcinomas.
My almas too busy with their own vices in stigmas.
Providing me with nice esculent food as anathemas.
Stricken would I be if any alma had various diplomas.
My entertainers who endamnify all foe with llamas.
My protectors and saviours injuring by hematomas.
— In heaven I do not want to be that peacock feather freak.
“This world would not have happiness without entertainers”
CCXIX
Why opt for the supermarket chain
When the feyre has superb charm?
Enquicken thy soul that is so charred.
Better circumrasion from a specialty store chamberlain!
Wantonness through excitement in finding the chamber!
The feyre beeth glomerous with the best and changeless!
Puckishly the smaller stores beckon thy presence.
Beeth more fun to be rather devoid of prejudice?
Succorable ye are by the premises indeed precious!
So much joy, bliss and fun visiting your bakery or local butcher—
Alas, if ye see no point, ponder deeply why we have bookstores.
“Support those stores that bring a smile to your face because one day they could vanish”
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CCXX
The traveller had acceded to a role of tour guide—
As he had travelled Thailand for years quite offside
An amoval of mention of the danger as an override,
But an intramural necessity for the business occupied.
He would become a reversioner of the agency—
But only if he did a good job; whereunto he be funny.
However he got into termagant debates quite coldly.
One traveller a gaper at the obscenities seen broadly.
Forebodingness predicted this would just happen—
He too was an avocat against whorishness in season.
Renerving the situation he split the group into two.
The gaper with a short break at the hostel in review.
The guider recomposed anew after a brevirostrate—
Imperiously he showed his group sin in lightweight.
They just desired sex, this group of severe perversion.
Afterwards he taught them dire acts of mundification.
The gaper, in solenness, could not wait and walked—
In an unfortunate incident he stumbled and jaywalked.
Locals noticing the gringo decided to launch an assault.
Mistaking them for friendly he heeded them in fault.
Lured to an alleyway thinking them good hearted—
The man was jumped by four and extremely molested.
A violent struggle proceeded thus losing his money,
And his life as he was stabbed many times daintily.
Never again would he breathe—
The guider, his grave so wreathe.
No more tour ever again.
“You may not realise the face of poverty until it comes to you”
CCXXI
The gawk outwalked as she talked whilst shocked and mocked in fear of jaywalking”
“Sometimes you have to accept people for what they are as common human nature”
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CCXXII
It was the watcher’s duty in amenage
Wallowed in gold flakes but offstage
The watchers steered clear of papists
Their self tautoousian as the loyalists
They watched at an anteprandial time
For they enjoy your mundane living
Watchers would play pranks in outjest
Amongst themselves but so obsessed
They sometimes enjoy expiscation acts
Being so bored with living in abstracts
They outlived all human beings in gist
Anourously they do manage to coexist
There are many variations of watchers
Some dedalian, others but travellers
Irreplevisable may their very essence be
And most respective of all mensefulness
Disheveled some are far and throughout
Heretofore and all they lurk in a stakeout
Not all are watched by their ghastliness
Some work for the government in focus
The repertory for their many dealings
But a secret within many sects in rings
Be wary of the watchers my dear friend—
Because some are stupid and selfish too.


“Sure, there is talk about many known secret societies, but what of the unknown?”
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CCXXIII
If ye become quite simply evolatic
Do embrace your gift as aerobatic
If ye are at the dicastery
Clancularly become rather filled with knavery
If ye simply but adore allhallowmas
Be dressed decently or in acridness
Mayhap ye do seek a battalion
Have sword fights with an estramacon
Mayhap ye lose calmness by improperation
Slocken that anger by own volition
Mayhap ye desired to ride horses
A manege will do one supposes
If ye wish to just soar whilst obequitating on a horse whilst carrying a sword in good cause—
For the sake of survival within the legal system on a sacred day for fun; go out with claws!
“Wicked are wars that see human beings as chess pieces”
CCXXIV
Gilgamesh, King of Uruk, two-thirds god and one-third man formidably
He built magnificent ziggurats, city walls, orchards and fields abruptly
Gilgamesh, the initially cruel despot lording and raping so seemingly
The gods hear despair and create Enkidu, Gilgamesh’s equal securely
Enkidu lived with animals until a hunter sends a harlot, so seducingly
Enkidu rejected by animals learns all about mankind by harlot seedily
Gilgamesh about to rape a bridesmaid is wrestled by Enkidu in surety
Now as friends they steal trees forbidden to man in a perilous journey
Gilgamesh rejects Ishtar so Bull of Heaven brings famine so abidingly
With bull’s death the gods kill Enkidu & Gilgamesh seeks immortality
Finding Utnapishtim, after battles, he learns much lore but not a jury
No immortality but a plant of youth that was stolen by snake; bitchy!
Returning to Uruk empty-handed without eternal life but o’ so happy
His grace, might and achievements – immortality through humanity
“Do not completely underestimate the wisdom from the past”
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CCXXV
The bar bench was subriguous as the beer extravasated from the taps in absolute overflow
due to a nasty lever malfunction. The connected motivated clientele made good use of the
dulcifluous golden liquid whilst the staff sought to urgently call for help. Drunken
individuals bent, not keen on thievery, bent down to ground level to slurp at the futilous
wastage mostly as a joke. Quickly, security arrived and inswathed the situation by expelling
various folk due to disorderly and improper conduct. The whole pub attemperly, but in
jocularity, eventually quieted down.
The drubbing of rowdy folk by security was ghastly—
There was no amenability, instead much inefficiency.
Staff protruded free beers to those that had helped.
Prostibulous were the few skimpy staff
As coetaneous were they to age of pub
Vertigo afflicted a skimpy maid with so much attention.
Her tee-shirt had been wet and her nipple acuminated.
The ale still emanant from taps so avid!!
Adumbrant the merry pub did become,
Resembling a seedy filthy strip club.
The tavern’s vexillum being utterly breached,
As the ale house became sensiferous.
Folk now in renitence to chaos,
Because the moral defedation was prolific.



An anniversary was marked for this date—
Magically elves skylarked to accommodate,
And strangely they remarked in great hate.
The travesty now debarked in every state.
no one quite knew this
but this tale held some
truth. whenever a fumble
occurred, and the staff
became distracted, then
some pub folk acted in

vigil whilst they poured a
jug from the tap in order
to satisfy their thirsts. my
then friend exploited this
thievery, and I never
drank any of that stolen

beer. on his fourth jug
stolen he got caught but
that only resulted in him
being kicked away from
the pub for the night.


In drunken abandon he saw the operation as a fluctuation from beautification so graven.
— Alcohol impairs your reasoning, it is proven.
“If asked to do something foolish while drunk, please think things utterly through first”
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CCXXVI
The pampered nasicornous rhinoceros was fed escalope.
Unhampered and so amorous, but barbarous, it no dope.
Tampered, the valorous treacherous being had no hope.
It prospered in voracious wakefulness it was just myope.
Always portending, the animal, at semptiternity in dastardness.
It accrediting the world’s abnormality in continual recluseness.
Weakling it was not given its innate austerity in unpleasantness.
Acknowledging its lovable eccentricity in deep unrighteousness.
If by chance some foe becomes counterminous, the rhinoceros is fierce—
It matters not if it beeth macilent for it still looks mean enough to pierce...
“Animals too may experience human-like ills”
CCXXVII
Qian Jia Shi
(“Poems of a Thousand Masters”)
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Song Dynasty (960-1279)

PEACE
A cloud is her dress
a flower her face
Spring
wind through the threshold stirs
deep peony-dew
If unable to meet
on a jade mountain peak
we'll face at Jasper Terrace
beneath the moon
“Melodies of peaceful nature exist in every culture”
CCXXVIII
˙uoıʇɐlosı ɹǝǝɥs ʇnq uı lǝʌɐɹʇ sdıɥsǝɔɐdS
˙soɯsoɔ ǝɥʇ ɹoɟ pǝuɹɐǝʎ ʎlǝʌɐns dɐɥɔ ɔıʇdʎɹɔ ǝɥ┴
“Once someone told me to think laterally so I turned my head to the side”
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CCXXIX
agony finally becomes defined
barely
but not through words
agony encapsulates like a spider
weaves its web
across and around your heart
I can feel the prickling sensations throughout
it is torment
it will persist
like microbes
never underestimate the nasty microbe
you’ll never really see them

the trapped is laid out by its web
it knows of your earthly presence:
it has no conscience or heart
as it lingers on continuously
things.
I wish I were aboard my spacecraft with solar sails
as backup.
cruising the milkyway and beyond
or simply flying my rocketship
out to friendly alien civilisation
but I am scared.
they know what agony truly is
as they separate your brain from the body
and put it in a jar
a self-sustaining jar
to torment you in unimaginable pain.
“Hellraiser knows everything about pain – be him really fictional?”
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CCXXX
Society’s grace was in dire inquination—
Gloried America bealing as abomination.
In all putage, by an imperate way
A bicornuate fiend leading away
A dijudicate of nations, so magnificently
Obverted to peace in irony and notoriety
A carrier of many nations in kind
Exxicator of life in all deep liquidation—
Fremescent talk of dire vices by addiction
Discerpible by the world so openly
Florida the shaddock faded county
Miami an example of foreign dire control
Texas, New York, & California all in parole
Indiscerpibility abounds in kinds
America effectuative in global new order—
But without the trusting bond dearly in slur
Non-belligerency prevails in putage
Locked in so much rage within cage
Dimidiative someday, we dearly hope not
Politicians obtundenting the masses in blot
In imploration we just beg for trust
The world in constant importunacy but the good saviour not trusted by all—
Ambassadors in itineration throughout the globe but the way to really appal!
“Believe in the power of good because there is not much else to rely on”
CCXXXI
Spooked had the slabbering older fool become—
When told of the man’s sheer altruist heroism
Surfooted was the man with his faith in theism
Mocked and used by all his friends by atheism
Whenever they could not use him they punished—
By labelling him insane & mocking quite wished
Time again only evil presented and so flourished
Keeping his story he but waited until vanquished
“Slandering and harming others because of envy is utterly evil”
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CCXXXII
The insidious aptate of Saudi Arabia was subtle—
The transformation of a desert kingdom limitable
The ‘Dutch Effect’ a hasty dooming entirely likable
Disquisitionary examination quite stressful
Abdul-Aziz bin led to the creation in 1902
“Holla, holla, holla, do just give me a job”
In incognito, a nation with good values to unravel
A ghastly sentence for deeds easily debateable—
In great shock, ladies not allowed to drive
Saudi Arabia, so utterly commutative to dazzle—
Caudling its nation in metaphor but so abusable
Oil accounting for ninety-five% of exports in angle
Redoubling its returns through anecdotal
The seas of greed in due flatulency moral
Allah’s grip interdigitates them in recital
Djinn but empuse guiding men so wrong to rebel
Expatriates as peregrinators and all so traceable
Beware of the Dutch gouda so theatrical!
“Nations that unite rapidly certainly have a common nobler cause”
CCXXXIII
Subjacent the hoary willow
Lays the vast noble plateau
In painting the crude willow
Difficulties arose for picasso
Provedores in due machismo
With leniency and due gusto
Susurrus were heard so slow
Parsoned in due afterglow
The clergy in great bravado
Hearts transforated, bravo!
Ye be an ideal bedfellow...
“True magic distorts raw human sentience and good reason”
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CCXXXIV
Beffudled are we with ol’ Will-o’-the wisp!
A ghostly light seen by travellers quite crisp.
Mayhap an illusion over bogs, swamps and marshes.
Don’t be spooked by the ghastly obnoxious dogmas.
An English folklore belief that I pay some due creed too.
Guiding the needy travellers from their safe paths anew.
There is hearsay that fairies or elemental spirit play with it.
Hobby lanterns they may call it but I name it willow to emit...
Willows are also deciduous trees with numerous hybrids in a brawl.
Leaves and bark of willow tree is a remedy for aches, fevers and all.
What an appropriate name for my handy trusty pet Will-o’-the wisp!
I name thee Willow for ye are but fairy fire released by goblin in lisp.
Willow my friend, I caught you first, and I know thy inner nature to so astound.
Not a poltergeist in true sense, ye are a protoplasmic being with nature bound.
Thee guides men and women towards their chosen mates in a merry good show.
Willow, willow, my energy plasmic ball with radiance of photons in a bright glow.
I’ve caught thee with my mental net, and seduced ye were by my friendliness.
Ye saw my damsels and thee seeks my own good, lest direly short of canvas.
Most of extensive Europe, Great Britain, Asia, Australia and Americas—
Sighted en mass but called so differently, why tease them my willow?
Ye are the greatest friend a man can have outside humanity
So please do not be obsessive on my wellbeing in decency.
I care for you, willow my pet, and in due time
Thee shall play with Anglican priests
As they try to catch thee
With willow nets.
“Dreams are not prophetic, they are inductive”
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00113c KIcKeD dA BucKeT – direct diary file extract written in haste (once off)
CCXXXV
1
Please do not be frenetically minded upon reading this letter/spiel as this only serves to justify
any demise that may have happened in my life should I accidentally pass away to a better life – I
sure hope. I intend on an understanding being drawn, innerving to say the least, that will
warrant consent amongst any mourners in this life that indeed there was nothing worth living
for on this Earth for an individual such as I. I failed, I lost, it has been game over for a long time
being now – society had not exactly betrayed me, but various individuals have. The very act of
dispeopling this overcrowded Earth may as well have begun with me, an individual who by all
accounts always had everything to gain but instead was just toyed by divine powers and the
very nature of ill-found luck upon the face of this planet. I do not want to continue living with
over two-thirds of myself missing in the very essence that constitutes the soul.
I am Lexmilian de Mello, and if you have read my diary so far you may have understood that I
am pretty flunky when it comes to God, and yes, my faith is 100%, but I am not exactly too sure
what awaits in heaven for the very philosophising of it may destroy the very nature and element
of surprise. Whether suicide causes do still warrant an alternative to a pleasurable afterlife is
much debateable – is it for the greater good? Would it be done in good intentions? Would
one’s faith alone be enough to bear testimony and guarantee a better life in the afterlife
therein? The actions of certain individuals I know, god loving Christians in fact, are much to be
analysed and if every person were indeed sin free it certainly does not show in society amongst
some enlightened subjects of sorts, whatever faith, belief, or creed. Do I seek avengeance? I
am not too sure what that is any more that is anymore... I seek justice, that is for sure, and I do
hope individuals learn of the cruelty they impose onto others because of their own actions. I
believe that without the very aspect of communication between participants in conflicting
parties than mayhap sin can altogether be excusable (but not by higher sentience). However,
when one’s actions throughout his/her life have been pleaded to others, be it through words,
mannerisms, actions, and displays of desire, then by all means the failure of capable individuals
to solve and amend severe problems does come to be questionable when it comes to traits of
the ‘good’, the categorizer of justice, altruism if you will.
Pain is virtually immeasurable when it is 100% ongoing and of an innermost nature. The very
element of the individual psyche can be asynartete in nature in contrast to the whole of the self
– categorized closely with the very element of ‘living hell’. My heart seeks to help individuals
caught in this mental trap and so often I sight many such incumbents who are unable to ask for
help in regards to their very day-to-day affairs and when questioned they simply state that there
is nothing wrong with them. But what about me? I have told my problems, disclosed personal
issues, to many different individuals throughout life and albeit them being able to simply mend
the issue through a few discrete phone calls they, by all accounts, chose not in order to justify
their own innate selfish desires to watch me suffer in order to make themselves feel better (this
has happened more often than can be imagined in my life). The hurtfulness this has caused is
1

This is a private file saved as a goodbye note, in my diary, ought I accidentally perish away. It was written
half-serious for entertainment purposes at the time. So the words just naturally came to me with no revision.
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immense for intuitive aspects pertaining to the self has conceptualized/visualised the mockery
that goes on behind my back, figuratively speaking – I am conscious, I am aware, and I am in
tune with what goes on out there (I am normal). This state has caused disquietment upon my
life on so many different levels that it inhibited me on living a state of natural happiness
throughout all my years post the year 2000 it would seem. This is not to say that I did not suffer
prior to that time, I did, but the levels of psychological disturbance deep within the soul did in
fact escalate to surreal levels past that approximate point.
It is hard detruncating paragraphs when compiling this long note/spiel and I am sure there will
be many grammatical mistakes, but I guess if you ever get reading this, and I passed away for
whatever reason, let me make you aware that I cherish life in every single sense, and all I could
possibly beg for was just one day, a chance to love, and all I ever wanted was to live – and yes,
relatively speaking I do have the desire to prosper above the norm to excess, but in my eyes I
never had the chance. But one thing I do not ever want to be is a show off or make others feel
bad in case my life did indeed turn out for the better – I do not want others to hurt or suffer and
would rather live my life in privacy and secrecy if failure to abidance by these values bring
enviousness or contempt by others, I am normal. I do not believe in a fatal end to my own life
that would be indicative of cruelty by God but I do believe that people, individuals, can cause
atrocities to the lives of others – if I passed away maybe it was for the best because I am hurt, I
am broken, and I already lost, there is no point in pursuing life further I am afraid if I am to
continue incomplete, alone, and without the means to completely and utterly make up for lost
time. Time is one of the most precious commodities in my life and even that aspect has its
limits. Do not be dazed, I am still alive when typing this, but I may not be soon enough that is
my case. There is no cause to be dumbfounded, there are many things to cherish and love in
this life even if it is just a fresh buttered loaf of your favourite bread – life is good, if not it ought
to be good.
So how does an altruist seek to ‘hurt’ others that have wronged him/her at all? Well, I guess
the very nature of this note is to endamnify, and not exactly hurt, those that were always
capable of helping me through whatever means and were not able to. After all, Mervy ????
????????? did it to me by hanging himself, and I only hardly met the guy, but I was completely in
a position to stop his demise and I guess I failed him on that matter. Of course, I am not one to
go killing myself like Merv did, but if I am to pass away by whatever means then by all certainty I
would like those that brought hell into my existing life to be fully aware of how they could have
stopped all my inner pain throughout the years. Alas, targeting such a wider populace of
individuals would be an altogether very impossible task as I would have to direct an individual
note to every such person whose path I have actually crossed throughout life. I am human, I can
err... What if I was to kick the bucket for whatever reason, would anyone really care? After all I
have sort of isolated myself throughout time, and it is said that an individual’s circle of close
friends does not exceed a usual 6 (I wonder if this amount ought be a lot larger with modern
advent of technology). My passing away, my death, will be indeterminable by all accounts, by
most nevertheless, who knows? I don’t just yet that is for sure.
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There is a certain irrevocability as to the matter of life and death, that is, I desire to live, there is
no way out, but the conflicting dilemma is that so certain I am of an afterlife that at times it
does indeed seem more suitable to let go of this life in the near certain hope that the next life to
be will indeed be better. I do not believe I will excandescently burst into flames for a living hell
ensues, I do believe that higher forces are kind and that they desire for one to continue living in
comfort. The most feasible way to die would be to do so in one’s sleep, however, if one were to
commit suicide then by all means it would be imperative to portray the incident as an accident
for individuals abroad suffer less at one’s demise when it is by Force Majeure – mayhap an
obstructive shock of some sort, who knows? Suicide is sugnolel in context of the Bible, but such
an archaic piece never took into accounts one’s altruist intentions in doing so. Suicide is
ultimately selfish, I cannot deny that, but when the very society fails to re-act to an individual’s
cry for help I see the validity in statements of old. The very cause of abstinency has endured
throughout many cultures in order to warrant a nirvanic stage in love, it is so expressed
regardless. Abstinency may seem juvenile by atheist standards, but then again one can only
react as to what society imposes onto one ’s self. How does one create a diversion from the
very hurtful nature of death whilst still being remembered as a worthy individual. I would dread
the notion of being altogether forgotten in the eyes of others or being dismissed as an individual
of less greater stature than what I ought to really have been recognized/acknowledged,
wouldn’t you? Every human person deserves to be treated with dignity, to be loved, to be
cared, and to be given the motivation to grow and develop one’s self so as to positively impact
the lives of others – we are all in this together.
I suffer of nightmares rarely, most of them being visual aberrated imagery from moments
passed a long time ago. These thoughts contradict the very nature in regards to whom I am,
who I desire to be, and what I was put on this Earth to accomplish. Upon my death I would
desire to be seen as ingenious in every sense of the word, and I have already conversed with
family members to have my organs donated and the remains of my body cremated so that any
leftover nutrients from the ashes could be utilized as compost for blue hydrangeas in memory of
my now deceased grandmother from the South of Brazil. Who will be the conveyancer of my
secrets? Do I desire my diary to be publicised – heck no! My diary is for my eyes alone and for
any ultimately compatible female spouses I may attain (in ‘due time’), I do not desire my life
story to become an entertainment piece for the feeble minded for it projects an earnest life, a
life of a normal individual who battled hard to obtain and attain every chance he ever had; it is
precious to us. My life is superbound of lessons, not all encapsulated in writing, but still it goes
beyond the telling of a mere impoverished individual because in contrast my life has been
magnificently blessed on so many levels – all I lacked was the chance to meet someone
‘suitable’ before I got too old. I do not intend on instilling an uncontrollable catalytic seismic
chain within the bounds of our magnificent human heritage, even if I wanted to that would be
impossible because I am just a man. But like most people I do wish I could have made a
difference to the lives of the subjects of this world because one day I will depart to a different
world, and every sentient life that had an influence onto my life ought to, by all accounts,
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benefit from my existence also, but how? I have fragmentally approached individuals from a
diverse range of groupings throughout life, this through natural means of my own, and if one
falling domino was to at least connect within a series then mayhap my purpose would have
been complete – I do not believe it has rained yet.
Anticipatively I wait for the end of days, my days that is, and I constantly pray for a better
present and tomorrow. I do not desire to change my past for that would destroy the very
element that constitutes me as the ‘I’, and despite simply having ‘lost it all’ in the past, all I can
do is move onwards forwards and pray, hope, implore that one day I will be compensated on
both relative and non-relative terms for such is the hurt that has befallen me prior. Repressively
I am incapable for change, lest I had more time or sheer serendipity befall me. I know not when
the gates of death will approach me but what I do know is that I am in complete self control of
my own end, my fate as prophesised by my own unintended self throughout life – of which I
sure hope on altering as these were just moments of sheer stupidity given reason and
understanding by convoluted bizarre thoughts of my own when in the pits of depression. I have
contemplated suicide deeply but every whim of such a notion (as imbued within me) is against
it, so instead I dread the thought of being a dead man walking – already spiritually and
emotionally dead and by all means continuing existence on a shattered stage unseeing to the
eyes of others except that of divinity itself, mayhap God. This typing serve little more as a
testimony to my very justification of forgoing this life to an afterlife that indeed appears to me
non-fallible in notion, for I reasoned, I philosophised, and I have seen miracles myself that
others refuse to give credence to. Have I been lucky? Undeniably so, in a sense, but what is
luck without the very element that completes it, that is, happiness and satisfaction itself?
I have often thought about the nature of original sin, and I have to say that I am in contrary to
that opinion, pelagian in philosophical creed I would deem. From my ventures into prison,
asylum, and places of squalor I can openly testify I am also against antihuman behaviour of any
sort and hence I value morality and ethics in every sense of the word. I never had the luxury of
having a father figure guide me in life, and instead through a long process of trial and error I had
to become self-disciplined through acts of volition and as shaped by nature – a horrid thought. I
feverously suffer, and mayhap loneliness is erroneous for I have a fair number of friends, but
what I lack is love, passion, and everything associated with finding a suitable soul mate(s) whilst
still in the splendid beauty of youth. A little bit of plushiness in my life would not be altogether
bad, and I would savour the notion – well, I can only hope for an afterlife that will instil me likeso for the moment I lose out on hope on this life I may as well consider myself gone in
damnation. Am I a wowser? I highly doubt it, sincerely so. I enduringly seek what is right, what
is ideal, and what is by all accounts perfect. A lot of individuals claim to pursue these very same
elements but without concentrating on the ‘self’, something I was imbued with at birth, the very
necessity to ‘care’, of which at later age I sometimes rarely get scared on losing as this matter is
imperative to the self – have I lost it? I know not, I hope not.
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Please, if indeed I have anything resembling a funeral, please let it not be so. Maybe an encore
with an olor buccinator may be deemed appropriate, if indeed I end up succeeding in life, and
perhaps a few wise inspiring words from beyond the grave by any anonymous group of
individuals, but please let it be harmonious and peaceful and full of well-suited joy. My life on
this Earth was short, well-lived given constraints, and there was never any obsession in my life
other than the fact that I sought for true love, something so deep and equally deserving to all –
thenceforth learn from these lessons of my life so as to better shape society and individuals
through acts of a better organized society that is – surely, nothing can beat God’s coexisting
creation and none will read my diary upon my death (for it is against my will), but regardless, be
attentive to other’s feelings is my demand. I do not look favourably to ill-founded rumour
emanating from beyond the grave, nor when I am alive. And my pleas would go out to help
those afflicted with crapulent conditions for such habits derive mainly from imposed
environmental conditions – care for them well. My memoirs are not worthwhile reading so
please do not deprive me of this privacy, and the very nature of my books/diaries are
contemporaneous within the confines of my entire postulated existence given afterlives and
other existences – it is a deprivation of my life, my liberty, my ‘self’, to extend the story of my
life to other sentient beings asides of pre-ordained divinity itself, God, and the union that
comprises the missing elements of my soul – the soulmates that ultimately complete me, I
them, and them each other – mayhap one or plural in notion for I know not for absolute
certainty. I understand further that MANY have had concupiscence-like thoughts in relations to
me, and them, by their own selves, may see no harm in reading about my life – I do not concur
with their sentiments and in God’s hands I trust them all. I believe that those that purposely
seek to deprive others of their privacy without uttermost well-founded and reasonable good
intentions are by all accounts contumacious in being and well-due reason has to be taken into
account as to who has commissionership right to infringe on one’s very sanctity of being – think
about it.
When typing the gibberish contained in this note(s) I do not mean to sound overly pompous or
gloomed, but as of recent I have been exundated with extreme depression on so many different
levels. Following a pattern, and thus examining a trend, I concluded that I may not live to an old
age as I have reached what I consider to be the utter humane limit of emotional distress. I have
tried, in severe duress, to convocate higher entities to aide me in my woes, for I am suffering
immensely. The only thing that remains left for me to do is to gather the best candle I can
muster and perform a flagration in prayers, mayhap facing Mecca on my rug, for such is my
need and desperation for help. It is expective that good things will result, for having suffered so
intensely throughout various epochs within my life – loneliness, deprivation of sex and love, lack
of career success or appeasement of essentials instil great turmoils within the confines of my
being. I can relate to being felt to be made of a mocking-stock in so many out of body variations
that indeed I have grown wise to levels incomprehensible to most – although I may not always
show it. I am somewhat content that my inherent nature is not pugnacious in being, but albeit I
had the means to carry out such masculine traits openly if within the right and with the means
to win. I approve order and justice, but most of all happiness in all sentient beings, and for this
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reason I believe that it is a ‘plausible’ notion that God ‘may’ not be altogether omnipotent for
were he/she/it of an ultimately ‘good’ heart there would be no need for suffering, especially on
my own life as I am suffering so dearly right now.
My local immediate block/neighbourhood is comprised of a cantred/kanttry of communities and
I feel isolated as I may only belong to two mini enclaves. I have in the past validated the
existence of God in philosophy forums through reason, logic, philosophical, and scientific
principles online, but for some reason I still have a hard time attaining comfort at the notion of
the existence of an afterlife for this very first life of mine, in this world, is a pivotal crucial coexisting element to all my other lives that needs immediate urgent attention (I need someone
beautiful to love before it is too late). I feel like my right for happiness has been rapaciously
been ripped away from me every step of the way and the only thing that has kept me going is
God itself inhibiting me with pachydermic sentiments in moments where otherwise the
common person would have felt severe distress. The witnessing of real miracles has been an
honour bestowed upon me that God has refreshed granted so as not to witness my immediate
demise – why is this so? Is there hope still? In the end, my life has been great, but in contrast
to the elite it has been nothing – and the elite being my only standard when contrasting things
in relative terms, this because I was enlightened when early. Physical impediments will in due
time wade away, and it is only a matter of time before I can make up for all accrued lost time in
conjunction with the then present and the future to be – I want to live.
2
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I partake in several random blurb jottings like this within my long diary without overdoing it.
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WHAT IS DEAR TO US?
ELOQUENT POETRY AND RANDOM QUOTATIONS

CCXXXVI
I had endeavoreth myself to speak the truth;
Elamping the brightness in clarity with sooth.
Stultifying atheist dogma in a complete show
Of reason so emblematically displayed in woe.
Chirruping the sentiments of thine own spirit
That beeth unsupplanted by the sheer socket
Which encumbers my supererogate summit.
I but crossly plead against pain in this planet,
So that we all contradance in the joy of life.
Depredable actions ultimately lead to strife.
“Once a lesson is learnt it is not always warranted a mistake shall not be repeated”
CCXXXVII
Lancinated were the words of the poet within the heart of man—
Words in similar immittance to lightening roaming like a caravan;
With foreshame to the unprepared who do embrace it as juncate.
Lustrated do the souls of many become when they don’t debate—
Sheer wisdom, sheer reason, sheer sentience not to be doubted...
Whencever, happiness and joy lays fortrightly quite well depicted—
The licentious person beeth avulsed from society and all liquidated;
But the adherer to reason & logic is apt for a show of winningness.
Wise viripotent words prevailed in sonnets for use in time of crisis—
Eloinment of evil becomes a crucial step towards the goal of bliss.
The poet’s work becomes pastiched with lore without a due miss—
The hearts of many in full verticity towards the ‘good’ with a kiss;
Many in exultation, albeit at cost of the poet’s general wellbeing.
Weather and nature in constant cantation in a lamentable swing—
Ascititious are words in educative lore explaining the world in awe.
The swartiness of nature guilefully explains our aversated concern for our planet—
Petulantly some watch the destruction unfolding, some try impede this plummet,
Some appositely react, whilst others repudiate the very need for salvation as habit.
“There is always a GREAT place for you in God’s plan”
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CCXXXVIII
GOLDFISH
The goldfish bobbled around—
They roam around so utterly silly—
With all his friends so abound.
Not quite knowing their heredity.
Domesticated and reared first in ancient China,
They come in different shapes;
They were domesticated and reared in mania...
Body, fin, and eye in great gapes.
Gray or silver species with red, orange, and gold.
Ye can’t escape it’s swimming trance
Popular in ornamental ponds.
For it swims constantly in dance.
In ‘Song Dynasty’ gold (blondes)
Were but forbidden for the
Common folk due to mania.
Mutations impeded fish’s
Survival of species as swish.

With a short memory,
In aquarium it swims amply.
Always looking for food to consume
In its aquarium domain with spume.
It also follows fish to eat their own poo!

The Prussian carp remains as the closest wild relative.
The gold colour being a recessive gene; and deceptive.

Be wary of goldfish for it eats
Its very own poo in great feats!



In a world with nothing to do
And TV grew mundane in cue,
Then watch the many silly fish
In an aquarium so darn foolish!
“Great lessons may be learned by observing nature”
CCXXXIX
The exuccous raisins bore evidence of craft
Craftiness in food manipulation for good taste
Tastiness obtained by debenture from seller
Saleable at goods but given first as a sampler
Sampling the dry good to fecundify a profit
Profitable to the vendor; ultimately the abbey
The monastery thrived on goods produced
Productiveness in fostering creasy grape vines
Vignettes detailed the long arduous process
Processed and sun-dried the grapes did foster
Fostering good quality fruit cake for the season
Seasonable changes brought havoc to Monks
“Appreciating comfort foods can be started with grace”
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CCXL
he stood there clueless and disoriented as
he knew not whether the apparition that
laid before him was real or imagined.
he felt disdainful and limited to his
immediate surroundings, so lonesome.
he felt an overwhelming presence of
another entity, ‘Chronos’, a being not
altogether within the time bounds of his
reality, but however within an excluded
time frame. the man knew he was not
alone because he heard the other’s
thoughts. the poor man was just about to
experience ‘misery’ but he knew not yet...
the fictional being, ‘Chronos’, had all
forgotten what paper was, and the
incumbent sensing he forgot many things,
next indicated to him an eraser, that lay
before him on the table, and next a pencil,
but he was informed he was not that
stupid as to forget what a pencil was.
and so ensued this telepathic and body
linkage between the two incumbents,
both screwed within the depths of
depression.
Chronos let the incumbent know of his
happy marriage to his wife, and of the
beauty and magnificence within the vast
cosmos, but devoid of purpose he sought
inspiration from this conflicted soul.
the philosopher, now within the depths of
misery, saw a blue sand plastic hourglass
on top his coffee table that was not even
there. he tried to reach for it but the
futility of it all impeded from him arching

his body. the man then sought to reach
his syringe juiced up with heroin but as he
was about to stand he noticed there was
no syringe.
with every aching second of his body
aching for an end to this devastation he
but felt mocked and kept in within the
constraints of his soul. he then moved
towards a place where he could attain
heroin to swallow in a blasted overdose,
only to realise he never really used heroin
and there was none stashed away.
the man imagining further the act of
injecting, foretelling his own fate; as being
unable to inject and end life. hence he
was in utter misery as being unable to
muster the strength and will to finish it all.
scarred and in uttermost misery he
noticed Chronos was now gone, and the
hour glass still stood unreachable on front
of him; without the means to visually see
it and hence in agony.
questioning his very mortality the state of
stasis stood all around him and it was only
then that he realised that amidst these
many thoughts he still had not moved an
inch.
the man was paralysed,
encumbered and suicidal – all in one.
feeling regret on instances of old only
made matters worse, for every attempt to
finish his life was met with immobility and
just breathing – this man knew misery.
“The presence of misery cannot
be told by sight alone”
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CCXLI
The man partook in volleys in fencing classes—
It was but High School in afterhours with wages.
Sparring versus Sir Frederich Pennachi with foil,
Whilst a damsel watched intrigued in by a coil.
Fred lunched deep with every thrust, as to hurt.
The valiant man took every blow so as to overt.
Venewing most his thrusts in excellent poise—
The man struck back elegantly bending in joys,
Practicing for use of real rapiers but with a foil.
He saw the damsel with a major crush to spoil.
The man gallantly disarmed Fred after a dodge
And with the last bout, he expected a massage.
The damsel enthusiastically eager for his face—
Unveiled his carapace-like helmet in an embrace,
His hair not like before, now a full afro so shown.
The damsel in horror, had she but simply known
That there is more beauty in non-straight hair.
Mindful of the girl’s stares he tended his despair.
Bruised up and wounded, Fred sought to hurt—
Every lunge, stab, and swing; so deadly in effort.
Fred unhurt, but been stabbed prolifically more.
The victor was clear but not for the noble mentor
As he hurt and bled beneath his skin and covers.
The victor knew he lost the damsel, but not Fred
For he is still a friend whom pierced him faulted.
It was but a fun jousting match in High School—
Classes soon ended due to lack of money as rule.
I remembered the disarming so excellently well
For it was my victory over Fred’s bruises dwelled.
It was a merry good show and great fun to spar—
And yet the loser was execratory in great memoir.
— Why?


“Winning a duel may not always make you the winner”
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CCXLII
The incumbent stood in disapprobation of his folly—
He sauntered the classroom socializing quite funny.
The matter is that he wanted to savour these days
For time would pass and he would show no delays;
Life was meant to be cherished in grand harmony,
At minor cost of his noble pride by being chummy.
The incumbent, Greg, thought he was simply nuts—
For he helped others and spoke vivaciously in riots.
The matter is that Greg needed the most help of all,
For he hadn’t seen beauty in the rabbles in own fall.
After graduation Greg drifted apart from the man,
But with many friends thanks to his doing and plan.
“Some people will never understand the meaning of SYLLAS”
CCXLIII
It started on the outback town of Kalgoorlie
Years later his brave mate Kim Walshe
Overcome by stupidity he sought stimuli
Took the challenge utterly stupendously
Of his taste palate whilst rather drunk
A bet was made, him and five others; money out
A bottle of Tabasco sauce to dunk
The Welsh/Irish snatched as copout
Straight down his throat
The juice pre-glassed, in shout
O’, he reached a keynote!
I watched; his eyes in flames
Burning sensation, drop by drop
Slurping the nectar; so juicy as a flop

Best fifteen bucks I ever spent but at a cost
A cost to Kim’s night, in acidic fire; no frost

I learnt never to outsmart my good mate again
For guilt sunk in deep; all bettors like madmen!
I admire Kim’s brave face, but eyes did tell all—
Stupid acts do get made with too much alcohol
“Never encourage stupid behaviour unless certain of its good benefits”
CCXLIV
All wanderers become oblivious to reality – thunderous sails.
Never enlighten an abuser.
Queasy, comforting gusts that blow – cloudy sky.
“Justice is sometimes better served by the sole incumbent”
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CCXLV
the woman stood dazedly staring onto her
promotional reflection glaring from the
radiant mirror. she knew not yet, but she
was about to experience misery.
having adorned eye-makeup she realised
it would not be too far yet before she got
ready to go out.
blue eye-shadow, she now thought herself
a self-loathing whore. lamenting over
what shade of lipstick to wear she became
confused; should she reach for the red, or
the vermillion, but wait, her eyes needed
attention first.
still holding the lipstick with her right
hand she didn’t quite know what would
be inappropriate anymore, as she was
captured within the vestiges of her own
psyche and ego.
thinking deeply as to what kind of man
she would want to attract, she was still
conflicted with bombarded thoughts
about how utterly repulsive she looked –
she was still holding the red lipstick.
just about at the time she decided to
place back her lipstick she realized she
needed to powder her face, but this
brought a conflict of emotions, because
her eye-shadow was off, only one eyebrow had been done with eyeliner, and
yet she had not even begun with the
lipstick.
daunted and confused she had another go
at colouring her lips but just as she was
about to impact her lips with the baton

she realised it was the wrong hue for her
lips. not too sure what to do next she
places the lipstick back on the bathroom
aisle; quite delirious.
distressed and confused she became
emotionally bankrupt upon gazing at the
mirror only to realize she had no make-up
on whatsoever; no eye-shadow, no
eyeliner, no powder, she had spent an
hour staring at the mirror and yet had not
moved – this woman was in misery.
thinking whilst self-scandalized she
realised it was almost time to go out on
this weekend night, so again she reaches
for the lipstick but thinking of her eyes
first she hesitates. it is not before too
long that she decides to end her life, so
again she reaches for the lipstick but then
stops at neurotic realization she cannot
end her life with lipstick.
the woman then comes with a measly
idea that she could swallow her beauty
products in a bid to end her life, but upon
reading the back labels as ‘non-toxic’ she
gives up on that idea.
her reflection showing the bags
underneath
her
eyes,
and
her
psychopathic tendency masked, she
nurtured the thought of getting ready to
go out again, only to realize it was a
weekday and she had made no plans.
still gazing the mirror, this woman was in
misery.
“Misery strikes you unaware”
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CCXLVI
A LESSON EARNED (DREAMED)
There were five men walking beside the great river—
Dressed in white pyjamas, three one’s junior.
At centre stage the leader wearing a hat;
Carrying a sword he struck two flat.
In groinal pain two subdued;
The Welsh so valued
But pushed!
The senior of all handling the injured two in mercy—
The one wearing the hat bending down so hasty.
The one now in water reaching now for hand.
With a merciful slice the wrist so bland.
Blood spewed forth colouring all;
It an initiation ritual to appal.
Heed the call!
In dramatized agony the incumbent in water screams—
Sinewed in vigour the slicer watches with the team
As there is no real drama had they heeded
The uniform code with guards so aided.
Grown up entertainment is gory
So be careful when giggly
As it could be you!
“Symbolist rituals do not need bloodletting”
CCXLVII
Jejunely he pursued his few social goals
But only to those not mattered in roles.
His saponary fat layer the saviour of all
In addition of good alcohol in his pitfall.
Never vacillant in notion but all aware
So be careful of sanguine crude despair
For maybe he will just butcher you next
In order to solve his bleeding so vexed.
— Be very respectful of fragility...
“Imagination well used may be better than reading a good book”
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CCXLVIII
She valued her rariora and various trinkets—
Some profane exsanguinated aide amulets.
Her somnambulation due to horrific deeds
Dementedly done with dirk by her creeds.
Her bornous attire not that of a mere witch—
But instead akin to a snake’s sluff as a bitch.
Rowdyish was she at times of old in enclave
For her amulet mountance exceeded a save.
She judged the apprentices and saved none—
With prized gifts to those in favour of pagan
Ways; so viral in deed by interknowing deep.
Insanably were all enclaves, deep in a sleep.
The witches were demoniacs in due creeds—
Dissuasively she approached those in needs.
Her charm and trinkets as enticers to them.
Her magic trinkets never expirable in stem.
Her greediness in lore left her position unoccupied upon her demise—
No woman or man could fabricate amulets imbued with magic as guise.
“Do not let superstition control your life, instead learn to appreciate it”
CCXLIX
The dog laved his own self in oscitancy—
Wunderbar was the German Shepherd.
Believe in the standing dog!
Reprehensible it was to deeds not holy—
Wunderbar was the smart German dog.
Believe in the guilty dog!
Churlish was the guest that betrayed it—
Wunderbar was the guiltless fancy dog.
Believe in the talking dog!
— Animals ought not to speak like humans.
“Intelligent creatures, whatever type, are capable of attempting magic – be warned”
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PENTAGRAM
Three thousand years B.C.
Mesopotamia in due Harmony
Astrological meaning for five planets
Jupiter, Mercury, Mars, Saturn and Venus
A reverse pentagram is evil with limits
Occultism in a great journey
Chinese Elements
Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water
Controlling, Generative, Destructive
Faiths
Bahá'í, Christianity, Mormonism,
Neopaganism, Satanism, Thelema
Freemansonry and Certain Countries
All embrace as if a great trauma
Geometrical beauty in narcissism
Faiths...
“Certain ideals are admirable by both evil and good alike”
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CCLI
The man was apoplectically in fury—
This whilst walking home in a frenzy.
Having just bought goods to consume
On his way back home with no gloom.
The Queen head-bitch hath called—
On his mobile phone to greatly scald.
She planned to put him in an asylum
In order to gloat at her from atheism.
Not answering asides from two texts—
A dangling participle gisted in contexts.
Hoping that she would get the notion
It was indicated through notification:
“I am on my way to a Scientologist and Brainwashers convention”
Indeed he was getting ready for battle—
Brainwashers exists and she was theirs
Whereas he belonged with Scie’logists.
She labelled him insane and conspired.
A huge feud ensued in much secret—
Only few knew of this struggle so shut.
A feud between liberty and total loss
Of control; shown in epics by logos...
Brainwashers won this feud claiming it was but just through consent—
What man, or woman, openly concedes their freedom utterly content?
These are tales of desperation that manifest interminably throughout—
Certain incumbents abstain from reason in a bid to alleviate a blackout.
“Some news never make it to the public on the basis of hearsay, this with good cause”
CCLII
The master becomes melodramatic with mind-bent malnourished maniacal manipulation.
He but manages the soul in no malice by mesmerizing it with monstrous merry wisdom.
“Relax, and don’t stress, because worrying deeply is borrowing problems unneeded”
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CCLIII
The church disendowed the Monarch of his right—
But when an altruist King emerged he could incite
Control in church operations anew by supplication.
Uxoriously attached to the church the Monarch is—
No place for loutishness for the altruist King’s kiss.
No tawdriness in show of God’s grace to the clergy.
The masses may yammer at collapse of old rites—
Remurmuring by folk is an indication that reunites
The very aspect of consciousness that thrived once.
Anglicanism is here to stay, and many cherish it—
In faith of a noble crown so as to instil good benefit
To men and women alike, in civil order, one admits.
Believe in the system that binds a nation so well—
There is no evil, and every peasant can also excel.
Higher caste provide an entertaining show; no hell.
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Suppeditate the noble blood’s pleasurable needs—
For they inspire and motivate our many fair deeds,
But keep them in check of virtue and noble creeds.
The common folk need to prepare nobility for ultimate proseminary training—
Abnegate the evil within thine selves by aiding their servitude to God in thinking.
“The seemingly more fortunate may be deprived of ‘genuine’ happiness – be happy”
CCLIV
She emulously desired several sistren akin to him—
With many kin exorcizing demons; then less grim.
Parenthood would necessitate billeting in a house
For the many progeny would run amuck as mouse.
She did realise that siblings are very good friends—
That truly never should be forgotten in due bends.
Friendship circles sufficed her the same in the end
But she could never ceased dreaming of an amend.
“Correct grammar not always expresses”
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CCLV
it was late at night when the man decided
to go for a walk with his then female
friend. both incumbents were suffering
from a gloomy affliction, but none knew
what it was.
she was destroyed and dispirited and her
only comfort was to observe his blue
dejected nature.
they walked to a nearby 24 hour
delicatessen in order to replenish smoke
and drink supplies – it was late, at about
2am in the morning. they converse about
many things but one thing that is
noticeable is that they are both miserable
at life itself.
they stop over a children’s park and sit
beside the swings downhearted gaping at
the sky. for the woman her fantasy
fulfilled, for the man his nightmare in
reality for spending a romantic stargazing
session with someone incompatible to
him.
mournful were they both for they knew
both were without reach of what they
truly longed for.
downbeat and
downcasted they use his mobile phone to
locate the position of various satellites
within the night sky. it proved mildly
entertaining but no comfort for the
emptiness they both felt within their
heart.

deeps bout of uncaused depression that
afflicted their very spirits.
she could sense his emotions whereas all
he could sense of her was that she was
devastated. there was no insanity to
either one’s emotions, they just felt
empty and dark; o’ yes, very dark.
this sadness was supernatural, and not
distinguished by any name in specific until
the woman pointed out that maybe he
felt ‘melancholic’. enlightened by finding
out what that emotion felt like they
decided to walk their separate ways
home.
it was not ‘till he was nearing home that
he realised the true extent of his
melancholic self and he burst into an
uncontrollable burst of hysteria, after all,
he was just melancholic, life was not bad,
he felt only a tremendous emotion.
being melancholic was very dark and no
ordinary depression. sheer realization of
the state was enough to snap him out of it
back into joy. but be warned, misery has
no such easy escape, and for that he was
glad – he was not in misery...

Deviant ART

they felt a gloomy state of mind, him
especially so. the state itself was in
continuance and hence habitual with

“If things feel bad realize
worse emotions exist”
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CCLVI
Outranked and progressively overpowered he thought that she became domesticated due
to the stunted ordeals of mundane loud insults launched aimlessly. It was only then that he
realized he had been singled-out by her unforgettable delicate, yet confronting, seductive
charm from day one, as if poisoned to ridiculous levels of narcissistic self-love. He loved her
still, but gladly not to the extent by which she became permanently fixated to him – in a
longing gesture to be a moaner by his bedside, pillaged and ransacked as if constantly
besieged by a naval fleet. There were no bounds to her vulnerability and yet he stood so
bantered and afraid of her next move for it was her turn to show appreciation, but this time
in kind words. He was in every position to command her into submission but without the
vocal capability to manage the right words so as to decimate her teasing provoking glare.
The man was powerless waiting for a response that never came.
She became misaligned due to sheer oppositional delight that superseded that of a
querulous philosopher – ought she to speak first? She pondered as if revolted by her own
magnificent consciousness as to whether it was pity he felt or genuine quaint love. His
harsh words did not lower her spirits and sentiments for she knew the man was but
peculiarly perplexed and confused as to her own true nature. Enriched was their love but
too afraid of divulging the truth in her ventures barred any emotive gracious shows of
passion so dearly desired by both incumbents. It was well known the man did all he could
do draw her fanatical attention towards him in public, but unknowingly to him she was but a
shy future-minded individual hoping for the most suitable time to display affection.
“A side is always in the wrong if one has to utilize spies”
CCLVII
She was flibbertigibbety in every sense of the way
But a pleasance to all she crossed paths in outplay
In complete deplorement to her own fraught self
She was interaulic within social circles like an elf
But with the power of venation to afflict ill health
She could conjure much by being with fair stealth
The jester of royalty and the common folk in ways
Deep inside she knew she was no fool in displays—
Valorously she had spied for the enemy far abroad
For strout an image of a fool she did; or else a quod
She was flibbertigibbety in every sense of the way
But only to the unwise and untrained in no agape!

Be conscientious of the prankster.
“Do not underestimate the clown or court jester”
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CCLVIII
Commoving the situation forwards he urged—
A conjection ought to surely to be just purged.
Saufly by extrapolation with good dire reason
Ought to aught means be a show of refutation.
‘Twas deintevous to discuss in a open forum—
Without the means to accept people’s freedom.
Philosophy, science and common lore debated,
All out in the open in order to appease a spud.
Couch potatoes who forgot their own essence—
With no life but giving advice in sheer elegance.
Wisdom aplenty with good imagination & mind
They still sought the ‘good’ despite quite blind.
Immersed in books, books for nooks in style—
Other people’s wisdom mixed well for a smile.
There was always room for yet another blogger;
This online grown man’s game, for true believer.
There was much salient wisdom in online forums accumulated over time—
Beware as such of the silent outline of factums awarded in perfect mistime.
CCLIX
I love you both unconditionally
Throughout time quite absurdly
I..........................................................
Time is on our side in great joy
So believe in our love and decoy
DO......................................................................
‘IT’ will guide us together very fast
All we need is a leading given blast
LUV..............................................................................
Heart-to-hearts we pave the way
There is a way if we open our bay
THEE..................................................................................................
Listen to me well when I say I LOVE YOU
TODAY!..................................Because I always knew, just like you too!
“Everyone’s idea of genuine love may differ, but similarities always persist”
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CCLX
Email did lead the way in intelpost worldwide—
The data importunator being thee as a bride
Inequitable were impoverished individuals
As the rich become inconditonate in evils
Grooping in stereotypes worsened folk
And one day the poor just did evoke
For the world web was Englishable
The evils of nations in abluvion
For commonalities do wizen
PEACE EXISTS IN HARMONY
INCONSUMMATENESS THRIVES WITH WAR
Completion signifies peace and understanding
Whilst the balladmonger praises peaceful notions
It indeed is cumbrous to achieve harmony in nations
There is great wisdom to be made from a certain word
This representative word being encapsulated by the herd
The vast extensure of its application extending the far cosmos
In due time humanity’s roar would be heard abroad in a large dose
“There is nothing wrong with preparing too far ahead, but be prepared for deviation”
CCLXI
He hath intended to effront the incumbent’s faith—
Emargination of creeds was essential to fascinate.
The purpose to emancipate the elements of spirit
With resoluteness that was firm in order to solicit
Good hope and sentiments within the hearts men.
The common folk weren’t quite addlebrained at all—
The players merely miscast by a bad starting scrawl.
It was convitiously shameful to slander the religion
That most men and women followed in good reason.
But all alike are entitled to dissentiate in fair opinion.
However, consociation without religion lacks the very element of timelessness—
The notion itself a real squelcher to the hearts of many in all due thankfulness.
Prophets and men inspired by God renowme of beauty in exceptis excipiendis.
“If you loathe an idol try to understand why others love him/her so dearly”
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CCLXII
He used drugs to corroborate his bruised ego—
Explicatively his saga was told in clear esperanto
But extrajudicially it fell on deaf ears throughout.
The translating contraption no good in a takeout
As spurted words lacked grammar in due order.
The main message transmeatable by an overture.
The translator flamineous in nature as if a sect,
Rather facundious by his talked speech in subject.
His saga no longer his, now expropriate due deal;
It was longed for all to be over, o’ what an ordeal.
Defatigated from irregular sleep he had desired—
That humanity had compendiated thither as sired.
The masses would essentiate into a better union
And in due time with prudency, rather unshaken.
‘Twas desired that lore and wisdom be lucriferous
But it mattered not for its jamboree was luscious.
The divertissement in expelling the truth pleased.
Certainty that it shan’t be a deperdit did appease.
Seemingly detractive had the message been due—
To hidden lore incrassating as it progressed anew.
“Overanalysing is dehumanizing to most”
CCLXIII
I tried once to imagine a
new colour never seen
before. I began to dwell
deep in the realms of
blue and green. My mind
took a voyage of different
hues and then abstractly I
began to imagine the
fluoro
colours
in
conjunction with the
hues.
I remembered my colour
blind friend from High
School who could not

distinguish
between
yellow and green – I
became easily aware as
to why that may pose
difficulties.
I sought higher entity
aide as I procured a
mysterious colour not
observed by my eyes and
in this process I vividly
saw a pulsating blob of
yellow and green within
my mind as sight.

I focused hard, by then I
had lost track of time,
and I focused on the blue
variations rather deeply –
just as I seemed to sight
this whitish blue, so
sparkly with a glow of
purple, my mind seemed
to have reached a lockdown trauma. It didn’t
last long but I know not
to wish for more than is
given by nature.
“Be grateful for senses”
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CCLXIV
There was great lurry within the Mosque’s walls
Eftsoons the Muslim cleric would speak to dolls
The matter was not of conjugal nature at motion
He capotted the spirits in a great ovation
He was a relessor in mention of messiah
Not Muhammad, it was concurred in era
But Jesus with the other as a prophet so utterly
Sprite akin to Djinn’s and all in reason so pretty
The Mosque now a lamasery in metaphor
Imbrangled with philosophical reason with faith
The masses untimeously concurred with reason
“Allah is the greatest”, in good given advertency
All good extemporiness they loved others
Christians, Jews, Hindus and all together
Alongside Muslims all embraced in purr
Swartish are the darker arts, but no harm no err
No longer obtruncating in eye-for-an-eye, no err
The cunctator of global peace beeth sad
United we all stand in human reason for the greater glory of Allah—
Our Earthly escouade to confront evils from beyond in due formula.
“Islam practice is inductive towards great discipline”
CCLXV
London
I wander thro' each charter'd street.
Near where the charter'd Thames does flow
And mark in every face I meet
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.

How the Chimney-sweepers cry
Every blackning Church appalls,
And the hapless Soldiers sigh
Runs in blood down Palace walls

In every cry of every Man,
In every Infants cry of fear,
In every voice: in every ban,
The mind-forg'd manacles I hear

But most thro' midnight streets I hear
How the youthful Harlots curse
Blasts the new-born Infants tear
And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse
— William Blake

“Classical poetry is devoid of creativity simply because we grow accustomed to it”
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CCLXVI
William Shakespeare – Sonnet 71
Listen
No longer mourn for me when I am dead
Then you shall hear the surly sullen bell
Give warning to the world that I am fled
From this vile world, with vilest worms to dwell:
Nay, if you read this line, remember not
The hand that writ it; for I love you so
That I in your sweet thoughts would be forgot
If thinking on me then should make you woe.
O, if, I say, you look upon this verse
When I perhaps compounded am with clay,
Do not so much as my poor name rehearse.
But let your love even with my life decay,
Lest the wise world should look into your moan
And mock you with me after I am gone
CCLXVII
I Heard A Fly Buzz
I heard a Fly buzz—when I died—
The Stillness in the Room
Was like the Stillness in the Air—
Between the Heaves of Storm—
The Eyes around—had wrung them dry—
And Breaths were gathering firm
For that last Onset—when the King
Be witnessed—in the Room—
I willed my Keepsakes—Signed away
What portions of me be
Assignable—and then it was
There interposed a Fly—
With Blue—uncertain stumbling Buzz—
Between the light—and me—
And then the Windows failed—and then
I could not see to see—
— Emily Dickinson
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“Every genuine artist has his/her own style”
“A sudden change from a long standing standard may be relatively perceived in favour”
CCLXVIII

“Believing it is possible takes you most of the way there”
“Revenge is not only a tool for the wicked”
“Long standing careers may cause one to think differently than norm”
CCLXIX
How and Why do we live in
this world?
Because here is the truth.
We know the truth in many
ways.
But we do not know it all,
Truth is simple but deeper
than sea.
Truth is perfect but higher
than heaven.
I am the truth, the way, the
life.
Heavenly Father said
himself.

Because all phenomena is
true,
Truth is a permanent life,
existence.

dead?
Seek, ask, knock and look
for the truth.

It's wrong, fake, not perfect.

You will enjoy the life
forever.
Then, what is the most
important truth

So, we follow the truth
between the right
and wrong.

in our life ?
It is keeping promises
between peoples.

If something is not in truth,

Always
Is there someone
disappointed, want be

Truth

— Larry T. Rhyu

“Truth is for the wise”
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CCLXX
Insusurration to his ear led to a subsumption
Despondingly he did give up pursuing anyone
They shamed him much due to no fair reason
“Irredeemable he be!”, said the goblin
“Crushed he beeth”, said the gunman
Indeed prigidity engulfed the man so forsaken
For canarously he spoke of myths unbelieved
They but thought him insane for woes
The man’s revalescence unimpeded onwards
‘They’ intended to dissettle his self by words
Devoid of accoutrements the soldier in curds
“Connexive he beeth”, said the fairy
“He knows our food”, said the other
His human friends demoralized his sole being
They were envious and so extremely abusing
Their pact with fairy folk made crazy
Gnomes and fairies in corrivalship to humans
Human folk unaware of the aide given tokens
They thought it chance that police had reruns
“Fnespoken he wasn’t”, said the bitch
“He didn’t dob on us”, said the queer
They thought he would be quite unhidebound
He had instead kept his mouth shut and sound
But irremittable would they be ahead...
The wise man’s game being one of compassion and patience to befall—
Trapanner beeth the one plots and schemes for their own due downfall.
“Good timing means absolutely everything when seeking perfection”
CCLXXI
Luxury, green willows abounded by the love of the night, lively gust!
Where is that wispy fellow?
Oooh, o’ sweet embrace!
By golly, what adherence!
Never fight what ye can’t reach.
Why is Willow scared of net?
“Well told urban myths become the myths of the future”
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CCLXXII
Cemetery Hurt
I guide her for a walk through the lofty cemetery
Me persona so impeded and just constrained
My intentions to do her on a tombstone in spree
She started crying not knowing I was chained
My heart hurts in many places so painfully creaky
Both of us are back to normal and contained
It hurt me deeply that I could not express playfully
My inner natural being so utterly contained
I loved her dearly and with good earnest tenacity
But it was a love of compassion, so reined
Much later still I would take her there again in fee
To erroneously mock my own self so trained
The night time speech but a joke in good accuracy
Higher forces impeded my life; I so profaned
Save me the spiel Shakespeare, I know pain
“Typing life experiences is an easy ordeal, so why not keep a diary?”
CCLXXIII
Escapable
I was but mistaken—when I perished—
The hefty fist flew too fast
‘twas like lightening in grace—
Between a veil of secrecy—
All eyes stopped—a fist one inch away—
And time was gone in but a moment
For judgement befell—not him that day
A final call—not yet in agility—
I willed myself by turning—to gracious life
What foul trickery now
For his sakes—I let him live
There with a mighty blow but unstunned
All in red—uncertain if fully alive—
Between my sleepy red—and darkness—
And I noticed it felt good—all alive
I could see I was still quick—
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“Don’t ever underestimate the might of agility”
CCLXXIV
Srdjan
I knew but a tall Serbian man
Who grinned in malice with a dustpan.
Slept profoundly through much noise,
And toyed with porn in counterpoise.
In Australia known as but a hobo drunk,
With selfishness pervading his essence in spunk,
He boasted of his hatred of kind Muslims
Because they had bombed him into problems.
Ye nasty Serbian, go back home, far away
Thy shifted eye tells a lot in great agape.
Sneak home and pray we don’t know,
That hell ye live in is all in an overthrow.
“It is unethical and illogical to stereotype a whole community because of the actions of few”
CCLXXV
Army Cadets
I went around the dark hefty bush,
In order to cheat towards enemy base.
I cracked some leaves in the ambush;
Caught by torchlight in all due grace.
It was not fair they had sentinels,
On the lookout for cheats like I.
The moonwalk no good for rabbles,
I walked back in mission to occupy.
When I walked out from far above,
They released two officers to chase me.
Intent they were in crushing love,
Because his fall would be a catastrophe.
In entertainment the sentinel lied,
He pretended to be on the same team.
Knowing the folly through the outside,
It was a giveaway with the moonbeam.
“Cheating with humour may be ethical”
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CCLXXVI
Acrimoniously snubbed, due to blasphemous rudderless constructive anger, the man
perspicaciously domineered quite overjoyed as he became exculpated of neurotic myths
accrued forcibly in mind-warped manners so grotesque in loathsomeness and hostility
jostled inappropriately. He could not understand his own irresponsible self for being so
understanding of others whilst being in a sedentary state – he had let his good name and
reputation diminish to great levels by not saying a word until enough was enough.
“If you are going to put up with flak be sure you have the brains to save yourself”
CCLXXVII
In a world of no absurdities
Without any abnormalities
There would be no need for missionaries
And the world would be full of similarities
Such concepts have some good possibilities
In due tendency in most small communities
But what it does not is rule out pain in ease
Or the possibility for chaos with due lunacies
In such cases notions of hope may pave forth
A state that promotes belief in for an outcome
SYLLAS is representative truth of the futility of despair
Various individuals have surpassed despair everywhere
The key is to look far ahead ‘till you see the infinite
For a world with no abnormalities means all is quiet
And mayhap devoid of life
But never without wisdom


“Thinking the world as a pyramid in power will lead to hurt”
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CCLXXVIII
the man bled more than others,
it was but an inherited condition
only passed down to him
in the family line.
apparently a sign of Aryanism,
o’, what a loathed term by him.
his blood would not clot with ease
and when a wound repaired itself
it was the fat layer beneath his skin
that quenched the spill.
a brave man, and a philosopher
he sought to test the extent
of his bleeding.
with a sharp knife given to the right hand
he brutally massacred his left.
the left hand dissatisfied seized the knife
and fought back stabbing and slicing
the right hand.
and so ensued a battle with both hands
possessed!
the pain felt good, but o’ brutal slaughter!
the basin sink now full of blood,
with the master of hands seeking bandages.
alas, nothing now would stop this bleeding.
laying on bed with hands to the side
just waiting for the moment he would
but bleed to death.
observing the trickle for a day
the bleeding did stop but not a single scab.
he lived...

“Of course some genes may ‘seem’ better, but what of mind, spirit, and soul”
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CCLXXIX
She was an envious disparager of grace
Versable towards evil paths in embrace
Suchwise because unable to allure man
Forwander would she with clan
Auscultating for weak kindred
To but use when quite secluded
Exungulating her horrid hoof life nails
Uncessant is her desire to effeminate
Her dream to dominate a queer
Entend her personality to extent in bid
To but manipulate the greater pyramid
Had she know it beeth in evanishment?
Expurgate her vile mind in hunt,
A man tried but in utter demise
Extuberate her ego he did in lies
Parturient to bitchiness akin to movies
She longed to a be defier of fair pleas
As a landlubber of life she failed
Tales of woes encapsulated by the poet’s fine words—
Women alone and out of touch of the real evil bastards.
CCLXXX
Man’s Marriage
Opsigamy is but a notion for the wise and patient,
For had; had he rushed early in life; death would befall
An attachment is easily acquired when deficient
The trinity displayed patience in good earnest protocol
Others too scared of the hardships in life had it easy,
They married because of luck or no better option
They pitied the patient ones with due cause gracefully
But now I know I pity them, for I am but a spaceman
I not only believe—I know and I fight
Cherishing this Earth in a lamentable oversight
For life is beautiful—If you but try
With hardships hidden I explain my tale to deny
“It is important to understand someone more or en par to thyself prior to marriage”
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CCLXXXI



The Golden Century of Spanish Art
Re-Christianization of Spain too half a millennium
But with Granada, its noble expansion in decades
Christopher Columbus inciting faith on God’s scum
New lands and wealth a sign of God’s everglades
Christianization of natives in order to maintain luck



Greatest plundering prizes not gold or even silver,
But instead manuscripts such as books or codices
About five hundred documents survive with other
The clergy regarding many plunders as evil gushes
Excellent precision in masonry in New World Art
Chichén Itzá in Yucatán, Mexico; made to inspire
Many extravagant cathedrals built in Golden Age
A distinctive Spanish school of art was to admire
Ribera brought from Spain good truth in paintings
No horrors, privations or sufferings ever disguised
Diego Velázques’ art was inspired by Caravaggio’s
Virtuoso skills in scenes of everyday life valorised
Many other artists worth of mention in all history
Spain’s Golden Age but only briefly talked about!
— A Golden Age for its impact on humanity.
“The gift of eloquence in speech does not indicate one’s intelligence or wisdom”
“Art does not convey much about a person lest you know the person”
CCLXXXII
Rique the dog
So happy in the smog
Intelligent as it is, it stands
A talking dog in dire newsstands
My German shepherd within the Amazon
Stop standing like man or grandma hits you, begone!
Believe in the talking dog.
“If you raise some beast to be too smart strange things may happen”
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CCLXXXIII
I wanted a new scar
as a tattoo was not an option
so I decided to turn off a cigarette
at the back of my right hand
slowly and in bliss.
I had felt no pain, and no mark was left,
unlike my right hand done a long time ago
fast but with burning pain.

followed by the remaining layers so fast.
I then clearly see the fat layer
but o’ so perfect.
I then get a shaving razor
and I shave the microscopic globules
that are on top of the fat layer,
but this so carefully as if silk.
I watch closely and only through
the spaced micro pores
I BLEED!

I repeat the scarring motion
with not one but three more
smokes.
no pain and no mark
but on the last extinguished smoke
an area bigger than a coin
just melts off as if plastic.

I tried in vain to control my bleeding,
and I bled profusely on top
of my English crisps.

intrigued and amazed
I go directly underneath light.

I indulge in my blood,
likeable to a feast,
as I remember the bees, wasps, and
death.

I see the fourth and third layers of my skin
exposed in glorious unblemished glory.

no justice in words will express
what next happened.

I decide to peel the third layer in part

O’ what a glorious mark!

“If you are going to taint your body make sure it defines you”
CCLXXXIV
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Paradise is Reached with Wisdom

“Once you define your personal Nirvana, incrementally you can design your future”
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